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[F. E. Paugiter] 

This book is the Thesis on ‘4 Some Aspects of the Earliest 
Social History of India/5 by which Dr. Subimal Chandra 
Sarkar gained the degree of D. Phil. here. It is the outcome 
of extensive research, not only in the "Vedic and other brah- 
manic literature, but also in the Epics and Pur anas. He has 
dealt with it in a fresh manner, independent of preconceived 
ideas and accepted views, and has brought together a great 
quantity of new evidence regarding the social conditions of 
ancient India, that has been hitherto neglected, presenting it 
generally in new connections and a new light. There can be 
no doubt that the Mahabharata and the older Puranas, which 
are largely secular literature., disclose many real features of 
the ancient society that cannot be discarded or belittled, though 
they find no place in the priestly literature and differ from the 
brahmanic presentment, for in any case the existence and 
preservation of such different notices must be accounted for. 

b One inference_that such independent research appears to 
elicit is that the Aryans, when they entered India, found in 
places a degree of civilization as high as their own, if not 
higher, especially in Oudh and North Bihar; and there need 
be nothing surprising in that, because it has happened more 
than once in the history of the world that a more virile tribe 
has overcome and entered into a higher civilization, and has 
afterwards carried that on to further excellence. 

This book is therefore well worth study, and should help 
to revise views that may now be held on insufficient grounds. 

F. E. PAEG-ITEE. 

Oxford : December, 1924. 
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AN INTRODUCTORY AND CRITICAL NOTE 

[M. WlNTEEXITZ] 

On my way to Nalanda in September 1923, I spent two 
pleasant clays at Patna.—Pataliputra of Buddhist fame, now 
one of the principal seats of learning in India,—under the 
hospitable roof of Dr. S. G. Sarkar. We had many an 
interesting conversation on problems of Indian literature, and 
amongst other things he showed me the Manuscript of his 
Doctor's Dissertation on the Earliest Social History of India. 
The subject was of the greatest interest to me. Glancing over 
it I could see that it touched on some subjects which I had 
myself dealt with several times during the last thirty years,— 
the first time in my paper on Ancient Indian Marriage Ritual 
in 1892, and the last time in my essays on Woman in Brah¬ 
manism (1920). There was no time to read the dissertation 
then and there. But Dr. Sarkar kindly gave me a type-written 
copy of it that I might read it at leisure during my voyage 
home. This was made impossible by a prolonged illness 
which befell me after the completion of my happy pilgrimage 
to and through India, even beforeT reached the shores of Italy. 
Thus it was not until Easter 1924 that I could read the 
dissertation. Now I read it with delighted interest, though in 
many details I could not agree with the author, and I read it 
even more than once, in order to re-examine his arguments, 
where I clifibred from him. But from the very beginning I 
highly appreciated the scholarly instinct with which he has 
extracted from the Yedic texts everv little detail that had even 
the least bearing on social life. 

Thus, in the first chapter, on Building of Houses, etc., 
he is not content with arranging all the passages referring to 
architectural details,, but he collects at the same time every¬ 
thing that can in any way elucidate the economical conditions, 
and the social and political condition of Ancient India. In the 
chapter on Household Furniture, and again in that on Dress 
and Costumes,'we find many references to marriage customs and 
married life, and even to ethnical and racial distinctions. Here 
he touches, for instance, the vexed question of the Vratyae, 
whom he tabes to be Easterners and “ non-Ailas ” (non- 
Aryans) , adopting the terminology of Par git er. In a paper 
on the Vratyas that has just been published (in tlie Zeitschrift 
fur Buddhismus VI, 1924-25, p. 48 ff.), I have, like 
Dr. Sarkar, also come to the conclusion that the Vratvas were 
neither wandering Sadhus nor Saiva mendicants, as 'some | 
scholars have tried to,prove, but certain tribes, living outside 
the pale of Brahmanism, and that there are some indications \ 
of their having been Easterners. I do not think, however, that ^ 
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it is possible to decide whether they were Aryans or non- 
Aryans. 

But the most interesting chapters of the dissertation are 
doubtless those on Sex-relations and the Status of Women in 
Ancient India. There are many things in these chapters to 
which I would take exception. 

Thus I certainly should not conclude1 from the Yetlie 
myths that the Rsis of old did not see anything wrong in such 
connexions as that of Prajapati with his daughter, or ot Pusan 
with his mother and sister. Surely the ancient Greeks did 
not approve of fathers eating up their children, because accord¬ 
ing to the Greek myth Kronas devoured his children. 1 am sure 
Dr. Sarkar himself would not believe that the Ksi who said 
that Agni, as soon as bom, eats his mothers * or parents 
(jayamano niatara garblio atti: Rv. X. 79, 4), approved of 
children eating up their parents.2 

U I am glad that the learned professor lias raised these point,1s for it 
would serve to illustrate how it is sometimes difficult even for 
deep and critical scholarship to completely overcome tho subtle 
influences of ancient prejudices and traditional or preconceived 
interpretations. I hope however that the footnotes 1 have 
ventured to add here may lead to a subsequent modification of 
the views of a scholar in whose soundness and fairness of judg 
ment L have a very great faith indeed.—Author,.] 

It will be, noted that my conclusion is not based on any one Vedic 
myth or_ two; and one of these so-called myths (via., that of 
Prajapati and his daughter) I have shown to be a bruhmaiucal 
version of a secular dynastic detail. The basis of my inferences 
is not only these two references to Pusan’s or Prajapati's 
conduct, but a number of other more disLinet allusions 
m priestly as well as secular historical literature. In¬ 
cestuous connexions ^ and _ cannibalism are not analogous 
or parallel features in the history of civilization; the former 
Yn^ discovered even in comparatively recent history ns an 
established feature, while the latter, so far as the history* of tho 
more civilised races is concerned, can only be inferred from faint 
echoes in folklore and myths It cannot however bo denied that 
some ancient Hellenic traditions and myths arc echoes of a 
remote period of barbarism, witchcraft, human sacrifices, and 
perhaps even of cannibalism. A scientific historian is surety 
justified m surmising from the Vedic (or rather pro-Vedic) 
Agni legends, not that the Vedic rsis were cannibals, but that 
these are relics of a forgotten barbarous age, when the Indian 
tribes amongst whom fire worship arose (and I have shown 
nem to have been pre-Aryan and Gauge Lie) still retained racial 

memories of the well-known primitive practice of eutinjj up the 
old members of the tribe either after (sacrificial) slaimhter or 
exposure and death So also it is very likely that the ancient 
Hellenes found traditions of such a primitive practice liimonntj 

ear% Mediterranean people, which quite naturally 
found their way into the mixed Greek mythology. Finally it 
wd! also be remembered that parental incests were not, unknown 

‘ ,ancient Greeks and Persians, whoso cultural affinities 
with ancient Indo-Aryans are clear enough. In investigating 
all such details we should steer clear of the perfectly natural 

th8 paxit of. nativ? Fld foreign admirers of Indian 
civilization m general, of explaining away cx ignoring facts not 

"?k «'*s— 
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The.stories told in the late Jataka commentary, not in the 
old Jataka gatkas, about Rama and Sita, cannot prove that 
Sita was common wife of Rama and Laksmana, nor that Sita 
was their sister as well as wife. Generally speaking, though 
the existence of incestuous marriages must be admitted for 
Ancient India, as it is found among other ancient peoples, I 
do not believe that it existed to such an extent as it would 
appear from the statements made in this dissertation. In my 
opinion it never was, even in primitive times, a general popular 
custom, but limited to ruling families or dynasties.1 

Nor can I approve of the author’s explanations of the 
Gandharva in the wedding mantra : 1 ‘ Somali prathamo vivide 
Gandharvo vivida uttarah, tritlyo Agnis te patis turlyas te 
manusyajah.” The exact nature of the Gandharvas is certainly 
still one of the unsolved problems of Indian mythology and 
folklore. Still it is clear enough that Soma, the Moon, is 
considered as the k husband 5 of the maiden on account of his 
regulating the menstruation, and that Agni was called the 
‘ husband ’ of the bride from whom the mortal husband receiv¬ 
ed her, on account of the time-honoured custom of leading the 
bride around the fire at the wedding ritual. In the same way 
the Gandharva Visvavasu must somehow be related to the 
sexual life of woman (the Buddhist Assalayana Suita shows 
that he was connected with conception; see also Rv. X. 85 

tl Here again, Slta’s consanguinity and biaudry (or potentia. polyandry) 
has not been inferred from only one reference in the Jatakas 
but_ also from jnany other corroborative allusions there as well 
as in. Epic-Puranic literature, taken together with contemporary 
Vedic evidence on the subject. Occurrence of incestuous mar¬ 
riages “ among other ancient peoples ” is nut however the 
soundest reason for. inferring their existence in ancient India, 
though of course this has its confirmatory value; it is the first¬ 
hand evidence of the priestly and secular historical literatures 
that I have relied upon. “ The statements made in the dis- 
sextation are not fanciful, and references have been given for 
all statements, which will have -to be taken for what they are 
worth irrespective of the attractiveness or otherwise of the 
conclusion.—It rather puzzles me that while the equally late 
and much tampered with Kavya version of the really ancient 
Bamayapic traditions is passed by scholars, the Jataka or Bud¬ 
dhist version, which from the standpoint of historical criticism 
is a much sounder source, should be viewed with • unmitigated 
scepticism.—I have not jumped to a conclusion that consau- 
guinous marriages and polyandry were “ general popular 
customs’*; I have only suggested that the evidence available 
points to a frequent occurrence amounting to a custom of such 
connexions amongst the chief ruling as -well as priestly families 
of the Vedic (=Epic) age.—Author.] 
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21 f., and Av. IV, 37 f.j, and had certainly nothing to do 
with the higher education of girls.1 

But I must not enter into further details. The book will 
doubtless meet with sharp criticism and arouse .strong opposi¬ 
tion. Some of the conclusions arrived at by the author will be 
accepted as true, others will have to be rejected. But errors 
are not only unavoidable, they are more often than not even 
necessary stages on the way to the discovery of truth, if onlv 
the search after truth is carried on in a truly scientific spirit. 
And even the opponents will admit that this is the case in 
Dr. Sarkar’s dissertation. 

Though we may hesitate to ascribe to the traditional 
genealogies and legends of the Pur anas so much historical value 
as our author, a faithful disciple of Mr. Pargiter, ascribes to 
them, yet as an historian he is fully justified in trying to find 
out what light the Epic and Puranic traditions might throw 
on the history of the Vedic period. In our days, when some 
scholars hold that there is no real tradition at all connecting 
the hvmns of the Rgveda.—which are believed to have been 
composed somewhere in Iran, if not still farther West,—with 

11 Hers the only difference between Dr. Winternitz and myself is that 
he takes Gandharva to be connected with, the sexual life of 
women, while I take it to be connected with some pre-marital 
part of woman's life. The Gandharva Visvavasu is certainly of 
a sexual character, hut lie is also a ‘ Muse ’; besides Visvavasu 
is not named in the mantra in question. That Gandhavva. is not 
always a* sex-spirit is shown by Tadic references to ‘ gaudlarva- 
griuta ’ maidens and ladv-teachers. There is no real conflict 
between the two interpretations, for the sexual character of 
spirits is very closely related in ancient (or even modern) thought 
with their artistic character. Soma’s connection with menstru¬ 
ation would apply equally well, perhaps better, to my view of 
this wedding mantra : this interpretation of Soma's significance 
would make the education oF girls in music and arts begin with 
adolescence,—the most- suitable age for it; moral discipline or 
ritual purification (lepresented by Agni’s ‘ lutsband-dom ’) would 
naturally come after it, leading to real and perfected wifehood. 
Agni can hardly have been regarded as a husband of the bride 
simply because the marriage ceremony included going round tho 
fire; the fire was only the divine witness; from the ‘ sox ’ point 
of view the stone, on which the Ye die bride mounted for the 
sake of progeny, would be a more suitable candidate for the 
husband status in the mantra. Agni is very prominently con¬ 
nected with the 4 brahmacarya ’ of boys; why then not of girls, 
who, as the Av. says, could gel properly married only by 
passing through ‘ brahmacarya ’ or a period of education of some 
sort! If * gandberra 5 in the wedding mantra is taken to b© a 
4 conception ’ spirit, then the absurd result would follow that 
Tedic society credited every bride with one or more previous 
conceptions before being led to the fire-altar,—unless it can b© 
shown that this particular mantra (in isolation from tho rest) 
was originally intended for legalising illegitimate connexions 

t with issue thereof, Agni’s function being ' Buddhi.’—Author.] 
With the*© remark? I entirely agree.—Author.] 
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the later Indian literature, it is worth something to have shown 
that there are after all some threads that lead from the Rgveda 
to the Brahman as, and from these to the Epics and the 
Puranas. 

■ 

Dr. Sarkar, has derived from the Puranas many startling 
facts and suggestions, specially as regards the sexual morality 
of the highest classes of society in ancient times. How far 
the suggestions will stand the test of criticism and become 
‘ facts ’ remains to be seen. I -am myself rather sceptical 
about some of these suggestions; yet I cannot help admiring the 
absolutely unprejudiced and truly historical spirit in which the 
whole investigation is carried on by the author. And therefore 
I have great pleasure in recommending the book to all scholars 
who are interested in the history of Ancient India. 

It only remains for me to express the hope that Dr. Sarkar 
may not be prevented by liis official duties from devoting 
himself to scholarly wTork and continuing' the researches -which 
be has so happily begun. 

Prague : November 9, 2924. 

M. WINTERNITZ. 
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BUILDING ACTIVITIES: 
(Houses, etc.) 

The Vedic Aryans very early ceased to be wandering 
tribes: the Rg'veda shows them indeed still conquering, but 
they have already begun internecine wars and struggles for 
overlordships1; and fighting does not involve constant shiftings 
of abode. Permanent settlements, of the nature of marks32 
are normal in the Egveda, being the ‘ ksitir dhruva 53 or the 
fixed secure abode of the clans; such were the ' vis ’ (in its 
special sense) ,4 the ‘ stha ’5 (inferable in the early ‘ gostha, 5& 
or the later ‘ sthapati ’),7 the ‘ vrjanas ’8 and the ‘ vrajas.’9 
It . is a settled life that could give the home its appropriate 
epithet of 4 pratistha ’10 or establishment, standing, fixed abode ; 
so also, one desiring to lead a settled home-life of his own is 
called ’ pratistha-kama.511 Such a settled home is already the 
nucleus round which the Yedic society and polity develops. 
Religion, law and custom was thus based on home-life, and the 
individualistic tendency of the Indo-Aryan found expression 
in, and grew7 out- of the importance he attached to the home. 

Already in the early Yedic times, houses were not simply 
unit family abodes, but were also individual private properties, 
which could be: acquired12; and sometimes a ready-made house 
could be purchased for a considerable price13; a well-to-do 
person possessed several houses; thus a rich householder is 
called ‘ pastyavant,’14 and some poet-singers are described as 

‘ puru-dama 515; so also (later on) fields and ‘ ayatanas 516 are 
given as examples of prosperity. 

The great variety of Yedic words denoting a dwelling- 
house is a reflection of its importance to the Yedic Indians, and 
shows that they were long settled, with a tradition of house¬ 
building. £ Gaya ’ is a common word17 in the Itgveda for the 
house or household, inclusive of the inmates and their belong- 

1 As the Puranic tradition amply shows, 
2 Cf. Roth: Diet., s.v. £ vrjana/ 
3 Cf. Rv. I, 73, 4; VII, 88, 7; Zimmer: Alt. Leb. 142. 
4 E.g. where ‘ grha ’ is contrasted with ‘ vis ’ : Rv. X, 91, 2; cf. VII, 

82, 1. 
5 Cf. the Germanic ‘ Stadt.’ 
6 Vide infra 
7 Cf. Kat. Sr, Sut. I, 1, 12; Weber : Ind. Stud. 10, 13. 
8 Rv. I. 51, 15; 73, 2.4; 91, 21; 105, 19; 128, 7; 165, 15; 166, 14; etc.; 

VII, 32, 27; X, 42, 10; etc. 
8 Rv. X 179 2=A v' VII 72 2 

10 Av. VI, 32, 3=Vm, 8,’ 21=S5nkh. Aran. XII, 14. (Zimmer: Alt. 
Leb. 181, sees in it a legal term, but cf. St. Pet. Diet.). 

11 Taitt. Sam. II, 1, 3.4; Pane. Bra. XXm, 19, 1; etc. 
12 Cf. ‘ vidatha ’; also n. 4, p. 4. 
13 Av. IX, 3, 15. 
14 Rv. I, 151. 2; IX, 97. 18 (prob.). 
15 Av. VII, 73, 1. 
16 Chand. UpaTi. VH. 24. 2. 
17 Rv. I, 74, 2; V, 10. 3; 44. 7; VI, 2, 8, etc.; Av. VI, 3, 3 Vaj. Sam. 

XXVII, 3. 
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lags; so is £ dama ?1 (and ‘ dam 3) meaning house or home, 
implying an idea of control,2 or possibly of building3; 
‘ dMiiiaii,’4 another word for a dwelling or house, also signi¬ 
fies on the one hand 1 the inmates of the house,’5 and on the 
other ‘ law or ordinance,’6 showing the connexion in the Vedic 
mind between the house and all conceptions of law and order.7 
* Sarnia ’8 is a house as a comfortable place, £ mahi 5 (big) 
and ’ smat 5 (fine), within the ‘ vis ’ or 4 vrjana.’ ‘ Grha,’9 
the family home is contrasted10 with £ jana ’ and 4 vis,’ just 
as the family sacrifice is contrasted11 with the sacrifice of the 
‘ jana ’ or 4 vis/ the individualism of the home being clearly 
recognized. ‘ luila 5 in the compound * kulapa ’ (used of the 
house-protector or family-chief,12 and the home-staying13 old 
maid) conveyed the sense of the dwTelling-house of a small 
individual family, a sense which also occurs in the post-Vedic 
use14 of the word singly: though later on the word acquired 
an added special meaning of £ sanctuary or temple.’15 ‘ Vasati ’16 
and k nivesana, 517 seem on the other hand to have been terms 
without special significance : the former probably remained so 
all along,13 but the latter is used in the Epic and the Paranas 
in the sense of a flourishing 0r fresh c colonial settlement,’19 
and in the Sutras in a curious optional sense of ‘ resting-place 
or stall for cattle 5 as opposed to the ‘ grha ’ used by men.20 
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Rv. I. 1. 8; 61. 9; 75. 5; 143, 4; II, 1.2; flc.; Viij. Sam. V11T, 24. 
Cf. Roth : St. Pet. Diet, s.v- ‘ dama.’ 
Cf. V.I., 1. 340, s.v. 1 dama.’ 
Rv. I, 144, 1; II, 3, 2; III, 55.10; VIII, 61, 4; 87, 2; X, 13, 1: 

etc.; Av. IV, 25, 7; VII, 68, 1; XII, 1, 52; Vaj. Sam. l.V, 34; 
Taitt. Sam. II, 7. 2. ’ 

Rv. VIII, 101, 6; IX, 36, 14; X, 82, 3; Av. II, 14, 6; (cf. St. Pet. 
Diet. S.V.j C,). 

Rv IV 55, 2; VI, 21, 3; VII, 63, 3; VIII, 41, 10; X, 48,11. 
” hicfl also comes out in the Rgvedie expression ‘ rta-dhaman ’ IRv T 

123, 9; IV, 7, 7; VIT, 36,' 5; X, 124, 3). ' ’ 
Rv. VII, 82, 1; I, 51, 15. 
See also infra, for other uses of this term. 
Rv. X, 91; -8,. 
Rv. VII, 82, 1. 
Rv. X, 179, 2. 
Av. I, 14. 3; etc. 
Sat Bra. I 1. 2 22; n, 1, 4 4; 4 1, 14; XI, 5, 3, 11; 8, 1, 3; XIII, 

4\ 2\l’ Bfhad Upan. I, 5, 32; Ohand. Dpan. Ill, 13 6. etc. 
E.g m deva-kula ; cf. ■ gura-kula.’ But cf. ' kulu vad'hu ' and 

cognate fnrnis. 

RV’ni317 : Z-’ etc 5 V5;l‘ SaiP' XVI11, 15 5 Taitt- Bra. II, 3, 5, 4; 

Rv .W 19’ / \ W- 19- 5> (sense of colonial settlement possible— 

' niv4nf’S'’)0ymS “ S‘ Indta entered th€ iOO* for 

BUtseMeMofrkm;,frUr,T. P?’ 49~?°’ ‘ vasati ’ is given the technical 
of man ,or trading settlement or quarter of a town. Cf 

Rvasna ’ ^ wf Je;atl=?art= merchandise, etc. Cf. also Rgvedie vasna ana vern. ‘ vasan 1 • ° u 

With freSb “lonial settlements* ° * 
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£ Pastya 5 (f)1 or ‘ pastya 5 (n),2 occurring singly, or in the 
compounds ‘ pastya-vant/3 c pastya-vant ’3 and £ pastya-sad/4 
are other terms denoting a house or dwelling, and hence family, 
while in the feminine iorm even the goddess of the homestead 
may be so designated.5 ‘ Pastya 5 was occasionally also applied 
to the k stall for horses,5 the whole being used for n part, e.g., 
in ‘ asva-pastya ,Q and £ pastya-vant rnarya ;n it had 
usually, along with c barmy a,'8 a special significance of k the 
home with all its adjuncts and surrounding's,’ ' the family 
settlement,’ apparently a nobleman's abode (having Malden 
etc.). 1 Yastu 5 seems to mean simply ' dwelling-house ’ or 
k settlements generally ’9 in the compound epithet 4 su-vastu 510; 
but in c vastos-pati ’n it approaches the later (even modern) 
and more special meaning of ‘ the site of a house 512; these 
imports of 4 a group of houses 5 or £ settlement,’ and of fi a site 
presided over by some deity,5 are also conveyed by 6 pastya 5 
in several passages.13 £ Malta 5 is a house as being a measured 
structure, wherein the house-builder saw a spirit ‘ manasya 
patni/ mistress of the hoiise-struefure.14 £ Avatana./ 
£ enclosure,’ had an earlier general sense of £ abode 5 or 
f home/15 but later on was specialized in use, like c knla,’ and 
referred to some sacred structure within such enclosure.15 
£ Vis J is a term which gradually narrowed in significance, 
from £ settlement 516 to ‘ the assembly-hall of the settlement/ 
and then to * any house/ as is shown bv the uses of the 
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Bv. I, 25, 10; 40, 7; 164, 50; IV, 1, 11; VI, 49, 9; VII, 97, 5; 
IX, 65, 23: X, 46, 6; (also corresponding passages in Yv.}. 

Bv. X, 96, 10.11; cf. VIII, 39, 8; VI, 53. 2; IX. 98, 12; V. 50. 4. 
Bv. I, 151, 2; IX, 97, 18; II, 11, 16; IV, 54, 5; VIII, 7, 29; (IV, 

55, 3; VIII, 27, 5). 
Bv. VI, 51, 9; Roth. St. Pet. Die., s.v. ; PIscliel: Ved. Stud. 2, 211. 
Bv. IV, 55, 3; VTIi; 27. 5. 
Rv. IX, 86, 41: Av. VI. 77, 1: XIX, 55, 1. 
Rv. IX, 97, 18; prob. I, 91, 13. 
Cf. VJ.3 I, 229, '30; Rv. VII, 56, 16; cf. X, 106. 5. 
Cf. th§ similar use of vern. * vast! ’ (from ‘ vasali ’)• 
Rv. VIII, 19, 17; (Nir. IV, 15). 
E.g. in Taitt. Sam. Ill, 4, 10; of. Macdonell : Ved. Myth., 138; 

Zimmer: Alt. Leb., 236. 
As opposed to the ‘ ksetra,’ holding, also presided over by a deity; 

cf. Rv. IV. 37, i, 2; etc., Av. IL 12. 1; etc. 
E.g. in Rv. VIII. 7, 29; VIII, 27, 5; IV, 55, 3; respectively; cf. 

Pischel’s explanation of £ pastya ’=a river, having groups of 
houses on its banks. , . , , 

Av. IX, 3; III, 12; cf. the later structural technical terms: 
' c vast um hi a 5 (in Pnr.), £ mana-sara ’ (the treatise). 

E.g. in Chand. Upan. VII, 24, 2 ; so also in the Epic; it is applied 
subsequently to temples and monasteries enclosed by walls. 

Rv. TV. 4, 3; 37, 1; Vf 3. 5; VI, 21, 4; 48, 8; VII, 56, 22; 61, 3; 
70, 3; 104, 18; X, 91, 2; etc. (But in some of these the sense 
of i dwelling-house ’ may also suit.) 
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compounds ‘ vis-pati11 and ‘ vis-patm.’1 2 3 A cognate term 
veJman « denotes ‘ house as the place where one is settled.’ 

House or holding in its aspect of acquired property ,4 is desig¬ 
nated bv ‘ vidatha ’; but its specialized derivative meanings 
are quite early and manifold, amongst which may be noted 
those of ‘ asylum,’5 6 ‘ family assembly or sacrifice, 5 a 
smaller7 8 or secular assembly,5 a rich oi toyal establishment 

like palaces.’9 

A few common house-names were derived from ordinary 
features of building construction, such as ‘ ayatana,’10 * 12 * * 15 referring 
to the enclosing walls, railings or fencings; or ‘ durona/11 
‘ gateway/ secondarily implying a house as characterized by 
such a feature. Another structural term is ‘ sala/ primarily a 
thatch of £ paddy-straw,’12 for shelter of men or their cattle 
and stores, then the ‘ homestead inclusive of such stalls and 
sheds/13 and finally ‘house’ generally, as in ‘ salapati/ 
4 house-holder/14 or even a section or a single room of a house, 
as in ‘ patnl-sala 515 or ‘ agni-sala 515; apparently it came, to be 
quite early used of flourishing and wealthy residences as well, 

t 

1 Bv. I, 12, 2; 26, 7; 164, 1; II, 1. 8; III, 2, 10; 40, 3; VII, 39, 2; 
IX, 108, 10; X, 4, 4; 136, 1; etc.; cf. also VIII, 55, 5=Av. IV, 
5, 6. 

2 Taitt. Sam. Ill, 1, 11, 4. 
3 Rv. X, 107, 10; 146,5; Av. V, 17, 13; IX, 6, 30; Ait. Bra. VIII, 

24, 6. 
4 3. Am. Or. S., 19, 12fl; cf. Rv. I, 117, 25; II, 1, 6; X, 85, 26.27; 

Av. xvm, 3, 70. ■ 
5 Ludwig: Trans. Rv. 3, 261; cf. Sat. Bra. V, 3, 1, 13, and Kat. 

Sr. Sut. XV, 3, 35; cf. also Rv. I, 31, 6; V, 62, 6; Ait. Bra. 
I, 30, 27.28. 

6 According to Bloomfield and V.I.; cf. connexion of women chiefly 
with this, but rarely with the * sabha ’; cf. also Rv. X, 85, 26.27 ; 
Av. VH, 38, 4; Mait. Sam. IV, 7, 4. 

7 Zimmer: Alt. Leb., 177; Rv. II, 27, 12. 
8 According to Roth; Rv. II. 1, 4; 27, 12.17; III, 38, 5.6; V, 63, 2; 

V1L 66. 10; VOX 39,' 1; X, 12, 7; Av. I, 13, 4; XVII, 1, 15. 
9 Rv. IV, 27, 2; cf. I, 91, 20; 167, 3; Av. XX/128, 1. 

10 Vide n. 15, p. 3. 
n Vide p. 32, n. 4—5, and p. 33, n. 1—4; £dur/ ‘durya’ and ‘duryona* 

also have a similar secondary sense. 
12 As * sala * is a term practically confined to the Av. (vide infra.), it 

is highly probable that it represents some indigenous word, 
presumably the same as the Eastern vern. ‘ cala,’ of equivalent 
form, and of exactly the same significances (‘ cala ’ and * cal ’ 
also having a common figurative sense of house, room, etc.); 
E. vern. * cal ’ (rice) corresponds to Sans. ‘ sali '; cf. ‘ vicali ' = 
straw, i.e, 1 taken out of sali or paddy plants ”; for E. vern. 
*c*=Sans. * s,’ cf. infra.,—‘ kasipu * = Tamil ‘ kacci-pa.* 

B Av. HI, 12, lfis V, 31, 5; VI, 106, 3; VIE, 6, 10; IX, 3, Iff; 
XIV, 1, 63; Taitt. Bra. I} 2, 3, 1; Sat. Brr. HI, 1, 1, 6; etc. 

M Av. IX, 3, 12. 
15 Vide pp. 30-31. 
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as indicated by names of princes and noted priests, like ‘Maha- 
sala 1 (‘ big-housed ’) 1 Pracisa-sala ’ (* ancient-housed 5)1. 

It is significant that c sala/ etc., do not occur even once 
in the Rv., while almost all the references to them belong to 
the Ay., -which applies'lliis term also to a particular type of 
‘ straw and bamboo ’ house2 whose construction it describes. 
On the other hand £ durona/ etc.,'are specially Rgvedic terras, 

- while 1 ayatana 5 belongs to the Upanisads and the Epic. In 
the comparatively drier and hotter Upper G-angetic regions, 
the * entrance 5 and £ enclosure 5 aspects3 of the dwelling-house 
must have been naturally more prominent4 than the protective 
covering overhead: and the references to these features and 
their figurative use, accordingly, occur in texts that were 
mainly of Midlandic origin ; again, it is only in the rain-flooded 
Lower Gangetic country that the roof is naturally all-important, 
and has to be built carefully5: and accordingly, the c sala ' 
(thatch) is prominent, and means the house itself, in texts 
that were largely of Eastern Gangetic (and indigenous) origin. 
So also in subsequent developments of Indian architecture,6 
these two main styles may be recognized: one characterized 
by various modifications of the ‘ enclosure ’7 and the e gate¬ 
way’,8 another by those in roofing9; and it is remarkable that 

c roof 5 architecture throughout the greater part of India (and 
in all periods) bears a distinct stamp of the Lower Gangetic 

k cala ’ (sala), whether -we look to the dome of the c stupa/1® 
the convex ‘ saiva ni roof with projecting eaves, or the curved 
and tapering ‘ vaisnava 511 £ sikhara.’ 

It is quite in accordance with the pre-eminently agri¬ 
cultural and pastoral character .of early Vedic life that the 
house is at first very closely associated with the stalls for 
domestic animals. Thus the cowstall, the wagon and the 

1 Eg. Sat. Bra. X, 3, 3, 1 ,■ 6, 1, 1; Cha-nd. Upan. V, 11, 1; Mupd. 
Upan. I, 1, 31 cf. the early royal names ‘ Maha-sala ’ and 
‘ Vi-sala ’ in the Puranic dynastic lists. 

2 Vide infra., p. 28ff. 
3 Cf. the sense of ‘ enclosure ’ in 4 vrjana ’ and 4 vrajV which is 

also described as 4 sargala ’ and 4 saparis'raya * (with gate and 
palisade); vide infra.; these terms also are specially Rgvedic. 

4 As it is even to-day. 
5 As the modern 4 P.W.D.’ knows very well. 
6 E.g. in Manryan and post-Mauryan examples. 
7 E.g. the timber palisades or stone-railings. 
8 E.g. the famous torana/ a form comparable to £ durona,’ which 

may have been the prototype,—an ornamental gateway, instead 
of an ordinary c dvar (a).’ 

9 E.g. the so-called c barrel-shaped ’ tops of monasteries, etc. 
10 In Buddhist—i.e. Magadhan styles.^ 
11 Miscalled ‘ Dravidian 5 and 4 In do-Aryan 1 respectively by Fergusson; 

really they are both developments from the same Bengal thatch 
or ‘ cala,’ adapted to local conditions (vide Havell’s works for 
proper interpretation). 
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iiou.se are mentioned toy ether1 in the same breath as it were. 
' Saia ‘2 and 1 pastya(a) ’5 imply accommodation of some ,sort 
for both men and their beasts.4 ‘ Gotra 5 and ‘ vra(a)jn,,’ all 
originally arrangements for accommodation of cattle, were so 
intimately connected with the ordinary life of their possessors, 
that these names came to be employed equally or almost at 
the same time with reference to men. Thus k viaja,’5 pen, 
also denotes a pastoral settlement (under a chief)6 including 
many k kulas ’ and “ vrajas 5 un the narrower sense) ; in sub¬ 
sequent literature also (classical and modern), ‘ vraja T (pos¬ 
sibly also the representative of the older 4 vrjana ’)* lias 1 lie 
regular sense of a closely organized pastoral’settlement with 
the human and bovine elements equally prominent.8 What 
the ‘ vraja ’ originally was, does not clearly appear : Geldner 
acmes it irom ' unj/ to go, giving it the primary meaning 
or pasture, while Both prefers the derivation from £ vrj,’a 
v hien gi\ the primary meaning of enclosure or pen ; prob- 
ably both .senses are mixed up in the passages where it occurs - 
the later (vernacular) # use of ‘ vraja 510 agrees with this view : 
the frequently occurring sense of pen11 or stall12 cannot he 

f°m <TraC, to °0’ but tbe sense of ‘ pasture ’13 is 
Lf eufrr t0 enclose; f°i’ a common pasture mav 
^en well have been an enclosure with a hedge, fence or palx- 
^de; it seems that such a defensible ‘ enclosure 1 with ,J . 

a • pen • with fenee and k'uI,. 
’ reteuec. to m sargala and " saparisraya ’ ‘ vraia 115 • tlm 

ofihis The0'wted ?aStKral Settlement easily evolve od 
rnadp rxf ac k ^en a cowstall is meant by it was 

had doors’who^wide™^ raalle ™i-m* and 

! „,?a-bU,“-'” 'Golra •' f 
2 Cf. n. 13, p. 4. 

Cl n. 6, and n. 7, p. 3 
Specially horses in the latter case. 

»w9 j-j *;« f™, 

Xv179- 2; Av. vn, 72. 2 ° ht)' 
ox. e. 8, p. 1. 
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* If Dicnffy6 d0dling with episodes 

Av.aiII,SILIi5-tIvm38Ct7ans ?ffaniz-ed settlement. 
97. 10; lCa ’ • 5 aakh' Ara’- n> 16; pr 
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12 p „ x u‘ j probably Rv. X, 

13 ih Evfn; 5k2^T?t26Br3.IJef ^ l> ^ 
Cf ' VL)• VneCPaWeS dled “ t 'y)6 

Brhad?°tJpan. &T &*\ ^ ^ 

T.«r'K“nr8h irr; •»* 
Rv. X. 4. 2 ' ' 2; (cf- W*. Sam. ' 
Rv. IT. 51.' 2. 
Kans. Era. H. 9. 

I, 25) 
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to have the primary meaning of ‘ herd/1 which alone he thinks 
would explain its later use as * family ’ or ‘ clan. 2 But 
Itoth’s interpretation of it as k cowstall 5 as a structure3 is 
better : firstly, as the suffix k tra ’ is also indicative of place ; 
secondlv, as the sense of a whole clan can easily be derived 
from the sense oi a cowstall, common and spacious, wiiere a 
whole clan kept their cattle4; and thirdly, as gostha 52 * is 
similarly used of the Bliarata clan, and ‘ gosthl ’5 later on, by 
a similar transition, comes to mean a social circle. Geldner 
thinks that in all passages where “ gostha ’ occurs,6 the sense 
of ‘ grazing ground 1 is better and suits all.7 But here again, 
Whitney’s and Bloomfield’s rendering of stall or stable8 is more 
appropriate, as the k stha ’ points to some sort of a standing 
structure, a stand or stall, and cannot, evidently, refer to 
‘ grazing ’ : so that ‘gotsha 5 would mean liter ally hie standing 
place for cotvs. It is significant that even in modern verna¬ 
cular ‘ gotha ’ is always contrasted with ‘ matha 5 (meadow), 
with which it is combined to form a phrase. The use of 
* gotsha ’ in Ait. Bra.9 is interesting: the cows of the Bharatas 
are there said to be in the 4 gostha ’ at evening and in the 
‘ samgavini ’ at mid-day : Sayana adds in 'explanation (not very 
clear in itself ) that their milch-cows w^ere kept at night in 
‘ salas/ but the rest of the cattle in the ‘ gostha.’ Here 
‘ gostha 5 cannot mean open pasturage; and ‘ samgavini ’ also 
seems to be some sort of an open shed where the noon-tide 
milking was done; ‘ gostha ’ and 1 samgavini ’ therefore would 
mean cowstalls and cattle-sheds attached to the clan-abodes 
and set up in the fields, respectively, while the 4 salas ’ may 
have been special sheds for milch-cows with isolated compart¬ 
ments or each such cow7 may have been isolated in its separate 
‘ sal a.510 It would also appear that the 4 gostha 5 belonged 
to the whole clan, e.g., of the Bharatas,11 and not to the 

1 Geldner: Ved. iStud. 2, 275*276. 
2 Cf. Chand. Upan. IV, 4, 1; gankh. &r. Sut. I, 4, 16; etc. ; Asval. 

Grh. Silt. IV7, 4; etc.; Kaus. Bra. XXV, 15; etc. (It is to be 
noted that Puranic tradition places the rise of noted 4 rsi goiras ‘ 
(dans) much earlier than the period indicated bv these 
references. Thus the k clan ’ sense is not a late one.) 

3 St. Pet. Diet., s.v. 
4 The suitability of such interpretation is evident in Rv. I. 51, 3; 

II, 17, 1/23, 18; III, 39, 4; 43, 7; VIII, 74, 5; X, 48, 2; 103, 7. 
5 Vide infra. 
6 Rv. I, 191, 4; VI, 23, 1; VIII. 43, 17=Av. Ill, 14, 3.5.6; II. 26, 

2 = Vaja. Sam. Ill, 21 : V, 17.—Kath. Sam. VIII. 7; Maifc. Sam. 
IV7, 2, ll = Ait. Bra. III. 18, 4; gat. Bra. XI. 8, 3, 2,; etc. 

7 Sp. in Ay. Ill, 14. 
8 In Av. op. cit. 
9 Ait. Bra. Ill, 18, 14. 

in Of. ‘ sala.1 ante, p. 4, n. 13. 
11 Examples of ruling and influential priestly families possessing large 

herds of cattle (often with special structures for these) are well- 
known in Epic-Puranic tradition, and the Bharatas are actually 
amongst them. 
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individual houses or holdings; and it is thus very probable that 
the gradually more and more specialized social association a d 
unit of the ‘ gosthi,’ often mentioned later, in, Buddhist and 
classical literature,1 grew out of the merry clan-gatherings at 
the 4 .tfostha 9 in the evening after the day s toil and adventuies 

in the fields and pastures.2 

Just as the later ‘ club-house ’3 (gosthi) was developed 
out of the common cat tie-stand, so also some other types of 
associations and their suitable structures were closely connected 
with ordinary domestic conditions. * \idatha must be deifved 
from ‘vidj'to acquire, rather than from ‘ vid,* to know, 
which gives the plausible meaning of something like the 
Witan to the 4 vidatha/ but which can account for only a 
few of its many senses; ‘ vidatha 5 therefore originally meant 
holding or house4; but it is very often used in wider senses, 
involving the ideas of a larger structure and some sort ot 
assemblage. Thus in different passages Ludwig sees the 
sense of a sanctuary or asylum,5 and Zimmer that of a) smaller 
assembly than the 4 sa-miti ’6; where a ‘ Samrat ’ is spoken of 
as 1 vidathya/7 the £ vidatha ’ must have been a royal estab¬ 
lishment, a court or audience-hall; where women are connected 
with the ‘ vidatha ’8 (but not usually with the ‘ sabha *), it 
may mean a household assembly, social or religious, and the 
accommodation for such an assembly; while Both makes out .a 
reference to some secular wider type of assembly in many other 
passages,9 ‘ Vidatha J accordingly -stands for quite a variety of 
building structures, from probably the quadrangle or large hall 
of a homestead to specialized structures suitable for public use 
or court life. 
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Various aspects of the ' gosthi,5 economic and social, are indicated 
and detailed in the early Pali texts, Kautilya, and Vats. KiL. 
Sutra; the term has subsequently degenerated into the colloquial 
vernacular 4 gusth^)!.* 

The traditional picture of Krsna’s early life (in some of the Pnranas 
also) is an illustration of how this development may have 
actually happened. 

This is the special sense in Buddhist and po&t-Mauryan literature 
(e.g. in Vats. Ki. Suit.). 

J. Am. Or. S.. 19, 128.; cf. Rv X, 85, 26.27; I, 117. 25; II, 1, 6; 
Av, XVHI, 3, 70. 

Ludwig: Trans. Rv. 3, 261; cf. gat. Bra. V, 3, 1, 13; Kat. Sr. Sut, 
XV, 3, 35; also Rv. I, 31, 6; V. 62, 6; Ait, Bra. I, 30, 27.28. 

Zimmer: Alt. Leb. 177; Rv II 27 12 

tL27' 2:,C\J’.91’ 20; 5; AV. XX, 128, 1. 

AV'xiV F’204|5)Malt’ Sa™' W’ 7‘ 4; Cf' Ev' X’ 85, 26'2? (=Av- 
E''r- n. 1, 4_; 27, 12.17; m, 38, 5.6; V, 63, 2; VE, 66, 10; VIII, 

39, 1; X, 12, 7; Av. I, 13, 4; XVII, 1, 15. 
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The well-known 4 sabha ’ is no less ambiguous in signifi¬ 
cance : the usually accepted view is that it denotes the 4 as¬ 
sembly ’ of the Ye die Indians as well as the 4 hall 5 where it 
met; Hillebrandt however thinks that the £ sabha 5 desig¬ 
nates primarily the 4 house of assembly ’ ydiile k samiti (also 
frequently occurring in Yedic literature) stands for the £ as¬ 
sembly ?1 itself; but it is noteworthy that while the * sabh* ' 
has a number of functions and aspects2 ascribed to it in the 
Yedic literature, the most particular detail available about the 
‘ samiti : is that kings and princes frequented them3: hence 
the ‘ samiti ’ was more a political institution! than the 4 sabha,’ 
and of a select character, though the L vis 5 are associated with 
both.4 According to this view the 4 sabha 5 would be the hall 
of the widest assembly of a community and the c vidatba ’ the 

tj 

quadrangle or hall of the unit family assembly; and £ samiti ’ 
would have to be placed between these two types. In fact 
the £ vid&tha 5 does develop into the £ samiti ’ type: for in 
some passages the £ vidatha 5 may have the developed sense 
of a public sanctuary or asylum,5 and in some others6 the 
4 samrat 5 is 4 vidathya ’ or 4 holding court/ in of course a 
suitable place : this latter use would correspond to the ‘ .samiti ’ 
associated chiefly with princes. In the Av. the 4 sabha ’ and 
the £ samiti ’ are frequently mentioned together,7 as equally 
ancient institutions8 (where prepared speeches were made),9 

which were to be found even in villages10; while both were 
mainly composed of tribesmen and followed the King, the 
former was associated with the army, and the latter with 
4 strong drink ’n; and the 4 sabha/ 4 samiti/ and 4 amantrana * 
are mentioned as assembly-houses in order of increasing limita¬ 
tion.12 On the whole therefore the c samiti ’ seems to have been 
a. narrower institution. But there are other difficulties: there 
seem to have been several types of the 4 sabha ’ itself. Though 

1 Hillebrandt: Ved. Myth., 2, 124, note 6. 
2 Vide infra. 
3 Vide V.I., II, 430—1. 
4 Av. IH, 19, 1; IX, 7, 9; XV, 9, 2.3. 
5 Vide ante. 
6 Vide ante. 
7 Vide following notes. Cf. similar association in the modern 

vernacular phrase 4 sabha-samiti,’ and its use in the sense of 
e wider assemblies and smaller committees.’ ( So also the 
vernacular expression ‘ gosthi-gotra ’ affords a* clue to the 
relation between these twe parallel early institutions : 4 gotra ’ 
referring to the smaller unit of a family or * kin/ and 4 gosthi ’ 
to the whole tribe or clan; in Buddhist and Maurya periods, 
the * gosthi ’ is specially associated with the ‘ gana/ which was 
wider than the ‘ gotra.’). 

8 Av. VII, 12, 1 (2 dtrs. of Prajapati, etc.). 
9 Av. XII, 1, 56; cf. VII, 12, 1. 

10 Av. XH. 1, 56. 
11 Av. XV, 9, 2.3; (the context would show that the Av. regarded 

these institutions as originally derived from the e Vratya ’ 
Kingship* of Magadha). 

12 Av. VIXI, 10, 5.6; cf. Itv. I, 91, 20, where a fit son is f sadanya/ 
‘vidathya ’ and 4 sabheya ’ in increasing order of eminence. 
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it is possible to conclude that all the multifold functions at¬ 
tributed to the c sabha ’ in different contexts were performed 
in one and the same institution and structure called £ sabha/ 
a state of affairs natural in primitive polity1 (cf. Hellenic 
parallels!, yet it is reasonable to suppose- that increasing com¬ 
plexity of functions very soon (even before the age of the later 
Samhitas^ led to a division into several correlated institutions 
also called ‘ .sabhas.’ Thus, for example, the increase of gam¬ 
bling, so closely associated with the ‘ sabha ’ from the very 
beginning, would in all likelihood lead to the growth of a, type 
of special gambling halls, where this would not interfere with 
other more serious functions of the ‘ sabha the everpresent 
and expert gamblers, the ‘ sabha-sthanus ’2 would then leave 
the assessors, the ‘ sabhasads ’ undisturbed in their judicial 
dignity; the two sets cannot very well be posited of the same 
hall at the same time. So also, we hear of the £ ■sabhavin,’'3 

the keeper of the gambling hall, a,s distinct from the ‘ sabha- 
pala,’4 the warden of the assembly-hall; and of the ‘ grarava- 
vadin,’5 the village judge or town-reeve, in his ‘ sabha,’ or 
court, which is here apparently separate from the gambling 
hall. Then again, certain other early'uses of the word ^ sabha'’ 
would necessitate either a supposition that it was evolved out 
of domestic or individual household conditions, or one that we 
have in these instances a particular domestic use of the word. 
Thus when ‘ Agni ’ of the ‘ sabha 5 is specially designated 
’ vispati/ or master of the dwelling,6 there is an evident re- 
feience to domestic conditions. In some passages in the later 
Saipbitas (and subsequently) the ! sabha ’ evidently refers 
to the ‘ society-room * in a private dwelling-house7; and earlier 
still sabbeya and ‘ sabhavan rayih’9 seem to have been 
used domestically; while in ‘ sabhavatl yosa/10 of the Ev., 

1 S° 11: 56_'71’j th®same' Sathering (in the same hall) 
lent£ i^S ?T?S aBd °thel's watchi“S the game, is subeti 

1 n lpeale<^ to as. a court of justice with its * full bench.’ 
(where diVe Pe/10d’j at the Matsya capital the ‘ sabha ’ 
offshoot the ™ P-ayedj ai‘d ? °?uncil of war held) has an ^ ofi&iioot. the music-and dancanrr-hall. 

2 18 5 Taitt- Bra- in, 4, 16, 1. Taitt. Bra. m, 4, 16, 1. 5 ’ , 
Taitt. Bra. Ill, 7, 4, 5. 
Taitt. Sam. U, 3, 1, 3; Hath. Sam. XI, 4 ■ Mail Sam II 2 1 
Vide ante, note 1, page 4. ' • ' U’ - 1- 

AV'‘SaU- Sarp- ra> 4> 8- 6 (a man’s 
14T(Praipati’stabode aadSabkt ^ ^ 

'"xxiI 2213; r’ 91) 20 (ProbabIe); Av, XX, 128. 1; Vaja. Sam. 
Hv. IV, 2, 5. 

8 

10 Bv I, 167, 5. Cf. Bv. X, 85, 26.27=Av XIV I 20 21 fwh< 

cohort home, £ 
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1 hough it is equally permissible to see in it a reference to tire 
presence of women in the greater assemblies, the use is pro¬ 
bably a domestic one, meaning something like 1 2 3 4 the lady in the 
drawing-room.5 It would thus appear that, whichever be the 
earlier model, the .sitting-room of a private home had much in 
common wTith the wider assembly hall, and that the structure 
and equipment of the 4 .sablia,5 domestic or public, was of one 
and the same type originally. So also, both the central hall 
of a dwelling-house and the assembly hall had their fire-altars,1 
the prototypes of the later 1 worship-room 5 (4 thakur-ghar ’) in 
private houses, of the nave (£ caitya 5) in the "Buddhist congre¬ 
gation halls, and of the sacred antechamber (£ thakur-dalan M 
in assembly halls of all descriptions (e.g. the ‘ natya-sala 5 or 
£ nat-mandir *) : the difference being probably only*’in the size 
and type of the altar or other sacred symbol and in the number 
and variety or the 4 stlianus or piliars. The 4 sablia ’ in 
its wider sense must have been a large edifice with some pre¬ 
tensions to architecture ; apart from the altar2 and pillars,3 there 
must have been more or less suitable structural arrangements 
for the transaction of judicial, commercial and political busi¬ 
ness, and reception of courtly, well-born, wealthy persons and 
kings; and the complexity of the structure must have been 
greater where the same building was used for the other 
‘ .sablia ?-Ic functions,—gambling, merriment, social inter¬ 
course, debates ^and contests.4 Probably when the social and 
festive branch of the £ sablia 5 became separated it merged with 
the natural clan-gatherings at the 4 gostha,’ and led to the 
formation of the later ‘ gosthi,9 whose functions were pre¬ 
eminently social and pleasurable. 

Associations of learned men called 4 parisads ’ were in 
existence m the later Yedic period,5 and the origin of this insti¬ 
tution may well be referred to the earlier epoch6; at any rate 
these parisads ’ were early converted into administrative insti¬ 
tutions (councils of judges and ministers'), and it is very pro¬ 
bable that the pari sad 5 eitner held its sittings in the tradi¬ 
tional sablia, 7 or came to possess a special habitation of its 

1 Kv> ,5?’. 2K4’ V> 3' 11; VI1' 7, 5; Av. YIXI, 10, 1-5; XIX, 55, 6. 
(1 Ins led to a metaphorical use of ‘ vmpati ’; so also, apparentlv, 
the priest prayed at the ‘ sabha ’ altar while the King fought: 
v.I., XX, 5). 

2 Vide note 1 above. 
3 Vide ante, n 2, p. 10; so also in the Epic, pillars are the 

main features of sahhas, while there are various adjuncts accord¬ 
ing to special needs and circumstances. 

4 For references for these several functions of the ‘sabha/ vide 
V.I., 11, 426-427. 

5 Tem p. Brhad. Upan. Jaim. Upan. Bra. and Gobh. Gr. Sut,; vide 
retails m VI., I, 497. 

6 This institution also was apparently originally of a pastoral 
character; the ‘ parisad.’ rich in kine, is said to have been 

^ a]?ci^nt others (Ahgirasas, etc.) for men: Aw 
XVIII, 3, 22: cf. Bv. IV. 2, 37. 

? Which had its judicial side. 
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own. As the ‘ parisads ’ were mainly sittings a-round of 
‘ acaryas/ specialists in law and custom, sacred and secular, 
and as these- £ acaryas 5 had their ‘ kulas ’ which were com¬ 
modious enough for resident students and their own families it 
would be quite natural for the sessions to have been held in 
some block of these ‘ kulas ’ ordinarily. * These ‘ acarya- 
kulas ’ were not1 merely one or twTo wretched huts 
(like their declining and impoverished modern repre¬ 
sentatives, the ‘ tols 5). It seems probable that youths 
of all the classes of society were required2 to, and 
even girls optionally could,3 reside for a certain period in 
‘ brahmacarya/ though the period of such discipline may well 
have varied from class to class, and much of the course been 
optional or unnecessary for the non-brahman and girl pupils.4 

These ‘ kulas 5 then must have been quite capacious and 
complex in plan.5 A teacher might admit quite a 
number of pupils,5 and Yedic as well as Epic-Puranic 
traditions refer to more or less specified numbers of 
resident students7 in particular establishments. The 
‘ acaiya 5 was to teach everything to at least those staying 
on with him for a year,8 while many students would stay on in 
their teacher’s house for twelve to thirty-two years, even after 
the Yedas were done.9 Hence the teacher of the later Vedic 
period must have had in his ‘ kula 5 sufficient accommodation 
of a permanent nature to provide for such prolonged stays and 
no doubt also frequent migrations10: such provision must have 
been possible largely through the voluntary fees of sons of 

6 

1 

10 

Tims in Epie-Puranic tradition these are fully prosperous establish¬ 
ments, where princes are entertained sumptuously, and are 
quite comfortable places for them to be in residence for instruc¬ 
tion. 

Re. probability of this system, vide V.L, II; 75, 
As tiie application of ‘ brahmacarya ’ to unmarried girls (who thus 

become fit for marriage) in the Av. shows, together with a 
r? ac*ual cases known to Epic-Puranic tradition. 
Buddnist Surmah still, retains a trace, in its system of education, 
_ of this ancient Indian theory and practice. 
The Epic-Puraijic accounts always depict, them as such; cf. the 

description in Mbh. Sakuntalop0. 

Taital! 'sides Y 3; d‘ Taitt Upan- Ij 4 (students flocking from 

Cf' k^wqitne reasonable, n“mbers of residents said to have been 
S I T aSr?ma£ by th6 KaIake.^ “aids of tradition. 
‘elates >is Twit ‘*fhe/S °f an earlier Period k“d full 
JS aka tradittn ?hby ^ famous ‘ frog-hymn * in Rv.). In the 

SotnedYofessors6 blST ^ °f 5tudenis re5ideat with 

Phi? rXIVA’ k ^-27; cJ- Ait‘ Aran. V, 3, 3. Chand. Upan. IV, 10. 1; cf. III. 11, 5- Taitt TTnan T w 1 . 
For some left before completing a year 'and 5 ®i°' 

teacher to teacher were frequent sce'ciallv In s ^rol“ 
students who wanted solutions of’ special dfflcultie^ CaS°S °f 
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nobles and princes,1 about which the Epic and other ancient 
traditions say a good deal. What the general plan 
of these 4 kulas 5 were, we may gather from the terms 
1 ante-vasin ’2 and 4 acarva-kula-vasin ’3 used of the resident 

V 

student: h© dwelt near by, but in the outskirts as 
it were, vet it was all within the teacher’s family 
home or establishment; i.e., the pupils’ quarters wTere in separate 
blocks a little apart, which were still part of the same struc¬ 
tural unit. We might discover in these 4 acarya-kulas ’ of the 
earlier epoch (residence in 4 brahmacarya ’ being known 
as early as the Atharva-veda4) the same general plan which 
characterizes the later monastic establishments,5 Buddhist or 
otherwise,—a quadrangular structure with cells on all sides and 
the shrine and abbot’s cell in the centre of the quad, or with 
the cells on three sides and the East-facing block set apart for 
the abbot and the shrine. The 4 parisads * of learned men, 
therefore (and the similar but mainly theological associations 
of the 4 upanisads,’ or sacred and 1 secret ’ sessions to discuss 
the mysteries of theology), together with the 4 acarya-kulas 5 

(of which they were probably special developments), may be 
looked upon as the later (or even early) Yedic beginnings, out 
of whioh the pre-Buddhistic and Buddhistic centres of learning 
of the ‘ residential university ’ type6 were evolved. 

So also we find the prototypes of the Buddhistic trunk-roads 
and travellers’ rest houses in Yedic conditions. Road-making 
indeed proceeded side by side7 8 with the Aryan settlement: with 
reference to the extension of settlements in the new land, the 
clearing of forests, and making of roads, gods like Agni and 
Pusan, and 1 rsis 5 (like the Roman ‘ pontifices ’) are called 

4 pathi-krt,’ the path-makers.5 The Yedic builders were not 
long content with forest-tracks or village-paths; for even in 
the Rgveda (and later Samhitas) we find the 4 prapatha ’ or 
long journey by (broad) road,9 and the Atharva-veda refers to 

1 Of. the teacher’s prayer in Taitt. Upan. I, 4, for material prosperity 
along with influx of large numbers of students. 

2 Vide n. 9, p. 12; also, Sat Bra. V, 1, 5, 17; Brliad. Upan. VI, 
a 3, 7; Taitt. Upan. I. 3, 3; cf. Ait. Aran. Ill, 2, 6; Sahkh. 

Aran. VIII, 1, 1. 
3 Chand. Upan. II, 23, 2 (settling long therein). Cf. note 4 below. 
4 ‘ Brahmacaryepa vas * : Av. VII, 109, 7; Ait. Bra. V, 14; cf. Av. 

XI, 5 (re the ‘ student ’). 
5 E.g. as represented in the sculptures of the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C. 
6 Traces of whose elaborate structural arrangements are now being 

unearthed at the sites of Taksa-sila and Nalanda, 
7 If indeed roads were "not there already; the cross-country roads 

feeding the ancient S.W. seaports, may have been much older 
than Aryan settlement. [The Sindh-Punjab excavations of 1924 
seem to prove existence of such ports in the pre-Aryan India 
of the 3rd millennium B.C.] 

8 Vide refs. VI., I, 489-490. 
9 Bv. X, 17, 4.6; 63, 16; (cf. Ait. Bra. VII, 15). Kath. Sam. 

xxx vn, 14. 
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the 4 parirathya 5 or road suitable for chariots.1 ‘ Setu * m 

found from the 5g- and' Yajur-vedas onwards,2 but the precise 
sense does not come out clearly. It has been held that a t dime- 
wav of an ordinary type, merely a raised bank for crossing 
inundated land is meant, and that its use is probably 
metaphorical in Yedic literature ; but a metaphorical use ot 
a term can hardly come into existence unless there has been 
previous simple use of it, and the .sort of structuie ^ in¬ 
dicated here would be Quite natural to and chaiactei istio 
of the Gangetic delta, but can hardly be ^ referred to 
the pre-eminentlv Yedic regions (or hladhyadcsa) , besides, 
there is no inconsistency in ascribing to the ‘ setu ’ the sense 
of a causeway of some 4.special5 structure, a dam or a bridge 
(more of use in, the Yedic regions proper), when we find long 
road-journeys performed and drives constructed.3 Later on 
(in the Brahmaxias) villages are connected with 4 maha- 
pathas 1 or high’roads4; and causeways C badvan ’) firmer 
than an ordinary road are known.5 A much earlier referencey 
to well-made pleasant cart-roads, on a higher level than adjoin¬ 
ing fields, forests and other village-tracks, with great trees 
planted beside, passing through villages or towns, and with 
occasional pairs of pillars (he., gateways, evidently near tin* 
approaches of some town), is made in the Av.,6 where bridal 
processions pass through such routes. ‘Prapatha. ’ in the 
Yajur-veda has also the sense of a 4 broad road ; while in 
Ev. itself 4 piapathas ’ are also rest-houses, apparently on the 

4 prapatha 5 or high road, for the travellers, where k khadi ’ or 
food may be obtained8; so also in the Av., where every 4 tirtha ’ 
along the bridal route is said to be well provided with drink, the 

i 
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Av. Yin, 8. 22. Whitney translates * rim ’; lait ‘ road ’ gives a 
better sense from the context, where a sacrifice is likened to a 
chariot journey. Cf. Av. XII, 1, 47 (many roads, for people 
to go upon, ‘ vartmans * for chariots, and for the going of the 
cart, by which men good or bad go about, free from enemies and 
robbers; v. 45 refers to many countries with people of different 
speech and customs). 

Rv. IX, 41, 2; Taitt. Sam. Ill, 2, 2, 1 : VI, 1, 4, 9; 5, 3, 3; VII, 
5, 8, 5; Kath. Sam. XXVII, 4; Ait. Bra. Ill, 35; Taitt Bra. 
II, 4, 2, 6 Sat. Bra. XIII.* 2, 10. 1; Brhad. Upon. IV,' 4, 4; 
Chand. Upan. YIT1, 4, 1, 2; etc. ' 

Vide n. 8. p. 13, and n. 1 above. 
Ait. Bra. IV, 17. 8; Chand. Upan. VIII, 6, 2; (this agrees fully 

with early Buddhist references to such roads; vide also n. 6 
below). 

Banc. Bra. I, 1. 4; cf. Lat. Sr. Sut. I, 1, 23. 
Av. XIV. 1, 63 and XIV. 2, 6. 7. 8. 9. 12. Such a road is 

‘ascended’ from the village roads; it is possible that, the 
4 pillar standing in the way5 may refer to barrier posts, for 
the levying of toll or octroi on the trade routes. 

Kath. Sam. XXXVII, 14. 
Rv. I.166, 9 ("Wilson; Trans. Rv. 2, 151). The reading ‘ prapadesu ’ 

is not necessary, as the connection between ‘ prapatha ’ the high 
road and 1 prapatha ’ the rest-house is quite clear. 
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‘ tirthas ’ are something like these ‘ prapathas 5 being rest- 
houses on the fords.1 The Av., and some Brahmanas and 
Sutras, mention the L avasatlia,’ which, though literally mean¬ 
ing dwelling, is not used in the general sense of abode till 
much later,2 but which is used there in a- special sense,3 a 
structure of some sort for the reception of guests, specially of 
brahmans and others on the occasion of feasts and sacrifices ; 
it may have been something like the later k dharma-salas 5 or 
guest- and rest-houses,—though not necessarily on the high 
road. Travelling indeed seems to have been quite common : 
dwelling* abroad and residence in foreign countries is mention¬ 
ed in the Ev. itself,4 and the Av. has got its ceremonies for 
return from 4 pravasa s (along with the Grhya Sutras) ,5 and 
vividly describes the weary merchant’s homecoming; while the 
Yv. Samhitas know of ‘ yayavaras ’6 or travelling mendicants, 
probably the predecessors of the itinerant monks of the* 7th and 
6th centuries B.C.. The appellation ‘ Prapathin ’ given to a 
Yatlava prince in the Ev.7 may probably indicate that princes 
of those times, like their successors a few centuries later, were 
already makers of long roads and philanthropic rest-houses. 

Building-activities, indeed, developed in Yedic times not 
only through the needs of social and corporate life, as in the 
case of the ‘ gosthi,’ the k vidatha,’ the 4 sabha,’ and the like, 
but also through the kings and lesser chieftains.8 In speaking 
of ancient Indian polity it is still customary to call up a vision 
of a sole monarch towering above a dead level of agricultural 
population; but evidence for the Vedic and Buddhistic periods 
does not point to such Chaldaean simplicity. It rather appears 

1 Av. XIV, 2, 6. . 
2 E.g. Ait. Upan. Ill, 12. 
3 Av. IX, 6, 5 (entertaining brahmans); Taitt. Bra. I, 1, 10, 6; III, 

7, 4, 6; gat. Bra. XII, 4, 4, 6; Chand. Upan. IV, 1, 1; details 
in the Sutras : A past. Sr. Sut. V. 9, 3; Apast, Dh. Sut. II. 
9, 25, 4. 

4 Rv- VIII, 20, 8. 
5 Av. VIT, 60. 1-6; cf. Asval. Grh. Sut. 1, 15; Sankh. /Grh. Sut. 

n, 17; etc. 
6 Taitt. Sam. V, 2, 1, 7; Hath. Sam. XIX, 12. (The Epic tradition 

also assigns ‘ vayavara ’ sects, to which Jarat-Karu belonged, to 
the period immediately after the close of the Rgvedic). 

7 Rv. VIII, 1, 30 (the prince lauded for his superior weapons, horses 
and ‘ prapathas ’). It is noteworthy that the name is given to 
a * Yadava * prince, Asahga, who may be placed at the close of 
the Rgvedic period (being apparently the same as Asanga, the 
son or grand son of Satrajit and a near relative of Krsna); 
tradition ascribes (cf. Mbh., Hariv. & Br.) much building 
activity in S.W. India to the Yadavas of the Rgvedic period, 
and all that is known of ancient commercial activities, points to 
the early development of communications in those regions. 

8 It would be most unusual, if they were not so developed. (Even the 
petty PHhcala and other princes lauded in the Rv. were 
evidently opulent, and there were greater and more famous kings 
than these). 
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that between the King and the common people there were 
intermediate ranks of a. fighting nobility, analogous to the 
medieval knighthood of Kurope or Kaiput XndiaJ AA e must 
Ssnme, for the Yedic (even Buddhistic) period, some such 
significance attaching to the well-known terms ‘ rajanya ’ and 
‘ ksatriva ’ (and other cognate words). Apart from this, it 
would appear that such a class is referred to in the ibhyas, 
rich lords (in fact 1 ibhya ’ later on1 becomes a synonym for 
rich and noble), possessing retainers or elephants (privileges 
traditionally indicating lordliness) ,2—whom the King is said 
to devour as fire the forest.3 That the ‘ ibhyas ’ were nobles is 
quite clear, but what ‘ ibha ’ means is not equally so: Piscliel 
and Geldner follow Savana and Mahldhara’s comments on, the * “ 
word in some passages in making it equivalent to elephants4; 
but though this meaning is common later on, it is not so as we 
go back; for the Nirukta gives both elephant and retainer as 
equally good meanings,5 while the Asokan inscriptions have it 
in the .sense of ‘ vaisya 5 or subordinate.6 This latter use is 
significant for it shows that ‘ ibha 5 really had a special political 
or constitutional meaning. Hence, in the Rgvedic and Yajur- 
vedic passages where it occurs,7 it is better to take it in the 
sense of retainers and vassals, with Koth, Ludwig and 
Zimmer8; this entourage9 may well have included, besides 
servants and dependents, members of the 4 ibhya’.s ’ own 
family, and young cadefs from subordinate families of chief- 
tains (specially in the case of princes).10 The existence of 
such lords is indicated also by the use of ‘ ve£a 5 hnnh the-- 
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Chand Upan. I, 10, 1, 2; etc. (Vide V r p. 80, for other 
refs.). Even here the sense may be grima . belonging to an 

ibhya_ or nobleman, and hence having wtainers and elephants,’ 

The Greek writers noted this for India of thei., tv- eDic 
stqig- of King Dhrtarastra of the Kurus rtmonst;ati ‘ with a 
brahmapa for possessing an elephant. ® 

tladftlon) (THS relationsWp is a cominonPlaCfev in 1 Rajadharma ’ 

Say.0 and MaM.° on Taitt. Sam. I, 2, 14, 1 and VsLr, cu-m XTTT Q • 
with Pischel and Geldner: Ved. Stud. X. xv—w; * * * ’ 

Nir. VI, 12. |v 
Cf. Biihler : Z.D.M.G., 37, 279, on Edict. No. 5. 
Rv. I, 84, 17; IV, 4. 1; XX, 57, 3; VI, 20, 8 (tLe VeUc proper 

name or title * Smad-ibha * or Great Brail p 
1,2,14,1; Yaja. Sam. .XIII, 9. \ iaUt* ** 

Both; Diet., s-v-; Ludwig: Trans. By. 3, 246-7- , ah 
Lek 167. ammer . aid. 

Cf. the 4 npasti * {comp to the epic * upastha * and\ medieval 
• kayastha ’} or dependents, clients proper of the no^ 
servile, hut specially related, as opposed to ordinary "wbiects 
including conquered tribal chiefs, ambitions men (like Sut asJ an(f 
Gramams) and state officials. For references, vide V.I., 1 gg 

Cf. voting princes of petty states in the entourage of the bluffer 
King Tavadratha, who serve him as standard-bearers, messenSlr 
etc.,—in 3Ibk ® ; 
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Rv. IV, 3, 13; V, 85, 7; X, 49, 5 (prob.); Vaj. Sam. (Kan); II, 5, 
7; Mail. Sam. I, 4, 8; DC, 3, 7; IV, 1, 13; AV. H, 32, 5; vide 
also notes 3—6 below. 

Geldner: Ved. Stud. 3, 135, note 4. 
Rv. IV, 26, 3; VI, 61, 14. 
Taitt. Sam. II, 3, 7, 1. 
‘ Vesas * and ‘ parivesas * in the sense of chief and subordinate 

tenants of the King, as opposed to 4 Ksullakas 9 or petty pro¬ 
prietors, in Av. II, 32, 5; * vesatva * in Kath. Sam. XII, 5. 
fCf. St. Pet. Diet., s.v. 4 vesa ’ and * vesatva *). 

Rv. X, 66, 13 s Taitt. Sam. II, 6T 97; Vaj. Sam. XI, 75; Kath. 
Sam. XXXVI, 9; Sat. 'Bra. IV, 1, 5, 2; Taitt. Upan I, 4, 3. 

Av. XIII, 2, 37; XI, 1, 15; (cf. Pane. Bra. XIV, 11, 23); Av. IV, 
20, 9; IX, 2, 17; XVIII, 1, 13; Taitt. Bra. I, 6, 4, 1. 

Cf. the Epic case of a robbed cattle-owner approaching Arjuna for 
protection; and the epic maxim that first a ‘ rajan ’ is to be 
selected or chosen, then a home may be established,—where 

1 rajan9 »is rather such a baron than the ‘ great king/ 
Vide V.I.. II, 219, for refs, to *raja-suya ’ passages. 
Rv. I. 173, 10; (cf. Ludwig: Trans. Rv. 3, 2Q4? and VX, 
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in charge of a permanently fortified settlement,’ or ‘ a 
temporary commander of a temporary, fort or garrison ’ (which 
latter is held to be more probable),1—viz., ‘ lord of a castle,’ 
an 'ibhya ’ or ‘ natba.’ Such a view is further supported by 
the fact that somejof the ‘ purs ’ had names ascribed to them, 
such as Patharu,2 Urjayanti,3 or Narmini,4 while some of these 
names were derived from those of chieftains possessing them, 
e.g. from Narmin(a),5 or Sambara (his forts being called 
‘ Sambaras ’ in neuter plural) .6 

‘ Purs ’ were owned as often by the_ chiefs of the earlier 
population as by the new-coming Vedic Aryans; Pipru of the 
' black brood ’ possessed many forts,7 and we hear of . the 

castles of Cumuri, Dhuni and others, in all probability Dasa 
chiefs8; while to Sambara the Dasa hero are ascribed 90, 99 
or 100 purs.9 The real existence of the Dasas as a distinct 
people-0 in the Rgvedie times seems to be beyond doubt. The 
Dasas have their ‘ yisah,’ and are classed as a ‘ varna ’u ; they 
were often dwellers in the mountainous regions12 ; they had great 
wealth themselves,13 and wealthy Aryan chiefs werethose'who 
had ‘ dasa-pravarga rayih ’ or wealth consisting of troops of 
‘ dasa’_ slaves10; and the women of the Dasas are found as 
slave^girls and concubines.15 It is thus quite unnecessary to 
take Pipru Sambara and others as other than real aboriginal 
but civilized Dasa chieftains, whom the Vedic immigrants had 
ound it not easy to dislodge from their numerous strongholds 

m the country. As however they were being ousted step bv 
step, their forts would naturally pass into Aryan hands, anil 
become Aryan baronial strongholds, whence the ‘ nathas ” and 

pur-patiB ’ might protect the ‘ vesas.’ Sometimes ‘ purs ’ 
may have formed parts of the 1 gramas ’ themselves16; in these 
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Theof ,t;ho word doe‘’ necessarily prove the temporary 
fact tW L fn“rand;- ls equally accounted for by the 

^ familiar with **“ 
‘a LnfnLi)^ ^ Ev'- 3’ **>• takes it as 

IJelonging to ^rmara a prince (Lwhvig) or a demon {Roth; St. 

Trans'Ev-3’ 152>- 
!«•; fty.Ptt Dict- (Oldenberg ; Rv. -noten, I. 

V.l, II, 355.’ ’ '■ 
Rv. I, 51. 5: VI, 20. 7. 
®v. VI, 18, 8 fcf. VI. 20, 13: 26, 6• IV 30 21 ■ TT 13 Q. Y nv 

9: II. 15, 9; VH,' 19. 4). ’ ’ 5 ’ U’ 13’ 9> X> 113 
Rv. I, 130, 7; n, 19, 6; II, 14, 6; II, 24, 2. 
lie Sambara as a real Dasa, cf. Rv. 1, 130. 7; IV 30 14 ■ VI Pfi 5 
For references vide VI I 356 358 ’ ou’ 19 ’ vl> a- 
Rv. II, 12, 11; IV, 30; 14 • VI 26 5 

Rv f 4 If1!' X> 69» 5; Av. VII, 90. 2. 
Tide^other not£ re *dL > ( ^ 1 Ev"gl°SSar« “)■ 

As SSwTtSAiSTer: Alt- Leb' 142’ 148 •**■*«■«* in 
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cases a whole clan or band of Arvans instead of mighty chiefs 
may have overpowered and entered into possession of some 
minor Dasa stronghold, and then made it the basis of their 
‘ grama 5 settlement. On the whole th© view of Zimmer, and 
others after him,1 that Vedic India knew of nothing more 
solid and complex than the hamlet, like the early Germans 
and Slavs who had no castle-structures and town-life, is an 
extreme one; for it is now being realized more and more as a- 
basic fact that the Vedic Indians, like the Iranians, Hellenes 
and Italians, were superimposed upon an earlier civilization,2 

in all probability of the same type (and maybe of cognate 
origins) as in the other three cases, and were similarly affected 
as regards religion, arts and crafts.3 The Germanic parallels1- 
therefore should not be carried too far.4 Thus it becomes quite 
reasonable to find in 4 prtlivi/5 4 urvi/5‘ 4 satabhuji/6’ 
4 asmamayi/7 or 4 ay a si ’8 ‘ purs/ or the massive, extensive, 
hundted-walled, stone-built, or iron-protected .forts, vivid 
descriptions of new and wonderful things the Vedic heroes 
actually saw; and the rather forced explanations discovering in 
them mysteries of myths and fancies of metaphor become un¬ 
necessary^ The main difference, originally, between the Dasa 
and the Aryan 4 purs ’ must have lain in the materials used 
(which depended on the nature of the country they were 
familiar with), large sections of the former being acquainted 
with the Vindhyan and Central Indian granites9 and metal 
ores,10 the latter with timber-work mainly. But adaptations 
from one another seem to have occurred quite earlv: Susna. 
apparently a Dasa enemy, used 4 pu! earisnu/ or small 

1 Summarized in V.I., I, 538—540. 
2 [Extensive remains of this earlier Indian civilisation (cir. 3,000 to 

2,000 B.C.) have very recently been discovered in the Punjab 
and Sindh. Many of the suggestions and inferences in this work, 
based upon literary evidence chiefly, will be found to be remark¬ 
ably corroborated by these archaeological discoveries. These also 
make it almost certain that the W. Asiatic or Minoan civilisations 
had much in common with this earliest Indian civilisation which 
was their source both racially and culturally. This field of invest 
tigation promises to be most fruitful for PurSnic scholars and 
epigr aphis ts.] 

3 Thus it is demonstrable from traditional accounts that Vedic Brah¬ 
manism itself was originally non-Aryan (cf, Pargiter: AIHT)- 

4 There is really very little of common conditions. 
5 Rv. I, 189, 2. 
6 Rv. I, 166, 8; VII, 15, 14. 
7 jy 20 20 
8 Rv! I, 58, 8; II, 10, 18; 20, 8; IV, 27, 1; VII, 3, 7; 15, 4; 95, 1; 

X, 101, 8 (cf. Muir. Sans. T. 22, 378ff.). 
9 Cf. n. 12, p. 18; (the hill-tracts referred to would appear to be 

mainly Vindhyan, if the traditions regarding the distribution of 
pre-Aila races are taken along with it; so also according to these 
traditions the Adas came through North Himalayan regions into 
the plains just below, an area still famous for timber art and 
architecture). 

10 Iron and copper smelting by using surface-coal is almost a pre¬ 
historic achievement of the Dravido-Kolarian races of 14.-E. 
Deccan. 
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moveable forts,* evidently constructed of timbei, it could only 
have been either erected on trucks with four or more wheels2 
to be drawn by horses or elephants, or composed of adjusted 
parts easily dismantled or put together a sort of 
• camp-tower ’3; so also the Aryans had their pa§ya 
or stone-bulwarks,4 but the use of this word to denote 
also the stone slabs for pressing , ‘ soma,’5_ shows that 
such defences were a later acquisition. Delil, a defensive 
construction of some sort,6 is used specially of non- 
Iryan defences, though not invariably; it might mean 
eif.bpr hasty defences thrown up against an enemy, or 
more permanent earthworks and dykes, or rubble rampart and 
trench going together,—which last is the most suitable sense. 
It is likely that these 1 dehis ’ are the ' 'saradi ’7 or ‘ autumnal ’ 
forts ascribed apparently to the Dasas8; these may have /been 
more or less temporary earthwork^ ramparts or trenches, 
constructed every autumn to meet fresh , campaigns of the 
Aryans9; but in the course of time ‘ dehis ’ found to be of 
strategical service would come to be permanently used.1® 

1 Rv. VIII, 1, 2—8 (cl Hillebrandt: Ved. Myth. 1, 300 n.; 3, 289 n.)* 
2 Like the later ‘rathas/ e.g. as represented at Koriarak- Cl 

temporary residences, like ‘ rathas/ built for kings in Bajasuya 
sacrificial area,—in Mbh. 

3 The construction may have been suggested by the * ratha-vahanas ' in 
common use in the Vedic age, which were moveable stands for 
chariots, probably drawn by horses (4 ratha-vahana-vahas ’) into 
the battle-field, where the chariots were then used in action. 
With this may be compared the many-wheeled stands used in 
the same way even in the present day for the 4 divine ’ 4 rathas *; 
these 1 rathas 4 on stands indicate what the * pur carig^u 4 must 
have been like. This makes it probable that the references to 
more than 4 wheels for a chariot are not mythical in every pas©. 
Thus something like a many-wheeled ‘ pur earif^u4 seems to 
have been thought of in Av. X, 2, 28ff, where the 4 pur * of 
4 Brahman 4 is described as 8-wheeled and 9-doored. For 
‘ratha-vahana/ vide Rv. VI, 75, 8; Av. Ill, 17, 3; Taitt. 
Sam. IV, 2, 5, 5-Kath. Sam. XVI, ll=Maifc, Sam. II, 7, 
12-Vas. Dh. Sut, II, 34, 35. Of. also, Kath. Sam. XXI, 10; 
Taitt. Bra, I, 7, 9, 6: Sat Bra. V, 4, 3, 23ff. For ‘ ralha- 
vahana-vaha/ vide Taitt. Sam. I, 8, 20, 1; Taitt. Bra. 
18,4,3; Kath. Sam. XV, 9; Mail Sam. IT, 2, 1. 

4 Rv. I, 56, 6. 
5 Rv. TX, 102. 2 MacdoneU : J.R.A.S. 1893, 457-458). 
6 Bv- VI, 47, 2; VII, 6, 5 (cf. Schrader: Preh, Ant. 344; Zimmer : 

Alt. Leb. 343). 
7 Bv. I, 131, 4; 174, 2; VI, 20, 10. 
I Bv. I, 103, 3; XII, 12, 6; IV, 32, 10. 
9 It may be possible to connect 4 dehi ’ with 4 dih/ to smear or 

plaster, and thus to take it as a mud wall; but it is noteworthy 
that 4 d(d}ihi 4 ‘ d(<}}ih/ ‘ dah 4 or 4 da/ are quite common-place 
names in Bengal, Bihar and Chotanagpur (regions where indigenous 
non-Aryan elements are often clearly traceable), have a similar 
implication of trench and ramparts, or a defensible area of high 
nigged ground (cf. the-E. vern. expr. f dah pa<Ja/ to get a wound 
like ‘ ditch and wall ’). Probably tho ancient place-name 
1 Yi-deba (°gba) 4 is to be traced from a ‘ tlehl4 fort; cf. * dala * 

m ‘ Vi-sala/ * Vai4ali4 or 4 Vi-gala/ in the same region. 
10 -^us giving rise to place-names with 4 dehi 4 or its cognate words 

(and possibly even with ‘ pur *), 
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A utumn. indeed has always been the traditional season for 
military ventures in India, when the rains cease and the 
country becomes fit for marches, and the tradition 
probably goes back. to pre-Aryan experience; it is 
difficult to see the point of the usual explanation1 that these 
structures were intended to afford shelter from the ‘ autumnal 
inundations’ and were therefore of the nature of dykes.2 On 
the other hand the 4 purs 1 which might, like fort Patharu, 
be saved by rain-storms from being set on fire,3 or in the siege 
of which fire^ was used,4 or again, whicB wTere full of 
kine (. gomati *),5 were evidently timber-built and characteris¬ 
tically Aryan.6 * The _ Ye die 4 gomati purs ’ are the prototypes 
(or paratypes) of the Epic 4 go-grhas/ or fortified, extensive, 
oowstalls, the scenes of many knightly ventures,—and 
possibly the ‘ go-pura,s ’ of later architecture7 are to be traced 
to this origin. The 4 gomati purs ’ must jiave originally been 
protected merely by earthen ramparts, with timber palisade and 
ditch. In some cases the’palisade of an Aryan 4 pur ’ may have 
been only a hedge of thorn or a row of stakes8 9 10 fixed vertically 
and horizontally/ serving to make the approach difficult for 
enemies: the Egvedic 4 durga 510 may have primarily meant 
some such 4 pur/ with thorn-hedge, stakes and ditches as 
hindrances to approach, but the meaning of a regular fort or 
stronghold may suit the passages equally well.11 4 Vapra/ so 
frequent later on, occurs in the Av. in the sense of rampart,12 

1 E.g. in V.I. 
2 For, firstly, no floods usually occur in the autumn; secondly, these 

floods are not formidable in Madhyadesa. 
3 Rv. I, 112, 7. 
4 Rv. VII, 5, 3. 
5 Av. VIXI, 6, 23. 
6 Cf. the Epic (Bharatan) * go-grhas,’ and the arrangements for the 

cattle.of the Bharata clan (in Ait. Bra.; vide ante.). 
1 The association of the * divine bull * with later ‘ go-puras ’ may not 

be accidental. 
8 Cf. Rv. X, 101, 8 (Zimmer: Alt. Leb. 143-145): also Rv. VHL 

53, 5 (Roth : Z. D. M. G., 48, 109). 
9 This . earlier fencing is represented in the later ‘ sala-protected * 

cities known to the Upanisads, and in the massive Mauryan 
timber-palisades and stone railings, 

10 Rv. V, 34, 7; VII, 25, 2. 
It In Rv. X, 85, 32=Av. XIV, 1, 64, * dtirga' (difficult of approach 

and reached or passed by * suga’ ways). is used in a manner 
that indicates acquaintance with campaigns amidst hill-forts. 
Ancient place-names with * durga ’ (* durg * or * drug *) are 
found chiefly in Central India and S. W. Deccan, and these are 
of strong rock-fortresses; this might throw some light on the 
type of forts meant by the Vedic * durga.’ Probably the 
epithets ‘ durgaha ' (unapproachable) and ‘ girik§it ’ (rock-render 
or rock-dweller) given to Mandhatr or other princes of his 
line) refer to such forts, sp. as acc. to Pur. tradition, Purukutsa 
and his brothers etc., are connected with Deccan expeditions, 
and Mandhatr also came into close contact with the S. W. 
Yadavas etc, (cf. also the Ik§vaku kingdom in the Narmada 
region, and the place-name Mandhata 1 =anc. Mahismati). 

12 Av. VII, 71, 1 (Whitney: Trans. Av. 435-436). 
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but the reading is somewhat doubtful; while the equally 
familiar 4 prakara ’ occurs only in the feutras,* and is used to 
denote a walled mound supporting either a platform and gallery 
for spectators, or a palace (‘ prasada ’)• 

‘Pur 5 and ‘pura5 in Yedic literature are probably?not 
identical, as they are usually taken to bo. 1 ura ^ in 
‘ tripura ’2 and 1 mahapura,3 occurring in the Tv. Sainliitas 
and Brahmanas, is evidently something much bigger : the 
reference is to cities with three 4 purs 5 or three rows of forti¬ 
fications and to great fortified cities, rather than to an ordinary 
‘ pur 1 or fort with three concentric walls, and to a big fort 
only.4 This form 4 pura/ again, occurs from the time of the 
Yv. onwards, when capital cities like Kamplla, had become 
familiar to brahmans; it is probable, however, that we have 
this form earlier still in the Kv., in the proper names 
* Purarndhi 5 and 4 Puraya/5 which, like the name ' Naga-rin ’ 
in the Brahmanas,6 may indirectly point to the existence of 
such 4 puras ’ or cities7 in the earlier period. On the ground 

1 Sankh. Si-- Sut, XVI, 18, 14. (These stages may however only 
indicate the gradually growing familiarity of brahmuris as a 
whole with a pre-existent court and city life;—which was 
clearly a late Yedic feature). 

2 Tait:. Sam. VI, 2, 3; Hath. Sam* XXIV, 10; etc. Sat. Bra. VI, 
3. 3, 25; Ait. Bra. II. 11; Kans. Bra. (in Ind, Stud. 2, 310). 

3 Taitt. Sam. VI, 2, 3, 1;'Ivath. Sam. XXIV, 10; Mait. Sam. Ill, 
8, 1; Ait. Bra. I, 23, 2; Gop. Bra. II, 2, 7. 

4 ‘ Tripura ’ -is actually the name of a N. W. Deccan city in Puv. 
tradition; so is 4 Satpura * in the same region ; both ’ connected 
with much fighting and romantic tales regarding the Yadavas 
and their hostile neighbours, (cf. 4 Dasa-pura/ also in the same 
region.). 

5 By. I, 116, 13; VI, 63, 9; (4 purarndhi 9 occurs in other senses in 
Av. XIV, 50; Bv. I, 134, 3; Taitt. Sam. VII, 5, 18; etc.; vide 
infra.). 

fi Ait. Bra. V, 30; Jaim. Upan. Bra. HI, 40, 2. 
7 4 Purarndhi ’ is explained by Sayana, as * of great dhi ’( !),' and he 

takes * vadhrimati * as a proper name (which is unlikely); as 
a princess is referred to, * pura 9 in f purarndhi ’ may appro¬ 
priately be taken to mean ‘city’; so also’ with ‘pura' in 
* puraya/ the name of a king (who gives away horses, slaves, 
cars, and 4pakva/ or brick-built houses). Proper names with 

pura are not uncommon in the Pur. dynastic lists. For the 
form purarndhi/ cf. thg later ‘ puramdhri.’ 4 (Purarndhi 9 seems 
to have meant "residing within a e pnra ’ or fortified capital” 
i.e. a noblewoman or princess, such as ‘ Vadhrimati 9 was; for 
tins sortof designation cf. * Subhadra Kampilavasini ’ of Yv. 
and ^ubaadra. Dvarakavasini1 of the Epic. Keith translates 

purarndhi m Taitt. Sam, ATI, 5, 18, by 4 prolific woman ’; 
but as the prayer there is for 4 this kingdom.’ where the birth 
of a prince, an archer, a hero, a 4 rathi9 and a 4 sablieya ’ 
youth, ls als0< desired,purarndhi ’ in this group must cor-, 

.Sa^heyaJ arid mean what was later called 
k Jj \ ^ where a 4 purarndhi 9 maiden 
f at ?kght bL-h5- lover,s visit. In the Av. (XIV, 
the Lnsf»e nf a< is invoked in the' marriage rites, 
nwhablf k Pr° lfic Y0Tnan/ might suit, but it is more 
^ pura9 K,?tai3frnheTe th? ^uardian f^e deity of the 

wa5t Kf'dw * ” 
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of the late occurrence of 1 nagara 9 it has been held that- city- 
life was not developed in Vedic period, and that possibly there 
were no towns.1 But 1 nagara,’ city, occurs definitely in an 
Aranyaka,2 whioh means a good deal, as it implies that the 
fame of the * nagara J was wide- and longstanding enough to 
have awakened interest even among the brahmans in the 
4 aranyas ’3; then again, it is quite clear from the occurrence of 
£ Na-garin/4 resident of a 4 nagara 1 or capital city, as a proper 
name, and of ‘ Kausambeva ’ (native of Kausambi city) as an 
epithet,5 that cities were in existence in the earlier Brahmana 
period. But at this point we lose sight of the 4 nagara.’ At 
the same time, from the Brahmanas backwards up to the Tv. 
Sarphitas, we find a substitute, the 4 pura/6 while we also 
get well-known names of cities for the period.7 Going further 
back, the city is no longer to be distinguished as such, but 
still there is the 4 pur/ c durga/ and other cognate settlements 
involving many 'different structural types and grades. The 
inevitable conclusion is that the 4 pur ’ is the prototype,8 the 
4 pura 9 is the developed city, and the 4 nagara 9 is the full- 
fledged capital city. It is to be noted that the sense of any 
ordinary town for 4 nagara ’ is quite a modern one; even in 
classical literature * nagara9 always stands for the imperial 
capital, at any rate one claiming such status or traditions. 
This makes it quite probable that the first occurrence of 
4 nagara 9 in the Brahmana and Aranyaka age does not mean 
the first coming into existence of towns, but simply marks a 
stage in the history of Indian cities9 and of the struggle for 
overlordship among the principalities and peoples of Northern 
India following Vedic settlement, the principal 4 pura 5 of the 
paramount tribe or state being designated ‘ nagara/ like 
4 naga ’ or rocks,10 by way of pre-eminence in strength, 
or probably by way of reference to its stone walls or 
towers. The references in the Upanisa-ds to 11- or 9-gated 

1 Vide V.I., I, 538-540. 
2 Taitt. Aran. I, XI, 18; 31, 4. 
3 Of. the brahma^ieal notice of Ayodbva as a e grama.’ 
4 Vide ante. 
5 gat. Bra. XII, 2, 2, 13; Gop. Bra. I, 2, 24. 
6 Vide ante. 
7 E.g. Kampila, Asandivant; Varaijavatl (Av. IV, 7, 1), or Kausambi 

above. 
8 Also a wider class; * purs ’ existed in the time of Bra.s and 

Upan.s also; e.g. Taitt. Bra. I, 7, 7, 5: Ait. Bra. I, 23; II, 
113 Sat. Bra. Ill, 4, 4, 3; VI, 3, 3, 25; XI, 1, 1, 2-3; Chfed. 
Upan. VIII, 5, 3; etc. 

9 Compare the account given in Maxk. Pur. (xlix, 41£*) of the 
development of civilization. Here the ‘ pura5 (big fortified 
town) is regarded as succeeding 1 fortresses ' in time, and 
preceding <• the royal capital * nagara/ 

10 Capital cities and royal castles (e.g. descr. of Indraprasiha) are 
always compared to rocks and peaks in the Epic. 
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are all subsequent to the period in question,—all point to the 
number of gateways being 4, 8, or multiples of 4 even up to 
64.? 

The capital city, * pura 5 or ‘ nagara ’ must hav$ belonged 
to some ting or ruling family; and we should expect to find 
ample references to the special edifices connected with them; 
but such allusions are rather general and meagre, until we come 
to the close of the Vedic period. It is not that court and. city 
hfe did not exist in the Vedic age, while it did in the Epic; 
it is rather a superficial appearance due to the. fact that the 
nr 6 °ffer P«estly literature had much less to do with court 
hfe than the epics and the Ksatriya traditions .Shad,; thus when 

ILTltS?eClal ®??tlons of, the Yv- Samhitas,7 which 
ferth ’lg 0n hfg3 [ega,’ -some more details do come 

°“e-' T,he: Way S 
Vedic house as a unity, including stables, etc.,10 very soon 

1 “rIK &,s* iTts 
„ I. 229; Ludwig: Trans. Ev. 3, 203). ’ ‘ lnd- btud‘ 
2 Keith: Ait. Aran. 185. . 
5 Sat. Bra. XI, 1,1, 2, 3. 

nefo?“he°realhe‘Sa-riShaalieS t“ thfe odd numbers 9 ”nd U,- 
mnltiples of 4. d gateS °f even nu«»ber,-i.e. 4 or 

% Which was the number for Patalmntra. a l 

to the very ancient Indian / gate3 were * corollary 
cardinal directions : and tta would °L c^ss'roads. runnine . in 
could be embellished in multiples W ^ th® wl“th 

contact was not with the twJLr L°wal.of 8lfts> and even that 
mostly with petty local chieftain^mff ^no.wnlto tradiiion» but 
soon as VedicpriestVcome1S be aote<l that aB 

k£ST%5 SV” “W? S',t£d* 

» ‘«J*i tUMT" " 
vn, K, ie/JS’x3;im’ s43’ 3; 7310i *tc-i 
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added on the qualification of being protected by a palisade,, or 
wall1; and in the Rv. itself we find a ‘ harmyesthah v prince 
standing probably on the roof, or rather the balcony, of his 
palace,2 just as any later Indian king would do to please his 
people. When the Av. thinks of a residence for Yama, it is 
a 4 harrnya.’3 The specialized structure of ‘ prasada 5 is how* 
ever, explicitly referred to rather late in the post-Vedic 
literature.4 7 But it is clearly, indicated in the earlier occur¬ 
rence of 4 ekavesman/5 the towering prominent abode of the 
king as contrasted with the numerous houses of the people. 

A quadrangular style of palace-structure (comparable with 
the old town-plan of 4 roads and gateways or multiples of them) 
is known as a main primary type in the Pur anas (which appear 
to have got. their technical information in common with the 

Silpa-sastras 5 from some earlier special treatise, and whose 
compilers, the Butas, were also specialist builders to kings) ,b— 
and this is termed 4 vairaja.57 It is perhaps pertinent to .see 
in 4 vairaja 5 a reference to the .sort of 4 harmyas ’ or residences 
tne early Vedic chiefs raised for themselves on attainment of 

4 vairajya 1 or paramountcy of some sort; 4 viraj 1 is a royal 

title in the Rv. and Av.,8 and is well recognized in Puranic 
tradition; but in Ait. Bra. it is said at- that time to have been 
used in Uttara-Kuru and Uttara-Madra only9; hence, either the 

4 vairaja ’ type of palace-construction (known to the Puranas) 

was introduced into Indian Midlands (in the 8th century B.O.) 
from these Himalayan regions (whence the model form of 
Sanskrit speech also was derived in that age), or the style 

1 Rv. VII, 55, 6. 

2 Rv. VII, 56, 16 (Geldner : Ve'd. Stud. 2, 278, n. 2; Alt. Leb. 149). 

3 Av. XVIII, 4, 55. 

4 Adbhuta Bra., in Ind. Stud. 1, 40; cf. ‘ prakara,’ and 1 prasada ’ 
rising on it; Sankh. Sr. Sut XVI, 18, 14. 

5 gat. Bra., I, 3, 2, 14. 

6 Thus the chief architect to Janamejaya III (the Great) was a 
Pauranika Suta (Mbh.)* It probably indicates that palace 
architecture and fortifications were pre-eminently a Magadhan 
development. 

7 Gar. Pur, XLVTI, 19ff. (re palaces). 

8 For refs, vide V.I., II, 304. 

Ait. Bra. VIII, 14, 3; this particular seems to be historically 
significant, as in the time of the Ait. Bra. (vide Pargiter : AIHT, 
326, etc.) the (Southern) Kurus and Madras had ceased to exist 
as kingdoms, the former uniting with the Pancalas and ever 
retreating eastwards, the latter being lost altogether; the Kurit- 

Pancala Kings used the simple title of ‘ raja/ as compared with 
the Eastern rulers, showing that they had decayed considerably* 
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was a more ancient one, continued even after the passing away 
of ‘ virat ’-ships of the early Vedic and Epic period. 

Some details regarding the Vedic Kings’ palace occur 
incidentally in connection with the court cei emonial of 
Kajasuva.1 During this the ratna-hav is rite wa(s peifoinied 
at the-"houses of the King’s ‘ Batnins,’—something like a 
cabinet of King's Friends, including the chief Queen and the 
Household Officers-2 These Ratmirs’ houses must have been 
round about or adjacent to the King’s palace,3 being in the 
same royal and sacrificial area ; and the separate houses of the 
sacrificing King’s ‘ mahisi,’ ‘ vavata,’ and ‘ parivrkti,’ indicate 
the existence of a complex palace of the harem type. It is 
noteworthy that both these particulars are borne out by the 
details of the Mahabharatan court, traditionally assigned to 
about the same period as the compilation of the Yv. 
Samhitas.4 Of the different offices a ‘ Ksattv ’ at the royal court 
might fill,5 the Satapatha names that of ‘ aniahpuradhyaksa ’ 
or 1 harem-superintendent ’ (which might he polished into 
‘ chamberlain thus implying a full-fledged palace establish¬ 
ment. This is also indicated by the other alternative functions 
of the Ksattr, who might be the ‘ gate-keeper ’ (of the palace), 

a ksatti, or the 4 distributor the 
King’s gifts, etc. 1 Here also the epic accounts agree as*to the 
functions of the Ksattr, and the elaborate court-life implied.7 
Thus it may reasonably be concluded that what is hinted at 
in the meagre references of the priestly texts is only given in 
full in the Epic, quite naturally. It is also noteworthy that 
chiefly those details re royal establishments are given in the 
formei, with which a sacrificial priesthood would be most 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

? 

9’4ffh Taitt' Bra- h 7> 31ffi Sat. Bra. V, 3, 1, 
Iff.—Mart. Sam. n, 6, 5; IV, 3, 8; Kath. Sam. XV, 4. 

This group of King’s Eatnas is practically the same in Ksatriva 
tradition also. Cl Vayu. 57, 70. J -^air^a 

Ilie plan is fully traditional; so also in Muchal imnarial ***** 

,ardU Td ^*‘-ms Treaadaptd 
blocks in the samp mV** c^le;f advisers and nobles were 
ments of *»,„ P C ai€ai aIo.n6 With the separate .establish- ments of the chief queens and princesses. 

Vide Pargiter: AIHT, pp. 318, '20, ’21, ’23, ’24 etc 

v«i. sL. i£’n“- " *’• - »* *». 

Q the Kuw ^IlTnda^wurt^frcm Mm. time. ^ °*CeS * 
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acquainted; thus, again, Janamejaya-Pariksita*’s capital is 
called by the general epithet of ‘ Asandivant ’ (possessing the 
throne),1 instead of the famous Hastinapura, showing that 
these brahmans were usually shown into a ‘ throne ’-room or 
audience-hall of the King, and that was all that they saw of 
the court; the other things striking them being, the awful 
‘ gate-keeper 5 with his staff, the royal disburse! of gifts which 
they appreciated, and the ‘ harem-superintendent ’ who con¬ 
veyed to them reverence and presents from the court ladies.2 

One of the King's £ council of ‘ Batnins ’ was a 

£ GrramanI 5 which post was the highest ambition of the pros¬ 
perous ‘ Yaisyas ’3; he may have been elected or nominated 
from the many £ gramanls ’ of the state.4 This makes it 
quite possible that through these selected and aspiring 
£ gramanls 5 imitations of the royal court, and its style and 
structures spread into their respective 4 gramas ’ and 4 maha- 
gramas 55 (the bigger villages or townships) .6 Thus a 
‘ grama 5 also had its f sabha/7 wdiere the £ gramya-vadin y 
held court; some ‘ gramas 5 may also have had ‘ purs,’8 where 
the £ pur-pati,’ a * natha ’ or 4 ibhya,’ would play the king. 

Apart from these, the £ gramas ’ must have had other 
constructive activities (individual or joint), of maintaining 

1 Ait, Bra. VIII, 21 j Sat. Bra. XIII, 5, 4, 2; cl. gankh. Sr. Sot. 
XVI, 9, 1. 

2 These points are copiously illustrated in all traditional stories 
regarding the connections between brahmans or rsis and the 
courts. 

3 Taifct. Sam. II, 5. 4, 4; Mail. Sam. I, 6, 5; cf. Weber : Ind. Stud. 
10, 20, n. 2; also Sat. Bra- V. 3, 1, 5. Tor references to the 
post of ‘ gramapi * in Bv-, Yv., Av. and Bra.a, vide V.I., I, 
247, n, 25-28 and 31. 

4 It is however possible that tlie 4 gramaiil * here is the ‘ mayor of 
the capital city*; if Ayodhya could be called a * grama,* a 
city official also could be called a ‘ gramani ’ by retired ?§xs 
knowing no better. 

5 Jaini. Upan. Bra. Ill, 13, 4. 

6 The idea of introducing styles of the capital city into other towns 
and villages is quite ancient, being referred to in the Vats Ka- 
Sutra as one of the primary functions of the metropolitan 
c gos^his ’ (a much earlier institution). 

7 Also 4 samiti ’ and ‘ amantrana vide ante. 

g The ancient K§atriya balliads (e.g. re Prt-lra) in the Pur- mention 
4 grama-d*irgas ’ as unnecessary or disappearing under a^ strong 
ideal king; these would thus seem to have been something like 
* adulterine castles.’ 
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the interconnecting1 roads,2 or setting up grain-stores.3 Infer¬ 
ences to structural forms in the Vedic village are in fact fairly 
numerous,4 though nowhere described systematically. Thus 
’ kliala 75 (floor of the granary), ‘ upanasa ’6 and ‘ urdara ’7 
(granary)’ indicate grain-storing arrangements in the village 
for the earlier period also. The village well (‘ avata/8 
* kupa ’9) had already its mechanism of water-wheels,10 etc,; 
and dams11 (‘ vartra s)12 were constructed to form tanks.13 
These structures could not have been of ;a rude primitive type, 
as the Aryans must have found these agricultural and irriga- 
tional arrangements already fully developed in the Dravidian 
village communities.14 

The house construction outlined in the Atharvaveda15 
evidently refers to the ordinary type of dwelling-house in a 
village settlement, such as a brahman would 'either himself 
possess,16 or consecrate with mantras for the villagers under his 
ministration. Such a house was apparently characterized by 
these features:—(Ip 4 Upamit’s ‘ pratimit’s and ‘ parimitV: 
which seem to mean timber pillars and beams, in various 

t 
2 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 
15 
15 

Chand. Upan. VIII, 6, 2. 
In the Jatakas irrigation works are the joint concern of more than 

one settlement (e.g. of Sakyas and Koliyas), 
Bi’had. Upan. VI, 3, 13. These grain-stores must have been (as 

they are even now sometimes) quite large and complex structures, 
of timber and bamboo, plastered walls and raised platform or 
stone bases, cylindrical, and with round dome-shaped top; a late 
medieval brick and stone model of such a capacious 4 go la * 
(4 round5) is the famous imposing 4 gol-ghar ' of Patna; there 
may have been other masonry 4 golas 1 in earlier times also; it is 
very likely that one of the sources of the 4 stupa ’ style is this 
village grain-store (with 4 precious deposits ’) guarded with 
fencing, which was translated into stone. This might account 
for the 4 Yak§a5 and ‘ Sri5 sculptures in the early Stupa 
architecture. (Sri as a goddess is known to Sat. Bra.). 

Vide ante for explanation. 

ESam u’ 9 6^' m’ 10)’ cf- Av> XI’ 3) 9’ 6> 15’> Matt. 

‘^mateaasa’)f EV' X’ 105’ 45 tlle Eense is a probable one; (cf. 
Rv. II, 14, 11 (Savana). 
Vide V.I., X, 39-40. * 
In Rv. and onwards j vide V.I., I, 177. 
Cf. 'kucakra' (so taken by Zimmer : Alt. Leb. 157) : Ev. X, 102, 

irVir ®,V‘ ^6> 3; IX, 97, 4; and in ‘ suda-dohas,’ 
VIII, 69, 3) may be=well. ‘ Parsu ’ in Rv. I, 105, 8; X, 33, 

may mean the masonry sides of a 4 kupa,’ with metal fittings, 
or ribbed, so as to resemble sickles. Similar ancient burnt clay 
Mwwnm slllel(kng the sides of wells may be seen tin the 'Patna 

Cf’ irrigation ^ ^ =water‘PiPe3> a“d dug out water channels for 

Or ; varta.’ Av. I, 3, 7; Taitt. Bra. I, 6, 9, 1. 

onw^X- ^ °frWTa-rdT^ (and variants) from Av. 
v 28^ and 326, respectively. 

17. ix! ?.ranilai2baS!S °f Aryan viUaSe?= vid« Bnden-Powell. 

11 purchase of such a house “ with an ‘ udara ’ of 
treasures is referred to in Av. IX, 3, 15, 
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positions, vertical, horizontal and slanting.1 (2) ‘ Vamsa’s: 
entire bamboos, probably used mainly for the framework of the 
roofing, the central horizontal bamboo, supported on the 
‘ sthuna ’ or main pillar, being pre-eminently the ‘ vamsa.’ 
(3) ‘ Aksu ’: either, the wicker-work or split-bamboo lining, 
over which the thatch was laid,3 and to which the description 
of ‘ thousand-eyed ’ could aptly be applied; or, a net, spread 
over the ‘ visuvant,’ to keep the straw-bundles of the thatch 
intact during stormy weather.4 (4) 1 Palada ’5 and ‘ trna ’: 
bundles of hay, straw, or long reedy grass, for the ‘ cha'dis ’ 
(thatch), and probably for filling in or lining the walls. (5) 
‘ Visuvant ’: the ridge on the top of the roofing, looking like 
parted hair.6 (6) Various ‘ ties ’ joining the parts together, 
which evidently refer to bamboo and cane or rope work7; and 
‘ sikya ’8: suspensory arrangements (like slings of strong net, 

1 This is more probable than bamboo posts and props, as 4 vamsa ’ is 
separately mentioned; so also in Rv. I, 59, 1 and IV*, 5, 1, 

upamit = pillar, probably of timber, Cf. the similar feature 
i in the Bengal 4 atcala. ’ 

2 This term became early a technical one, denoting the main beam or 
ridge of any structure : e.g. the architectural sections of some 
Puranas know of the ‘ vamsa * of a fort or palace, where it 
cannot mean bamboo. Cf. the sense of ‘ beam * in Sahkh. Aran. 
VIII, 1 and in 4 sala-vamsa,’ : Ait. Aran. Ill, 2, I. 

3 This is better than 4 thatched covering * or 4 pole with countless 
holes *; it corresponds to the 4 catai * and 4 jali ’ of modern 
structures j cf. the current description ‘ cokh-cokh ’ (4 with many 
eyes ’) of such wicker-work linings. 

4 ‘ Thousand-eyed * would apply equally to such covering net, which 
may have been of ropes or split-cane; this sense is perhaps 
better, as 4 aksu * is said to the stretched as ‘ opa^ar on the 
4 visuvant,’ so that the net would correspond to the finer net 

used to hold 'together the coiffure and stray curls- 
*5 With 4 palada ’ and the cognate forms 4 pal all ( = ‘ yava * -straw: 

Av. II, 8, 3), 4 palava * (Av. XII, 3, 19; Jaim. Upan. Bra. I. 
54, 1), and ‘ palala ’ (= straw: Kaus. Sut. LXXX, 27), may 
be compared the Eastern vernacular ‘ powal,’ also a term specially 
used in house-building, A long grass, 4 sirki ’ is still used in 
N. Bihar for such protective linings. 

6 As it actually does even now, the cut ends of the bundles of hay 
along the top being turned inside down and bound, so that the 
loose ends fall on either side. For the simile, cf. the 4 ak§u ’ 

spread over the roof is like an 4 opa-sa * (woman’s coiffure); the 
house itself is likened to a 4 vadhu ’ (and carried like her, on 
waggons probably, when dismantled); it (i.e. its spirit) is 
addressed as 4 manasya patni/ and is 4 clothed 1 in ^ grass, etc.; 
and the wife enters the new house first, (So also in subsequent 
thought the wife is 4 grhini ’ as well as * grha/ Cf. 4 the neat 
upon nest and vessel upon vessel * of the Av. verse in connection 
with this house). 

7 E.g. 4 samdamsa/ 4 pranaha/ etc. 
a The modern 4 sike ’ (Beng.), suspended from the roof to hold vessels 

and gourds, etc.; they are sometimes made of woven cane and 
ornamental designs. This may well have been the origin of the 

4 ornamental hangings ’ of later classical styles, as illustrated in 
Ajanta cave temples,* just as the whole of this type of dwelling- 
house Is the source of manv later stone-architectural features. 

* Griffith’s Ajanta Plates, No. 6, 10, 13; and Konow’s Karpiiramafi- 
jari, n. p. 289, referred to in "Whitney and Lamman ; Av. p. 526, 

where < gikya ’ is taken as=such 4 ornamental hangings/ 
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etc.). (7) ‘ Ita which miret be fine clav or unbaked bricks, 
rather than '“'reedwork,’1 used to finish off the walls, or 
floor or basement, (8) Several side-rooms with a central hall2 
(as indicated by ‘ paisas,’ ‘ wings,’3 ‘ aguisala,’ the hall of 

With this * ita/ cf. 'the Eastern vern. forms ‘ fit ' (W, Bong.), 
* ita * (E.* Beng. and Bihar, etc.), ‘ itawa’ (S. Bihar and Oh. 
NSgpur). That ‘it’ originally meant ‘ clay/ is shown by the 
expressions 1 kafica it * and ‘ pukka it’ (■-•-• ‘ pakva 7), and^ the 
term £ etel’ or < aitla' used of fine river clay, suitable for bricks. 
Unburnt bricks and wsuch clay are still used to finish and line 
the reed-walls or wattle. ‘ Ita ’ occurs in only another passage 
of Av. VI, 14, 3/ In both the Av. passages, 1 ifa ’^elay (or 
unbaked brick in IX, 3) suits better than the usual rendering 
of bulrush or reeds; in VI, 14, 3, it would moan the river-clay 
or silt washed away every year, and in the other passage it 
would mean the clay-plastering or ‘ kfiftca-it ’-facing, which had 
to he dismantled while the doors were taken off (cf. the 
application of the verse in Kaus. Sut., 66, 24). It is evident 
that this ’* if a 5 ‘ it/ etc.) has been Sanskrit ised into ‘ is taka * 
by analogy; the original word seems to have been pre-Aryan- 
with an r or 1 associated with the t, the relic of which may be 
seen in 1 etel * and ‘aitla’ (and place-names like ‘ Ttli ’ (Beng.) 
or ' Itarsi ’ (C. P.) ). So also, in Tamil (In the mod. form of 
which ‘ t1 is pronounced ‘ d 5), ‘ it(<J)a,’t means to ‘ dig or dig 
out’; and ‘ ita-ppu * and c ita-van ’ (with which cf. * itawS, ’ 
above, the place-names ‘Itawa’ (south U. P.) and ‘ l (Java, ’ 
(Travancore), and Tamil ‘ lidam * — site, house) mean ‘ clod of 
earth.’ The Tamil for brick is 1 ittika ’ j probably this is the 
original of ‘ i§taka ’; cf. the curious question in 3at. Bra. X, 6, 
1, 5, as to the (fern.) form ‘ istaka,’ and its fanciful answer; 
the real explanation is the original Dravidian form ‘ ittika ’ (or 
the like,—the ending representing the Tam. suffix ‘ vaka, ’). The 
use of ^ clay and bricks therefore would seem to have been a 
Dravidian feature (of the Gangetic country) early introduced 
amongst the \ edic Aryans. This is confirmed by the curious 
Atharvavedic invocation of the dwelling-house as * Icja5 in the 
marriage ritual (Ay. XIV, 2, 19); this ‘Ida’ of course corres- 
ponds to the Dravidian forms meaning dwelling-house, traces of 

/ ^ou_nc* V1 ve*T ancient place-names of Mithila 
f-Mithi-l-ila), Kampilla (—Kampi+illu; cf. Mavella), or (the 
city) Krmila (=Krmi+ila); cf. 4 Vi-deha (°ghn) ' and 4 Vai-sfdl ’ 
^(vide ante); cf. also Tamil 4 illu ' = house, ‘ida’= royal seat, 

iqa-vaka * —principality, parish or abode, ‘ id a tilC-in the 
seat or homestead, etc. 

* The Egvedic proper name ‘ Ita ’ may well be derived from ‘it,,’ 
to wander, and would properly apply to a 1 yayavara ’ rsi: Rv. 

SV79 16 Cl Itanfc K5vya’: KaU5' Br5" VII> 45 Pafic. Bra. 

+ 18With ‘ ‘^sacrifice, which involved digging 
^s,ra’=the waste earth thrown up by such 

Tv. ISfictfrifual detalled digeing ‘ raa,ltras ’ in the 

The(ba5ow)0tSllhere are charaoterisMo of the f“ ‘ Baiigli ’ 
Cf. the ‘pak?a‘s of a ‘sale’ in: Kath. Sam. XXX, 5; Taitt. Bri. 

^ 3 J a was probably the ‘ agara : ’ Av, IV, 
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the fire-altar,1 * havirdhana, ’ the (sacrificial) store-room, and 
‘ patninam sadana, ’ -women’s apartments ( ‘site and seat ’), 
and with a covered * verandah ’ running all around the house,2 
at the four corners of which were four thick-set pillars, 
probably of clay and rubble, or bricks3; altogether a ‘ brhae- 
chandas ’4 house, on a large scale and of ample proportions, 
covered by a ‘many-winged roofing. The prominence of 
bamboo, wicker-work, straw, and various 4 ties J in the con¬ 
struction, and other peculiarities noted above,6 clearly point to 
the lower Gangetic origin of this style.7 It is very remarkable 
that the Atharvaveda which describes it, is pre-eminently a 
book of the Angirasas, who are definitely located in and asso¬ 
ciated with the very same lower Gangetic provinces in Puranic 
tradition,8 Thus the Av. style of housing is Eastern9 

1 This must have been the central room (cf. Agni as embryo within 
the many-winged house), to escape dangers of fire,—and also the 
front room which would be first entered (as is shown by many 
incidental references, e.g., in the Epics)'; it was also the Vedic 
sitting-room, from the connection of the fire-altar with the sabha. 
The ‘ havirdhana ’ would be either the adjoining back-room, or 
one of the smaller side-rooms, where the ‘ soma vehicle ’ could be 
dragged up and housed. 

2 At least alone the front and back,* if a 2-‘ winged ' house. 
i The ‘ verandah ’ and 4 thick pillars are. inferable from the description 

in Av. IX, 3, 17 :—“covered with *trna' and clothed 
in ‘ palada,’ the * nivesanl ’ is like a she-elephant with feet ”; 
here the reference is evidently to the elephant with its fringed 
trappings and stout thick set legs, always clay-covered and clay- 
hued; the pillars could not have been of timber, for heavy 
timber work is incompatible with the 4 bamboo ’ style; thus it 
is better to take them as rubble or raw-brick pillars; they cannot 
have been the ‘ upamits,’ for these along with the slanting beams 
and the resultant angles would be filled in by walls (wattle or 
clay), so that they would be undistinguishable as four thick 
tegs j thus these ‘ legs * were independent corner-pillars, which, 
being under the same thatch (=the elephant’s body, whose very 
curve of the back is like the ridge of such a house), necessarily 
Implies the ‘ verandah ’ border, a characteristic feature of the 
Gangetic style, 

4 ‘ Chandas * here may be compared with ‘ cliand ’ (Beng.), a parallel 
structural term, implying the ideas of proportion, scale, or 
measurement, which is also the sense of * chandas ’ as applied 
to prosody; besides, as grains and cattle, as well as men are 
included within this ‘ brhacchandas ’ house, ‘ proportions * would 
suit better than ‘ roof/ cf. also the ‘ atichandas ' and other 
* chandas ’ bricks of Yv. altar construction. 

5 2,4, 6, 8, or 10 ‘ wings ’ (implying as many ‘ rooms *); cf. the 
division of structures in Bengal according to^ ‘ roofing ’ ; ‘ do-cala * 
(a poor man’s house); ‘ cau-cala (a thriving villager’s house), 
and ‘ at-cala ’ (a big open hall, used as the village ‘ sabha 

6 Vide foot-notes above. 
7 It is not necessary to go to the Nilgiri Tobias for the Vedic type 

of dwelling-house or for the originals of cave architecture (cf. 
V.I., I, 231). i . 

8 The significance of this point has been illustrated in several other 
• sections <af this dissertation. 

9 This may be the significance of the c first homage to the greatness 
of the house ’ heing paid from the ‘ pracya ’ quarter (Av, IX? 
3, 2?). ‘ : ' 
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(i.e. Deltaic) and Aiigirasa (brahmanic) ; but it may have 
been very early introduced into other parts ot N. India.,1 with 
the westward progress of the Apgirasas and other Ikistem 
groups.2 Accordingly, references to some of its features ate 
not rare in other parts of the Yedic literature as well.3 

But this type of dwelling-houses cannot have been the 
only one in the Vedic ages, and other varieties must have 
developed according to regional conditions, etc. This is in¬ 
dicated by references to the use of materials other than the 
characteristically deltaic, for various structural purposes, e.g'., 
of timber, burnt bricks, stone or metal; and by mentions of 
other ‘ parts ’ of houses, not named or prominent in the sketch 
of the above type. Thus doors and pillars do not form a 
special feature ih this, but they are very frequently referred 
to in Vedic literature, and lead to various figurative uses, 
‘ Dur,’4 the earlier and commoner word for door,? has an 

1 

2 
3 

According to Chinese accounts (Ssu-ma-chien’s Hist, of Chnng-kien’a 
career and embassies), bamboos were imported from the CJangetic 
Delta as far up as the outlying North Western region of Tii-hia 
(Bactria), as early as the 2nd century B.C., when it was regarded 

as a very ancient trade. The source of this overland and mari¬ 
time trade in bamboos, etc. was S- China and adjacent Indo- 
China. (This agrees with the affinity between East Indian and 
Indo-Chinese types of house-structure, and the fact that Further- 
Indian bamboos , (being more solid) are still used in house- 
structures in some parts of Bengal).' 

Vide Pargiter ; AIHT., p. 219ff. 
E.g_—“Vamsa ’ : bamboo rafters or beam (Rv. I, 10, 1; Mait. Sam. 

TV, 8, 10, etc.). * Ak$u’: (Rv. I, 180, 5 (prob.) ). * Sikya ’: 
(apart from Av. XIII, 4, 8, in) Taitt. Sam. V, 2, 4, 2, 3; 6, 9, 
1; Sat. Bra. V, 5, 4, 28; VI, 7, 1, 16- Also ‘ chadia * 
(covering) and * upamit,”—rather more general terms, not 
restrictable to the above type. (‘ Chadis ’; Taitt. Sam. VI, 2, 9, 4; 
10, 5, 7; Vaj. Sam. V, 28; Ait. Bra. I, 29, Sat. Bra. Ill, 5, 3, 
9, etc. Cf. * chadis * of bridal wagon : Rv. 86, 10- 4 Upamit ” : 
Rv. I, 59, 1; IV, _5, 1). But 4 ita ” and 4 palada,* etc,, do not 
occur elsewhere. * Ata ’ may he a primitive Aryan word, but 

u ttC^- It is used of “ the doors of the sky,” shows that 
the Vedic poet had in mind not a rectangular timber framework 
for the wooden door, but rather a vaulted or arched framework 
of bamboo (cf. the style represented at the entrances to caves 
and cave temples), such as would properly belong to the above 
style {« ata: * Rv. I, 56, 5; 113, 14; III, 43, 6; IX, 5, 5; Vajft. 
Sam. XXIX, 5). The door-fittings indicated by 4 syuman ” 
(‘ door-Btrap ' ; Rv. Ill, 6, 1, 4), and 4 dvara-pidhana * (‘ door* 
binder ’ .* Sat. Bra. XI, 1, 1, 1), are referable to the same style, 
while argala ” and 4 isika ’ (* bar and pin ’ of cow-pen; Safikh. 
Ara$. II, 6) would rather belong to timber structures; (cf. 

vraja constructed of ‘ aivattha ” wood). The frequenter use 
of g?ha* in the plural to designate the house (vide the many 
rets, in V.I. I, 229) shows that a number of rooms was a 
common feature; this may have been due to the early adoption 
^two1 to&tenf Style °f kouse-building with a number of 4 pak§a”s 

J I, 10; 113, 4; 121, 4: 188 5* etc 

' ‘ XXX m' KV-’ 4v Y111’’ 3’ ’22 5 'XI< 1. 63; Vaja. Sam. XXX, 10; Sat Bra. XI, 1, 1, 2; etc.; ‘ dvara ’ in Av X 8 
43 (nw-dvara); and Ait. Bra. gnwarda. ’ 
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Implied sense of the whole house,1 and * durya ’ (doorposts),2 
* dnryona and ‘ durona,’4 all signify the house itself; such 
use is an indication, that much was thought of the timber door¬ 

way, on which was probably lavished all the skill of the Vedic 
carpenter and carver.5 4 Skambha/ pillar (of timber),6 Is 
often used figuratively; the somewhat later * stambha 31 was 
probably sometimes a brick or stone- one; ‘ sthanu 38 (the 
prominence of which is indicated in the use of ‘ sabha- 
sthanu ’) and 4 sthuna ,9 are other quite common and 
early names for pillars (of houses or other structures), 
made of timber as well as other materials10; and the 
4 sthuna-raja ai must belong to a biggish complicated structure. 
Smaller timber posts were ‘ svaru ’s12 and ‘ yupa ’s,13 used as 

A 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

IQ 

It 
12 

13 

Thus * dur-ya 5 (in masc. pi.) =‘ belonging to the door, or to the 
house’:1 Rv. 1, 91, 19; X, 40, 12; Taifct. Sam. 1, 6, 3, X; Taj. 
Sam j 11. 

(In fern. pi.) ‘ durya ’ = dwelling or doorposts: Rv. IV, 1, 9. 18; 
2, 12; VII, 1, 11. 

Rv- I, 174, 7; V. 29, 10; 32, 8- 
Rv. Ill, 1, 18; 25, 5; JV, 13, 1; V, 76, 4; etc. Av. VII, 17, 3; 

Va]. Sam. XXXIII, 72, etc. 
For such skilled artisans, cf. ‘ tak§an's ; Rv. X, 86, 5; Av. XIX, 

49, 8; cf. Rv. I, 161, 9; III, 60, 2; ‘ tva?t? ’ : Av. XII, 3, 33; 
also ‘ tastr * in Rv. (vide V.I., I, 302). These artisans could 
make decorated and inlaid (pis) bowls like the starry night 
(Av. XIX, 49, 8), or the lotus (the ‘ puskara ’ bowl of ritual), 
and could produce ‘ rupam sukrtam * (sculptured designs and 
friezes?) with their chisels, and bowls had such, carvings in 
relief of gods, etc. (Av. XII, 3, 33)- Cf. ‘ priya tastani 
vi-akta * of Rv* X, 86, 5. 

The * taksans * are respectable in the Rv. but have become low cast eg 
in the Buddhistic age (see V.I., II, 266); the best explanation 
would be that these |£ wood-carvers ” naturally enough amal¬ 
gamated with the Magadhan indigenous “ stone-workers" (vide 
infra.), and though as a result the crafts were much improved 
e.g. by renderings of wood-work in stone (as in the Buddhistic 
period), the craftsmen themselves suffered in status. 

Rv. I, 34, 2; IV, 3, 5; that it was originally a timber pillar is shown 
by the vern. ‘ khamba ’ = specially an entire 1 sala * trunk; cf. 
the expr. ‘ latha-khamba * (an arrangement for drawing well- 
water), where ‘ khamba ’ has that sense; (it is to be noted 
that the later monoliths are also called * lath’s; e.g. * Jarasandha 
ki lath \). 

Katli. Sam. XXX, 9; XXXI, 1; and often in Sutras. For the 
’ implication of brick or stone material, cf. the vern. use of 

‘ tham,’ ‘ thamba,* as comp red with ‘ khamba.' 
Rv. X, 40, 13; Av* X, 4, 1; XIV. 2, 48; XIX, 49. 10; etc. 
Rv. I, 59, 1; V, 45, 2; 62, 7; VIII, 17, 14. Av- XIV, 1, 63 j Sat. 

Bra. XIV, 1, 3, 7: etc. 
Eg. ‘ ayalisthuna ' or the sthuna on the grave (Rv. X, 18, 13), 

which may have been of clay or brick. So also the ‘ sthunfi- 
raja ’ may occasionally have been of bricks., etc. 

Sat. Bra. IXT* 1, 1, 11; 5, 1, 1. 
Rv. r, 92, 5; 162, 9, III, 8, 6, etc; Av, IV, 24, 4; XII, 1, 13; 

etc. 
Ev. I, 61, 14. 

? 
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door-frames, etc., and ‘ methi’s1 pcfets for palisades. Apart, 
from these varieties, used chiefly in housed, other pill are of 
different, uses are indicated by ‘ sahku ’2 (of timber as well 
as stone) and ‘ drupada,’3 with which latter may be compared 
‘ ekambha ’ and ‘ vanaspati ’4 (a pole or pillar,, evidently a 
dressed and entire pine or ‘ sala ’ trunk). This great variety 
of names for pillars and posts, and the importance of these 
and doors, shows that they were a marked feature of at, least 
one other type of house-building. Thus, as compared with the 
‘ Deltaic,’ there would seem to have existed a Middle- 
Himalayan (and submontane) style also, characterized by 
skilled, heavy and prof nee timber-work : of which, again, the 
later and modern parallel is equally striking.5 

To this timber architecture would naturally6 belong the 
references to the use of metals in house-construction, such as 
the ‘ ayahsthuna-’s7 (copper, bronze or iron pillars) and 
‘ parigha’s8 (metal bolts); and they must have been very well- 
known and prominent features to be used early as proper 
names.9 There is no improbability involved in this, as in the 
early Yedic age ‘ ayas ’ was widely used,10 and smelting11 and 
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With variants ‘medhi,’ ‘methi,’ or ‘methi ’ Av. VTU, 5, 20: 
XIV, i, 40; Taitt. Sam. VI, 2, 9, 4; Hath. Sam. XXXV, 8; 
Ait. Bra I, 29, 22; Sat. Bra. Ill, 5, 3, 21; Paiic. Bra. Xlll,' 
Tri-IT-7 ai-ra' ^ l;—for use ill palisades, of. Bv. 
vm} 53, 5. 

‘ Santa ’ usually=wooden post, peg, or even pin- (in Rv. and Bra.s- 
I . vttt o but a. s.tone in 8 vrtra-^citikiti'’ : fiat. 
TT-+' A l* 2, 5, 15, and scholiast on 
Kat. Sr. Sut. XXI, 3, 31). 

Ev-Vl’. 24’ 23; Av. VI, 63, 3; 115, 2; XIX, 47, 9; 
Yaja^ Saip. XX, 20; for use as posts for victims and offenders : 
cl- ?v- b 24, 13 and Av. XIX, 47, 9 above, and Av- XIX 

4v reH t’-h (*63, ^ above); also Rv. VII, 86, 5. 

Thus the rich carved wood-work and timber structures of the lowei 
£TLa?d Bl°pes I’e Southern Himalayas (from Kasmir ant 
Y™una sources to Eastern Nepal, and the submontane plain 
fim'rii.*oUler districts) have all along beet 

p“±'' “» 
S° tSd wmk6 m6 WOtk iS foU,nd Side by »*» that il 

T. th.e abo/e„ re810n (cf- the well-known artisti. 

Rv PVd ffi 7 flhlS lme °f Nepa ’ Moradahad> etc-). 

»» «• 10. 15; (and often later). 
£L?’ 4’ \ («» belongs to a, 

genealogy^(Ygdava), step No"42 §* nSme “ the PW5?i 
tnifTpws. kettles, cups, etc. (in Rv.). 

Dh^n-> BmeIter; ‘dhmataril,* smelting fnrijace: Rv. V 9 5 
snShmF USV ( sV’ ?’ IV ^athei’-bellows : Rv. IX, 112, 2 
smelting ores (adman) : Sat. Bra. VI, 1, 3, 5. 

n 
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beaten1 ‘ ayas ’2 are referred to; the * avahsthuna's and 
‘ayasi pur's would thus imply the strengthening of timber pil¬ 
lars, palisades or walls, by copper or stee'P-plating and sundry 1 

metal fittings. This would constitute a necessary earlier stage 
of architecture to account for the elaborate gold-plated and 
inlaid timber-pillars of the fourth century Mauryan palace. 

The first explicit mention of the use of burnt bricks 
(‘ pakva ’) for structural purposes occurs rather late, in the 
Satapatha4 (6th—7th cent. B.C.); but even there, this ‘pakva’ 
and the * istaka/ which is used throughout, are taken as 
identical; and as the reference is to the building of sacrificial 
fire-altars, it is clear that this use of * burnt * bricks was more 
or less traditional,5 and not a recent innovation6; besides, various 
well-known personages are stated to have erected such fire- 
altars,7 some" of whom can be approximately fixed in time with 
the help of ‘ traditional ’ chronology : so that such construc¬ 
tions would go^ back to the earlier Vedic period.8 41st aka * is 
indeed the traditional material9 for building the fire-altar even 
in the Yv. Samhitas10; and though not specially called ‘burnt-/ 
these bricks were almost certainly so: for it is often stated 

X For ‘ soma ’ vessels: Rv. IX, I, 2. • 
2 The use of * sheet ’ iron is more probable than cast iron, though 

the antiquity of ore-smelting (probably pre-Aryan) and the 
quite early occurrence (cir. 300 A.D.) of massive and highly 
finished foundry products, may indicate an earlier long standing 
use of cast iron posts and rods for structural purposes. 

3 Indian steel was well-known in the far Western countries in the 
6th and 5th cents. B.C., and was as much prized by the Greeks 
in the 4th as tributes of precious gems. It is quite likely, 
therefore, that ‘ steel ’ should have been variously used for strength¬ 
ening defences within India itself, before its fame spread abroad. 

4 Sat. BrS. VI, 1, 2, 22; VII, 2, 1, 7; in the former passage it is 
said that the ‘ pakva * is called ‘ i§tak& ’ because it is-/ 
offered to the fire (the derivation being a late etymological 
fiction; cf. the fanciful explanation of the form * istaka * rather 
than ‘°a’ or ‘ °am * : ibid. X, 5, 1, 5; also vide ante, re 
‘ ita ’); in the latter, a special ‘ black * ‘ pakva ’ is made by 
baking the brick in * rice-husk * fire. ‘ Pakva ’ in Bv., Av., 
and Bra., means simply ‘ baked,* or ‘cooked food* (vide V.I-, 
s-v.); in Kv. VI, 63, 9, however, t-he sense of baked bncks, cv 
a ‘ house of baked bricks * (a ‘ pucca * house), may suit quite 
well (as horses, slaves, chariots, etc., are given away by certain 
Kings, Puraya, etc-, to the priest, along with £ pakva*). 
(N.B—The substantives are all understood in this passage-) 

5 I.e., representing Yajurvedic (Vajasaneya) tradition of a much 
earlier age. 

5 Cf. the conservatism of the gatapatba regarding proposed changes 
in Rgvedic texts (and to a less extent in Yv. texts). 

7 E.g. Tura-Kavaseya: Sat. Bra. IX, 5, 2, 15; gyaparna-Sayakayatia : 
ibid. VI, 2, 1, 39; IX, 5, 2, 1. , . 

a E.g. Tura-Kavaseya. temp. Janamejaya-Pariksita I, cir. 20 steps 
above the close of the Rgvedic period. 

9 Cf. ‘ istaka-cit ’ : Taitfc. Sam. I, 5, 8, etc. 
10 E.g. the IVth and Vth books of the Taitt. Sam. (mantras and 

explanatory matters re 1 agnicayana *). The details regarding 
altar construction in these are practically the same as in the 
gat. Bra., thus showing that the use of bricks was traditional 
and almost co-existent with brahmanism. 
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there by way of explanation, that bricks were invented 
apparently by the Angirasas) to save Earth from being 
excessively burnt1 by the sacrificial fire2; their supporting 
strength3 and capacity of resisting the waters4 are often 
specified; and amongst the many types of bricks used, were 
the ‘ svaymatrnna ’5 or ‘ naturally perforated ’ bricks, and 
‘ bricks of all colours,’6 the former being a characteristic 
product of the kiln,7 and the latter probably referring either 
to the various shades of red in the brick-piles, or to enamelled 
bricks8; while mortar (‘purisa’) that could be compared, to 
flesh adhering to bones,9 had probably an admixture of 
pounded red bricks. The art of brick-laying was an old and 
developed one in the Yajurvedic age, judging from the great 
variety of names and forms of the alter-bricks, amongst which 
may be mentioned the ‘ circular bricks ' (‘ mandalestaka ’)10 
the * earless ’ or corner-less bevelled bricks (‘ vibarnl ’) ,u 
the ‘ crest ’ or conical bricks (‘ coda ’) ,12 the ‘ gold-headed " 
bricks (‘ vamabhrt ’),13 the shaped ‘ pot ’-bricks (‘ kumbhea- 
taka ’),14 and other bricks with various linear markings15 and 
of different sizes.16 Mortar (of mud and rubble, sand or 

1 
a 

3 

4 

5 

b 
1 

8 

S 
10 
XI 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Taitt. Sam. V, 2, 10; 5, 2, etc. 
It is indeed only natural that the use of the baked bricks should 

have early suggested itself for sacrificial structures, for the 
properties of burnt clay would be evident to any fire- 
worshipper ; besides, with the growing ritual importance and 
significance of the altar, square or rectangular bricks must have 
been invented or adapted, and these, if unbaked at first would 
soon suggest the burnt brick. 

E-g the ‘asadha brick of thousandfold strength,: Taitt. Sam- IV 
that quaketh not * (‘ svayamatrnpa *) ; ibid* 

1 -4= > Y* * Brhaspati saw in bricks the support of 
sacrifice : ibid. V, 3, 5; ‘ brick-altar ’ representing * the firm 
ear&h m the midst of waters : ibid. V, 6, 4- 

E.g Taitt Sam., V, 6, 4 (in n. 3 above) : ‘ bricks keeping the altar 
trom being swept away by waters ’ : ibid- V 3 10- 

Taitt. Sam. IV, 2, 9: 3, 2: 3, 6 • 4 10* V 2 fi* \ 9- 
Taitt. Sam, V, 7, 8 , 4, xu, v, 2, b, 3, 2, etc. 

Thisjs caOed J jhama ’ in vern.. meaning perforated (cf. the cognate 
words ]hanjhra, and ‘ jhanjhari, * of same signification). 

Enamelled earthenware and tiles have long been a speciality of the 
lower Middle-Gangetic districts (Eastern U. P.). y 

Taitt. Sam. V, 2, 3. 1 

Taitt. Sam. IV 4 5; V, 3, 9; etc. 

1 ,(The1!’e were ^ways placed topmost, and 

_ of orLmentation) °C er ’ bnckS: aPPa«ntly by way 

-h1S° •!?laCTr! Iika ‘ vikar?i ’ bricks, on the top, over the vault-sitters : V. 3 7 * etc 1 

Taitbriri?'oVtle l5/’ Ml 3: -5’ 7’ 9; etc‘ [Cf- eB*“elled 
, sSiVnnjab sites.] ” ^ at th* recently ««vatcd 

Taitt, Sam, V, 6, 1; etc. 
Taitt. Sam. Y, 2, 3; 2, 10 (cf. S.B.E. xliii, p. 21,, n 1 re lines 

wT™ rectan,gukr bricks) i of the various’types of 

* & T'itij" s"'*’ “Jm‘ °“ “ k,"“” 
“•■S?^WSUTEJS 

noted above of course involve different sizes, ^ 



pounuea ducks; was ireeiy —~ _ ***„™*0 **™s 
cementing successive layers of bricks,3 and in plastering over4; 
such adhesive plasters must have been essential in the con¬ 
struction of the alternative forms of the altar,5 like the 
‘ bird ’-styles (representing the ‘ syena/ ‘ kaiika * or ‘ alaja ’), 

1 1 or ‘ granary 9 (‘ drona5), 4 chariot-wheel/ 
‘ circle/ * cemetery * (smasana), and 4 triangle5 models. 
Large numbers6 of bricks were used ‘ for these altars: the 
measurements of one altar is given as 36 feet along the centre, 

d 80 and k24 feet across at the back and front, 
nd it is said the outer limits of the^measurements 
spends on what area the builder thinks he- could 

very well use7; the first, second and third pilings are to be 
ely8; and 
tes those 
idreds of 
ead, with 
i ordinary 
xtly these 

m the new 
ere not used 
Itars (house¬ 

hold or special) and cemeteries11 were brick-built. It is remark¬ 
able that throughout the 4‘brick”—mantras, reference is made 
to “ the manner in which Angiras placed12 the bricks firmly,”13 
or invented them,14 or used them for better building of the 

E.g. in Taitt, Sam. X, 2, 12; II, 6, 4. 
E.g. in Taitt. Sam V, 2. 3. 
E.g. in Taitt. Sam. V, 6, 10. Cf. ‘seasonal* bricks being "tlie 

internal cement of the layers ”; ibid. V, 4, 2. 
‘ Just as bone is covered with flesh *: Taitt. Sam. V, 2, 3. 
Taitt. Sam. V, 4, 11. (The structural peculiarities of some of these 

types,* according to the Sutra comment, were; a round-topped 
block (the head) for the ‘kahka’; curved ‘wings,’ for the 
‘syena ’; ‘ caturasra * or ‘ parimandala ’ (square or round) 
blocks for the ‘ granary ’ (‘ drona *); and square or round form 
for the ‘smasana’). 

Of, similar large numbers in the Sat. Bra. ‘ agnicayana directions : 
e.g. 756 bricks: gat. Bra. X, 5, 4, 5. 

Taitt. .Sam, VI, 2, 4. 
Taitt. Sam. V, 6, 7; (the height of altars being up to knee, navel, 

and neck, respectively). 
Taitt. Saqi. IV, 4, 11 (“ these bricks . hundred . hundred 

thousand millions ”). Cf. ibid. V, 4, 2. ... , . 
Taitt. Sam. IV, 4, 10. Cf. the dismantling of i|a etc. and 

carrying of them in the Atharva-vedic mantras (vide ante-). 
The direction that brick-altars could be erected after the model of 

(round or square) smasanas/ shown that these latter were also 
brick structures by the time oi the Xv. Samhitas. 

Taitt. Sam. IV, 2, 9; 4, 3; etc. ^ , e 
So also in Sat. Bra- the expression is repeated: e.g- A, 5T 1,, o 

(‘ sadana, settling of the brick, may be the original for the 
vern. phrase * it sajana ’). . ,* 

Taitt. Sam. V, 5, 2; of. V, 2, 10; so also bricks are said to 
have been “ fashioned by tbs toils of seers like metres : v, 3, 5. 
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fire-altar1; sometimes Brhaspati (also an Angirasa) is 
introduced;2 and the brick (Istaka) is addressed and wor¬ 
shipped as a goddess 0 devi ’)} All this is strikingly similar 
to the expressions and notions of the architectural sections of 
the Puranas,4 where the laying of bricks and other stages of 
house-construction are accompanied by references to the 
Angirasas and their deified ‘ daughters.’ In view of what has 
already been said about the ordinary ‘ brahmanic ’ dwelling- 
houses of the Gangetic type (as described in the ‘ Angirasa 
Veda ’) and the use of clay and unburnt bricks (‘ ita ’) in 
them,5 and of the fact that the dwelling-house is addressed in 
the same Veda as £ Ida * (which also is evidently connected 
with the Dravidian roots and words meaning digging, bricks, 
and house) —the inference__becomes irresistible, that this 
consistent association of the Angirasas with the invention and 
use of * istaka/yin Vedic as well as Puranic tradition, is but 
another6^ indication of a fact of cultural history, that the 
civilization of 4 brahmanism,’ with its sacrificial cult and 
symbolism, its building activities and material achievements 
and equipments, was originally Gangetic, Eastern and non- 
Aryan. In any case, it is quite clear that a third structural 
style, characterized by the use of clay, plasters, and bricks, 
dried or baked (of diverse moulds and probably even enamelled 
sometimes) was already in existence in the 10th century B.G.,7 
being referred to in the Brahmanas and the later Samhitas, 
and is implied for the earlier Egvedic period8; and here too, 
the conclusion agrees with the regional indications of the 
references: for this style can only have arisen in the riparian 
districts along the north of the Ganges (middle and lower). 

It is in the Satapatha again, that the first clear mention 
of stone structures of a recognizable type is made,—but in a 
way that would indicate a well-formed, distinct and traditional 

6 
7 

Taitt. Sam. V, 3, 5. 
Vide a* 14, page 37. (Some special forms of altar-bricks or manner 

of laying are associated with Visvamitra and his contemporaries: 
tins may indicate the taking up of brahmanical sacrificial cult 

t -.ftconiLe9l:e<^ brick-building by the Ailas in that period). 
JLaitt. ^am. lv, 2, 9; cf. the house goddess ‘ manasya patni ’ fixed 

by the gods in the beginning {Av. Ill, 12, 5), and Brhaspati 
^Uln# to§etcer honse (Av. IX, 3, 2-3). (Vide p. 31, 

and notes 7 and 8 in it.) * 

VideihanteVfctU"mana ’ Secti°ns of Agni> Garu<K and Matsya. 

n0?1^of0makingmbrick3,^salnd 

?e£:“d to tLth™q^t\?r?bable.tha^ the literary evidence with 
Sorth, { °Se °f bnCk8’ etC- in tbe GanSeti0 Pl^ i. 

F°r sacrifiISUW oftaRrd fric^S ha^ been known to the 

“ ’ i/Rv f and° h" ‘W*00 S6Me °f 
Rgvedic brick-altai hufld’ers’(vide ante 1 ®labmaiJa alWns to 
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style. Its remarks on the erection of ‘smasanas ’ (over burnt 
or buried bodies) are significant. They show a marked 
difference in the contemporary modes of building1 these funeral 
and memorial structures. The ‘ Praeya ’ mode of erecting 
tombs is strongly disapproved2 (from the point of view of the 
Kuru-Pancala and Videha3 brahman). Apart from minor 
differences within the approved range as regards special forms 
for the several orders,4 the structural type that is regarded as 
unorthodox 'is described clearly as round and dome-shaped 
(' parimandala ’)5; that whereby the Easterners make the 
‘ smasana ’ “ separate from the earth ” unlike good people,6 
is described by the usual Vedic word for a large hemispherical 
bowl,7 ‘ camii, ’ which must here refer to something like a vault 
or dome of solid stone or bricks8; the structure is then 
• enclosed by an indefinite number of enclosing stones 9; and 

1 
2 
3 

4 

§ 

6 

7 

8 
9 

fiat. Bra. XIII, 8, 2, 1. c , ^ 
Ibid. XIII, 8, 1, 5; 2, 1; cf. IX, 5, 1, 64. 
The preference for north-inclined and saline soil points to a Vide 

origin of these views. 
Ibid. XIII, 8, 2, 6-12; 3, 11. 
Ibid. XIII, 8, 1. 

For' pouring Corns'; also = mortal' for ‘Soma’ pressing which would 
b0 of8stone;’ probably the bowl was^occasmally of ^tone, 

as there were soma-cups of ayas ; (for the p 
cf vern ‘ iam(b) bati ’ of same shape). For the meta¬ 

phorical use of ‘camu’ in Rv. to mean vault or dome, vide infra. 

£. 2,‘ 2; aa in the case of to 

the orthodox style, but the ^context woud ^h« fve it to ^ 

^rTwithotrry ^ 
Sutra applications (vide Whitney Av pp.886-7) of Av XV1U 
4 55 (cuilding a ! harmya ’ for the dead) where the W* 
of the piled mound is finally beaten over (.^>y f,1'6' 
4 pucca/ with a number of ihla or i§taha (tl e} 
* 5 iq pointless :* cf. the frequent pnrase §ile§taka in tne 

section of Puranas). From these 

‘sgifwiaiasai’t s$ jsAS^s 
cenPt1urydBCr ‘vtrylikely^due to Se growing estrangement 
between Praeya and Midland religious and pMoajgwJ doctrine® 
which ultimately found expression in the Budd rustic reiorm 

* So^afso #in the application of AV. XVm, 3, S0-51(earth covering 
up like mother with ‘ sic ’ and wife with cloth), m Kaus. 86, 
10, it is evidently fila and istaka that are placed and not 

For^rmjgnition of round forms, cf. also Taitti Sam.^V S, ^ 
and 3 (arrangement of. bricks in a circle) 5,,*V’ ‘ maldalestaia* 
of ‘ naksatra * bricks m a circle); and the mawaie«aj£a 
(noted above). 
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stones are used instead of the square bricks in the case of non- 
fire-worshippers.1 The orthodox style of ‘ smasana * is stated 
to be square or quadrilateral,2 ‘ not separate from the earth/3 
(i.e., not prominent and towering4 like the banned type, and of 

* earth and earthen ’ materials,—clay and bricks,—as opposed 
to stone), and bricks one foot square are used in its 

construction5; and a memorial mound like a fire-altar6 is 
prescribed7 for builders of the same.8 It is evident that the 
former is the prototype of the Buddhistic, Eastern and heretical, 
‘stupa’ architecture of the very next epoch,—and through it 

of the ‘ Saiva * temple styles of subsequent ages9; and that the 
latter is a specially 4 bralimanical * style, associated with, 

sacrificial altars10 and the middle Gangetic country, and thus 
with bricks10 and rectilineal figures,—strikingly paralleled by 
the similar sacrificial and geometric style of squares and bricks 
in ancient Babylonia, and represented recognizably in some 
later forms of ‘ brahmapical 5 temple architecture.11 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 
6 

? 

10 
11 

Sat. Bra. XIH, 8, 4, 11. 
Ibid. XIII, 8, 1, Iff. 
Ibid. XIII, 8, 2, 1. 
The Satapatha insists repeatedly on the 4 smasana ’ being .pot 1 oo 

large or high: e.g. XIII, 8, 1, 18 (an ordinary altar’s size); 
8, 2, 6—12 (generally and preferably to be knee-high, though 
structures as high as the thigh, hip, mouth and upstretched 
arm, might be allowed for vaisyas, women, brahmans and 
ksatriyas, respectivelynote K^atriya superiority). 

Ibid. XIII, 8, 4, 11; not 1 marked ’ like altar-bricks. 
It is noteworthy that about 3 centuries later, Alexander used fire- 

altars as 4 memorials,’ apparently according to the Indian custom; 
to impress the Indians lie is said to have built on the Beas (cl 
the custom of building fire-altars on river-banks, indicated in 
Sat. Bra. and earlier as far back as the Rv.) stupendous and 
sculptured fire-altars of stone, which Candragupta later on 
utilized for sacrificial purposes. 

Sat. Bra. XIII, 8, 1, Iff; sometimes ‘ without wings and tail,’ i.e-, 
in the form of a simple cubical altar, without the 3 adjacent 
cubes; the special recommendation of the Satapatha is an 
irregular quadrilateral with sides joining at §. shorter than those 

t s ,may re^er the area enclosed by cords, within 
winch the altar-like smasana is raised. 

This may imply that those, on the other hand, who built (and 
worshipped at) the round stupas, were similarly honoured by 

* TS? * eral memorials. It may be noted here that worship 
thLfTral ®01ind1i8 imPIied in Av. XVIII, 4, 38 (it is 

thought to bestow boons on worshippers), and that the 
previous Buddhas s also had their ‘ stupas.’' 

Charactemed by the round dome; it has been designated 

BrcdXkr by F£ergusson’ but Havell rightly traces it to 
the sources r(ofn<^tHkrmS+ symbJbsm 5 ethnically of course 

L ,th sMe ?ay have been Dravidian (but 
Vide anteSS°n ^ ao^ u&e ^ w this sense). 

Cf. the Southern style of Madura, Taniore. etc * alsa in 
monasteries of several stories, built p/ramidically #Mh" 



case, being historically sound) ; the very allusion to solid stone 
or brick vaults, stone enclosures, and stones as substitutes for 
bricks, shows that the region meant is Magadha,3 known as 
PracI pre-eminently, in the 4tli century B.C. [Magadha and 
Kxka^a are looked down upon in early as well as later Vedic 
literature4; and it is precisely these regions5 which have an 
ancient tradition of stone masonry and ware; so also, when 
the cars of the Piracy as, the ‘ vipathas,’6 are disapproved by 
Midlanders,7 it is evidently the rough country of Kikata- 

Of Vaisall, Anga, Vanga, etc.; vide ante. 
Sat. Bra. XIII, 8, 1; 8, 2, 1. 
It is noteworthy that so far the earliest known remains of vaulted 

and polished caves, of stone enclosures, walls or pillars, are in 
Magadha or of Magadhan origin. 

E.g. in Vaja. Sam. XXX, 5, 22 j or Kat. Sr. Sub. XXII, 4, 22,- vide 
also note 6 below; Cf. also the famous Ev. reference, "Kim 
to kpnvanti Kikatesu, etc.” In Purapic tradition (cf. Vayu. 
78, 21—22) the ’ land of Trisanku, bet. Kaikata and the 
Mahanadl, is avoided by orthodox people. Kikata and Gaya 
are almost identical in Va. 105-112. Bo also, the benighted 
region where Trisanku is banished seems from epic indications 
as well (cf. e.g. all that is said about Visvamitra, Matanga and 
his tirtha: -Mbh. I, 71, 2925—28 with ^ariv. V, 7170^; III, 8 , 
8321 (in the East): III, 84, 8079; HI, 85, 8159; XIH, 27-29 
(Gaya); XIII, 3, 189 (in the South); cf. Varaha. V and VIII 
(conn, with Mithila and Orissa) to have been no other than 
Kikata (cf. also popular traditions re Rhotasgarh and R. 
Karmanasa). And if the Kicakas of Mbh., whose country th~ 
Pandavas passed just before coming to Ekacakra, and who cremated 
their lusty chiefs with their women, are the same as the iukatas 
(vide infra, sec. re widow-burning),—it is another trace (even) 
in the epic literature of the low estimation of these Praeya - 

Now represented by Gaya and Cunar; also similar regions jestwards 
along the Vindhyan borderland, Jubbulpur, Gwalior and Jaipur, 
representing ancient Cedi and Matsya, very closely connected 
with Magadha in the Puranic tradition. 

Paiic, Bra. XVII, 1 (a very old passage); Lat. Sr. Sut. VUI, b, tf. 

The difference between Magadha-Praci and the Midlands m sty es 
of living and housing is apparently also indicated ^7^°^ 
statements in the Vedic literature < like tbM6;—D^Umghouses 
are sometimes specifically called Arya (Rv. IX 6 , ), 

which would be unnecessary rpScBiS 
known or adapted from; the ‘ Vratya grhapati (Pane Bra. 
XVII 1—4) is specified, and the Vratya chieftain with hi 

attendant ‘Magadha’ (At. XV, 2)d^'beV^rlln 
‘Vratya’ here evidently meaning Magaohan; an Aiyxn. 
required to reside in a Nisada settlement (S. E. of Madhyadesa, 
i.eq, Kikata-Magadlia) before performing the Visvajit sacrifice 
/TC^nq Bra XXV, 15; Pane. Bra. XVI, 6, 8), and villages 

’cl ^e together and frequent in theEast but the* were 
long stretches of forests in the West (Ait. Bra. nI\44j!T th^ 
showing that architectural styles must have been largely of 

* Eastern ’ origin. 
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Magadha1 that is referred to.] ‘ Smasana 9 structures of the 
two types distinguished by the Satapatha were evidently 
known in the earlier Yajurvedic period. Thus a fire-altar and 
a ‘ smasana 7 are similarly piled, so that the former has to be 
differentiated by burying a ‘living’ tortoise in it2; again, 
certain altars are piled in the form of 4 Smasanas,’ which, 
according to the Sutra comment on the directions, are of two 
well-known types, round or square,3 just as the ‘ drona’s or 
4 grain-stores,’ which also supply the models for other types of 
altar, were round or square .structures.4 In tlie Av. and Kv. 
also, it may be a round type of ‘ smasana ’ that is set up, with 

Swell thou up (ucchancasva) ... let the earth remain 
swelling up ... let a thousand props support it ”5; while the 
funeral structure that is said to be ‘ cayanena citam 96 is 
obviously of the same type as the square altar. Knowledge of 
big round structures like the ‘ stupas 5 (or ‘ camu’s of the 
Pracyas) is suggested by the metaphorical use of ‘ camva 7 in 
Bv. to denote the vault of heaven placed on the earth7; so 
also the Bgevdic use of the word ‘ stupa 7 itself clearly* shows 
that it was a structural form as well: thus Agni on the altar 
“extends up to the sun’s disc with £ stupa’s of flames,10 and 
“ Varuna upholds the * stupa 5 of light on the baseless 
firmament.”9 

The Satapatha classifies ‘ smasana 7 structures into the 
ordinary ‘ vastu 7 or reliquary of bones, etc., £ grhan 1 and 

1 Where the * sagad ’ and the ‘ ekka * are still characteristic 
conveyances evoking much comment (for a humourous satire cf. 
the mod. Beng. ballad u Vighore Vihare cadinu ekka,” etc*), 

c ^ ,s&g&d ’ is characterized by. solid timber or stone wheels, 
*saJa’-timber body and a peculiar drowsy long-drawn squeak 
heard from great distance (ci:. 1 s'akata ’ in the * aranyani ’ hymn 
in Rv.; cf. also the peculiar construction of the traditional 
toy-cart, * mrt-sakatika ’); it is comparatively low-built and drawn 
by buffaloes, and can be drawn over all sorts of touch tracks and 
regions. The (one-hoFsed) ‘ ekka * is probably alluded to in 
Vedic passages where conveyances with a single horse are 
deprecated; (generally, in contrast with those with 2 or more 
horses: Rv. X 131, 3; Taitt. Bra. X, 8, 2, 4; III, 8, 21, 3; 
B^c. Bra. XVI, 13, 12; XVIII, 9, 7; Ait. fira. V, 30, 6; Sat. 
Bra. Xm 3 3, 9; etc.; pqor people content with one-horsed 
car: Rv X, 101, 11; VI, 15, 19; Pane. Bra. XXI, 13, 8; etc.), 
ihe * ekka also is suited for rough country use, and might 

. well be called * vipatha.’ J 6 
! faT?1, Z3 ?> ^ (°f. ’also Hath. Sam. HI, 4, 7, re smasana). 
3 iaitt. bam. V, 4, 11, 3, 

i Taitt. Sain. V, 4, 11; the Sutra ascription of ‘ caturasrar and 
. parimanqala styles to both funeral tumuli and grain-stores 
is interesting; vide ante re connection between * stupas * and 
gram-stores. 
JESS’ 50-51 =Rv. X, 18, 11-12. 

Av. XVIII, 4, 37. 
Bv. Ill, 55, 20. 
Bv. VII, 2, 1. 
Bv. I, 24, 7; * stupa’ in Av. VI, 60, 1, is used of the round coil 

ert hair on Aryaman s head; the figurative user here and elsewhere 
(vide y.I., s.v. * stupa * may well be compared with the 

hSFTvide antef6 il°^e"top with * °P^a * parting of the 
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house (mausoleum) with many rooms, erected over or beside 
the grave in memory of the deceased, and for the benefit of his 
soul dedicated to some religious order, or philanthropic use,2 or 
that these ‘ grhan ’ are the chambers and vaults of sub¬ 
terranean or rock-cut caves.3 ‘ Grhan,5 however, is nothing 
new in the later Brahmapa age, for the Av. (as well as the 
Bv.) mentions it frequently4: thus referring to a funeral 
structure it says,—“ let these ‘ grhasah ’ be a refuge for him 
for ever ”5 elsewhere, make ye c grha’s for him according 

1 Sat. Bra. XIII, 8, 1; (cf. also comm, on it). Ear 1 vastu ’ in this 
sense, cf. Kapila-vastu, where the sense must be “ the memorial 
’* stuoa ’ of Kapila ’5 rather than the 4 abode of Kapila/ as 
usually taken. Kapila lived in the middle of the 8th century 
B.C. according to Puranic evidence (vide Pargiter: AIHT, pp* 
330—332); hence, it is'evident that the styles referred to in 
gat. Bra.0 were at least two centuries earlier than itself,—an 
important point. 

2 All this is characteristic of Buddhism in the very next epoch, and 
traces of Buddhistic features can only be expected m the later 
Vedic literature. . 

This also would be a Buddhistic feature; relics were deposited m 
rock-cut caves in historical times; in the Epic the rock-cut caves 
of Girivraja are used for condemned prisoners or human victims, 
and other caves are also said to be similarly used; the Epic also 
knows of ascetics in subterranean caves; the Barabar caves may 
have been intended as memorial ‘ smasanas ’ of some Maury a 
emperors, presumably Asoka, etc. The Roman catacombs and 
Egyptian cave-graves offer instructive parallels. Another 
remarkably Magadhan and Buddhistic feature found in the 
* smasana * of the Satapatha is the regulation let there be 
* citras * on the back oi: the 4 Smasana,’ “ “for 4 citras ’ mean 
offspring/’ (The comm, takes it as=natural scenery; this is 
absurd, specially as natural scenery is suggested as an alternative 
in the following lines). In the case of the brick-built tumuli, 
these * citras * would be * paintings ’ on_ suitable plaster, but in 
the case of the stone-built round 4 camu ’ of the Easterners the 
most suitable 4 citras * would be sculptured figures in relief; the 
nature of these ‘citras* is indicated, by the reason given; the 
figures painted or carved were of women and children, ana 
possibly couples of men and women. It is interesting to compare 
the account in the Epic of the representation of _ the fertility 
goddess Jar a (or Jata; cf. the traditional village spirit, Jata-budi) 
on the palace walls of the King of Girivraja, of a plump woman 
with children all around, and also the panels of female figures, 
amorous couples, etc., in the later 4 stupa ’ and 4 vihara archi¬ 
tecture (cf- the Orissa temple sculptures). 

Besides, ‘smaSana’ and 4 sadman' (house) are often spoken of as 
parallel things: e.g. Av. V, 31, 8; X, 1, 18; so ’also by burying 
a live tortoise an altar becomes a 4 vastavya and not a 

4 smasana * (Taitr. Sam. V, 2, 8, 5); (probably there is an 
implied pun on ‘vastu* here). 

Av. XVIII, 3, 51 = Rv. X, 18, 12. 



for xama, so x implant a ' narmya ' 
that there may be many of me.”3 It would be too much of 

planation to take ‘ grhan ’ as a metaphorical 
expression throughout, specially beside the technical sense3 
given to it by the Satapatha; even in the Egvedic descriptioi 
of the grave as a ‘ mrnmaya grha ’4 into which one goes down 
though there is an element of figure, yet the use of ‘ grha 

refers to subterranean burial chambers or vaults. The 
‘ prajnanam ’ of the Satapatha (beside the ‘ reliquary ’ and 
the ‘ chambers ’) can only mean some sort of a memorial 
monument, like a pillar. A pillar (sthupa) indeed is set up 
on the Bgvedic grave.5 (in the Av, also);"and a Toga ’ (pole) 
is erected after the earth is piled up (‘ ut-stabh ’) from about 
the grave5; and on the ‘ sthuna ’ ‘ maintained by the Fathers ’ 

Yama makes seats for the departed ’7; and it is probably such 
memorial pillars (on which the spirits sit ’) that are referred 
to, where * the bride-beholding fathers ’ are asked to be 
propitious to the bride as the marriage-procession passes a 
cemetery.8 These ‘ prajnana ’ pillars may have been of timber 
originally9; but as bricks or stone came to be used for the 

1 Av. XVIII, 4, 37. Ihe qualification ‘ according to his kindred, 
evidently means that the size and excellence of the * grha$ * 

on the number, position and means of the kinsmen 
of the deceased <cf. its exemplification in actual Buddhistic 
dedicatory structures). 

2 Av. XVIII 4, 55. The use of * harmya ’ is significant, as in early 
Vedic literature harmya * has the sense of a big establishment, 
with many apartments and adjuncts, and is used also of kings’ 
residences. The motive of building a funeral ‘ harmya * as given 
above is noteworthy: It foreshadows the dedicatory buildings 

_ r. Parts _of Jhem m the subsequent Buddhistic age. 

« Bv. VII,6 8? °1 a blg Structure involved the city-name ‘ Rajagpha.’ 

5 Rv. X, 18, 3=Av. XVHI, 3, 52. 

6 ^u3; 1 loga * here is usually rendered 
* 2SSL-* ’at ^ next passage to be identified with 

lofa elsewhere means a pole (stuck into the 
bottom of the waters, m marriage ritual: vide Kaus 7=> 14 

''' as f' sarw a?: asss 
a Av YTV # 7? a memorial pillar m honour of a late king. 
8 A 73‘ The phrase bride-beholding fathers’ would be 

?tow1kr?Tr-ate ‘re -he reference werB to sculptured 
SXeP vide Av X?T °f the d*CeaSed = <** wood 
rude representarion, of1? J" 33> ? grav€'Posts with effigies and 
primitive races. * * °r eyes are not unknown amongst 

°ccasiona%^bodieSa were buried in Mowed-out tree-trunks 

cabined .rave and a mLoriar^Ha^r^^X^lTT •’ rf 

^egaiar e-L ' Hkf iA 2> 25> seeJn8 
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funeral tumuli / these also would be of the same materials by 
and by; thus in the time of the Satapatha a stone-pillar 
(‘ sahku ’)2 was set up along with 3 timber ones at the four 
corners of the ‘ smasana/3 The Buddhistic monolithic pillar, 
erected beside the relic-stupas and on the highways and public 
thoroughfares,4 is probably the developed form of such• memorial 
‘ sankus ’ and the civic and sacrificial Vedic ‘ drupadas *5 
(symbolical of royal6 and divine power7) to which offenders and 
sacrificial victims were bound: as the symbolism of the 
1 smadana * structures developed with and under Buddhistic and 
proto-Buddhistic thought,8 and as offenders ceased to be 
punished so brutally, and sacrifices fell into disuse, these 
* sahku ’ and ‘ drupada ’ pillars would be used for ethical 
purposes and ‘ dhamma ’ edicts (just as the traditional royal 
hunt was transformed into missionary tours) 9 This is 

1 Apart from the clear instances of the use of stone for the * smasanas ’ 
noted above, an earlier use of stone is rendered possible in view 
of Rg vedic references to stone-built bulwarks and forts {vide 
ante). The very word ‘ ssmasana 5 (possibly from ‘ asma-sayana/ 
according to Weber) would suggest that stone was all along the 
chief material in its construction; so that the origin of this 
special type of funeral structure would be Magadhan and non- 
brahmanical, and when other materials are used, this would be 
due to brahmanical adaptation of the 1 smasana,' characterized 
by opposition to use of stone and adherence to their own 
traditional bricks {vide ante). This view would also agree with 
the fact that the Sat. Bra. does not give details of the * grhan/ 
‘ prajnanam ' and * round ' forms of the ‘ Smasanas,’ and that 
whereas the symbolism of the altar is specially brahmanical, that 
of the ‘ smasana' is Buddhistic. 

2 Made of * vrtra ’ = stone, acc. to comm; the timber pillars are made 
of ‘ palasa/ * sam! ' and * varana' : Sat. Bra. XIII, 8. 4, 1; (cf- 
Kat. Sr. Sut. XXI, 5, 31, and Sat. Bra. IV, 2, 5, 15, with 
S-B.E 44, 437, n- 1). ‘ Sahku ’ being associated with a tapering 
form, the stone-* sahku ' would have a gradually narrowing shaft 
(like an obelisk). 

3 Of. the 4 pillars adjacent to the * stupa/ and later on to medieval 
mausoleums. 

4 Roadside pillars and gateways are referred to very much earlier in 
the Av. (XIV, 1, 63) where marriage processions pass along the 
well-made road through 2 pillars (asked not to injure the bride: 
hence high and heavy); an arch or * torana * is evidently implied; 
these pillars (sthuna) may well have been of bricks or stone, 
Cf. Av. XIV, 2, 6, “ pillar standing in the way/5 which however 
might refer to a row of posts barring the road. 

5 Vide n* 3, o. 34. 
6 Cf. the roya.' name 4 Drupada,' beside * Danda/ * Dan.da«dhara/ etc., 

found in Puranic and Epic lists ; cf. also the ancient name 
Tri-sanku. 

7 Cf. the symbolism of * danda ’ and ‘ skajnbha.' 
8 The keynote of Buddhistic (and Saiva) architecture is this * smasana 

symbolism, just as the * altar ’ symbolism* is associated with 
brahmanical structures: it is probable that in Taitt. Sam. V, 
2. 8, 5 (p. 42, n. 2), these two ancient groups of symbolism are 

9 Asoka^inscriptions refer to widely distributed pre-existing monolithic 
pillars, which he ordered Ms edicts to be inscribed (cf. 
Ramudragupta); vide end of Min. R. Ed. I, Rup. Text; end of 
Pill. Ed. VII; as opp. to fresh erection of snch pillars, e.g., 
3$ummin. Pill. Inscr, 



being also in agreement with the facts of Puranic tradition..? 

1 It seems probable that Mauryan monolithic oillars had their origin 
from the indigenous toddy-palm. Magadia is thickly set with 
palm-groves, the prehistoric prototypes of ancient village halls 
with palm posts and of the Mauryan 1000-pillared halls (at first 
of timber). The palm leaf is of course the prehistoric material 
for writing in the Gangetic valley or the littoral; and the regular 
1Des. and spaces on the stem of the palm tree afford ready surface 

■ mscriptions public and royal orders in writing (at first 
with paints) this being suggested by the common use of palm 
leaf for writing. The palm develops a tapering monolith-like 
stem, crowned by a tuft of fans (some branches being often 
cut away for toddy) (‘ tali ’-drawing), resembling lions ’ manes 
at twilight, and thus suggesting a four-faced lion-capital, while 

to<jdy-vessel hung up aloft would suggest the so 
called bell -cajhtal. Probably criminals were hanged on or 

to the palm-trees by royal order (cf. the Vedic and Epic 
, P‘ . )> ta]i is again varu^i,’ belonging to Vanina, the 

god of justice, chastisement and kingly power; and the 'toddy- 
drawer is as much a ‘ Pas'I ’ as Varuna himself; his caste being 
so named from the use of a peculiar ‘ pasa ’ (of nalm-fibre with 
the help of winch he climbs up the tall slender t^ees™ with Tech 

by Th a1'PUr*’ doubtless, the criminals of old 
^ wr tanSed from the palm trees (a folk tradition 

w lcn seems to be responsible for various apparently unmeaning 

feS ohas^sers on7 pa™ K 
and T that. ghosts and spirits dwell on them 

. P?150115 venturing to rest under them! 
? Vide Pargiter AIHT, chaps. XXIV XXV and XXVI 



FURNITURE, ETC. 

If references to house-building in the Vedic literature are 
few and fragmentary, those to the internal equipments of .such 
structures are necessarily .so. The details found in the texts 
are mostly connected with ritual, and it is only incidentally 
that some secular and ordinary feature of house-furnishing is 
noted. The ritualistic types of furniture, again, cannot be 
taken as a faithful counterpart of the contemporary secular 
ones, for. it is well-known that sacrificial and ritual requisites 
almost always remain primitive and unchanged throughout 
long ages, and it is particularly true of India1; so that the 
‘ furniture ’ of the priestly texts is almost that with which the 
‘ brahmanic * cult and civilization started.2 So great is the 
ritual conservatism in these respects, that even where special 
circumstances required alteration in the sacrificial parapher¬ 
nalia, the external items are transformed into 4 brabraanical 
looking accessories, by the employment of primitive materials 
sacred in ritual tradition.3 

Naturally the 4 furniture ’ most alluded to consists of 
various seats and bed#. These were of very different grades of 
comfort and structural complexity, items connected with the 
ritual being always. much cruder. Thus, 4 pmstara/4 a 
sacrificial seat, consists only of strewn grass (darbha) ; 
4 barhis,’5 for the 4 seats of the gods/ is a litter of 4 balbaja ’6 
grass strewn on the sacrificial ground; 4 kurca 57 is a bundle 
of reedy grass for a seat, or a small square grass-mat easily 
rolled into a bundle; even where a 4 cushion-seat } (‘brsi9, 
4 vrsi,’ or ‘ vrsi 9)8 is used, it is of grass.9 
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Tha same materials and shapes being mostly retained. 
The materials employed would indicate that a good part of the 

Brahmanic equipment was ‘ Gangetic,’ evidently forming 
the original stock, which was supplemented by other acquisitions 
of a Himalayan and middle-country character. (It would seem 
as if the ritualism of the Brarnnana age had inherited the 
traditional 4 equipments s of both the Northern Aryans and the 
Eastern Pre-Aryans). 

E.g. the * Brahmana ’ treatment of the Imperial throne, sadly 
reduced and metamorphosed in the ritual. 

Rv. X, 14, 4; Av. 2, 6; Taitt. Sam. I, 7, 7, 4; Vaj. Sam. II, 18; 
XVIll, 63; Ait. Bra. I, 26; II, 3; Sat. Bra. I, 3, 3, 5; etc. 

Quite common in Rv,, Taitt. Sam., Vaja. Sam, etc.; (vide V.I. 
II, 61). 

Kath. Sam. X, 10; Taitt- Sam. II, 2, 8, 2; Mait. Sam. II, 2, 5. 
Taitt. Sam. YH, 5, 8. 5; gat Bra. XL 5, 3, 4.7; Ait. 'Aran. V, 

1, 4; Brhad. Up. II, 11, 1. 
Ait. Aran, i, 2, 4; V, l/3; 3, 2; gahkh. gr. Sut. XVII, 4, 7; 6, 6; 

Kat. gr. Sut. XIII, 3, 1. The_ 4 brsi ' seat, i.e. the padding of 
it was « span high (Sankh- Aran. (Keith), viii.). 

Just as the sacrificeris wife wears a garment of Ku£a grass for somq 
rites,—a relic of primitive dress (gat. Bra. V, 2, 1, 8). 
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But there were other seats of a more advanced type. 
Thus the ‘ sadas,’ from which the ‘ sadasya 11 watched the 
performance of the sacrifice, must have been a raised seat, 
and of a style specially associated with his omce. lhe 
‘ tasipu ’1 2 3 is a mat or cushion made from reeds ( naxia, ) 

crushed by stones, and ‘ nadvala ’5 is a bed of similar stuff; 
and ‘ kata M is a 1 vaitasa ’ or rattan mat, made of split cane 
or cane-like bamboo. These were the products of regular 
ancient and indigenous crafts: ‘ kasa ’5 was very early used 
for mats, etc.; and there were professional women workers in 
‘ nada ’6 7’(reeds, canes, etc.) of the swamps, or in ‘ kantaki,’ 
apparently the thorny cactus, whose fibres were used to plait 
mats and"stuff cushions.8 9 These ‘ karl ’s evidently turned out 
artistic seats and carpets, as the early occurrence of ‘ hiranya- 
kasipu’s shows; the reference here is plainly to the use of 
‘ gold threads and fringes ’ in the web, borders and designs 
of the ‘ mat ’; so also the ‘ golden kurca ’10 on which the King 
sits at the ‘ ASvamedha,’ while the ‘ ihotr ’ sits on another 
* golden ’ seat (‘ kadipu ’), is clearly the finished rich work • 
of craftsmen, as compared with the primitive bundle of 
plaited grass. 

It is noteworthy, however, that all11 the ‘ seats ’ mentioned 
in the ritualistic texts, are made of long grass, reeds or other 

1 Vide n. in S.B.E. 43, 348, re Sat. Bra. X, 4, 2, 19 (cf. Keith. 
Ait. Aran. 37). 

2 Av. VI, 138, 5. It is noteworthy that in Tamil 1 kacci *= reeds or 
stalks, and 1 pa ’ means mat; so that * kacci-pa * represents the 
original of this c kasipu *; (cf. also i kacci * =creeper and 
cocoanut-shell fibres, and ' kaccu ’=fibre—or grass-ropes, with 
which cf. Tern, ‘kachi*). 

3 Vaja. Sam. XXX, 16; Taitt. Bra. HI, 4, 12, 1. 
4 Taitt. Sam. Vs 3, 12, 2; cf. Sat. Bra. XIII, 3, 1, 3. 
s Rv„ X, 100, 10; Taitt. Aran. VI, 9, 1. 
6 Av. VI, 138, 5; * na$a’ growing in lakes and in rainy season; Rv. 

VIII, 1. 33; Av. IV, 19, 1; (‘ nada. * is frequent in Av., Yv-, 
Bra. and Aran.). Cf. note 7. 

7 Yaj. Sam. XXX, 8; Taitt. Bra. 331, 4, 5, 1. 
8 * Thorns ’ (vide V.L. I, 133) could scarcely have been made into 

cushions and used to plait mats. (The use of cactus fibres for 
weaving or similar purposes is indigenous in many isolated 
districts, even to-day). 

9 Av. V, 7, 10 (as an adj.? used of ‘ Arati * conceived of as a gorgeous 
woman or a courtesan, with golden mantle (drapi), etc.); also in 
Taitt. Bra. HI, 9. 20, 1; Ait. Bra. VII, 18, 12; gat. Bra. XIII, 
4, 3, 1. (It is not necessary to suppose another * cloth of gold * 
spread over the * kas'ipu,’ which itself could be * golden * in the 
above sense. 

10 Sat. Bra. XIII, 4, 3, 1; acc. to the comm, it was a golden stool 
with feet, having a * kurca ’-like pad over it (‘ pitham 
kurcakrti/ which might also mean * a wooden seat, carved or 
painted, by * alpana,’ so as to resemble a 4 kurca,* i.e., in view 
of suitability to ritual). * 

U Except probably the 4 sadas * of the ‘ sadasya * (vide ante), which 
may have been a raised seat of some sacred wood; but the 
occurrence is not very early, and the 17th priest was rathe? 
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products of riparian lowlands, where alone the industries 
alluded to could have flourished1 in that early age. ^ A 

- * - ~ ■ ■ 1 A j 11 ^-to have 
started, 

^ther 
ritua 

seat; and like its later representative * pi<Ji ’ V pidha,’ etc.) 
si na 

r 

with four feet and four frame-pieces (‘ usyala ’) ‘ fashioned 
by Tvastar ’ (i.e. carved and moulded by skilled carpenters), 
and with embroidered and inlaid (‘ pi3 ’) ‘ vardhras 8 (straps 

f 

niuiKuFi 
kept in the ‘ agnisala/ probably the usual seat in the hall of a 
dwelling-house (cf. 6at. Bra. XIV, 3, 1, 8). 4 Pitha * (wooden) 
is not directly connected with ritual till the time of the Sutras* 

As they flourish at the present day, m the Gangetic districts of 
Bihar and Bengal, where these crafts have almost become arts, 
with an ancient tradition. 

Vaja. Sam. XXX, 21; Taitt. Bra. HI, 4, 17, 1- 
This is a characteristically Eastern furniture, and the linear designs 

painted on it (the famous * alpana ’) are also of Eastern origin 
and development. (The word * pitha? may be a Sanskritised 
pre-Aryan one). (The ‘ alpana * would explain how the surface 
of the King’g golden * pitha (vide n. 10, p. 48) could be made 
to look like a seat of ‘ kurca ’). 

Taitt. Bra. I, 2, 6, 5. 
That is the reason, the Brahxnanas give for its employment in the 

King's seat * asandi : but it is more of a reason to connect the 
for the secular- 4 asandi ’ and 41 
wood is indigenous to the sub 

h 

ken 
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gradually replaced with or ” 
cane-work,2 in conformity with ritual tradition. 

The * beds ’ or ‘ couches ’ mentioned, all belong to the 
equipment of the inner apartments of a house, being connected 
with women, ‘ Talpa ’4 is apparently the nuptial bed¬ 
stead,5 used by married pairs only, as the special use _ot the 
word in ‘ talpya ’6 (‘ legitimate son, being born m the 
nuptial bed) and ‘ guru-talpa,’7 and its being made of the 
sacred * ndumbara/ indicates. Some women m a big house 

liarmva ’) are described as ‘ prostha-saya/8 reclmmg on a 

coffer (1 kosa ’) with a pillow12 is sent along with the bride when 
she goes to her husband’s home': such marriage-coffers 
evidently could be used as couch or bed13; and it is noteworthy 
that both these types of ‘ bed ’ are found in the inner apart¬ 
ments of the middle-Himalayan villager’s dwelling-house.14 

1 E-g. in Ait. Bra. VXH, 5; 65 12. 

2 E<g. in Sat. Bra. XII, 8, 3, 42; XIV, 1, 3, 8ff; VI, 7, 1, 122. 

3 ** Because reed-grass is meet for sacrifice ** : Sat, Bra. XII, 8, 3, 4-10 j 
XIV, 1, 3, 82; tlie process of * brahmanization * is clearly 
indicated by the direction in Sat. Bra. in, 3, 4, 31, where 
all the * human * particulars of the * asandi * are forbidden to 
be imitated in the ‘ ritual1 * asandi.* 

4 Bv. VII,-55, 8=Av. IV, 5, 3 (vide infra, for sense of * talpa * here); 
Av. V, 7, 12 (king and his wife’s); XIV, 2, 31.41 (bridal); 
Taitt. Sam. VI. 2, 6, 4; Taitt. Bra. II, 2, 5, 3; Pafic. Br&» 
XXIH, 4/2; XXV, 1, 10. 

5 Corresponding to the * viyer khat * of Bengal, to which a peculiar 
sanctity and significance is attached, and which may only be 
used by the married pair who first used it. 

§ Sat, Bra. XIII, 1, 6, 2. 

7 Chand. Upan. V, 10, 9- 

s Bv. VXL 55, 8—Av. IV, 5, 3. 

9 Taitt Bra. II, 7, 17, 1. 

10 Cf. a. 7, p. 49- 

11 So that the * prostha ’ having two * padas * only (cf, n. 7, p. 49) 
would afford a parallel for men’s legs. 

12 Av. XIV, 1, 6. 

13 Cf. the medieval Germanic marriage-coffers (of woodwork), which 
are very much like the combined bed and coffer of the 
Himalayan houses. © 

14 E.g. in the timber-built houses of the Simla Hill States, where 
these are used by women-folk for naps between work, or as 
regular beds. 



Av. XIV, 2, 30. 
Av. XIV, 2, 31. 
Av. XIV, 2, 41. 
It would of course foe something distinct from the “‘koga* and 

pillow ” similarly sent with her {see above). 
Cf. the same custom nowadays. (For ‘ vah ’ in the sense of * bring¬ 

ing dowry, etc., along with one,* cf. a King’s wife called 
* Satavahi1 : Av. V* 17, 11. 

Elsewhere in Av. and in Ait. ’and Sat. Bras., * asandi ’ is a throne 
) j font on 

infra) and in Buddhist tests (cf. Digha Nikaya, II, 23) it is 
i 1 

pointing to a long couch; font in earlier literature 

’ll 

/y/* (Quoted Whitney and Lanman, Trans, Av.); the ‘ p 
—^ is comparable to the * pratiiayyika * of Vats. 

* khatva * is a light, narrow, cord-or strap-woven bed. 
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three essential items of furniture for the bridal chamber.1 So 
also, the 4 vahya ’ is specially associated with the bride, as 
shown by the incidental simile; 44 like a tired bride ascending 
the ‘ vahya/ ’,2—evidently referring to the above marriage 
ritual. Thus the apparently obscure distinctions made in Ev. 
VII, 55, 8, become clear: it refers to married women occupy¬ 
ing their commodious 4 talpas/ the new bride (or prospective 
brides, one of whom is sought to be approached secretly) on 
the fashionable 4 vahya,’ and other single women of the house¬ 
hold on the sterner ‘prosthas/ within the 4 harmya ’ or big 
family-home. 4 Sayana ’3 is a general term for bed or couch, 
with no particular features, except softness and association 
with women, 

A number of details are given about the 4 asandi * (and 
the 4 paryanka *) : apparently because furniture of this type 
was not common in the ordinary priest’s dwelling-house, and 
originated with the ruling nobility,4 though in their ritualized 
and modified form (reed-covered and clay-daubed),5 these 
must have been subsequently used by brahmaiis also.6 

4 Asandi/ literally,7 is a generic term for seat of .some 

1 Another item would be the * kosa ’ and pillow brought by the 
bride; the red ox-hide spread over strewn * balbaja ’ (rush), 
on which the bride sits, is part of the ritual requisites (Av. 
XIV, 2, 22-24), 

2 Av. IV, 20, 3. 
3 Av. Ill, 25, 1 (of a beloved woman, a maiden; 4 ut-tuda * is an 

unexplained word in this verso; can it mean * silk * or 4 silken 
coverlet* of the maiden's ‘ sayana,'—from * tuda * =mulberry 
leaves (i.e., sprung from ‘ tuda’)? The meaning would then be, 
'Met the silken coverlet on thy bed pain (1 tud ’) thee,’* etc., 

‘ involving a pun on tuda '). Also Sat Bra. XI, 5, 1, 2 
(Pururavas and UrvasTs couch) • ibid, 7, 4 (aoft couch of & 
Vedic student); Av. V, 29, 8. 

* Thus the ‘ asandi is called the ‘ navel ’ and ‘ womb ' of 4 rajanyas,* 
and is always specially characteristic of the ruling chief. 
(Even to-day 4 palahg * (or 4 palanka *) is more aristocratic than 
‘ khat * khatvS ’). 

5 Vide infra. 
6 Thus, such a seat, with cushion, is prescribed as ‘ fee * after funeral 

rites: Sat. Bra. XIII, 8, 4, 10. 
2 1 Asandi * should properly mean either a ‘ brilliant seated person ’ 

or a * shining seat,’ i.e., a throne as well as an enthroned prince 
(this sense is perhaps also implied in the name of the Kuru 
capital 4 Asandi-vant *; vide ante). 4 Di * in 4 asandi ’ is indicative 
of lustre or prominence; or perhaps ‘ andi * may be an early 
Sanskritic suffix indicative of prominent and ever-present features; 
cf. words similarly formed: 4 vasandi * (domiciled), corrupted 
into colloq. vern. 4 vasunde *; 4 bhusandi * (gaudily, nncouthly 
dressed), corr, into colloq* vern. bhusuneji ’; 4 kalandif 
(rippling), changed into * kalindl,* a river name. It seems likely 
that Asandhimitra, q. of A4oka, was so designated being 4 mitra * 
or consort on the * asandi * or throne,—4 Asandi-mitra * being the 
regal title. 
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fine sort, but from its first mention onwards, a special type 
of seat is almost always implied by it; the type varies in 
different references, but the earlier and more usual form2 is 
something like a comfortable ‘ gadi5 (equivalent to a throne), 
that might be used by the ruling aristocracy or on special 
occasions by other people \ a secondary and modified form5 is 
that adopted in ritual, where a king is concerned, or where a 
deity is conceived of as a king; still later .is the form more or 
less approaching a bed, referred to in Pali and early Prakrt 
literature.4 

The ‘ a sand!5 is first referred to in Av., and in connection 
with the inauguration of 4 the Yratya ’ for whom it is brought 
together5; and as the origin of royalty is there ascribed to this 
idealized event,6 it would appear that the Atharvanic tradition 
regarded the first kings as 4 Yratyas ’ (in all likelihood 
Easterners)7 and the ‘ asandi ’ as the royal seat specially 
associated with them.7 It is to be noted here that 4 asandi ’ 
does not occur in Kv.,8 though allusions to things 4 regal 7 are 
not altogether wanting in it; the! force of this point, howrever, is 
weakened by the references in the Brahmanas to an ‘ asandl ’ 
“ like those of the Bbaratas,”9 a 4 Bgvedic 5 midland dynasty, 
and to an older 4 gatha 7 mentioning 4 Asandivant/ the capital 
of Janamejaya-Pariksita I of the same race.10 Thus the 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

This comes out clearly from the comparative summary -of descriptions 
given infra. 

From Av. onwards. 
Particularly in the Brahmaiias. 
Vide n. 10, p. 51. (The £ asandi ’ probably was displaced by 

the subsequent ‘ paryahkai ’ (vide infra) and the ‘ siiphasana *; it 
is not referred to after the 1st century A.D. j it is po&sib.e that 
the latter correctly represents the earlier ‘ asandi ’ which was a 
* vyaghrasana * (with tiger-skin spread neck in front) : i.e., the 
Eastern and Gangetic style of ‘ throne * was modified by contact 
with West Indian conditions, the ‘ tiger ’ symbolism being re¬ 
placed by a ‘ lion5 one; vide next para, and notes 9 and 10 
oelow). 

Av. XV, 3, 2ff. 
The emphatic view of the Av. about the.' vratya * origin of kingship 

and priesthood, and the great political power and prestige of 
the ‘ vratya,1 finds complete support from the Puranic tradition 
regarding them, and seems to be only a priestly and mystic 
version of accepted and known facts of that tradition : the 
* vratyas * corresponding to -the non-Ailas. The ‘ vratya * hymns 
can be much better explained by this reasonable hypothesis, 
than by supposing that the ‘ vratya * is a wandering 4 sadhu 
or a pretentious ‘ saiva * mendicant, or a personification of 

Brahman. 
■ee n. 6 above- , 
tub ‘ upavarhaiia ’ (and °ni) and ‘ upastarana are known to Rv., 

and these were particularly connected "with asandi j cf. Rv. a, 
85, 7; IX, 69, 5. " , . . - , 

Ut. Bra. V. 4, 4, Iff- The Bharatas were however much influenced 
by the Angirasas, acc. to Fur0, tradition. . , 

iit. Bra. VIII, 21- This king is placed by Puramc tradition about 
20 steps before the close of the Rgyedic period. 
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with gods,1 while its use in ritual by a sacrificing priest2 * 
ensures 4 samrajya ’ for his client; but elsewhere the 
qualificatory term ‘ raj asandl53 shows that humbler 
‘ asandl’s ’ were in use amongst other people at the same 
time. 

(iii) In the Brahmanas: (a) In the Aitareva : the King’s 
1 asandl1 adapted for use at consecration and other 4 regal ' 
ceremonials :—(af Quite a small seat (evidently for temporary 
use during ritual) ; framework of 4 udumbara 5 6 wood; the feet 
a span high; the * head- * and cross-pieces each a cubit (i.e., 
a ‘ square * type)5; the interwoven part C vivayana ’) of 
plaited 4 munja 5 reed; adjunct; 4 astarana,’ spread, being 
51 tiger-skin, placed neck in front (so that the long skin would 
cover both the (slrsanya * and the seat proper), (h)5 Frame¬ 
work the same (of ‘ udumbara 5 and with 4 slrsaiiya ’) ; but 
the specification of front feet and back feet .shows a 4 rect¬ 
angular * type (with probably differently moulded pairs of 
legs) ; and the lengthwise cords and cross-ties are apparently 
run through holes7 in the frame-pieces; adjunct: 4 upavarhana/ 
back cushion, (c)8 Another description: same framework and 
other details, as in (b). (b) In the Satapatha: (a)9 ‘ Asandl ’ 
“like that of the Bharatas,5* and specially a ‘rajanya * 
seat (being the ‘ womb 5 of that class) :—a high seat 
above the level of low seats of surrounding subjects; 
made of 4 khadira5 wood, perforated (4 vitrqrLa), and 

1 E.g. Vaja. Saip. VIII, 56, the seat of Varuixa (conceived of usually 
as a great King). 

a Taitt. Sam-. VII, 5, 8, 5. Two other seats are used at the same 
time, the * kurca ’ and the £ plehkha,’ which last can hardly have 
been an ordinary c swing.’ (In the Mahavrata ceremonial (as 
in Sahkh. Aran.), the ‘ swing' is set up on timber-posts no 
doubt, but is used only as a ‘ seat *). The comm, gives * dola ’ 
as its meaning; in vern. * dola * is the same as 4 dull,’ a sort of 
carrying chair, which does swing; ‘ dola ’ and * dull ’ are used 
indifferently in Bengali. The sense of a £ rocking chair* is 
however admissible. The comm* here glosses ‘ asandl ’ by 
‘ khatvakara,’ 4-legged, and high. 

5 Vaja. Sam. XIX, 16- 
4 Ait. Bra. VHI3 5 and 6. (The seat is mounted with the right knee 

first, then the left, approaching from behind and taking hold of 
it by both hands). 

5 Of. the modern 4 khatli5 or * carpal’ of Upper India, characterized 
by the same span and cubit measurements and square type, with 
4 moulded and painted legs, and the ‘ seat ’ of stretched woven 
straps. 

6 Ait. Bra. VIII, 12. 
? This shows acquaintance with cane-woven seats; thus there were two 

main types of 4 seats * in these 1 asandls,’ with cane (or equi¬ 
valent) run and woven through holes in frames, or broad straps 
(leathern* or woven stuff) wound over and across the frames. 

S Ait. Bra. VIII, 17. 
9 Sat. Bra. V, 4, 4, Iff. 
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Dress and costumes. 

Though the Yedic references to the materials and manners 
of dressing, etc,, are few, yet incidentally they throw much 
side light on contemporary .social conditions. Thus a quite 
evident feature is a considerable variety in these materials 
and manners, which can only have developed with different 
regional conditions and tribal customs and tastes: so that any 
general reconstruction ,of one typical Vedic or Indo-Aryan- 
dress, etc., from those references, would be more imaginary 
than scientific. 

Skins form one class of ‘ Yedic 9 clothing material. The 
Maruts are dressed in deer-shins,1 and the gods alarm the 
enemies with coats or shields of such skins (* harinasya- 
jinena ’)2; ‘ muni’s wear brown and tanned skins (‘ pisanga 
mala ’)3; and skins of black antelopes are in common and 
traditional ritual use in the Av. and Yv.4 It is noteworthy 
that none but 4 gods ’ and brahmans use .skins; the only 
exceptions being the Vratya chieftains and their followers, who 
have an improved style of wearing twofold (‘ dvisamhitani ’) 
‘ ajina ’.s, one black and one white 0 krsna-valaksa *), so as 
to form fur-lined skin-wraps,5 and the aboriginal forest tribes 
(evidently Ivolarian) wTho wore ‘ krtti’s (and * dursa ’) at 
dances,6 and used ‘ ajina’s.7 Again, it is the goatskin 

ajina ’) that is primarily and mainly used (all other skins 
being called ‘ajina’),—other varieties® being the skins of 
the ‘ krsna 9 (black antelope) and the ‘ harina ’ and ‘ eta 9 
(spotted deer) ; but no sheep-skins, camel-skins, etc., are 
mentioned as worn or otherwise used.9 On the other hand, 

2 
5 

4 

5 

6 
7 
8 

Rv. I, 166, 10; of the e eta ’ or spotted deer, hung from the 
shoulders. 

Av. V, 21, 7. 
Rv. X, 136, 2. Cf. the brahman priest going clad in * ajina ’ (goat¬ 

skin) according to ritual custom, Sat. Bra. Ill, 9, 1, 12. (Ae 
tanning, in Rv. and later, vide V.I., I, 257; re the furrier’s 
trade: cf. Vaja. Sam. XXX, 15; Tait-t. Bra. Ill, 2, 13, 1; 
the skins worn must have been properly dressed). 

Vide V.I., I, 185; and of goatskins: cf. Sat. Bra. Ill, 9, 1, 12; 
V, 2, 1, 21.24 (ajarsabhasva ajinam). „ _ 

Pane. Bra. XVII, 1-15; cf. Kat. Sr. Sut. XII, I; XXII, 4; Lat. 
gr. Sut. VIII, 6; Apast. Sr. Sut. XXH, 5, 4-14. 

Av. VIII, 6, 11. 
Av. IV, 7, 6. , 
For other purposes the skins of boars (and antelopes) were ysed for 

shoes, and of tigers for seat-spreads; rhinoceros hides for 
chariots; red cow-hides for ritual seats and war-drums.^ 

gat. Bra. Ill, 1, 2, 13 ff. may point to a tradition ^f wearing cow- . 
hides in primitive ages; ‘ avika in Kat. Sr. Sut. XXII, 4, 
seems to mean sheep-skin, but it is evidently a late addition of 
Sutra period, not being found in the corresponding older passage 
in Paiic. Bra. XVIIi, 14-16. 
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common ritual _use oi grass girdles, 
sani ’ or 1 2 * 4 mannjf/ first invented by Aiigirasas/ These facts 

nly signify that "this specially brahmanical and ritual, 
'a and aboriginal, use of certain varieties of skins and 
■reeds as clothing, arose in the Eastern Gangetic country 

amongst early indigenous peoples,3 and is_ not part pf any 
extra-Indian North-Western outfit that Aryan immigrants 
from Central Asia might be supposed to have brought with 
them. 

Another material for clothing was wool (urna). The late 
occurrence of ‘avika/* sheep’s wool, shows ’that the first 
source of wool in Vedic India was the goat, just as the first 
skins worn were goat-skins5; 4 urna/ also, primarily means 
‘hairy covering 5 of any animal,6 though the 4 urna 5 of the 
Parasnl, etc., must refer to sheep’s wool.7 So also, there is 
little indication of the divine or traditional use, or ritual sanctity 
of sheep's wool (or indeed of any wool): where Pusan is 
called a yaso-vaya ’ weaving 4 sheep’s cloth,’8 the obvious 
implication is that the ordinary and traditional weaver’s product 
was not such .sheep s cloth ’ but cloth of other materials, 
and that it is therefore no reference to the antiquity of 
woollens, hut rather a glorification of the wool-grower’s 
activities beside those .of the traditional ‘ cloth-weaver ’; where 

on^urified 7fitri?S ai.fi Sa^ tarry on Parusni, putting 
-?yfd or bleaohed) woollens,9 it is a plain cara¬ 

fe?! Ptt.ldf t0 \ contemporary flourishing Punjab wool 
‘ ™ ^ haTe nruck the fan°y of tbe poet'; the 
oriSh af Zt if - _but « may well have been 

i0malij of &oat-hair; the pandva,’ worn by kings (ksatras) 

1 gat. Bra. V, 2, 1, 8. 
2 Of. Sat. Bra. Ill, 2, 1, 10-11 (mekhala • of « sani,’ of three cords inter- 
, twmed ‘ mnftja,* plaited like hair, aiid as soft aT ‘ flrni’1 

F°rc^arlvbel0n-g to East North-India, parti 

SerSrt yare°S:trrI15 T^l ** the aloiigines 

tic, as w have seen ebeih^6 ' S lf orl8maI1y GanSe- 
t Brhad. TJpan. II, 3, 6; avika ’ in Kat gr. Sut. XXII 4 means 

th^ika th"tIy a mnd\.later substitute or alternative to 
XVII, me. h corresponding older passage in Pane. Bra. 

5 Vide ante. 

6 web and human hair so called The nrimarv cP«Ctt 

SW iSTSfS!"modern ■ "* ’ 
l S' l,°^.T0nS pre eminently saitei *»’ sheep-pastnres. 
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at sacrifices1 may be simply an unbleached or dyed cotton 
or silken stuff,2 and not a woollen garment at all. The use 
of sheep's wool, then, was not prehistoric, and was almost 
wholly secular, ‘ as covering (second skin) for men and their 
beasts.’3 Even so, it does not seem to have been in general 
use. In the Av., * kambala’s (blankets)4 and 4 samulya’s 5 

(undergarments of wool ?) are part of the ordinary domestic 
outfit of men and women; but the 4 samulya 5 may have been 
of ‘ silk-cotton wool,’6 and the £ kambala ’ of other animal fur 
or hair as well.7 All the more direct references to sheep¬ 
farming and woollens pertain to the North-Western corner of 
India only,8 where evidently it was the staple industry and a 
monopoly. Thus the Indus region was 4 suvasa urnavatl/ 
* woolly ’ and producing fine clothing stuff 9; the softest wool 
was of the ewes of the Gandkarans 10; Parusnl, also, was 
* woolly ’ and produced bleached or dyed woollens 
(‘ sundhyavah),115 It is to be noted that while Parusnl wool 
is mentioned in comparatively earlier passages, those mention¬ 
ing Sindku and Gandkara wool (further west) are later. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
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9 
1C 

11 

Sat. Bra. V, 3, 5, 21. Mait. Sam. IV, 4, 3. (pan<Jaraip). 
Probably 4 gairika * or * gerua,’ of later times, just as the * tarpya ^ 

mentioned in tlie same connection seems to represent tbe 4 tasar * 
sacred to ritual; or it may represent the later 4 garad * which 
is pale cream coloured, and goes together with 4 tasar.* 

Vaja. Sam. XIII, 50. 
Av. XIV, 2, 66.67. 
Rv. X, 85, 29=Av. XIV, 1, 25. 
Or 1 salmaliya ’ ; i.e. vests, robes, or wrapper, of light cotton padding 

(like what are ordinarily used even now); probably 4 samulya * 
refers only to a light quilt of cotton-wool, used in the bridal 
bed (cf. the ‘ kambala * of the bride-wooers). 4 & jS) amula* 
occurs elsewhere also : John. Upan. Bra. I, 38, 4; La$. Sr. Sut. 
IX, 4, 7; Kaus. Sut. LXIX, 3. In the mod. Tamil 4 semmarl 
— ewe, i3 probably the original of * salmali' ’ to be recognised j cf. 
Tamil ‘ simbuli’=rongh cloth, with which cf. the vern. form 
‘ s(s)imul(a).’ *Vern. 4 samla? is a kind of narrow shawl (for 
tying round the head or waist); it also means the embroidered 
end of a turban or 4 kamarband,* tucked or hanging in folds; the 
word is usually derived from Arabic ‘ shamlat,’ from a root=to 
include; but more probably it is an Urduised form of the in¬ 
digenous 4 samula,’ which would seem to be the original oi the 
famous 4 shawl * j cf. the variant Vedic form, 1 sabalya. 

E.e. of goats and bears (it is curious that in vern. proverbs and 
6 folk-lore the 4 kambala ’ is made of 4 loma/ hair, and is 

identified with bear-skin. Cf- Tamil, ‘ kamb (p) all =rough harr- 
cMh: aim ‘ simbu/i ’; and 4 kuriimbadu ’= hairy, fleecy. «■ 
the Rv form ‘ simbalam * for 4 salmali ’ : Rv. Ill, 54, 22). 

Industrial traditions are remarkably persistent in India: even now, 
Ludhiana, Dhariwal, Amritsar, Lahore, Peshawar and Kabul, 
with their typical woollen manufactures, carry on the traditions 
of the Parusm-Gandhara area. 

Rv. X, 75, ft* 

Rv* IV. 22, 2; V, 52, 9; tlie river was so named from being m a 
wool district. 
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AJ1 these Vedic facts regarding wool become fully 
intelligible when referred to some of the main _facts 
of traditional history1: this knows of no Aryan 
expansion eastwards from Afghanistan, but, according 
to it, the Ailas (and some Mairvas)a progressed from 
East to West, from the Cfangetic country to the Punjab 
and beyond, in gradual and well-marked stages; hence there 
is no indication of an ancient use of sheepskin or sheep’s wool 
in the Veche texts; as the Punjab came to be colonized, a 
specialized wool industry naturally developed; but there is no 
mention of sheepskins, for the skin-wearing stage had long 
been left behind, and the traditional vaso-vaya’s craft was 
simply transferred from one material to another3; thus, again, 
the Parusnl wool came to be known first to interior India, 
and then the Indus and Gandhara products; the nature of 
the complimentary references in the above passages also 
becomes clear: a Midland rsi aptly apprehends that the 

* attractions of the flourishing wool-district of the Parusni may 
have detained his gods; the high-flown praise of the Indus 
with its wool manufactures (to the exclusion of other rivers and 
their products) best suits a rsi from the old country of 
Madhyadesa in ecstasies over his visit to the younger and 
developing Punjab settlements; and the simile drawn from 
Gandhara ewes betrays a non-Gandharan appreciation of their 
soft fleeces. 

Silk is more common in Vedic ritual use than woollens. 
jJ18 j f *va®as ’ * tarpya/4 some sort of silk,5 with which 

body is clothed in order that the departed may go 
about property dressed in Yama’s realm,6 was evidently an 
ancient traditional item of clothing; £ k§auma/ another 
variety of silk, is found early and often in ritual use7; and 

1 
2 

l 

4 

5 

6 
? 

Cf. Pargiter: AIHT. chap. XXV. 
The Dhar§tas and Nari§yanta Sakas were the first to settle in the 

Punjab; after _ them came the Ailas, in two main groups, 
Druhyus and Anavas, 

Just as timber and bamboo styles of architecture were gradually 
transferred to stone. 

Aw XVIII, 4, SI; Taitt. Sam. II, 4, 11, 6; Mait. Sam- IV, 4, 3; 
Taiti. Bra. I, 3, 7, 1; 7, 6, 4; Sat. Bra. V, 3, 5, 20 (worn by 
longs at sacrifices; the 1 rupani nisyutani ’ on it show that it 
was something like mod. ‘ kasida ’ work on ‘ tasar.* 

Most probably the sacred * laser,' a rough silk, the traditional 
product oi E. Bihar. If the comm, has any basis for its 
explanation, 4 made from Tppa or Triparna leaves.’ these would 
refer to mulberry or other leaves suitable for silk-cocoons. (A 
variety of * tasar ’ (prob.=Chin. * tsau ? and Burm. ' tsa’) 
produced in Bengal and Bihar is called * jarvo * or * jaru ’; the 
habitat of ‘ tasar * is N.E. Deccan continueid into Bengal and 
Bihar, and its hereditary growers are the Santals, with whom 
it is a superstition and of religious and mystit significance; cf. 
Watt: Comm. Prod, of Ind., p. 1003ff.) 

Av. XVIII, 4, 31. * ** 

Mait. Sam. Ill, 6, 7; Taitt, Sam. VI, 1, 1, 3; etc.; also in Sutras. 
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even saffron-coloured silken garments (* kausumbha- 
paridhana ’)1 were sacred. This comparative position of silk 
further explains and supports what has been said above. So 
also, garments made of bark (so frequent in later literature) 
are very rarely mentioned in Vedic texts: and such and 
similar use of bark is more or less characteristic of the N. W. 
Himalayas; probably the ‘ bar a si52 of Hath. Sam. was a 
barken stuff.3 

4 References to weaving are very common from the Rv. 
onwards; 4 vaya/ weaver, occurs often in Rv., as also various 
uses of the root 4 va.’4 The special term * vaso-vaya ’5 shows 
that other vayas s had already arisen, who produced sundry 
piece-goods, other than the standard ‘ vasas* or wearing 
cloth6; besides, there were the female weavers, ‘ vayitri ’s7 and 

sin ?s,8 from very early times.9 Technical terms connected 
with weaving,—like * otu ' (woof, web),10 * tantu ’ (yam, 
threads or other filaments) ,n ‘ tantra * (warp, or loom) ,12 
4 praclnatana r (forward-stretched web),13—are already of 
frequent application in the Vedic texts; the ‘ veman ’ (loom) 

1 Sankh, Aran. XI, 4. 
2 Kath. Sam/ XV, 4; Pane. Bra. XVEIX, 9, 6; XXI, 3, 4; the 

Kathakas were North-Western and sub-Himalayan; in these 
regions the Baras tree (a red-flowered rhododendron) is still 
fabled to yield cloths. 

3 Or is 4 barasl * after all a variety of cotton ? cf, 4 bairati ’ as such 
a variety known to Dacca weavers (vide Watt: Comm. Prod, 
of Ind., s.v. Cotton). 

4 Vide V.I., s.v. *vaya * and 4 otu/ 
5 Vide ante. 
6 This distinction corresponds fairly with the later one bet. * tafiti * 

and ‘ jola 1 in Bengal and Bihar: the former being 4 vaso-vaya's 
only, the latter producing napkins, covers, upholstering stuff, 
etc. (Q.—Is 4 jola * conn, with Tamil 4 jabali 4 = cloth ? 4 j(jh)afeli* 
in several vern. means 4 shabby clothes or rags.* Probably the 
Vedic names Jabala and Jabala mean 44 of a weaver (4 jola ') 
family ”, and perhaps place-names like Jabalpur or Jabli 
originally signified 44 weaver settlement ”), 

7 Pane. Bra. I, 8, 9; cf. Sat. Bra., Ill, 1, 2, 13ff. 
8 Rv. X, 71, 9. 
S 4 Siri * is probably pre-Aryan; it is clearly connected with Tamil 

4 silai *= cloth; in E. Veras., all work with woven stuff is 
designated 4 siri/ 4 sili/ 4 silai * or 4 si(e)lai/ Cf. also Tamil 
4 sarigai/ embroidered fringe, which is probably connected with 
vern. 4 sari.' Probably the 4 siri- amnia* of Buddhist sculpture 
is the presiding genius of household weaving and handiworks 
( 1 patnls * wove or embroidered cloths for their husbands: cf. 
Av. XIV, 21, 51), hence of domestic prosperity,—the original of 
the classical 4 Sri * (known from Sat. Bra. onwards.) 

lo Rv VI. 9, 2.3; Av. XIV, 2, 51; Taitt. Sam. VI. 1, 1, 4; etc. 
n Av. XIV, 2, 51; cf. XV, 3, 6 (;prob. = 4 gut ’); Sat. Bra. HI, 1, 

2, 18; Rv. X, 134, 5 (plant fi aments). 
12 Rv, X, 71, ^; etc. 
13 Taitf. Sam. VI, 1, 1, 4; §tcr 
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different parts of the 4 v! 
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5 given, like 4 tarnva 5 o 
are distinguished as 4 1 

Thus the frequently 
* vfl.strn,/ etc., with : 

1 Y&sas ’: Rv. I, 34, I; 115. 4; VUI, 3, 24; X, 102, 2; etc. j Taitt. 
Sam. YI, 1, 9, 7; 11, 2; Yaja. Sam. II. 32; XI, 40; Ait. Bra. 
I. 3; etc.;—c vasana *: Rv. I, 95, 7; Chand. Upan. VIII, 8, 5; 
Sans- Upan. II. 15;—‘ vastra’ : 'Rv. T, 26, 1; 134, 4; III, 39, 
2; JV, 38, 5; V, 29, 15; etc.; Av. V, 1, 3; IX, 5, 25; XII, 
3, 21; etc. 

E.g. Taitt. Sam. VI. 1, 1, 3ff- 
E.g. in Av. XIY, 2, 51; cf. 1. 45; Kath. Sam. XXIH, X. 

or fringes of a clots ■which are inseparable from it, or from one 
/”■' 

r. 5 ' • derived fron f %M AU.M V rv»V 

ban’ (cf. Sayana}, it can be compared with * praghata *; also 
da.<a* a somewhat later term for these: **.g. in Sat Bra. Ill, 
;_2, 9; strainers with * da£a * : Ait. Bra- VII, 32; Sat. Bra* 

li 
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or embroidered border or fringe (corresponding to modern 
* par * and ‘ ancla ’); two such are sometimes specified,1 

showing the same old style of having two lengthwise and two 
breadthwise borders (the latter being the ‘ ancla *s) of the 
same design for each pair; where the child is covered by its 
mother’s ‘ sic,’2 where a deer-horn is tied in the sacrificer’s 
‘ sic/3 or where the horizons at sunrise and sunset are said 
to be the two ‘ sioau ’4 of the sky-cloth, it is the breadthwise 
broader border: elsewhere it is the lengthwise narrower one, 
or all the borders.5 This wider border (corresponding to the 
4 ancla ’) is specially designated the £ tnvi/6 the closely woven 
end of the cloth,—from which depends the * praghata ’ (or 
* the strikers’) ,6 the loose and long unwoven fringe with 
swaying tassels7; the ‘ vasas ’ had only one * nlvi ’ usually, 
as now, the other end of the cloth being much plainer8: to this 
plainer end would belong the * tusa ’9 (or ‘ the chaffs’), a 
shorter fringe (corresponding to modern * chila ’ or ‘ chilka/— 
4 chaffs’). The * vatapana/10 mentioned in two passages 
descriptive of the £ vasas 5 as pari of it, obviously cannot mean 
‘ a garment to protect against winds 4: it is ratter that part of 
the cloth which protects it against winds, i.e., its lengthwise 
borders,11 which keep the web together from becoming thread¬ 
bare by fluttering in the wind (specially during movements). 

>12 (or ‘ the brilliants ’) seem to have been 
flowers, stars or other spotty patterns13 embroidered all over 
the cloth (corresponding to modern ‘ pliul,’ ‘ but a,’ etc.). 

1 E.g. Rv. I, 95, 7. 
a Rv. X, 18, ll=Av. XVE3, 3, 50. 
3 Sat. Bra. in, 2, 1. 18. 
4 Rv. I, 95. 7. 
5 E.g. in Ay. XTV. 2. 51; Rv. HI. 53, 2. 
3 Taitt. Sam. VI, 1, i, 3ff; Kath.' Sam. XXIII, 1; Sat. Bra. III. 1, 

2, 13n.; ‘ nlvi ’ is probably from Tamil ‘ nev,’ to weave; cf. 
vern. 4 newar ’= woven straps. 

^ So also, the * praghata * is dedicated to plants or serpents: the 
1 antah 1 of Av. XIV, 2. 51, is clearly—4 praghata.’ 

8 Specially in the case of men’s cloths, this end being tucked up 
behind. 

9 Taitt. Sam. Ia 8, 1, 1; II, 4, 9, 1; VI, 1, 1, 3; Ka*h. Sam. XXHE, 
1; Taitt. Bra. I. 6, 1, 8; Pane. Bra. XVII, 1; etc. The 
Vratyas favoured braided * tusa * fringes (dama-tusaiii). Appa¬ 
rently the ‘tantavah ’ of Sat. Bra. m, 1, 2, 13ft = 1tusa,’ for 
there * otu 9 and * tantu ’ are already represented by 4 paryasa * 
and 4 anuchada.’ That 4 tusa 9 = chaff, like lashes, is shown by 
its dedication to Agni. 

10 Taitt. Sam. VI. 1, 1. 3ff.; 4 vatapa ’: Kath. Sam. XXUX, 1 ; not in 
Sat. Bra. HE, 1, 2, 13ft, where however 4 sic 9 occurs. 

Probably preserved in the 4 bat an ’ {= border) of the Bengal 
weavers: e.g. in 1 gola-batan 9 cloths (cf. (?) 4 battnaubkai *: a 
caste of Madura weavers): also in vern. 4 bata ’=split-bamboo, 
used in strengthening borders of thatches, etc. 

12 gat. Bra. HI, 1. 2, 13ff.; 4 atirokah 9: Kath. Sam. XXIII, 1; 
4 atlka^ah 9: Taitt. Sam. VT, 1. 1, 3ff. (probably wrong reading). 
* Arokaii ’ may be an adapted form of the Tamil 4 arukani 9 — 
ornamental border of cloths. Cf. classification of shawls. etc. 
as 4 ek-rokha.9 and 4 du-rokha 9 acc. to the nature of their em¬ 
broidered pattems- 

13 So ialso; they are dedicated to the 4 naksatras,’ 
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For ritual purposes the cloth had to be unbleach 
unwashed,1 but ordinarily it was worn white: as 
Vasisthas*2 Dyed3 cloths 
affected by gay young wo 
and red and gold bord< 
the horizons at 
4 gj*ha.pati’s favo 
cloths and border 

rich gold- 
(typified b; 
Ldicated by 
nd sunsei 

The manner 
by any reference. -me vasas nowe 
‘ girt/ etc. 0 nah 5),7—which implies tucks and knot: 
idiom 4 nivim kr ’8 shows that each individual wore the 

1 E.g. in Sat. Bra. Ill, 1, 2, 13ff. ahata ’). Cf. the t 
distinction in the uses of * kora * and f dholai5 cloths. 

2 Rv. VII, 33 
Rv. 1, 95, 7 j * niktam. atkam ’ 

3 The female cloth-dyer (‘ raiayitri ’) 
Sam. XXX, V ~ ~ ' 

4 E.g. Rv. 1, i 
5 Rv. I, 95, 7. 
6 Pane. Bra. XVII, 14-1 

krsnadasam va * is * * * • 
(preserved in vern. * khadi * and * khaddar ? ') is given to these 
varieties of cloths; ‘ valukantani ’ of the older passage is explained 
in the Sutras and comm, as red or blue-black borders,—which is no 
explanatii 
* style 5 < 
broader 1 
(probab^j 
manner ; 
wardrobe 
modern 
(krsna-d: 
and fav 
* peacock-throated ’ variety). (It is curious that this peculiarity 
of the Vratyas should in later days belong to the Mahomed an 
population of Bengal (also in some other provinces, e.g., Punjab), 
who affect the blues as opposed to the reds, which are the 
i Hindu1 shades in weavers’ tradition (cf. Watt: Comm. Prod, 
of Ind., s.v. Cotton)j in the same conne 

* *T s . I • > n » . ■« use 
as silvei 
country 
It may 
section 

es 
ot 
;at 
prima 

l||«u ■ 



wind a part of the 4 vasas 9 over the bosom and shoulders (as 
now generally done in N. India) , which covered only the lower 
half of the body (as in Malabar, etc.)* The description of 
tlsas wearing rich brocaded cloth, and yet displaying her 
bosom,8 would suggest this latter style; the ‘ nivi * style itself 
implies that no part of the broad border was left for such 
covering, and the early sculptures, etc., do not show it.9 
Apparently the upper part of the body of men and women was 

wearing the * nivi * or border. It is possible however to see in 
4 yat te vasali paridhanam, yam nivim krnnse tvam *, a 
reference to the ordinary ‘ wearing cloth f and a separate 
specially woven strip to serve as an artistically tied waist-hand, 
something like the * commerbund * of medieval Dacca manu¬ 
facture ; this specialization and separation of the * nivi ’ is also 
shown in quite early sculptures, etc. But even in that case the 
‘ nivi ’ would be an outer adjunct and not an 4 inner garment, 
forming one of three. * 

1 The former is more in evidence in Bengal, the latter in Bihar and 
westwards, 

2 Curiously, again, the Bengal Mahomedans affect this tuckless style; 
cf. n. 7, p. 64, (re Vratyas). 

3 Vide ante. 
4 Also a Dravidian peculiarity. 
5 As in the Bihari knot. Av. VUE, 6, 20. This style cannot have 

been confined to women, as not much later on, 4 nivi * came -to 
mean deposit money or capital. 

0 Sat. Bra. HE, 2, 1, 15. 
7 Sat. Bra. I, 3, 3, 6. 
8 Rv. I, 92, 4. 
8 In these the ftpper part of the body is often bare, covered only by 

various elaborate ornaments: sometimes a few lines are indicated 
to show a filmy wrap. 

5 
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covered, when necessary, by another separate ,^™it either 
a loose wrap, like ‘ upavasana, paryapabana. or adhivasa 
—or a tailor-made close-fitting jacket bodice or cloak like the 
‘ pratidhi,’ ‘drapi,’ or ‘atka.’ Thus the bride. had hex 
‘ upavasana,’ apparently a scarf or veil1 (corresponding tp the 
modern ‘ oraa ’ used by women),—and the vasas of 
Mud^alanl that fluttered high up in the air, was evidently &ucn 
an ** uttarlya ’ scarf. ‘Soma,’ in the ritual, (has_ his 
‘ paryanahana/—in addition to his ‘ upanahana and usni^a, 
—from which a strip two or three inches wide nng it 
be tom to form an 4 usnisa/ if necessary; so that 
the 4 parvanahana ’ (lit. wrapped round about) was a 
pretty long and ample scarf of light texture.4 The 
4 adhivasa ’ does not seem to have been close fitting like 
the 4 atka 5 or 4 drapi/5 as it is an 4 over-garment/ worn by 
princes over their inner and outer garments6; again the 
forests are the 4 adhivasa ’ of mother earth licked by the fire- 
child7 ; it was thus more like a long loose-flowing dressing-gown, 
suiting both men and women8; it may not,, however, have been 
a tailor-made garment at all, being called a 4 vasas *9; probably 
it was of the same sort as the 4 upavasana.’ The/ pratidhi ’ 
must, from the context,10 refer to a part of the bride’s attire, 
apart from the newly woven, excellent garment11; apparently it 
consisted of one or two strips of specially made cloth drawn 
across or crosswise over the bust and tied at the back, to serve 
as a bodice,12 or was a short and tight bust-bodice like the later 
* kanculika ’ (mod. ‘ kaflculi5). The 4 drapi 1 seems to have 
been a close-fitting13 and gold-embroidered14 vest,15 used equally 

1 Av. XIV. 2, 49 and 65. (In the latter passage it may mean coverlet 
of a conch, being mentioned along with furniture). 

2 Rv. X, 102, 2. 
3 These three may well be rendered by the mod. terms, * cadar ’ (or 

uruni), * dhuti ’ and ‘ pagfi/ respectively. 
4 Sat. Bra. III. 3, 2, 3. 
5 So Y.I. 
s Sat. Bra. V, 4, 4, 3. 
7 Ry. I, 140, 9. 
8 Vide it 7 above (matuh); cf. Rv. X, 5, 4. 
9 E.g. Rv. I. 162, 16. 

IQ Av. XIV, 1 8. 
11 Av. XXV, i, 7.45; the usual reference to a part of the chariot is 

hardly 'appropriate. 
12 This style is now found amongst Kolarian races, and is a specially 

festive one. (Cf. the cross cords in Hellenic drapery). 
B Rv. I, 166, 10 (Cyavans/s old age like a * drapi *) j probably 

4 drapi* = a tight vest suitable for running about (dra). 
14 Rv. I, 25, 13 (hiranyayam); IV, 53, 2 (pisangam); Av. V, 7, 10 

(* hiranya-drapi,’ adj. of a woman). 
15 Av. XilA, 3, 1 (the sun wearing the 3 worlds, making a * drapi * 

of them: hence the 4 drapi * had three pieces, two side ones 
and one back, like a waistcoat; it was not a 4 coat of mail * (so 
V.I.) being worn by women, and the fise of r vasanah,* etc. 
(cf. 1 drapim vasanah/ Rv. IX, 86, 14) would rather show that 
it was made o! * vasas *), 
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by men and women,1 specially by prominent men2 and gay 
women.3 The 4 atka ’ was confined to men ; and was a» long4 
and fully covering,5 close-fitting6 cloak, bright7 and beautiful/ 
the .stuff being bleached7 cotton/ interwoven9 or embroidered10 
with gold threads. 4 Pesas * is gold-embroidered cloth gener¬ 
ally11; the designs were apparently artistic and intricate,12 and 
the inlay of gold heavy and brilliant13; where, however, the 
4 nrtu ’ appears with 4 pesamsis on 14 it might refer to a pleated 
skirt made of such brocaded cloth, like the medieval and 
modern 4 ghaghra ’ or 4 peswaz/15. It is noteworthy that the 
early Vedic references to 4 atka/ 4 pesas/ 4 samulya * and 
4 drapi J come mostly from Angirasa poets16; these were 
therefore primarily East Indian styles. Curiously enough. 

6 7 

8 

$ 
10 
II 

12 

14 
15 

16 

1 Of. *the same style in N. W. India, where both men and women 
show off their richly embroidered waistcoats. 

2 Rv. IX, 100, 9 (wearing ‘drapi’ on becoming great)^ 
3 Av. Y, 7, 10 (‘ hir any a-drapi ’ worn by ‘ Arati ’ likened to 

courtesan). 
4 Rv. n, 35, 14 (food carried in one’s own ‘ atka ’: i.e., in the long 

skirt made into an apron). 
5 Rv. V, 74, 5 (‘ vavrim atkam, likened to Cyavana’s old age: prob¬ 

ably being a tight fitting garment it showed many creases 
resembling wrinkled skin) • cf. IV, 18, 5 (Indra Born with 
‘ atka 1 =hxs own covering glory). 

‘Surabhim atkam’: Rv. YI, 29, 3; X, 123, 7. 
‘Like sun5 : Rv. YI, 29, 3; X, 123, 7,- ‘ aTjnna * : Rv. IX, 10^13; 

‘ sukram ’ : Rv. I, 95, 7; ‘ niktam ’ : Rv IX, 69, 4; sndysi : 

Rv. I, 122, 2. , . , ^ tt 
As ‘ vyutam 5 and frequent use of ‘ vasanah shows; it cannot very 

well have been an armonr (as sometimes translated and 

‘ Hiranyair'i'yutarn ’: Ev. I, 122, 2. 
* Hir any av an ’ : Rv. Y. 55, 6. , , * 
Rv. IY, 36. 7 (the best and attractive 4 pesas ’ spread for the gods) ; 

cf ‘ hiranva-pesas5 worn by a honse-holder and J115 wife. 
Rv. YIII,'31, 8; YII, 42, 1; Yaja. Sam. XIX, 82; 83 j 89; etc. 
(vide other notes below). . , 

Ev. n. 3, 6; of. Vaja. Sam. XX, 41 (design compared with 
poets’ songs). The manner of ‘pesas work described her 
the same Is the ‘ jari ’ and * salma-cumki work m the present 

13 t>_ vtT 34 11 (the glittering surface of rivers = ‘pesas =Varuna . 
the ‘ Si ’ work if most faithfnlly described in this passage; 
any oSwho has seen the play of. .^lighten the turbid bwer 

‘ pes'as ’ is 'apparently called bright as ghee (i.e , golden). 

41. 7 are the Angirasa refs.: 3.otherrets. are Ary . 
"RVio.rcp'iv'i * re c nesas, the Angirasa rets, are * J ,* 
TV 36. 7’; 2 others being Vaiistim and Bbargava ; re samulya 
the only early Vedic reference is in Av. (occurring in> *s 
wpm. redram' ’ the Angirasa refs, are : Rv. 1. iU> 
iv! 53! 2; Av. V, 7, 10; XIII, 3, 1; one being Kasyapa, 

another Rhargava. 



re preserved in the later ackan? ^ peswa { z)> ana 
/3 which agree fully with the Yedic items of dress; they 
ally supposed to be derived from the Persian; but more 
y it is a case of re-imposition of Persian stamp upon 
n Indo-Iranian items of material civilization; in fact, 
rsians must have ultimately derived these, styles from 
Western-Aila ancestors,—from the Puranic point of 

is remarkable that the ‘ usnlsa 5 is not mentioned in 
redic literature, except in connection with the Vratyas 
Av.5; it appears, however, oftener in the Yv. Samhitas 
rahmanas, but again chiefly in connection with the 
s6 and Kings/ It seems likely therefore that turbans 
oi originally in use,8 and were introduced as a style 
fa. the Vratyas of the Praci, amongst whom kingship is 
have arisen.9 The Vratya’s 4 usnlsa ’ was bright and 

ls day (while his hair was dark as night)10: it was 
.ly of some fine cotton stuff11; this was (according to the 
) tied with a tilt and cross-windings12 The King’s 
’ was tied in a special manner at ceremonial sacrifices13: 
is were gathered together and tucked away in front, so as 
t them up,14 this tuck at front being preferred by the 
ra. to the other ritual style of winding the turban Quite 

Ackan9 used to be an item, of respectable Hindu dress (as opposed 
to Mahomedan), but is now used chiefly by waiters or menials 

■g 

stupa/ may mean the Yedic ‘topi’ (‘ tupi ’) or conical cap; ’ for 
the shape, ef. the tiaditional" ceremonial ‘ oap % ‘ topara \ 
resembling a * stupa * structure. 

8 r^-V. XV, 2-10, which agrees fully with the unanimous Puranic 
7e hrst kings in the Suta-Magadha country. 

30 At. XV, 2. 
11 Like the muslin * pagri-cloth ’ traditionally used. 
12 Tiryafi-naddham ’ ; Eat. Sr. But. XXI, 4. This is the traditional 

style again. 
13 Sat. Bra. V, 3, 5, 20ff. 
W * Samhrtya purastad avaguhyati 

K
) 0

0
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round about.1 These special styles show that ordinarily the 
princes wore turbans with loose hanging ends,2 which were 
inconvenient and dangerous in ritual; accordingly, elsewhere 

33* a , ^^ irs3rxsaj is only a kerchief3,: probably this 
kerchief tied round the head (in Tibeto-Burman or Ehlarian 
fashion) .was #the original brahmanical 4 usnisa,5 so that 
when ruling princes joined in their rituals, they had to adopt 
a trimmer form of their unwieldy turbans4; so also 4 Indian!5 
vrears an 4 usnisa 5 like a zone, of variegated hue,5—clearly a 
head-band of a many-coloured silken kerchief.6 

No^ general footwear, again, is mentioned in the earlier 
Samhitas.7 4 Padvisa ,8 in the Bv. is applied to the leggings 
of a horse9; Vaturina pada’10 probably refers to heavy (‘ruaha/) 
covering footguards, used by chiefs11 in battle; 4 pat-sahgin!512 
in the Av. also refers to somewhat clumsy hampering foot- 
fasteners used by soldiers.13 The ‘ upanah 5 first occurs in the 
\y. Samhitas14 and the Brahnianas, as used in ritual15 and by 

1 There is no mention in the Bra.0 text of the ends of the turban 
being tied behind, drawn over one shoulder like an ‘ upavita 
and tucking in the waist-cloth. (Of. Eggeling’s note in S.B.E. 
and comm, on the passage). 

2 In traditional style: e.g. in Upper India generallyt specially amongst 
military castes. 

3 Sat. Bra. IV, 5, 2, 2. 7; the ‘ uspisa s that is tied round the eyes 
of the ‘ naga seer ’ Arbuda, seems also to be a kerchief only : 
Ait. Bra. VI, 1. In Sat. Bra. Ill, 3, 2, 3, the ‘ emergency ’ 
turban bound with a strip of cloth 2/3 inches only in \vid+h, 
shows that the turban was often a mere band, or a ‘ ropy 5 head- 
gear with many twists, like that affected by Deccanis. 

3 Cf. the modifications of the royal 4 asandl * in ritual. 
5 Sat. Bra. XIV, 2, 1, 8. Of. Ram. VI. 80 (££ RakcV5 women wearing 

red ‘ usni§as * whik assisting at Indrajit's sacrifice). 
6 A Kolarian and Burmese feminine style, again. 
7 Tradition however ascribes a high antiquity to the * upanah ’ (and 

the * chatra J) : it is said that Jamadagni-Bliargava (contemporary 
of the famous Rgvedic Vis'vamitra) introduced their use for the 
comfort of his delicate wife^ the Aiksvaka princess Renuka 
(cf. Mbh. XIII. 95); hence either the Iksvakus took to shoes 

and sunshades after the Bhrgus, or, more probably, the Bhpgu 
brahmans learnt their use from the * Solar * court', after Jama- 
dagni’s politic marriage. It is curious that the Av. (VI, 136-7) 
ascribes the first preparation of a potent hair-tonic to this 
Jamadagni-Bhargava, who prescribed it for his daughter (ap¬ 
parently as stylish a lady as her royal mother!). All this agrees 
with the well known fact that the Bhrgus were the most 
“ Ksairiyanised 91 of the brahmans. Probably other brahmanic 
groups were not accustomed to shoes, etc., till later on: hence 
there is no very early mention of these in priestly literature. 

8 Rv. I, 166, 16. * 
9 In Av., to foot-fetters or shackles (VIII, 1, 4; XII, 5, 15, etc.). 

10 Rv. I, 133, 2. 
11 Indra crushes enemy heads with them. It is interesting to compare 

the Indo-Seythic boots, as in Kaniska’s statue* land Kushan coins. 
12 Av. V, 21, 10. 
13 Apparently worn only during long marches or rapid flights. 
14 A "so in Av. XX, 133, 4,—a late passage. 
15 Taitt. Sam. V, 4, 4, 4; 6, 6, 1, etc., gat. Bra. V, 4, 3, 10j Kaa?. 

Bra. Ill, 3 (staff and sandals). 
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the Vratyas.1 The ritual sandals oh shoes were made of black- 
antelope- or boar-skins2; those of the Vratyas are described 
in the Sutras.3 as black and pointed (‘kaniinyau’), etc.4; these 
details indicate that the most stylish shoe-wearers of those days 
were the Vratyas, just as they were the chief wearers of the 
4 usnisa.’ It is probable that the use of footwear in early 
times was to some extent limited by the common fashion 
(with both men and women) of wearing ‘ khadis * or anklets.5 

Similarly the use of the ‘ usnisa/ also, must have been 
restricted by the prevalent fashions of hair-dressing. Whole 
clans had distinctive styles of wearing the hair: thus the 
Vasisthas could be recognized by their white clothes and 
* kaparda ' worn on the right side of the head6; so that they 
could never have used turbans; and (as already noticed) 
apparently no brahmans originally used them. Another style 
of hair-dressing was wearing the ‘ kaparda ’ in front 
C pnlasti ’)7; it seems probable that the Pulastyas (an early 
brahmap group cognate to the Agastyas, and like them asso¬ 
ciated with Deccan non-Aryans)8 were so-called from this 
distinctive style. ‘ Kesara-prabandhayah 5 in the corrupt 
Atharvavedic passage9 yields much better sense if read 
<u-prabandhanam5 (specially in view of the fact that the whole 
context10 refers to the results of the famous Haihaya-Bhargava 

t Pane. Bra. XVII, 14-16. 
2 Vide note 15, page 69. 
3 E.g. Kat. Sr. Sat. XXII, 4. 
4 According to details in other Sutras (and comm.), these 'were also 

variegated, or like ‘ varma,’ i.e., with metal knobs: etc. 
5 Cf. Ev. V, 54, 11; etc. 
6 Ev. VII, 33, 1; 83, 8. 
7 Vaja. Sam. XVI, 43; it is usually taken as meaning ‘ wearing the 

hair plain ’; but ‘ placed in front ’ suits the context much better, 
for Budra’s ‘ kaparda * is traditionally inclined in front (‘ pulasti- 
kapardin ’). It seems however equally probable that this 
£ pulasti ’ style was so called being that affected by the Pulas¬ 
tyas, and not for being a frontal mode of ‘ Kaparda ’-dressing. 
The clan-names of the Pulastyas, Pulahas and Agastyas mean 
the same thing (previous inhabitants), and correspond to the 
Peiasgu of Hellenic history; together with the Kratus they seem 
(from Puranic evidence) to have formed an earlier (pre-Aryan) 
stratum of civilization in India; they were finally either absorbed 
after struggles with Manvas and Ailas, or were expelled sea¬ 
wards and westwards. 

6 In all Puranas; the Pulastyas would thus seem to have been 
Saivites.,) (Q.—Has 4 kapardin,5 etc., a phallic symbolic 

s'gniffcance ? i.e., from * kaprth *; in that- case the Vasisthas 
and Pulastyas may have been £ phallic * priests originally). 

s Av. V, 18, 11; the various interpretations of commentators and 
translators making ‘ kesara-prabandha, ’ a cow or a woman with 
a she-goat, etc., are absurd; if the passage has to be emended, 
the above emendation (with c caramajan ’ for 4 earamajam ’ etc.) 
would be best: the sense would then be, that the Vaitahavyas 
who destroyed even the new-born babes of the ‘ kesara-prabandhafr * 
Bhygus, perished -with their whole .kin, etc.,—which in fact is 
the unanimous tradition. <r 

10 Av. V. 18-19. This is a very remarkable early brahmanical version 
of the famous Haihava raids of Puranic tradition. 
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conflict); this reading would show the Bhargavas to have been 
4 kesara-prabandhah,’ or 4 wearing braided hair like manes/— 
quite in agreement with similar Vedic references to brahmani- 
cal hair-dressings. Some of the Vedic gods wear * kaparda’s 
and 4 opasa ’s, apart from goddesses like Simvali1: thus Budra 
has his hair in the 4 kaparda ’ style2; so also Pu§an3; and 
India’s ‘ opasa ’ is likened to the vault of heaven.4 These 
divinities have marked indigenous and extra-" aryan ’ features; 
and it is significant that peculiar styles of hair-dressing to the 
exclusion of those of head-dresses should be characteristic of 
brabmaps and such gods. 

Women of course wore their hair in a number of different 
styles, which are, however, rather vaguely indicated by the 
special terms,5 ‘ stuka/6 ‘ kurira,’ or k kumba/ besides 
the ‘ opasa ’ and 4 kaparda ’ mentioned above. In the 
first place, it seems clear enough that k opasa5 and 
4 kaparda,’ being ascribed to men as well, were not dis¬ 
tinctively feminine styles, and could be managed' by the average 
long-haired man. Accordingly young maidens are said to 
wear their hair in four 4 kaparda’s.7 What the ‘ kaparda 5 
of men was like, can be very well made out from the traditional 
representations of the 4 kapardin 5 god and the hair-dressing 
of his followers8; it was a spiral coil of the braided, plaited or 
matted hah, piled on the top of the head at different angles. 
It was apparently the same in the case of women, for the 
maidens’ four 4 kaparda s are compared to the four corners of 
the altar,9 and so cannot mean 4 braids ’ or 4 plaits/10 while 
Sinivalf s 4 kaparda 5 is an alternative style classed with 
4 kurira ’ and ‘ opasa/11 The four 4 kaparda*s of maidens 

t It is to be noted that in Epic-Puranic mythology, Sinxvalx and othery 
cognate goddesses are specially Angirasa and domestic ones. 
(So also a chief feature of Indo-Aryan mythology is absence or 
unimportance of goddesses). Mudgala of Pancaia, who became 
an Angirasa, wore a ‘ kaparda 1 (carrying at the same time an 
* a§tra * like Vratya chiefs) : Rv. X, 103, 8. 

% Rv. I, 114, 1, 5; Vaja. Sam. XVI, 10; 29; 43; 48; 59. (Occasionally 
a Rudra wears scattered tufts or has a shaven head: Vaja. 
Sam. XVI, 59 and 29 respectively). 

3 Rv. VI, 55, 2; IX, 67, 11. 
4 Rv. I, 173, 6; VIII, 14, 5; the sense of ‘ diadem ’ is not at all 

necessary. 
5 The commentators are hopelessly contradictory and evasive with 

regard to these terms. 
6 Of. E. vern. * thoka ’ =lump. 
7 Rv. X, 114, 3. 
8 The Saiva devotees; this style is also aifected by men in Orissa and 

the S.E., even now. 
9 Vide ante. m 

10 As taken in VI. 
T7- * !"'< "V” J 
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must have together formied .a crown-shaped coiffure. 
The ‘ opasa’ as worn by men. probably consisted in 
gathering up all thie. hair with a small top-knot, 
leaving it loose enough to form a dome-like cover or flounced 
cap; this would explain most of the figures in the texts con¬ 
nected with ‘ opasa 5: thus the ' opasa*& of Indra and Soma1 
are like the clouded or vaulted sky; the thatched net-covered? 
roofing of a house (compared to a woman) is like ‘ opasa 1 
spread over the 4 visuvant ’3; and the knob-like horns of the 
year-old cow are * opasas/4 These last similes show that the 
‘ opasa 5 was of the same style in the case of women also,— 
unless the qualification ‘ su ’ in Sinlvalf s description5 is taken 
to mean a heavier ‘ kaparda, * and an ampler ‘ opasa,’—and 
with the probable exception of the covering and withholding 
net6; but ‘ harih ’ ‘ opasa ’ of Soma7 might refer to coloured 
covering-nets used by men as well. It seems that sometimes 
4 opasa (by a common figure) meant this covering-net only, 
as in the case of the bride’s hair being dressed into a 
1 kurira ’ and ‘ opasa/ where the two apparently form parts of 
one composite coiffure.8 The practical identity of the 
masculine and feminine 4 opasa’s is also sh<fwn by the 
Av. charm, which regards the unsexing of a rival as complete 
only when, after the ‘ opasa/ the ‘ kurira ’ and then the 
4 kumba ’ are, in addition placed on his head.9 These two 
therefore were the distinctively womanly styles10: and they 
are, accordingly not ascribed to men in the texts. As 

kuririn^ is used secondarily of a horned animal,11 the 
kurira ’ must have been a horn-shaped coiffure, possible 

only with the long braids of women; a net or veil 
( opasa/ 2.) may have been hung from this 4 horn/2 The 
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At. IX, 3, 8 ,* the parting of the hair would naturally be covered 

^ s^ch <;ap-like * opasa.* (It will be noted ,that such ‘ opasa * 

hangingeaves) *r0n^ asPect exactly like a curved thatch with 

lY’ .b *3 of, ‘dvy-opasah’ in XIII, 4, 3. (It is not 
° 8royn horns of kine that are referred to; the 

ma-/ei%e of ttt11 i vt metaphorical and secondary). 
Taitt. Sam. IV, 1, 5, 3; Mait. Sam. II, 7, 5; Vaja. Sam. XI, 56. 

Leaif/t* ^ See ^ow .* ®u’ can refer to a Vedic custom of 
wearing false plaits of hair). 

Indicated by the simile in Av. EX, 3, 8. 
With this may be compared the zone-like head-band of variegated 

Me worn by Indrani. Vide ante. 6 
A^* re * kurira.’ 

Cl. Apast. Sr. Sut,,—" Kumba and kurira on the patni’s head.*’ 
‘ > I (as already noted, * opas'a * cannot mean such a long 

AS 7brid.e’? ^air-dress; (vide note's above). This style 
and Ganges& oun^ ln th® hill tracts between the upper Sutlej 





TRACES 
of 

PRIMITIVES SEX-RELATION 
AND 

SPECIAL CUSTOMS 

There is no explicit statement in the earlier Samhitas (as 
there is in the Epic-P uranic literature)1 of any notion that 
at & remote .period the regular and correct marriage was 
unknown, and that the institution was gradually developed or 
introduced by way of reform. But there are clear indications 
in them that an established standard of marriage was only 
evolved through various preceding stages of sexual relationships, 
more or less primitive in character. 

Such relationship was not uncommon in early times as 
between brothers and sisters. Though it seems frpm the 
Yama-Yami dialogue2 (which is best regarded as an example 
of a very early form of * social drama ’) that, at the time 
when it was composed (apparently the latter part of the 
5gvedic period) such connections were coming to be regarded 
as incestuous, yet the very fact that this could be made the 
subject of a serious piece of composition with a ‘ moral5 in 
it, shows that they were still not very rare; thus Yama (an 
early legendary hero selected for effective illustration) is made 
to say lt verily there will come other ages wherein brothers 
will unite with sisters,’’ etc., obviously referring to the 
practices current in the poet’s generation, or at least those 
within the memory of his times. This is confirmed by other 
references3 of the same or earlier period, which can only mean 
that brother-sister connections and wooings were quite normal 
and recognized, in the Vedic priestly society at least; thus, a 
favourite god is appreciated for wooing his sister; the brother 
is classed with the husband or the paramour as a person 
normally approaching a woman; and for the .sake of a son 
and heir, men may unite with their sisters; while in one of 
, ?, * edic marriage mantras4 union with an adorned * iami * 

* among the fathers, is regarded as Visvavasu’s 
S° oontest would suggest that the mar¬ 

riage being celebrated was also one between a 1 jami ’ and 

i 

z 
3 

4 

01 aWut rLSiwb0U' in Mbh- b 
Xio13 glw,twua3 m lbl<i’ ^ 4202 ff. 

122, 4724-*36, and 

Av. ‘fivf fenl1 Ve inlr^ ^ Bra" ^ 
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her brother.1 2 It seems probable, from the selection of Yama 
and Yarni as a type (in the above poem), and from Yaml’s 
arguments, that twins were regarded in a superstitions primi¬ 
tive age as specially destined* for such relationship, more 
than other brothers and sisters. 

The case ox fathers and daughters is not equally clear; 
it is very early recognized as incestuous, but seems to have 
been once frequent, almost a permitted practice. Most of 
the references m the early Samhitas3 to this form of incestuous 
connexion are explained mythologically in the Brahma-nas.4 
Still the fact remains that such a relationship serves as a 
simile or lallegory, and is described in a manner that shows 
approval; and even alleged mythological features very often 
have a basis in primitive conditions, which the believers in 
those legends may have outgrown, or grow out of actual and 
traditional early events, to justify which legends are inter¬ 
woven in course of time.5 The ascription of such connexions 
to Prajapati and his daughter or Pusan .and his mother,6 .shows 
that the Yedic priest could still conceive of such relationships 
as not at rail damaging to the prestige of his gods. But actual 
amours of this type were known: thus there is a plain reference 
to father-daughter connexions in the Av., which would show 
that these were common enough to be alluded to, and even 
presumed, in a domestic rite concerning wromen7; while in the 
iVit. Bra. a very old 4 gatha ’ is cited (in connection with the 
royal consecration and the Sunahsepa story) ,8 where for the 
sake of sons men are said to unite with their mother and sister 

1 Vide infra, for the composite character of the marriage hymns. 
2 In Puraiiic tradition also, the twins of Ufttara-Kura are devoted 

married pairs all through life. 
3 E.g. Rv. X, 61, 5-7. 
4 Ait Bra. Ill, 33, 5; Sat. Bra. I, 7, 4, 1; Pane. Bra. VIII, 2, 10- 
5 Cf. the legend of Yrsanasva’s daughter Mena (Rv. I, 51, 13 and in 

Bra°s); Indra’s applauded part in it seems to have been intro¬ 
duced to gloss over or justify an ancient brother-sister connexion 
(Indra plays a similar part in other legends of questionable 
morality); the Puranic inclusion of Mena in the 4 pitr-kanya * 
group (vide infra) apparently presupposes such a tradition of her 
incestuous connexion. 

6 Rv. VI, 55, 5; (also Pusan and his sister; ibid. 4). 
7 Av. VIII, 6, 7. The Atharva-vedic charms are mostly _ the products 

of stages of civilization earlier than the $gvedic; but this 
particular one being included in part within the Rgveda also, 
must have represented more or less contemporary conditions; 
such conditions are regarded as normal amongst townspeople 
in. the Jatakas; vide infra. 

8 Air. Bra. VII, 15; cf. Sahkh. £r. Sut. XV, 17-25.^ This 4 gatha * 
belongs at least to the 10th century B.C., while it refers to 
Hariscandra’s time, about eight centuries before that according 
to Puranic tradition. For Puranic notices of incestuous unions in 
Aiksvaka and other dynasties of that age, vide infra. The practice 
in this 4 gatha ’ however is advocated by rsis, before a rajanya. 



Ifc does not clearly appear how far the practice of sister- 
marriage was the result of a similarly strong patriarchal and 
isolative tendency or that of an earlier matriarchal state of 
.society amongst some at least of the Vedic tribes7: thus Yaml’s 
insistence on the point8 that Yama}s conduct is unbrotherly, 
and for the sake of 4 protection s and 4 offspring * (* a grand¬ 
son for their father ’) he should be her husband, is a patriarchal 
trait; on the other hand her marked initiative in the matter 
and bold wooing9 is a matriarchal one, while the position is 
reversed in other cases.10 The probability of the former condi- 
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The practice prevailed in ancient Irai? (an important point, since 
Pnramc tradition regards ‘ Iranic Aryans as subsequent off- 
shoots of the Midland Aryans of India, amongst whom the 
i laaras, Vahtekas and other North Westerners had similar 
practices; cf. Mbh.VIII, 40; 44-*5); also amongst the old 

vMet;irSraOTdlDg *0 Stl‘ab° (IV> 5> 4)' For Purariic parallels, 

EV'obaJ“» pa«aBe seems to hint at that ultimate 
origin. prta_ yatra duhituht eeka rnjan. etc.’). The technical 

Gaut^Dh S5trix\vTTTK9nTedi-* <fr°m Nil> and Sfltraa onwards). 
^ tions) S fc' XXVI11’ 20 <a sutra preserving much of older condi- 

BDt Jtn references to actual occurrences belong to a period 
when that hypothetical stage was certainly passed; they are 
therefore to be regarded as lingering survivals or as lapses into 

T, Iafrty “ “rtain circles (cf. Puranic parallels infra ). P J 

^371^ n“By fi0DS 13 3 most Pmwinent early Vedic feature. 

H vefficb^;iiefl“bered- (a“ord;ng to tradition) some of the 
Y*“c *r™3 7€re originally Dravidian (non-Aila), and they may 

S.£,T,LSfS“ ta6~ “•**> *>» » 
Ev. X. 10, 9. 12. 1. '3. * 
Rv. X. 10. 1. 3. 5. 7. 9 11 13 

BT' »■"# * &> 
*»«•> - s& 
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tions is suggested by facts like these : The e bhrair 9 is not 
characterized by blood-relationship, but is primarily the * sup¬ 
porter and master 9 of the ‘ svasr * and others1; an external 
woman could be taken into a fa-milv as a 4 svasr.9 a sort of 
‘ companion/2 to be thus supported; sister as a blood-relation 
(‘ jami-svasa,9 and then only ‘ jami’) is a later development, 
as shown by the adjectival use of 4 jami ’3; 4 jhati9 means 
4 brother and sister 9 primarily, as being best acquainted with 
one another4; the disputed precedence (referred to in a Era0.) 
at ceremonial family meals, of the sister over the wife,5 pro¬ 
bably points to a time when the sister had actually the 
place of the wife, in the family and its ritual; when 
the sister was no longer normally in that position, she 
was still supported and controlled (in her social and marriage 
relations) by the 4 bhratr/6 On the other hand, there is 
some trace of the greater importance of the sister and the 
mother in earlier times: The sister’s claim to precedence 
over the wife in family ritual is one indication7 * the dread of 

*- j 

the * sister’s curse 58 shows her early influence, probably as 
the original mistress of the family; she is the best 4 jfiati 1 of 
the brother9; the 4 putra 910 belonged specially to the ‘ matr/11 
and the mother is sometimes the 4 bhartrl9 or supporter of the 
family12; while old maids stay on in their mother’s house, as 
well as in the father’s or brother’s13; ‘ matara 914 was enough 
to designate both parents, and the mother comes before the 
father in such early expressions as ‘ matara-pitara 9 and 4 mata- 
pitarah ’15; some instances of the precedence of the mother in 
the family16 are found in later Vedic texts, but they are to be 
regarded as examples of survival of earlier conditions rather 
than as new developments; the use of metronymlcs, again, 
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For references, vide VI., I, 30: II. 113; 486; 495-’96. 
Rv. X, 108, 9. 
For references, vide V.I., I, 284-,85. 
Rv. X, 117, 9. 
Ait. Bra. Ill, 37. 
Vide note 1 ’above. 
Vide note 5 above. 
Av. II, 10, 1 (= Taitt. Bra. II, 5, 6, 3); IX, 4, 15; II, 7, 2. 
Vide note 4 above. 
But * suzra * is specially associated with * father * (Rv. I, 1, 9; etc.); 

cf. the vernacular idiom : * ma * and * po,* or * put/ compared 
with ‘ bap * and * beta ’; it seems as if * put-ra ’ (put, po, pola, 
pile) was originally a Bravidian word and hence associated in 
idiom with mother primarily. 

Rv. X, 18, 11. 
Av. V, 5, 2; Taitt. Bra. Ill, 1, 1, 4. 
Av. I, 14, 2. 
Rv. Ill, 33, 3; VII, 2, 5. 
Rv. IV, 7; Vaja. >Sam. IX, 19; Taitt. Sam. I, 3, 10, 1; VI, 3, 

11 3. 
Brhad? Upan. IV, 7, 5 (and in Sutras sometimes)* 
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though found mainly in later Vedic texts,1 goes back to the 
5<gvedic period itself.2 

The practice of polyandry is generally supposed3 to be 
irn-Vedic; but though -absolutely clear instances are not found 
in the Vedic texts, yet certain other customs of Vedic and 
post-Vedic society show evidently polyandric traits, so that the 
practice must have existed either side by side4 or at not a 
very remote age. It has been held that ‘ niyoga s has nothing 
to do5 with polyandry: but it would be more in accordance 
with natural development to recognize in it a later special 
case. of an earlier general practice, by which the family 
continuity was assured by all the brothers having an uxor 
communis.® The later * niyoga ’ is clearly a legal fiction, not 
a new device, but a modification of a wider traditional or 
popular practice: and the custom that formed the basis of this 
‘ reform 1 and theory, must have been a survival of polyandry 
and connected ‘ devr ’-marriage. The later ‘ niyoga/ being a 
restriction, contemplated only the begetting of'a son by the 
* appointed s kinsman; but the Vedic ‘ devr ’-marriage is not 
so confined: for, in the funeral rite, the son of the widow 
seems to be present, to receive his father’s bow, etc.,7 and the 
didhisu 5 Brother-in-law claims her as full wife with no limited 

object, but for love, progeny and property generally8; it is 
obvious that the main concern in this rite is a normal re¬ 
marriage of the widow, who oftener than not must have had 
borne sons already (the Vedic marriage being one between 
fuUy developed persons)9; besides, when the V-edic wife needs 

wL0-?7, v V hus“’s abseQce or other circumstances, 

other then6 rtf ‘V '^fo f,™ h7ave the son through agencies 
other than the devr, though elsewhere she obtains her 

Naturally, as lists of teachers a-re supplied here» nf iKa «o*v,ao 
tethers ia Bra°, 5ran°., and UpaSy ’ °f’ ^ EameS of 

Rv. I, 147, 3; 152, 6; 158, 6; IV, 4, 13: of. VI 10 2 

Mnkllv take indivirf3 1 ^ayr (Indischea Erbrecht); they 
m “““deration, and singly some 

- - special form 

Certain passages in the Vedic marriage-formulae may refer to this 

Rv. X 18C9 md itS °bjeot; vide inf™ y h S 

VMeSS’ 3’ 2=EV- X; 18‘ 8- 

s rRlL?n}V,iS42,1 8Db9a-1E§at Brl°nTTTTri .h“|band’a imprisonment 
Vadhrimati in -mite of imehamU?1’ 51 4’ 5 : 6tc-); or Pnramdhi- 

24; VI, 62, 7;^x M 7 cf I TwT f?V' U6' *3; U7’ 
the same as the Puruknts/pV - 6-5’ r2)' purukntsa is 
kutsaui’s son was th$n, however, Puru- 
infra.}. 5 aPParently obtained through her 4 devr * * vid® 
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Vide note 1 above; and Av. XVIII. 3, 2-: T'aitt Aran. VI, 1, 3; 
A^val. Grh. Sut. IV, 2, 18. 

Cf. the attitude of Brbaspati towards Mamata. and Puskara towards 
Damayanti (vide infra for fuller details). 

Rv. X, 85, 44; Av. XIV, 2, 17, 18, etc.; vide n. 8, p. 80, 
E.g. in the case of Bhisma and the widows of Vieitravlrya (vide 

infra). 
Asval, Grh. Sub. IV, 2, 18. The inclusion of the * pupil ’ shows that 

the custom was specially brahmanic : the famous Svetaketu was be¬ 
gotten by a * pupil ’ (vide infra) ; the eligibility of the * dasa * 
for such connections is illustrated in both brahmanic and nou- 
brahmanic circles, in early as well as subsequent periods: cf. the 
Yv. reference to connexions between Sudras and Arva women; the 
epic story of the sage Matahga’s parentage; the Greek accounts 
a'U A <1 ffifVtT ti>nf» Wd-Fjavua.njiics.c. TW Vn cf.l n 

scandals in the Midlands in the Jatakas; and Vats. Ka. Sitt. V, 6, 
12. re. 1 dasa * connexions in the harems, referring to posi-Maurvan 
and probably earlier court customs. The commentator on this last, 
distinguishes * dasa ’ from * ceta’ as * born in the family 1 and 
‘ external * respectively; the ‘ dasa ’ of Asval. Gr. Sub, may there¬ 
fore be such a f dasa,' related to the deceased by blood, and 
hence a good substitute for a brother, (Probably * jara-dasa ’ 
would be a better reading than * jarad-dasa *; -or ‘ jarat. * is to 
be tak&i as meaning f hymn-uttering,' poetic and scholarly, he,, 
aa learned as the master; the sense of 4 old and senile ’ would 
be absurd in their context). 
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representing the life stages of a maiden till marriage1; fathers- 
in-law are mentioned several times in a similar way2; but it is 
uncertain whether polyandry is referred to in any one 
instance,’; there iis however less of uncertainty where at a 
sacrifice3 the wife is described as c having noble husbands’ ; 
her evident importance and the fertility ritual which includes 
her denuding and -wetting in the presence and with the help 
of the conductors of the sacrifice, are probably indications 
that the rite was originally performed by the joint husbands 
of a common wife; so also, a polyandric family custom is 
very likely referred to in_a group' of charms (used to get 
marriageable maidens happily settled),4 two of which admonish 
the girl to turn her right .side to all the responsive suitors/ 
ana give her unto husbands.’5 The striking customs of using 
metronymics (in early as well as later Vedic literature) may 
have originated as much (or even more) in a practice of 
polyandry and laxity among brahman women,6 with resultant 
uncertainty of paternity, as in that of polvgamy7; the former 
view moreover, is supported by the Rgvedic case of Mama- 
teya the epic case of Draupadeya,9 and the later Vedic case 
of Jabala,10 amongst others. It may be noted in this con¬ 
nection that the occasional precedence and economic independ¬ 
ence of the mother seem to be indicated in some Vedic texts.11 
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Vide infra. 
Rv X, 95, 12; Av. XIV, 2, 27; Kath. Sam. XII, 12. 
Taitt, Sam III, 5, 6. 
Av. II, 36; the two passages are w. 6.7. As with t-he collection of 

marriage-mantras, here too, the charms for securing the marriage 
of girls apparently refer to different marriage customs; thus v. 5 
refers to securing a lover on a ferry-boat (cf. the well-known epic 
case of Satyavati and the Krsn-ite tradition), v. 1 to love-choice 
at c Samanas % v. 3 to polygamic and v. 4 to monogamic marriages; 
so that vv. 6, 7 may very well refer to polyandric marriage. This 
is followed by * so that she might find one after her wish,’ which 
apparent contradiction seems only to mean that the chances are 
that she will find at least one agreeable husband among those to 
whom she is given : a naive defence of the custom surely ! 

In Taitt, Sam. VI, 1, 6, 6. it is said that as women love singers, 
so if there is a singer in a family, men give their daughters in 
marriage with that family, even if there he others in plenty : this 
however may be interpreted in different ways, though a reference 
to polyandry is possible. The parallel of the Pandava polyandry, 
where Draupadi was so given in marriage chiefly on account of 
Ai’juna’s attainments (musical included) is remarkable. 

As shown in priestly as well as non-priestly literature (vide infra). 
As supposed by Keith in 'Ait. Aran. 244, n. 2. Metronymics may 

also partly have been due to Niyoga (as in the well-known epic 
instances) or to the reputation of women teachers (as in Bra°. and 
Upan°. sometimes); there may be in the custom a trace of 
matriarchal society, for it is gradually becoming clear that the 
brahraanic priesthood was originally extra-Aryan (vide infra). 

Rv. I. 147, 3, etc. 
Vide Sor. Inde^, s.v. _ v ^ 
Chand. IJnan. IV, 4, 1.2.4; cf. Sat. Bra. 3,^3, 1, etc. 
(Vide p. 77, and n. 10-16 there); cf. similar indications in the Epic- 

Puranic stories about Bharadvaja and Dlrghatamas (vide infra). 

6 
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Widow-burning was practised among many primitive 
Indo-Germanic races in, Asia and Europe,1 and_it can only be 
expected to have existed among the early Indo-Aryans in some 
form or other. But the Veche literature shows very few 
traces of such a custom: partly no doubt because these texts 
are priestly in character, and widow-burning is known to 
have prevailed elsewhere mainly amongst the non-priestiy 
warrior families; and partly because even amongst the ruling 
classes, cases of widow-burning were rare (and prevented) 
throughout the Yedic period,—as shown by authentic Ivsatriya 
dynastic traditions2; while in the * brahman ’ society sex- 
relations seem to have been too lax to admit of the prevalence 
of such a practice.3 

The hymns of domestic ceremonial and magic in the 
10th Book do not properly belong to the Rgveda, as their 
position amply shows; they must have been selected and 
abridged from an older and better recension of the Atharvaveda 
or a corresponding collection of traditional ‘ social * lore (as 
opposed to 1 sacrificial 9 R If, therefore, widow-burning is 
not referred to as an ancient custom in the Rv., whereas it 
is in the corresponding sections of the Av. ,4 it does not prove 
anything beyond this, that the compiler of the former chose 
to omit certain passages in his abridgment.5 The full pass- 
age in the Av.,6 which constitutes an unit (while the selection 
m the By .Ms rather abrupt), refers first8 to the voluntary 
self-immolation of the widow as her ‘ dharma 9 (ancient 
customary duty) but treats her 4 lying down by the departed 9 
as only a formal fulfilment of the old custom (though some 

Ptl T^ h^Ve 1?een geniline) r-this ' lying beside 9 being 
supposed to assign her progeny and property,9 by something 
like a letoal fiction ; the next verse10 makes this attainment 

1 HerGd^hfco)IVTT71 V*w -^hracian^ PorcopiuB (De Bello 
ff!*™!' V v14 (G&th*c) > Wemhold : Altnord. Leb. 476 ff. 

2 , (German); cf. Zimmer ; Alt. Leb., 331. 
Vide mfra.-01! general grounds it has been supposed (cf VI 1 488-’9 

JSToidd tot tJ6b' lZ1) tta-t eve? amon£st Ksatri'yas the 
**» wastefulness 

th* -rrni* At* • * n£s’ and the necessity of sparing even 
cases are w!.' Vf 18 tamply,. h0™ by ‘ tradition,’ where 
principal iriveTaf^^T ■ the har€ms> and even of the 
(vide deST * SUCCe3E0K’ related or otherwis“ 

Th7varioLr1ZXCel °V fut‘ee 1 » known to Puranic tradition 
(Various instances of such laxity have been referred to in these 

3, 1-3, perhaps also 4. it. xvm, in the wedding hymn. 

Rv. X, 18,' 8.’ 
Av. XVIII, 3, i. 

Th\alkTlfnVTOsii1vl’falrifCti??1 *-fms t0 h£v.e 8iven rise to the 
(vide infra) * ' fe (ln ,ts Prfsent form! in the *fbh. 

M Av. XVIII. 3, 2 
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of ‘ progeny and property ? possible, by transferring the 
widow as 1 2 3 4 wife ’ to her 1 didhisu ’ who grasps her hand (rais¬ 
ing and leading her away) ; the ‘ didhisu 5 then expresses 
satisfaction1 at having saved ‘ a young woman, enclosed with 
blind darkness, and led about, living, for the dead/ Evidently 
widow-burning wras a defunct custom at this time, represented 
only by a ritual ‘ semblance ,* and positively prevented from 
being renewed in any way by an immediate re-marriage. It 
is possible that the expressions in the last passage may refer 
to burning of the widow by relatives, who led her about 
blindfolded; but this contradicts the first statement regarding 
the widow’s own choice; in any case the rite is deliberately 
prevented; probably only one of these contradictory passages 
was meant to accompany the other (about re-marriage), 
according as2 the particular case was one of voluntary or in¬ 
voluntary * suttee ’; or, the expressions in question might 
simply be figurative, describing the grief ^stricken and helpless 
state of the young widow. 

It follows from all this that in Vedic society women of 
child-bearing age did not normally remain widows for any 
length of time, being almost immediately re-married3; this 
is probably the force of ‘ ime avidhavah supatnih ’4 in the same 
funeral hymn; and it accounts for the rare occurrence of 
* vidhava ’ as such,5 beside the mention of other widows going 
to be re-married (‘ gartaruh ’)6 or actually re-married 
C punarbhu ’).7 

The widow often married her brother-in-law and had 
children by him8; this was however not a restricted 1 niyoga * 
in the later sense, as the widow’s hand is taken formally, not 
only^ for offspring but also for property9; and she approaches 
the ‘ devr * as an ordinary young maiden her lover. It is 

1 Ibid. 3. The Sutra application of this verse to a cow that is killed 
on the occasion is incredible; v. 4 seems to give social sanction 
to the act in v. 3; ‘ gopati * is prob. intended as a pun on ‘ goptr * 
and * pati. ’ 

2 So also in the marriage hymns, all the mantras apparently do not 
apply to one type of marriage. 

3 Thus there was nothing unusual in Epic-Puranic cases like that of 
Ugrayudha (Pancala) wanting to marry the widow of Santanu 
(Kuru), even before the funeral was over (vide infra),—for that 
was precisely the custom. 

4 Av. XVIII, 3, 57; Rv. X, 18, 7. 
5 Rv. IV, 18, 12; X, 40, 2; Sad vim. Bra. III. 7; ‘ vidava,’ (like the 

masc. form ‘ vidhava,’—prob. Rv. X, 40, 8) would thus seem only 
to have designated persons in the temporary condition of bereave¬ 
ment, and not in a permanent state of husbandlessness. 

6 Rv. I, 124, 7 (cT. Nir. Ill, 5.) 
7 Av. IX, 5, 28. 
8 Of. n. 1, p. 79. r i 
I Vide n. 10, p 82, 
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again not necessarily a ‘ devr 1 2 3 4 5 who marries her but anyone who 
Blight he a k didhisu n; the widow herself is didhisu indi¬ 
cating some exercise of choice on her part, while her second 
husband is called * didhisu-pati,*2 and the (son of such marriage 
between two pre-eminently 4 didhisu (°su) persons, daidhi- 
savya.’2 In fact in other references to widow re-marnage 
nothing is said about restriction to the first husband’s kin or 
household; in one of them3 the previous husband is sought 
to be ignored altogether, and connexion with him cut off in 
the next world by magical charms,—showing that the 
* punarbhu ’ is here married into a totally different family; in 
another,4 a woman might have several husbands one after 
another, of 6 vaisya,’ 4 rajanya ’ or 4 brahman castes. 

It appears that apart from regular widow re-marriages, 
women could also re-marry on disappearance of the husband5 

or in other circumstances in his life-time6; and of the ten 
previous husbands of the widow whom the Atharvavedic 
brahman is willing to marry as her eleventh and best 
husband,7 several must have either left her or been discarded 
bv her for various lawful reasons. The number of re-mar- 

i 

riages permissible is nowhere laid down8: the custom of 
4 dew ’-marriage is no proof for one re-marriage only, for 
similar transferences may well have occurred more than once ; 
the rite to secure reunion in heaven with the present husband 
rather than the previous,9 if at all believed to be effective, 
would imply similar .safeguarding of every fresh re-marriage; 
while it is remarkable that in a passage intended to glorify 
the £ brahman,’10 he should be described as willing to be the 
best husband of a much married widow.11 

1 (Vide n. 10, p. 82.) This is taken in the Sutras 'bo include the ‘ devr * 
and -other representatives of the husband, like pupil or slave 
(vide ante). The older Dh. Sutras (often embodying later Vedic 
custom) recognize fully the ordinary widow re-marriage (without 
restriction of sphere). 

2 Cf. Mann: III, 173; St. Pet. Diet., s.v. ‘didhisu/ 3; also ‘daidhi§a- 
vya* : Taitt. Sam. III. 2, 4, 4; Kat. Sr. Sut II. 1, 22; Kaui 
Sut. 3, 5; 137, 37. 

3 Av. IX, 5; 28. 
4 Av. V, 17, 8.9. 
5 Bv. VI, 49, 8. 
e Av. IX, 5, 27.28, may also refer to such re-marriage (owing to first 

husband being fallen or impotent); cf. Baudh. Dh. Sut. II, 2, 
3, 27. 

7 Vide n. 4 above. 
a It is possible, that the allegory of 3 previous husbands of every bride 

reflects also (vide p. 80, n. 10 and 11, and p. 81, n. 1) 
a contemporary view of the average number (4) of re-marriages 
allowed. 

9 Vide n. 3 above. 
10 Vide n. 4 above. * 
11 Which, it is said, was * well-known to the 5 (Manava) races *; this 

is quite in agreement with the known facts, Vedic and Epic- 
Puranie, regarding the character of brahman society (vide infra!. 
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Neither of the two different views represented by Zimmer1 
and Weber,2 regarding the comparative prevalence of mono¬ 
gamy and polygamy in the Yedic age, seems to be a full 
explanation of the facts,. Thus it cannot be maintained that 
monogamic relations were the normal iand prevalent character¬ 
istic, for deviations on either side are not rare: e.g., ‘ sapatni ’ 
is found quite early and often3!; and apart from indications of 
polyandry4 and other references to paramours,5 it is presumed 
by a domestic ritual formula in the Rv. that every married 
woman might have her ‘ jara,’6—with wThich may be com¬ 
pared similar presumptions in the Yv. and Bra.0-ritual7; this 
is also confirmed by the remarkable Epic-Puranie traditions 
regarding Svetaketu and Dirghatamas* reforms, which would 
show that amongst the earlier generations of the Yedic priestly 
society at least, the women were often not ‘ monogamous.’8 
So again, polygamy, instead of dying out in the early Yedic 
age, is found all through, and seems to be rather on the in¬ 
crease, preparing the way for a greater laxity and corruption 
in the succeeding age. Thus ‘ Mann,5 himself is credited 
with ten wives9 10; Cyavana one of the earliest rsis married a 
number of maidens in old age,30 and so did Kaksivant the 
Pajriya11 in the latter part of the Rgvedic age; while the Yedic 
prince and his priest who could give and receive scores of slave- 
girls as wives,12 were no doubt living in an age of flourishing 
polygamy. Cases of polygamy (amongst rsis, princes, or even 
non-Aryan chiefs) are indeed often referred to in the Rgveda13 * IS: 
in some of which the relations between the several wives (from 
2 to at least 8)•and the husband! (‘ ekah samanah ’) are ideally 

1 Zimmer : Alt. Leb. 323. 
2 Weber : Ind. Stud. 5, 222. 
3 Rv. Ill, I, 10; 6, 4; cf. I, 105, 3; X, 145, 1. 2. 5; (besides 

Av. frequently). 
4, Vide ante. 
5 Vide infra. 
6 Rv. X, 162, 5. 6 = Av. VIII, 6, 7. 8. 
7 The wife’s questioning and confession : Mait. Sam. I, 10, 11; Taitt. 

Sam. I, 8, 3; Taitt, Bra. I, 6, 5, 2; Sat. Bra. II, 5, 2, 20. 
B Vide n. 1, p. 74. 
9 Mait. Sam. I, 5, 8. (Vide infra for Puranic notices of the polygamy 

of Manu and his descendants). 
10 Rv. I, 116, 10; (with Sat. Bra. IV, 1, 5, 1 ff; 10, 13; Jaim. Bra. 

Ill, 121 fE); cf. V, 74, 5; and allusions to above in I, 117, 13 ; 
118, 6; VII, 68, 6; 71, 5; X, 39, 4. (These ‘ kanfs and 
* vadhu’s were over and above the famous princess Sukanya). 

11 Rv. I, 126, 3 (10 * vadhumant1 cars from Svanaya); cf. I, 51, 13 
(Vycaya in old age). 

12 Rv. VIII, 19, 36. (Trasadasyu-P aurukutsa and Sobhari-Kanva may 
belong to the earlier part of the Rgvedic age; but Pargiter 
places them in the latter part, distinguishing 2 Purukutsas and 
2 Trasadasyus). 

IS Rv. I, 62, 11; 71, 1; 104, 3; 105, 8; 112, 19; 186, 7; VII, 18, 2; 
26, 3;X,M3, 1; 101, 11; (It is remarkable that almost all these 
references to polygamy come from Angirasa and Vasistba rsis). 
Cf. other references in Av. and Yv. : e.g. Av. Ill, 4; etc., 
Taitt. Sain. VI, 5, 1, 4; etc- 
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happy, while in others they are recognized as paintul. tflie 
circumstances of conquest and settlement, and consequent 
prosperity of the priesthood, must have made polygamy a 
common thing. It is significant that m the Rv. ^asa is 
primarily the enemy and only secondarily a slave, but that 
‘ dasi’ is all along the ‘ slave-girl ’ from the Av onwards1 2; 
this would show that tho first slaves were the cap trued IJasa 
women , slave-concubinage developing quite ear ly^side by side 
with the Aryan conquest.3 In the later Saiphitas the slave 
woman is also called * sudra iS( (probably originally^ a term 
of racial significance like ‘__dasi ’)5 and such a sudra often 
rose in the favour of her Aryan master6 who must have had 
his Aryan wife or wives.7 The earlier Brahmarias _ directly 
ascribe * sudra ’ or ‘ dasi * concubinage to eminent rsi fami¬ 
lies (Bgvedic as well as more or less contemporary ones), and a 
4 dasi- (or sudia*) putra,’ though subject to natural com¬ 
ments, was nevertheless common enough to be assigned the 
same position as other rsis and teachers.8 9 In the Bgvedic 
tests themselves, female .slaves are frequently presented to 
psis by their patron princes; thus Xing Trasadasyu8 bestowed 
fifty of them as e vadhu ’s on Sobhari-Kanva10 11; and in other 
cases, presents of horses, camels or buffaloes, are embellished 
by such 1 vadhu ’ slaves along with them11; while chariots are 
described as full of slave-girls.12 The number of slave-girls 
kept in single establishments in no way diminished in the 
nest age: thus the Satapatha knows of as many <a.s four hundred 
* anucarl J,s13; and (even) in the Aranyakas and Upanisads 

1 Rv. VII, 86, 7; VIII, 56, 3; X, 62, 10; prob. I, 92, 8; 158, 5; 
VIII, 46, 32; cf. Av. IV, 9, 8. 

2 Av. V, 22, 6; XII, 3, 13; 4, 9; Cband. Upan. V, 13, 2; Brhad. 
Upan. VI, 1, 10. 

3 Which was probably over before the later Sambitas and Bra°., for 
they do not refer to any Arya-Dasa wars, but only to Aryan 
wars (vide V.I., I, 65). 

4 Av. V, 22, 7; Taitt. Sam. VII, 4, 19, 3; Kath. Sam. (Asvamedha), 
IV, 8; Maifc. Sam. Ill, 13, 1; Vaja. Sam. XXIII, 30; etc. 

5 Vide Y.I., II, 392. 
G Vide Yv. references in note 4 above. 
7 Who also had connexions with Sudra slaves ; Vaja. Sam. XXIII, 31. 
3 E.g. Kaksivant, son of a slave-girl : Brhadd. IV, il-15; 21-25; 

with Rv. I, 18. 1; 112, 11; 140-164 (cf. Pane. Bra. XIV, 11; 
16); Kavasa, 4 dasyah putrab ’ : Ait. Bra. II, 19, 1; Kau§. 
Bra. XII, 1, 3; (Kavasa was a Rgvedic r§i); Vatsa, ‘ sudra- 
putra * (a Kanva) : Pane. Bra. XIV, 6, 6; cf. Satyakama Jabala 
(about 150 years after the compilation of the Rv.) : Chand. 
Upan. IV, 4, 1 ff., etc.; also in Brhad. Upan., Ait. Bra. 
and Sat. Bra. (vide details of ref. in V.I., IE, 420). 

9 Rv. VIII, 19, 56. Cf. V, 47, 6 (* vadhu’s). 
10 Sons by slave-concubines was a special feature in the Kaijva 

groups: vide V.I., II, 238. 
11 Rv. VIII, 68, 17; VI, 27, 8; Av. XX, 127, 2, # 
12 Rv. I, 126, 3; VH> 18, 22. (These * vadhu’s however might be 

4 slave * as well as free, from the context). 
E Sat. Bra. XIII, 5a 4, 27. 
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the King is attended by five hundred fair women carrying 
perfumed powders, etc.1 The presence, increase and distri¬ 
bution of slave women was thus a fertile source of polygamy 
among princes and priests alike.2 

Apart from this possession of slave-girls, the princes had 
at least3 four principal wives recognized in regal ceremonial 
and rites, of whom the fourth, the k paiagall/ seems to be 
a comparatively later development,—or to have been given a 
place in the ritual somewhat later—in the Brahmana age; 
the ‘ mahisl 3 and the ‘ parivrktl 5 occur from the ]Jgveda 
onwards4; and though the k vavata 3 first occurs in the Av.,5 
she is implied by the ‘ parivrktl3; the ‘ palagall,3 wife of the 
King is an indication that it was a political marriage,7 and that 
daughters of other and higher court officials also were custom¬ 
arily taken into his harem from similar original motives8; the 
first three designations are essentially relative, and pre-suppose 
a regular harem-establishment, the members of which experi¬ 
enced constant rises and falls (‘ parivrkti3) in power at court 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

a 

? 

8 

Kau$. Upan. 1, 4 ,* and corr. passage in Sankh. Aran. 
Vide Puranic parallels infra. 
Tike King’s many wives are referred to in Rv. VII, 18, 2 (‘ rajeva 

hi jambnin J); probably k$onibhih ’ in Rv. X, 9k, 9, leters to 
Pururavas’ other wives besides Urvasi; cf. Rv. II, 16, 3 
(Indra’s ‘ indriya ’ not overcome by his ‘ ksoiris ’). 

‘ Maliisi ’ : Rv. V, 2, 2; 37, 3; Av. II, 36, 3; Taitt. Sam. I, 8, 
9, 1; Malt. Sam. II, 6, 5; Kath. Sam. XV, 4 j Taitt. Bra. Ill, 
9, 4, 4; Pane. Bra. XIX, 1, 4; Sat. Bra. V, 3, 1, 4 ; VI, 5, 3, 
1, 6; XII, 2, 6, 4,- 1, 8; 5, 2, 2. 5. 9; k parivrkti,’ etc. : Rv. 
X, 102, 11; Av. VII., 113, 2; XX, 128, 10. 11; Karh. bam- 
X, 10; XV, 4; Taitt. Sam. I, 8, 9, 1; Taitt. Bra. I, 7, 3, 4; 
Sat. Bra. V, 3, 1, 13; Xin, 2, 6, 6; 4, 1, 8; 5, 2, 7. 

Av. XX, 128, 10.11; subsequently in Taitt. Bra. I, 7, 3, 3; 111, 
9, 4, 4; Ait. Bra. HI, 22; Sat. Bra. XIII, 2, 6, 5; 4, 18; 5, 
2, 6; in fact the Yv. ceremonial presupposes these 4 chief queens. 

Pailagall : Taitt. Bra. I, 7, 3, 3 ff; III, 9, 4, 5; Sat, Bra. XIII, 
4, 1, 8; Sankh. Sr. Sut. XVI, 4, 4. 

She is the daughter of the lowest court official, probably the chief 
1 palagala ’ (messenger or spy) (Sat. Bra. V, 3, 1, 11), whos® 
function is aptly described as bearing false news the motive ox 
taking such an officer’s daughter in the harem is quite clear; 
and as the ‘ lowest ’ officer’s daughter is a queen, other officers 
daughters also must have been favoured, as indeed is evident 
from the numerous companions of the 4 chief wives (present at the 
horse-sacrifice) belonging to different ranks. >Cf. Asvamedha 
sections of Yv. Samhitas. . .... , fL,,e 

Vide n. 7 above. This is illustrated m Epic tradition also; thus 
Sumitra the * parivrktl * wife of Dasaratha was the purohita 
Vamadeva’s daughter by a 4 vaisya ’), and one of (the Matsya 
king) Virata’s queens was a sister of his commander-in-chief 
Kicaka. In' later literature ‘ Mahamatra-suta’s are often taken into 
the royal harems (cf. Vats. Ka. Sut.). The ‘ vaisya wife so often 
mentioned in Epic-Puranic tradition, is probably the daughter 
of the ^ GramanV of the king’s court, while the \sudra wife 
is the daughter of the Palagala or lowest court official, the spy- 

messenger. 
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V mahisi') or in personal favour with the prince (‘ vavata ’) -1 
Such rise and fall is well depicted in the chief wife’s song of 
triumph/ where she congratulates herself on the dawn of her 
fortunes, subjugation ot rival wives and influence over the 
heroic lord with whom her name stands highest, and through 
whom she rules all the people,—on her sons rising to the 
rank of mighty warriors and daughters to that of princesses. 

This threefold classification seems to have been a general 
one, and not confined to consorts of princes: thus a domestic 
mantra wishes that a maiden might after marriage become a 
mother of sons, and thereby become a ‘ mahisi while the 
rivalry between the 1 vavata 5 and ‘ parivrktl 5 wives forms 
the subject of many other domestic magical rites.4 Three 
wives then would appear to have been a common average, 
almost a minimum for the Vedic polygamist householder, 
though two wives are mentioned once in the Ev.5; so also, 
in some early Brahmanas, mention is made of the sons of 
one’s father’s eldest wife and youngest wife (‘ jaisthineya ’ 
and ‘ kanisthineya ’).6 In a passage of the marriage hymns 
several young maidens are isaid to be eagerly proceeding to a 
husband’s home from their father’s (or fathers’)/ wherei the 
reference evidently is to one man marrying several sisters or 
otherwise related women >at the same time. With the Yajur- 
vedic brahman indeed, many wives ” was an apparently 
established custom.8 Of a man’s several wives one at least 
must . often have been the widow of a brother or kinsman, 
from the customary character of such transference.9 Apart 
from these, regular wives, the example of slave-concubinage 
amongst princes and their client priests10 must have influenced 
oidinan society; the references to Arya-Sudra unions in the 
Iv. oamhitas is rather general, and might imoly that slave- 
wornen wer-e glad to be wives of any Arya whether rich or 
poor (for obvious advantages); the employment of ‘ dasl A or 

i 
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Here also the Epics afford interesting illustration, e.g. in the chaug- 
“£srea T bf'veeu Dasaratha’s 3 wives and Krsna’s many 
vives (at least two of whom were ‘ maliisl ’ by turns, and1 3 

Ry. X, 159. 
Av. IX, 36, 3. 
Ay. m, 18; VII, 35; Ev. X, 145. 
By. X, 101, 11. 

Av!tXWa'2I52lj 8’ 15 PafiC' Bl'5' ]I’ X’ 2 5 XX) 5> 2‘ 

Vide’aSe1' VI’ 5’ lj 4 (tasm5t eko vahvir jaya vindate). 
Vide ante- f 

For when a Sudra became the beloved of her Arya lord, she did not 
car© about wealth, etc. : vide Asvamedha sections of Yv 
Saiphicas (and a. 6, p. 86). • lv* 
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8 sudra’s as * andean ’s and 4 parrvestri 's1 must have become 
a common item of style"; even the ordinary brahmaii 
sacrificer, while placing five conical bricks2 on his fire-altar, 

hoped to obtain in the next world five fair ‘ asparas’es as his 
personal attendants, bodyguards and k embracers/3—evidently 
the heavenly counterparts of his humbler establishment; it is 
also probable that already in the Yedic marriage the 
‘ nyocanx ’4 refers to a companion slave-girl given away along 
with the bride,—a very ancient custom ascribed to some of the 
earliest royal marriages in Epic-Puranic tradition.5 

While however ‘ a general prevalence of monogamy ’ or 
the 4 dying out of polygamy 5 are not borne out by such facts 
and indications, it is reasonable to hold that as polygamy 
must always, in the absence of universal regulations, be 
secondary with communities, tending to appear or disappear 
according to variation of circumstances, it has had this history 
in ancient India. Thus it may well have existed in the 
primitive tribal stage of the Aryans, when large numbers of 
women of subordinated kindred or enemy groups may have 
been transferred to mighty horde-leaders or patriarchs6; it 
would develop with the extermination or assimilation of the 
Dasas7 of the plains in the early Yedic period; it would 
become a fashion subsequently with the growth of an opulent 
ruling nobility and their favoured priesthood,3 or be inevitable 
with the progress of internecine fighting9; it may have been 
adopted in the earliest times from pre-existing non-Aryan 
princes and priests.10 But between these secondary develop¬ 
ments of theVedic age a monogamistic tendency seems to have 
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Vide li. 13, p. 86; Sat. Bra. XI, 2, 7, 4; Kaus. TJpan. II, 1; Keith : 
Sahkh. Aran., 21, n. 2. 

A curious parallel to this association of ideas is to be found in the 
** bar! ’’-wives of ‘ baby ’ in Bengali household idiom. 

Taitt, Sam. V, 3, 7, etc. , ., .. 
Av. XIV, 1, 7=Bv. X, 85, 6; being classed with # anudep,_ it 

must mean companion-maid (represented by the / jhi * or 4 dasi 
of even modern times), rather than any ornament or special type 
of song, , , __ ... , 

E.g. Sarmistha and her maids given away to Yayati along with 
Devayani; or similar gifts in the case of Draupadi and feu bn* 
adra's marriages. Vide infra. . _ . 

The case of Manu’s 10 wives would fall under this head; for Puranic 
instances of the polygamy of such early chiefs (like Daksa, 
Kasyapa, Manu, Iksvaku, etc.) vide infra. 

Cf. pp. 85—87 above. 
fjf. pp 85—9^7 above. , ., . . 
This is fully illustrated by Epic-Puranic instances : Tide 
This probability becomes almost a certainty when some of the frac¬ 

tional ’ instances of polygamy are critically viewed: vide mfia. 
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been- alwavs present and the persistence of tins ideal is 
discernible'"through all the fluctuations of subsequent periods. 
In this matter indeed, ancient Indian society has developed 
and changed unfettered by any external commandment or 
ruling (unlike society in Europe and the Middle East, where 
a monogamic and a polygamic character, respectively, has 
practically been imposed*’ by Christianity and Islam) ; and 
prevalence of polygamy or monogamy for any particular period 
or region has depended on various communal, economic and 
political conditions, and the state of public opinion or 
individual ideals. Thus it is intelligible how side by side with 
instances of polygamy and laxity, monogamy is evidently 
approved in the Egveda as an ideal1 2 3; constancy of conjugal 
affections is earnestly sought for equally by men and women5; 
while a large portion of the wedding-hymns (scarcely surpassed 
by any other nuptial formulae for simple yet noble ideas) 
regard the marriage-tie with reverence, and, practically 
ignoring polygamy, emphasise mutual conjugal fidelity, 
poetically typified4 in the * cakravaka ’ pair. 

1 Cf. the use of ‘ patni ’ in the singular; and -the recognition of only 
on© full wife in litual (patni) or at royal court (mahisi). 

2 Rv. I? 124, 7 ; IV, 3, 2; X, 71, 4; etc. (apart from the marriage 
hymns). 

3 E.g. At. II, 30, 2. 5; 36, 4; VI, 139; VII, 36; 37; 38; cf. VI, 
102; 130; 131; 132; (apart from the marriage hymns). 

4 Av. XIV, 2, 64. * 



FEATURES 
OF THE 

NORMAL MARRIAGE-FORMS 
The Vedic marriage is a natural and a real one, with 

little of the rigidity and artificiality of the later 4 Hindu ' 
forms. The only possible (?) reference to an early marriage 
is in an Upanisad, where ,a poor brahman teacher adopts the 
life of a beggar with his 4 atiki ’ wife1: the medieval 
commentators give * atiki5 a fanciful special sense,—of ‘ ajata- 
payodhara, etc./—which evidently reflects their own dislike2 
of the idea that a brahman teacher’s youthful wife should go 
about freely; if it is not a proper name, and has to be taken 
os an adjective, the only rational sense would be ‘ fit for or 
used to a wandering life/ i.e., hardy and patient3. Child- 
wives are first mentioned in the Sutras4; and there the 
gradual growth of the practice may be clearly traced, from its 
beginnings in the time of Asval. and Hiran. Sutras onwards; 
even then child-marriage had not become a general rule.5 This 
‘ legal * Sutra evidence is borne out by the (post-Mauryan) 
Vats. ‘Kama’-Sutra, which ignores child-marriages altogether, 
recognizing in special cases juvenile attachments and wrooings 
only.6 It seems probable that this subsequent cropping up 
and development of child-marriage .as a practice was due to a 
certain amount of insecurity of society7 in the earlier and latter 
parts of the ‘ Sutra period/ between cir. 550 and 320 B.C., 
and from 220 B.C. onwards, as a result of Persian and 
Macedonian conquests, and Graeco-Bactrian, Parthian, Scythic 
and Kusan invasions, respectively,.8 

In the earlier Vedic period, the obligatory marriage of a 
girl, before a certain age, and irrespective of all other con¬ 
siderations, was unknown.9 Thus, forward younger sisters 

l Ohand. Upan, I, 10, 1. 
3 Acquired in dissimilar social and political circumstances. 
3 The S.B.E. however, adopts the view of the commentators. It seems 

permissible to see in ‘ atiki> a reference to ‘ itinerant ’ women 
teachers„ (married or otherwise : vide infra.), who are also well 
known to Epic-Puranic tradition. Cf, the Y edic ! It ant ’ or 
' Ita ’ rsis and the * yayavara's. 

* Cf. Jolly: Hecht und Sitte ; 59; Hopkins : J. Am. Or. S., 13, 340 if; 
23 356 

5 Bhandarkar: Z.D.M.O. 47, 143-156 (in review of Jolly: ibid. 46. 
413-426). 

6 Cf. specially, Vats. Ka. Sut. Ill, re “wooing of the * kanya V1 
7 It is well-known that early marriage became general in medieval 

India largely owing to the Mahomedan occupation of the country. 
3 Subsequently, however, child-marriage must have fallen into disuse, 

specially during the Gupta period (as the evidence of Gupta 
literature generally shows); it would revive again with the 
collapse of Indian polity before the invasions of the 6th and 7th 
centuries; and before a full restoration of normal forms, the 
special feature would be confirmed by Mahomedan invasions 
and subsequent occupation. 

9 Except possibly in the case of royal alliances, where occasional early 
marriages may have taken place, naturally enough. Vide infra. 
re indications of it in ‘ tradition \ 
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might get married in advance while the elder still waited for 
her chances in love1; cases of unmarried young women stay¬ 
ing on with their father, and even growing old (or dying 
unmarried)2 in the paternal home, were not unusual,3—though 
an old maid was regarded as rather unfortunate, eliciting 
ironical remarks (e.g., being called Yama’s ‘ Kulapa,’4 or 
‘ sitting long with the Fathers ’), land maidens cursed their 
rivals in love with hated spinsterhood.6 

The early Veche tests7 know of mutual affection develop¬ 
ing between the youth and the maid. Thus, the love-led 
maiden (jarinl) goes to her tryst, with as strong a passion 
as that of the gambler for his dice8; the river offers an easy 
ford, as a ‘ kanya * bends herself to receive her ‘ marya’s 5 
embrace9; the young woman wcos and attends her dear lover,10 
and the fingers press the ‘ Soma ’ as a 1 kanya ’ caresses her 
lover.11 Young people dream of the oo-mingling of body, 
intents and conduct, of the woman desiring a husband and the 
man desiring a wife coming together in joy and blessedness12 ; 
parents wish that their marriageable girl may find a husband 
according to her wish and choice and responsive to her love,13 
and at the same time be enjoyed by, clear to, and concordant 
with him14; and with couples about to be married, the eyes of 
both are of honey-aspect,15 their faces ointment, they are put 
within one another’s heart, and their minds are together.16 

On either side the yearning described is that of persons 
in the fulness of youth. Thus, the sun follows the dawn 
like a youthful lover after an attractive woman17; India is 
coaxed as a confident lover proud of his ‘ yosa ’ coaxes her18 
the youth imagines his chosen girl as pierced with Kama’s 
shafts (feathered with longing, tipped with love, necked with 
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vide infra. 

TbiXVIIin<2 a^rea^ei^ fate *n early estimation cf. Av. 

Ev. I, 117' 7j II, 17 7; X, 39, 3; 40, 5; At. I, 14. 
I.e. ^ mistress. of Pluto’s household ’; similar remarks are still in use 

m vern. idioms. 
In a double sense. 
Av. I, 14, 3. 

to tlm toUowmg hnes the original tests have simply been paraphrased. 

E\\ Ill, 33, 10. 
Ev. IX, 32, 5. 
Bv. IX, 56, 3. 
Av. II, 30, 2-3. (* spouse-finder * mantras). 
An oft-repeated phrase. 
Av. II, 56, 4.5 (etc.); ci VI, 60, 3. 
Cf. Av. I, 34 (emphasising ‘ sweet * relations). 
Av., VII, 36; cf. VI, 102 (moving together like- a king-horse and 

a side-mare}. 
Ev., I, 115, 2. 
Ev., TV, H> 5, 
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’s day’s journey9; and the 
id in the rite where the bride 
with her hair to make him 
henceforward even name an- 
nd when the maiden proved 
Lastly hoped that she might 
l bv loving him, and that 

Av. Ill, 25. 
Av. VI, 9; cf. VI, 159 and VI, 8. 
Av. VI, 130. 
Bv. I, 117, 18. 
Av. VI, 132. 
Av. I, 14. Tlxe rite for barrenness of a rival woman might- also have 

been performed by such jealous maidens; cf. Av. VII, 35; also 
VII, 113 (mutilation). 

Cf. Av. VI, 138; VII, 90 (inducing impotence; performed also 
against wife’s paramour). 

Av. VII, 38 (might also be used by wives); Whitney refers to 
u Burmese ” parallels of -the * thread-tie ’; but cf. the well-known 
‘rakhi* throughout the “ G-angetic ” country. 

.1. 
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estranged hearts might 
made the same.* 

nevertheless be joined together and 

Apart from these plain descriptions, the very fact that 
there were regular domestic rites (with charms and magic 
potions)2 calculated to help in all the momentous stages of 
the progress of love-affairs,3 and that even the guardians of 
maidens took part in some of them,4 shows that free love- 
makings between young men and women before marriage, 
was fully recognized in ordinary society. 

Good opportunities were afforded for these pre-marital 
loves in the Veclic festivals. The ritual of the Mahavrata 
shows that it was the Brahm'anical counterpart of some 
popular spring festival,6 wherein there was much of song and 
dance, swinging and free intermingling of men and women, 
running into the extremes of promiscuity.7 But apart from 
such orgies, there was the more decent8 group of mixed gather¬ 
ings called * Samana’s,9 where the most prominent feature was 
the wooings of lovers with a view to matrimony,10 and the 
lighter pleasures of the company of the fair sex in their most 
agreeable mood and choicest attire,4—though events like 

1 Av. VI, 159. 
2 Some of these rites have been indicated in the above references. 
3 Viz., acquaintance, growth of love, secret visits, jealousy, estrange 

ment, reunion, etc. 
4 E.g. Av. IIr 56; VI, 60. 
5 Vide the ‘ Mahavrata * sections in Yv. Samhitas. 
8 Cf. Keith : Sankh. Aran., re the Mahavrata. 
7 This may have been the prototype of the classical Hallisaka and 

Latarasaka, mentioned in Vats. Ka. Sut. as specially suited for 
courtships in polite circles,—and of the more vulgar (?) medieval 
and modern Holi (Holaka, Dol, etc.), and Rasa (Jhulan, etc.). 
But the inclusion of martial features in the Mahavrata, and the 
sort of drum and dancing described, rather point to some Dravido- 
Kolarian affinities *, cf. the seasonal orgies of the N.-E. Deccan 
tribes; the extremes of licentiousness (bhutanam maithunam) are 
common .to these as well as to the other group of festivals. 

8 Not always,—for the sessions sometimes lasted the whole night, and 
girls spent the night out there; besides courtesans also took 
advantage of these 4 Samana’s. (Rv. I, 124, 8; cf. 126, 5; 
brilliant c vra’s attending the Samana; * visyah vrah ' with many 
associates). 

9 Probably the * Samana ’ was primarily a seasonal festival, at the 
beginning of the * sarna * or summer, which came to serve as 
the occasion for various social functions (just as even now mar¬ 
riages mostly take place in the months wherein the Vasanta- 
Paucami and Roll fall). IndranI (a sex goddess) was worshipped 
by women at these Samanas according to ancient custom : Rv. X, 
86, 10. 

10 Av. XL 36, 1 (agreeable and enjoyable to suitors) * Rv. VII, 2, 5 
(adorned all over); Rv. TV, 58, 8 (amorous, smiling, auspicious, 
etc.); etc, 
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poetic contests,1 tournaments,2 horse-races,5 or weddings,4 may 

have .served as occasions for the gatherings.5 The fire-lit 
night6 of such 4 Santana’s witnessed, among many other gay 

and knightly scenes,7 those of young women (‘ kumarfs 
enjoyable to suitors) making love,8 and heavily adorned old 
maids (£ agruvah ’) seriously in quest of a husband.9 Among 
these young and elderly women must have been the * agre- 
didhisu/ or the younger sister who anxious to marry would 
not wait10 for her elder sister,—the ‘ didhisu,’ the less lucky 
elder sister knowing better rather late,11 or the widow wooing 
afresh ‘ maryam na yosa/12—as well as the spinster growing 
old at home and staying with her father,13 and the forward 
brotherless girl.14 

Such social freedom is characteristic of the early Yedic 
period, seclusion of women being unknown; even after mar¬ 
riage, wives, who ordinarily move about well-adorned within 
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Possibly dramatic dialogues (sampled in the Rv.) were also acted in 
these Samanas; a piece like Pururavas-Urvasi or Yama-Yami 
would be particularly suited for such audience (the later 
* Yatra. ’ ‘ Kavi-gan,* etc., represents the Samana in this aspect). 

Such contests were probably followed or occasioned by * svayamvaxas 5, 
as frequently in the Epics and Pur anas; cf. ‘ samanartisu ’ in 
Av. XIV, 2, 59 ff, where mock fighting (for the bride) at the 
Samana or marriage assembly is referred to (vide infra). In the 
Epic pure tournaments also are attended by ladies who have seats 
in high galleries. 

Cf. Rv. X, 168, 2, where mares at the Samana run with the Wind 
who rides on them like an universal king. 

Av. VI, 60, 2 (cf. XIV, 2, 59 f£.) (‘ Samana * here may mean a 
4 sv ay am vara ’ assembly as well); maidens * toiled to attend 
these’ to help their own cause. . A , 

The Samanas have been compared to Greek festivals ; ancient festivals 
are naturally more or less similar; but the parallel or Dravido- 
Kolarian festivals is at least equally striking, and nearer home. 
There is in them the same martial elements, free love-makings 
and excesses, marriages by capture and mock-fights, all-night 
revelries, and a remarkable passion for attending them in choicest 
attire, with young men and woitfen alike; all the ‘Samana 
imagery * in Vedic literature can be applied equally to a festival 
like the ‘Kol-yatra’. The Greek festivals also were based on 
earlier non-Indo-European institutions. 

Rv. I, 48, 6 (Dawn dispersing the Samana); VII, 9, 4 (fire blazing 
bright at the Samana like the sun); cf. X, 69, 11. 

Cf. Pischel: Ved. Stud. II, 314. 
W. II, 36, 1. 

rrjj:„ gam XXX 9* cf. Vas„ Dh. S*ut. XX, 7 ff. 
] vA Dlt Sut- I. 18;. Vi9. Dh. Sut. XXIV. 40 (‘ knryat 
svayamvaram 5); Kulluka on Manu. Ill, 160^and comm, on Apas . 

[Jf, xf ’ 4(1 ’ 2: \ef. to in Manu. Ill, 173; vide St. Pet. Diet., 

s. v. * didhisu \ 3. 
Vide ante, 
Bv. I, 124, 4. 7; Av. 

j 17, 1 (in red garments); cf. Rv. IV, 5, 
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the house, often came out to the S'abha.1 The maidens grow¬ 

ing up in their father’s home mixed freely with the youth of 

the village,2 and with them joined in the rustic music and 
swings under the spreading banyan-trees3; the virile young 
man (‘ marya ’) is normally a lover, constantly in the company 
of youthful maidens (‘ viivati,’ etc.),4 and, like the latter, 
affects bright and attractive costumes5 to enhance his ‘ marya- 
sri ’ (f lover’s grace ’)6; cm the other hand, the young maiden 
va also fully engaged in the midst of a number of suitors,7 
trying her best to please and attract them at the Samana/ 
on the ferry-boat,7 or at home,7—turning her right side to 
every responsive suitor7; she meets her chosen lover at trysts,8 
and lies only half asleep at night, expecting him to come and 
awaken, her9; the bold youth also secretly visits his lady-love 
in her own chamber late in the night, while all her kinsmen 
are asleep, remaining with her till dawn.9 

Thus it is only to be expected that the early marriage 
ritual also presupposes that the married pair are grown up 
enough10 to be lovers, man and wife, and parents of children, 
and to begin a full home life of their own11; almost at every 
step of that ritual, formulae are repeated showing their im¬ 
mediate fitness for procreation12; and ‘ handgrasping ’ and 
consummation are the essential parts of the Vedic marriage.12 

1 By. I, 167. 3. 
2 y.L, II, 435. 
3 Av. IV, 37, 3-5; the green and white swings (he., festooned with 

leaves and flowers), the music of cymbals and lutes, or the crests 
of peacock-plumes, ascribed to Gandharvas and Apsarases, under 
the Asvattha and Nyagrodha. can only be a reflection, of ordinary 
village merry-makings. 

4 Bv. Ill, 31, 7; 33, 10 (embracing ‘ kanya *); IV, 20, 5 (flattering 
* yosa ’); IX, 96, 20; etc. 

5 Ry. IX, 96, 20. 
6 Rv. II, 10, 5 (in enviable colours). 
7 Av. II, 36; etc. 
8 Rv. X, 34, 5; etc. 
9 By. X. 134, 3. 

* Uninjured and unexhausted 5 : Rev. VIII, 55, 5-8=Av. IV, 5. This 
formal rite would show that such clandestine meetings were 
common and connived at in society. 

11 Cf. £ pati-vedanau ’ (‘ spouse-finders ’ = the breasts); Av. VIII, 6, 1. 
Sonm Grh. Sutras (acquainted with the later practice of child- 
marriage) plainly declare the Vedic marriage-ritual to be unsuit¬ 
able, being meant for adults only; but even for that period, 
cf. the essential qualification of the bride in Vats. Ka, Sut-.,— 
* stanl* 

11 Rv. X. 85; Av. XIV, 1 and 2. It is not improbable that several 
passages the marriage mantras (Av. XIV, 2. r22-24) really refer 
to a legalising marriage after the woman has borne a son, who 
also is thus given the rights of primogeniture, 
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Fully in accord with' these features, there is little, trace 
of any real parental control1 over such mature marriages. 
The later custom of parental sanction would become a necessity 
only as child-marriage became frequent. It is however prob* 
able, from the cases of Syavasva and Yimada, that such con¬ 
trol where it existed was more a characteristic of the Vedic 
ruling nobility (for obvious reasons) than of the Vedic priest¬ 
hood,2 which seems to have been generally indifferent to such 
eugenic considerations. Parents bad to submit themselves to 
their new daughter-in-law’s rule, she becoming at once the ‘ em¬ 
press ’ of the household3: this position she could hardly have 
attained if the son was normally married at the dictation of 
his parents to a ‘ given away ’ girl. There is no evidence that 
the son’s marriage could be legally controlled by the father, 
and not much of it in the case of the daughter.4 But parents 
often had a share in arranging suitable matches, as Arcana- 
nas had,5 acting as a f vara ’ or intermediary6 in the wooing 
of his son Syavasva who could not hope to succeed all by him¬ 
self ; so also the mother seems to have had a share (amount¬ 
ing sometimes to control) in the selection of a husband for 
her daughter, whom she helped in her toilet to make her 
acceptable7 to suitors; Bathavlti Dalbhya’s queen objected 
to her daughter’s marriage with Syavasva (though the king 
was quite willing) insisting that her son-in-law must be a poet, 
so that the rejected candidate had to become one8; the gambler 
in the Egveda counts it a great misfortune to have lost the 
favour of his mother-in-law,9 10 which may have given him his 
wife. But sometimes an ardent but otherwise undesirable 
suitor (‘ vijamatr ’) had to please the father by heavy pay¬ 
ments for his bride!0; or conversely, if a maiden had any 
defect or was unable to secure a husband herself, her brother 
(the generous ‘ syala ’) would offer a dowry for her marriage.11 
The brother was indeed largely responsible12 for the sister’s 
settlement in life; but besides providing a dowry in special 

1 Cf. Delbriick : lad- Ver., 574, 576, 582; Zimmer : Alt. Leb. 309 
(opp. but not clear); but cf. Jaim. Upan. Bra. Ill, 12, 2. 

2 With this feature may be compared the comparatively greater pre¬ 
valence of widow-burning and conjugal fidelity amongst the ru‘.ing 
nobility of the earliest times as shown bv instances in ‘ tradition.’ 

3 Bv. X. 85'. 46; Av. XIV, 2, 26; cf. Ait. Bra. HI. 37. 
4 Of. V.I., I. 527. 
5 Brhadd. V, 49 ff. 
6 Bv. X, 78, 4: 85. 15.23; vide n. 5 above. 
7 Bv. I, 123, 11; Av. II, 36; etc. 
8 Rv. V. 61, etc., with Brhadd. V, 49 ff. 
9 Bv. X, 34, 3. 

10 Bv. X' 109. 2; VTTT, 2. 20; Mait, Sam- T. 10. 11; Tait«t. Sam- 
TI. 3, 4, 1: Kath. Sam. XXXVT. 5: Taitt. ‘ Bra. I, 1, 2, 4; 
(cf. Nir. VI. 9; Maim.'Ill, 53; VIII. 204; IX, 98). 

11 Bv. VI. 28. 5; X, 27, 12; Av. V. 17. 12; Bv. I, 109. 2 (syala) ; 

X, 85, 6 (anudeyi). 
12 Of. Zimmer: Alt, Leb, 328. 

7 



Rv. IV 5 5. 
Jai’m. Bra.5 Ill, 12, 2; Brhadd. Y, 49 ff. 
Rv. Ill, 31, 1. 
Rv. I, 112, 19; 116, 1; 117, 20; X, 39, 7 : 65, 12. 

several husbands and consummationB; or, as with the funeral 
mantras (vide secs, re 'widow-remarriage and * smasanas ’), where 
passages relating to widow-burning are used of a cow, and those 

"s are annlied to div^insr out. 

lg 
a-rtisu 9 (* in* wedding assembly 
nartisu ’ (* co-dancings ’) witf 
)e supposed that funeral mantras 

have been inserted in the midst of marriage fomralse. Neither 
Whitney and Roth’s Index to the Av., nor Roth’s Diet, notices 
this important word. 1 Rti * = combat is a very common word 
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time recognized that many young women have to appear pleas¬ 
ing unto suitors anxious to wed them for their fortunes. The 
most usual type of marriage-alliance seems to have been that 
in which the bride and bridegroom had previously come to 
enjoy one another's company,—in their ordinary village life, 
or in various opportune festive gatherings,2 and in which 
lL .n. i?<«t * a. aa / wk rv ft vn rf o 4" Q Ti 11 Til PP aI" All 1 I'i ATR fl T1 ^ 

stages of estrangement, jealousies, wanderings and longings3 
and fostered by magic rites) had been approved as;a matter 
of course by their kinsmen,3 who joined in the festivities4: a 
smooth and happy sort of affair with nothing rigid and un¬ 
natural in it.5 But sometimes the lovers came into conflict 
with thp,ir puardians. and the marriaue had to be accomplish- 

case of Vimada and Purumitra’s daughter, it appears that 
there was no violence pure and simple,6 but that the affair 

„ — - —o -■—-- “jr 

cxaily recommended as the test form, and treated as normally 
ate of the dicta of t 
the technical name of 
the VeBLic notions a 
ons somewhat d iff ere] 

7 Such an element is also emphasised in the Vats. Ka. Sut. in tbe*e 
two forms. 

8 Vide ante, sec. re polygamy. 



Vide ante, sec. re sister-marriage. 
E.g, Sat. Bra. I, 8, 36. 
Cf. the many Puranic as well as Buddhistic cases. 
Vide V.L, 1, 236. 
E.j 

In Vats. Sut. the maternal uncle’s daughter 
1 * « m «<■ ^ _ ■ 



?V V IT6-!? P“^ic ca3es- e-g- that of Yayati). 
J; 8'9' ( • !he stnkmS anecdote of Oghavatl in the Epic. 

Starajja^”0113 mstaaoes of aberrations of brahmands in the 

Taitt. Bra III, 9 7, 3; Sat. Bra. XHI, 2. 
Vide note 8, page 101. 

Rv'n Vr1-2, U. 16; Brhadd. IV, 
In/' 4/j' / «onV195 kau?o Bra- XII> 1’ 3; cf- Weber: 
t/'a o dioin 55? ’ Bauman: Sans. Bead. 386-’87; Partriter: _ *’'■6-E“* B* v, 

J’ide ante, sec. re siave-concubinage 
Vide ante, ibid. ' 



SOCIAL PGSfrlOri AND RELATIONS 
OF WOMEN. 

(as opposed to ‘ pumarne ’ or ‘ vrsan 5 and as woman general¬ 
ly) ; but from Av. onwards 4 stri * comes to be opposed to 
‘ pati * and to mean wife,2 though as late as the Sutras 4 stii 5 
’ J * VS 3' V* i P_ i _— J _3 _1 __£__ » 



Bv. VII, 20, 5; 55, 8; VIII, 77, 8; X, 18, 7; 86, 10-11; (also in 
Av. XIV, 2, 13; Vaja. Sam. XXIII, 36; Ait. Bra. Ill, 34). 

Rv. I, 73, 3. 
Rv. VII, 20, 5; X, 18, 7; etc.; (same sense later also, sometimes, 

e.g. Gaut, Dh. Sul IX, 28), 
Of. Delbruck: Ind. Ver», 417.439. 
Ev. IV, 52, 1 (ITsas, a fair £ jani * =wi£e?); V, 61, 3 (here ‘wives’ 

is reqd., but cf. Delbruck ; op. cit., 413). 
Ev. 1, 85, 1; IV, 5, 5; 19, 5; VII, 18, 2; 26, 3; IX, 86, 32- (cf. 

X, 43, 1); (also in Vaja. Sam. XII, 35; XX, 40; 43; etc.); 
the plural use is no good ground for this sense. 

Ev. X, 110, 5 (‘ patibhyo na janayalj ’); VIII, 2, 42 (‘ janitvana ’); 
V, 61, 3 and X, 40, 10 (ref, to married condition). 

Ev. X, 18, 8. 
Ev. I, 62, 10; 186, 7. 
Cf. * jam* contrasted with * patni * : Ev. I, 62, 10; 186, 7. 
Frequent* in By. and' Av. (tor refs, vide V.I., I, 285-6); cf. the 

distinction in use of the terms * jaya * and 1 patni.® 
Cl Delbruck; Ind. Ver., 454; V.I., I, 371. 
E.g. in Egvedic, TJpani$adic and Buddhistic periods. 
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sons is specially desired,1 nothing is said in it deprecating that 
of daughters; an ancient ‘ gatha ’ cited in the Ait. Bra.2 
apparently calls a son * heavenly light5 and a daughter 
‘ misery/ but 4 krpap.am ’ there might as well mean 4 evoking 
tender feelings and compassion/ and a contrast is not required 
by the context; but in tne Av.3 female births are often regard¬ 
ed as unpopular,4—being apparently the view of the common 
people (witii whose practices the Av. was largely connected) : 
thus we hear of charms5 for changing the foetus into a male 
one (the source of the later ‘ pumsavana/) and of herbs which 
scared away demons seeking to convert it into a female. 
Female infanticide was, however, probably non-existent. 
Apparent references6 to exposure of girl-infants may mean 
nothing more than 4 laying aside the girl and taking up the 
boy/7 or ‘ getting rid of the girl by marriage ’8 (though even 
this would imply that girls were not cherished). The very 
fact that later Samhitas9 (as well as Bra°,s, Aran°s and 
Upan.°s)10 severely condemn £ bhruna-hatya ’ as the greatest 
crime would go against a supposition11 that female infanticide 
was a Yedic practice, though this condemnation refers to the 
‘ bhruna 9 only, whose sex is yet unknown,12 and may not have 
applied to the k born * female infant; it is to be noted in this 
connexion that exposure of infants on other grounds was not 
unknown: the child of an illegitimate union is abandoned and 
exposed/3 and there is an old Brahmana reference to two infants 
(probably boys) being exposed by a father14; so that if female 
infanticide existed it would certainly have found clear mention. 
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Bv. I, 91, 20; 92, 13; III, 1, 23; X, 85, 25. 41. 42, 45; Av. Ill 
23, 2; V, 25, 11; VI, 11. 2; etc. 

Ait Bra. VII, 15. 
Av. VIII, 6, 25; and VI, 11, 3. 
On 'the other hand cf. Av. X, 8, 27 : * thou art woman and man, 

boy, also girl * (referring to human life as a mystic and divine 
entity). 

Av. VI, 11; and III, 23. 
Kath. Sam. XXVII, 9; cf. Taitt. Sam. VI, 5, 10, 5; Mait. Sam. 

'IV, 6,'4; 7, 9; Safikh. Sr. Sut. XV, 17, 12; (Nir. Ill, 4). 
Bdhtlingk: Z.D.M.G., 44, 494-’96, 
Traditional rendering by comm* 
Taitt. Sam. VI, 5, 10, 2 and 3; Kath. Sam. XXVII, 9; XXXI, 7; 

Kapisthala Sam., XLI, 7; Mait. Sam. IV, 1, 9; cf, Av. VI, 112, 
3* 113 2. 

Taitt/ BrS., Ill, 2, 8, 11 and 12; Taitt. Arap., II, 7, 3 and 8; 
Brhad. Upan., IV, 1, 22; Kaus. Upan., Ill, 1; (Nir., VI, 27), 

E.g. in Zimmer : Alt. Leb., 319-20; Delbruck; Ind. Ver., 575; 
Webed : Ind. Stud., 5, 54, 260, etc* 

Cf. Taitt. Sam., VI., 5, 10, 2-3 (guilt attaching to slaying an 
undiscriminated embryo), 

Bv. X, 99, 12; cf. Bv. IV, 19, 9; 30, 16.19; also I, 112, 8; II, 13, 
12; 15, 7; X, 61, 8. 

Pane. Bra. XI, 8, 8; Yukty^va Ahgirasa did it; hence sacred 
knowledge which departed from him had to bo regained by riles* 

it 
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. spans 
appear 
’ather 
id himi 
honou 
rogeny 
int to 
sacrifii 

SOBg, 

. entertaining bride-wooers, performing magic rites. 
Av. XIV, 1, 17-20 and 46. 
Vide n. 8, p. 105. 
Av. 33, 36. 
Ay. VI, 60, 1. 

Cf • ^ ‘ ®y^va episode ’ (Bv. V, 61, sp.; and Rv. V, 52- 
! TO, 35-38; IX, 32; Bphadd. V, 498.). 

Bv. X, 34, 3. 
By. I; 191, 14 (seven ‘ agrus\..* knmbKni *... 
Av. X, 8. 14 (a beautifnl simile, repeated often in later poetry). 



showing the girls’ initiative in this matter). 
10 Kv. in, 31, 2. 
U Bv. I3 109, 2. 
12 Cf. n. 11, and Zimmer : Alt, Leb. 328. 
13 Cf. Bat. I, 124, 7; IV, 5, 5 : Av. I, 17, 1 (cf. Av. I, 14, 2). 
14 Rv. X, 85, 46; Ait. Bra, III, 37, 5 (under wife). 
15 Rv. VII, i, 7-8; (NIr. HI, 2). 
16 Vide n. 5 above, 
17 Rv. HI, 31, 1. 



daughters' legal position and importance in the family was 
evidently better than it was later on. Many daughters 
apparently inherited property in some way or other : for 4 many 
a maid was pleasing to the suitor who fain would marry for 
her splendid riches/1 

As she grows up, the daughter is allowed a larger share 
of personal and social freedom2; she is not rigidly secluded from 
the outside world, or hedged round with prohibitions. From 
sharing in the village dances and swings3 she passes on to 
constant companionship with her chosen lovers.4 She goes to 
festivals,5 adorning herself in desire of marriage,6 where she 
may even spend the night.7 She receives suitors8 quite as an 
independent person; goes to trysts to meet her love,9 or meets 
him in her own home10 while her people are asleep; she chooses 
her ‘ friend 1 as her husband in the midst of assembled men11; 
she may even elope with a knightly lover12 against the wishes 
of her father. Sne candidly tries to get a husband herself,15 
before she becomes a confirmed old maid ‘ and it becomes too 
late/14 Brothers quite naturally exercised some amount of 
control over the social activities of the young maiden,15 but only 
to the extent of" seeing that no evil-minded man took any undue 
advantage of them.16 As brothers were normally expected17 to 
be on the look-out for a match for the .sister, brotherless girls 
had often to be very forward, ‘ turning boldly towards men/18 
attracting attention by red garments. And in spite of some 
amount of social feeling against breaking the order of seniority 
in matrimony,19 younger sisters were not wanting who were 
‘anxious to woo'20 before their elder sisters, and found husbands 

X Rv. X. 27. 12 pkiyatl yosa maryato vadhuyoh pariprlta panyasa 
varvena'). 

2 Cf. V.L, II, 485. 
3 Of. a. 3, p. 107. 
4 Of. n. 4, p 107 
5 Rv. IV,’58,' 8; VI, 75, 4; VII, 2, 5,* X, 86, 10; Av. II, 36, 1. 
6 Rv. VII, 2, 5; I, 123, 11; Av. II, 36, 1; cf. Rv. IV, 58, 9. 
7 For Samanas often lasted all night: Rv. I, 49, 6; VII, 9, 4- 
8 Rv. X, 27, 12; cf. n. 4, p. 107; and Rv. X, 30, 6. 
9 Rv. X. 34, 5; 40, 6. 

10 Rv. VII, 55, 5-8; cf. I, 134, 3; Av. IV, 5. 
11 Rv. X, 27, 12. 
12 Rv. 1/112, 19; 116, 1; 117, 20; X, 39, 7; 65, 12. 
13 Rv. VII, 2, 5; Ar. II, 36, Iff.; cf. the * didliisu 3 and ‘ agre-didh.hu.3 
14 Rv. I, 117, 7; X, 39, 6. 
is Cf. notes 13 and 14 p. 107: 
15 Rv. IV, 5, 5. 
17 Cf. Zimmer: Alt. Leb. 328. 
18 Rv. I, 124, 4.7 • etc. 
19 Censured as - sinful in later Samhitas and Brahmaijas, followed by 

Dharma-Sutras (see n. 20 below and n.- 1, p. 109). 
20 Vas. Dh. Sut. XX, 7 ff. (cf. Vaja. Sam. XXX,*9). Probably also 

referred to in Taitt. Sam. Ill, 2, 4, 4; Kat. Sr. Sut. II, 1, 22; 
Rath, Sut, 3; 5; 137, 37. Vide note 1, nest page. 
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brave enough to face denunciations or opprobrious epithets.1 

Vedic society thus appears to have taken it for granted that 
the woman had her likes and dislikes, her loves and joys, as 
much as the man. This personal freedom of action of the 
unmarried woman develops into a dignified wifehood after her 
marriage.2 

Both as wife and as daughter, women were admitted to 
the privileges of the highest education, at least amongst the 
intellectual sections of the people.3 The early Yedic literature, 
as is well-known, contains contributions from womenfl; and 
women played an important part in the later Yedic period, in 
the Upanisadie discussions,5 a fact which explains the subse¬ 
quent activities of women in the age of the Buddhistic Refor¬ 
mation.6 In the society of the Yv. Samhitas and Brahmapas7 

women love music and marry by preference men who can sing, 
so that they must have ordinarily been taught dancing and 
music; thus ‘ gathas ’ were sung at weddings, and in Yv. ritual 
also the ‘ patni-samans, or wives ’ song's have a recognized 
position. In an Upanisadie household it was thought worth 
while to go through, special ceremonials in order to secure the 
birth of a daughter who would distinguish herself8 by learning. 
Learned women are often referred to in the Brahmanas, Upam- 
sads and Sutras.9 The Atharvaveda, in the verses in praise of 
Yedic studentship, declares that it is by virtue of her ‘ brahma- 
carya ’ that a young maiden gets a husband10: this may point 
to some otherwise undetailed traditional course of instruction 
to girls,11 similar to the well-known system of schooling going 
by that name ; or it may well have been the case, that girl 

E.g. •' agre-dadhus ’ (Tv. Sam°s); ‘ agre-didhisu ’ (Yv. 
Bra. and Dh. Sut°s)agre-didhisu-pati ’ (Yv. and ( • •!; 
cf ‘ didhisu-pati ’ (Dh. Sut.) re£. to elder sister; and pari i .a 
and ‘ panvividana * (in Av., Tv. Sam°s> and Bra. , ret. t 
breaking of order of seniority amongst brothers). p 

When she is free, for instance, to address councils; vide ante, pp. > 
10 and H 

Cf. Hopkins, j. Am. Or. S., 13, 351-*52; Weber : Ind. Stud. 10, 118-19. 
E.g. Rv. V, 28; Vlil, 80; X, 39; 40: etc. , TtT ? a. 
E.g. Brhad. Upan. Ill, 6, 1; S, 1; Asval. Gr. Sut. Ill,_M, tc. 
As evidenced in convents^ missions, philanthropic and enn 

Taitt. Pam, VI. 1, 6. 5; Mait. Sam. Ill, 7, 3; *«•!»«■ 
2, 4, 3-6 (where however music seems to be regarded as 
a vain pursuit for man, suiting women better). 

Brhad. Upan. VT, 4, 17 (a * pandit a duhit-a ’). TT x 1.7 1 . 
Ait. Bra. V, 29; Kaus. Bra. IL 9; Brhad. Upan. U.L‘ 1 

A^val. Gr. Sut. III. 4, 4; Sankh. Gr. Sut. , d 
Av. XT. 5, 18; (‘ hrafama-vadini’ women, amongst both 

priestly families, occur in purlnic traditional accou ts . 
very earliest steps; a few of them 'are mentioned m v e m 
buire als&? e.g. Mamata-AngirasI). . , f 

Courses of sacred instruction for both boys and gnis a 
amongst many primitive or ancient tribes. 
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enter married life.1 At the same time such entry did not put 
a stop to the activities of her preceding life-stages, as many of 
the women teachers and debaters were wives,2 and could follow 
them husbands through all the stages of their intellectual and 
spiritual development.3 It is also significant that in the Vedic 
society every woman .seems to have been conceived of as ever 
in a state of marriage,4—as a child, with Soma or some other 
deity of abstractions.—as a young maiden, with the Arts per¬ 
sonified,—and then finally with her human husband, for whom 
indeed her mother impatiently watches the development5 6 of 
her youth, carefully guides her toilet,5 and for whom she her¬ 
self weaves the soft nuptial robes in sweet anticipation,7 

1 For in theory the husband is the ‘ fourth 5 possessor of a woman. 
2 E.g. Gargfj Patancala-Kapya’s wife; etc. 
5 E.g. Yajnavalkya’s wife; (the Vedic wife, like Mudgalanl-Indrasena, 

could also share the husband’s martial glory). 
4 Cf. immediate remarriage or devr-marriage after widowhood. Of. 

also the later and modified doctrine of Manu, regarding the 
perpetual dependence of woman on man. 

5 Av. VIII, 6, I. 
6 Rv. f, 123, 11, etc. 
7 Av. XIV. 2, 51. 



EVIDENCE OF TRADITION. 
Be Primitive Forms and Special Customs. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

There is a. good deal of agreement between the evidence 
of the Vedic literature and that of the Puranic and Epic 
sources, with regard to the types of marriage, traces of its 
nrimitive forms, and the seneral position of women in society. 
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and knowledge to be removed or wholly modified, even though 
offending against the priestly theories or subsequently changed 
ideas; and through the blurring daubs and confusions of subse¬ 
quent brahmanical accretions and perversions, can still be 
discerned,—thanks to the naive, uncritical, and unhistorical 
treatment of their otherwise intellectual authors,—something 
of the original basic fabric. This supplies what is wanting 
in the Rgveda and other Samhitas and Brahmanas, namely, 
prima facie and bona fide historical events and conditions for 
most of the period covered by the former group. The value 
of this source becomes greater, when * incidental 5 evidence 
in the 4 priestly * group of texts finds explanation, illustration, 
or support in the 4 bardic 1 one. 

The establishment of the position taken up here would 
involve a detailed examination of the historical elements in 
the entire Vedic, Puranic and Epic literature,—a matter out¬ 
side the scope of the present dissertation. It will be sufficient 
to note here, that after a careful sifting of evidently later 
and brahmanical modifications, and rejection of all of those 
well-known extravagances of fancy, there still remains a 
residuum of fact, which cannot be given any other name besides 
‘ traditional history,5—which has every mark of having at 
one time been carefully handed down through professional 
recorders,—and which can be given a tentative, workable, 
framework of chronology to stand upon, by a consideration 
and collation of undoubted synchronisms and uniform asser¬ 
tions. These synchronisms, plain statements, and the result¬ 
ant scheme of chronology, elucidate much ill-understood 
matter in the Vedic literature, correct wrong perspectives and 
give them their proper setting and importance. " At the same 
time there is nothing in this clarified tradition that is really 
inconsistent with definitely 'Vedic 5 facts. It is indeed strange 
that such an obvious source of historical information has so 
long lain outside the critical ken of scholars,—and that so 
much of fanciful speculations, unnecessary theories, precon¬ 
ceived notions, almost prejudices, should have gathered round 
the study of that other group of texts,—historically the most 
unpromising. But a wider comparative study and estimate 
is bound to come, and a reaction is overdue. Often scholars 
shrink from it, as from an impossible task or perilous venture, 
simply because they have been accustomed only to the usual 

Vedic elndies conducted in a peculiarly bookish manner, 
and have imbibed the ‘ brah'manic tradition 5 (if any) un¬ 
consciously or in spite of themselves. One has, however, 
onlv to swerve the searchlight of critical study from ‘ Vedic 5 

to 8 bardic 5 lore, for a time-, and then to ajid fro, to strike 
tbe right course. As it is, we have too long been making for 
various misty uncertain shores,—for the solar or nebular 
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BROTHER AND SISTER MARRIAGES. 

As we have seen., sister-marriage was not very rare in the 
Egvedic period (the references indicating its actual occurrence, 
and theoretic discouragement in the latter part of it), The 
dynastic accounts in the common Purandc tradition, referring to 
the ruling nobility as well as the priesthood in that connection, 
contain many plain indications of the frequent occurrence of 
such consanguinous marriages, intermittently throughout the 
whole period covered by that tradition, viz., 90 steps, roundly,1 
backwards from the Bharata War and the compilation of the 
Yedic texts. When these instances (along with those of 
other types and forms of sex-relations) are referred to and 
located in the general scheme of dynastic sequences, that 
evolves readily out of the patent synchronisms and consistent 
assertions, they2 become very significant from the standpoint 
of early social history. 

The first instance of a sister-marriage in the dynastic 
lists is that of Anga and his ‘ father’s daughter ’ Sunitha, 
the parents3 of the famous Yena.4 As with other similar cases, 
the designation ‘ pitr-kanya/5 6 though preserved without 

1 The IP uranic tradition indeed goes back to still earlier times, and 
the Alias . and Aiksvakas are treated as continuations of an 
earlier ruling race or races,—portions of whose story are as much 
historical In form as the later dynastic accounts j some traces of 
the pre-Aila marriage-relations will be shown infra. 

2 The following instances are given in order of chronological sequence 
only, and not according to clarity of illustration. 

3 In accounts of Prthu-Vainya's ancestry in the Puranas and the 
Epic. 

4 Celebrated in Puranic texts (as well as in early Yedic texts); cf. 
‘^chosen King, an Heal one, supplanting ‘"prajapatis/—before 
Is ahusa, in the beginning of the (present) Vaivasvata epoch M * 
Padma: IT, 35. 

6 apparently curious expression becomes fully intelligible when 
it is considered . that in the genealogical s'lokas it is the practice 
to describe a wife as so-ar d-so’s daughter, so that the only wav 
in which a sister-marriage could be described was to call the 
wife * pitr-kanya. It is possible that this expression was chosen 
as including half-sisters also, who would be only the father’s 
daughters. In this connection it is noteworthy that in early 
Yedic texts (and the original Suta-Magadha texts must have 
been equally ancient) * bhagini ’ does not occur, and ‘ svasr ’ is 
a wide, general and relative, term, while to designate sister as 
a blood-relation the (qualification * jam; ’ is used (vide ante). It 
is probable that 4 pitamaha-suta ’ (or daughter of Prajapati or 
Brahma) in many genealogies really stands 4or a first cousin 
Just as * pitr-kanya ’=sister. 
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(though r 
called Sa: 
Yam! of Bgvedic tradition are assigned by ruranas 
generation, being children of Vivasvant,3 one oi yip 
and Simbika’s step-brothers. Manu, another son of Vivasvant, 
also seems to have had a sister-wife : for Sraddha is stated to 
have been * dfl.n0lrtar of Vivasvant.4 and the nenealoefies 
Sraddha 
deva 15; this ancient incest ascribed to a great name may 
have givj 
called Sraddhadeva ”—which has introduced so many Bra. 
manical fables and didactic matter in the Pura^as.6 But a 
more historical reference is to be found in the story of Cyavana- 
Bhargava,7 (contemporary wil 
who was the son of a Puloma, 
husband/ a Puloman, forcib 
husband Bhrsru’s house : wh 

Vayu : 67, 60; Brahman^a ; III, 5, 12: Hariv. : 3, 184-’5; 204- 5; 
213-’14; Matsya : 6, 25. Amongst Diti’s near descendants, again, 
the Halahala ‘ gana ’ (2 steps after Simhika) are said to have 
SDruns from Anuhlada’s son Vayu and daughter Sinlbali : ap- 

Vayu: 68, 17-22; Matsya; 6, 25; Brahman da: III, 6, 17-22. So 
also, other branch races of this age are designated by metrony- 
mlcs, except the Vaivasvatas or Manvas, -which may have an 

dynasties. This bordering on myth need not be ruined out, for 
real men and women with names of favourite gods and goddesses 

n 
apparently reasonable traditions must be given their due. 

porary parallel oi vipracitti ana aimnixa s case, m nnara 
son of Adifci and his wife lSaci-Paulomi,may be legendary; never 

to several members of a group has some value. It is curious 
that Pu?an, who is a brother of Indra in these Puranic tables, 
should also be described in the By- as wooing his sister (vide 
ante). 

Mbh. XII 265 9449. 
Mbfc. XII, 4507; but in XII, 13219, Sraddha-deva=Vivasvant (pro¬ 

bably wrong for Vaivasvaia?). 
Cf. Hariv. 16-18. It is to be noted that the Puranic tradition assigns 

the origin of the cult and ritual of 4 Sraddha ’ from compara¬ 
tively later periods, either from the time of Nimi son of Datta- 
fcreya, or from that of Jamadagni, both ascriptions relating 
practically to the same age, much later than Mann’s. So the 
brahmanical connection between Menu and ‘ Sraddha * is wrong 
and probably dates from after the standardization of Mann’s 
code, by which time an explanation of Mann’s incest had become 
necessary; * Sraddha-deva ’ is therefore derived from his wife 

§ 20 (Puloma): I, 5-7. 
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have admitted his rights over her (she being his by choice, and 
Bhrgu’s by formal rites). This seems to refer to a custom 
among the Pulomites (cognate to the Diti-ites)1 of 
consanguinons marriage, probably a brother-sister one. 

Two steps further down we come npon firmer ground, and 
henceforwards the references are without doubt historical in 
character, the details being dynastic and incidental.2 The 
famous Nahusa-Aila is stated to have married a ‘ pitr-kanya/ 
Yiraja,3 who became the mother of Yayati, etc. In the same 
connection Amavasu-Aila is also stated to have been chosen by 
4 pitr-kanya 5 Acchoda4 as her husband, apparently in the face 
of some opposition.5 So Nahusa had before him the precedent 
of his paternal uncle (the founder of the Kanyakubja line). 
In the same generation as Nahusa’s, and in the same part of 
the country,6 there was another clear case,—amongst the 
Bhrgus (martial priests, who presently attached themselves to 
Yayati and Ms descendants, specially the Yadavas) : Sukra- 
Usanas, Yayati5s father-in-law, married ‘ pitr-kanya 5 Go (or 
Ga).7 This throws some light on the Kaca-DevayanI story, 
where Xaca refuses to accept her as wife, as she being his 
teacher’s daughter was ‘ equal to his sister/ but Devayani 
insists (cf. Yamx’s insistence) and finally curses him for 
refusing her.8 Devayani naturally regarded the excuse as a 
lame one, her father having married a sister (who was his 

1 Cf. n. 1 and 3, p. 118. 
t Concerned mainly with the Aila and Aiksvaka kings, and closely 

connected priestly families like Bhrgus and Vasisthas. 
3 Vayu : II, 93, 12 5 Brahma : 12, 1; Hariv. : 30, 1599; Matsya : 15, 23; 

Linga : I, 66, 60-’l; Kurma : I, 22, 5. 
4 Matsya : 14, 1 If.; Brahmanda: III, 10, 54 ff. 
5 Fable adds that the * pitrs * cursed her for this choice to be born 

again of Amavasu or Vasu (Caidya) as Satyavatl (Kali, etc.); 
and the 4 tithi * of the evil choice became ‘ Amavasya. * Such 
fables were obviously due to misinterpretation of ‘ pity-kanya,’ 
and in this case the starting points of the fable may have been 
the common royal name Amavasu (or Vasu), the Puranic saying 
that the Vasils were Pitrs (e-g-, Matsya : 19, 3), and' the con¬ 
nection between ‘ Amavasya * and 1 Kali-* It seems the fable 
abont ‘ Amavasya * arose out of Acchoda’s appellation 4 Amava- 
savl/ which again came to be confused with Vasavi (Satyavatl); 
probably Satyavati’s being ‘ punarbhu ’ has also led to the story 
of the second birth of Acchoda; cf- similar confusion re Ajaml- 
dha’s punarbhu wife, from which has originated the fable of 
Ajamldha’s 2 births; cf. Vayu: 99, 206-9; Matsya: 50, 17-19; 
where ‘ punarhhave * and ‘ putrabhave * are apparently corrupt 
readings for ‘ punarbhavaT (°bhuvi, etc.); cf. TJgrayudha’s 
would-be 4 punarbhu ’ wife Satyavatl, in the same Pahcalla line. 

% As the Yayati story shows, besides other geographical references (re 
Vr§aparvan, Nahusa, etc.). 

7 Matsya : 15, 15; Brahmanda : III, 1, 74-77. (Sukra is here said to 
have been daughter*s son of Hiranya-kasipu, whose sister Simhika 
married a half-brother). 4 Go ’ was not a rare name; cf- 
Kakutstha’s daughter Go, whom Yati married in the nest genera¬ 
tion; and Suka’s sister-wife Pivari, also called Go. 

$ Mbh. § 145 (Sambhavap.0 : Kaca) : I, 76-77. 
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attempts to recuiy someimng xnar was m-understood or was 
considered improper and damaging; the motive was quite a 
natural one, as in both cases the reference is to the marriage- 

1 Matsya: 15, 15? DevayanI was Sukra’s daughter by another wife, a 
daughter of an ‘ Indra,* _who may be Raji who had become 
* India * in his day; cf. Apnavan, another Bhrgu of this time, 
marrying Ruci, daughter of Nahusa., who also had become an 
‘ Indra ’ like his younger brother; or Devayani’s mother may 
hare been a daughter of Nahusa-‘ Indra ’ himself; in any case 
her marriage with Yayati would be a consanguinous one. 

Mbh. § 124 (Amsavat0.) : I, 66, 2616. 

5 Mbh. § 490 (Angirasa) : III, 219, 14135-37; though the account as a 
whole is mixed up with mythology, that does not diminish the 
value of the detail quoted. (An Angirasa Samyu was somewhat 
earlier than* the historical Bharadvaja-Angirasa whose chronolo¬ 
gical position is fixed by synchronisms.) 

§ E.g., a daughter becoming a married wife : Mbh. § 490 (Angirasa) ; 

alaka* 
Svetaketu was so begotten on Uddalaka’s wife; cf. also the Vedic 

custom of transferring a widow to her deceased husband’s pupil. 
The Angiras and' * Devas ’ were at war with the Bhrgus and 

* Asuras ’ or Vrsaparvites, and Kaca-Angir asa’s mission was to 
cheat the latter. 

As the Mbh. states, in reply to the question * h#w I>evayanl came 
to be Yayati’s wife,’ that both Usanas and Vrsaparvan courted 
Yayati and sought his alliance. 







For Prasenajit’s son married Matinara’s other daughter Gauri, an _ * - _ _ . «•«■«* ^ «• 1 _ _   _ ■*£ _   
<I>i> O ■■iw: 

2 Viz., Yuvanaiva=Gauri, and Mandhatr=Vindumati. 
3 Tn the ‘ pitr-vamsa ’ sections of most Puranas (Matsya : 15, 25, etc.; 

Br&hmanda: III, 10, 98.) 
4 E.g., Tapatl; Kaveri; Kausiki, etc. Of. the numerous stories (in 

Pur.°) of princesses being cursed and converted into rivers. 
5 As in Mbh. XV, 20, 549-’5G. 
6 Vayu : 88, 74; Brahmanda: III, 63, 73; Brahma : 7, 95-’6; Hariv. 

12, 714-,5. (Vi§nu : IV, 3, 6-12, gives an account of how the 
Nagas (of the S.W. seaboard, from the context) solicited Nar¬ 
mada to obtain for them the aid of Purukutsa against invaders, 
and she accordingly led him forth into the Naga countary in a 
victorious campaign (N.B.—Mandhatr was already in the S.W.); 
the Nagas blessed her : ‘ there shall be^ no breaking off of thy 
offspring by Purukutsa *; it seems possible, . therefore,^ that the 
It. Narmada derived its nam** from the saviouress ’ Narmadi.) 

7 Brahmanda : III, 63, 72 ff. 
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(paternal uncle’s daughter), probably the former, as the 
cumulative evidence suggests.10 It is to be noted that a 
Kausalya in the genealogies always means a daughter of the 
Kosala king (of Ayodhya),11 and never wife of a* Eosula king, 
pure and simple; and appellations of .similar formation, else¬ 
where in traditional accounts, have invariably and precisely 
the same import.12 This gives added significance to the alleged 
succession trouble amongst Dasaratha’s sons by his several 
wives: the rights of 4 pure ’ dynastic blood could not be finally 

I Brahmanda: III, 63, 166; 181-182; 10, 90 ff. 
3 E.g., Vayu: 88, 180-182; Brahmanda: III, 63, 166; 181-182; 10, 

90 ff; in both, the misreadings ‘ putrikasya,’ ‘ putrikasl,* ‘ putri- 
kasyam/ etc., are obvious tamperings with- ‘ pitr-kanya/ and may 
date from a time when the ‘ pit^-vamsa ’ explanation had not yet 
been devised. 

3 The names are variously read. 
4 Linga : I, 66, 31. 
® This has led to fables about the same ‘apsaras’es, Ohrtaci, etc., 

being mothers of different kings in ‘the same dynasty. 
6 Unless the two Dillpas are identified, from the standpoint of dynastic 

synchronisms; this point however still requires clearing up. 
7 There was a Paurava Dilrpa also, before Pratipa, besides these two. 
8 According as ‘ Dlrghavahu ’ is taken as a name or epithet. 
9 This would probably shock those who have imbibed in good faith 

the medieval Bamayanic tradition. 
10 See the preceding cases, and also infra. 
II Except in th®se very few cases where Bosnian titles were used by 

conquerors of Kosala. (vide infra). 
12 See infra, the case of Prsatl or Parsatj, 



the Buddhist reference2 that makes Rama brother and husband 
of Slta is historically right, in view of all this collective 
evidence. The origin of the modified version discloses itself 
in Slta’s appellation ‘janaka-duhita 1 which need only be 
compared with the ‘ pitr-kanya * of numerous other instances ; 
the transition from the substantive ‘ janaka5 in what was 
probably the old basic genealogical sloka, to the proper name 
4 Janaka/ was a very easy one, and had the merit of supplying 
a plausible and honourable connection for the subsequently 
deified tribal hero, while removing the objectionable feature 
smoothly.3 to 

Por 27 steps after this4 no sister-marriages are indicated 
in the dynastic accounts,5 Then we find several cases again, 

1 As in fact in many other genealogical particulars, as compared with 
the consensus of P uranic traditions. 

S Cowell : Jat, IV, 78-82. It is to be noted that an early Buddhist 
version would originate in Kosala itself, and as Buddha himself 
belonged to the Kosala dynasty (though probably a branch one), 
there can have been, no motive of disparagement in such a state¬ 

ment ; besides sister-marriages and first-cousin marriages were 
not unknown in early Buddhistic period. The Jataka tradition 



been husbands to the sisters, (Mbh. § 502 (Skandop0) : III. 230) 
it is admissible to recognize a reflection of primitive * rsi * customs 
or Atharva-vedic {hence Bhrgvahgirasa) ideas (it is interesting 
to compare Rv. X, 162 and YI, 55? 4),—as the^ myth is a con¬ 
tinuation of the brahmanical story of the six divorced wives of 
the Rsis (Bhrgn, Angiras, etc.), to whom Skanda is affiliated, 
and as it falls properly within the scope of that strongly brah¬ 
manical Veda. 

3 The so-called * rsi-vamsas * being much later attempts at compiling 
some account out of hearsay, achieve nothing else but a list 
of Gotras and a few Pravaras, jumbled up without historical 
order• probably these emulative attempts were due to the 
Puranas ^having subsequently passed into the custody of the 
brahmans after the Bharata battle. 

4 See instances infra. 
5 Mbh. § 218 (Caitraratha.0 : Drau.°-sambh.°) : 1, 167. 
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and dissatisfied with his existing children, Drupada, for the 
sak© of a suitable son, had a sacrifice performed by the 
Easyapas Yaja and his brother, who then summoned the 
Queen Prsati1 (or Parsati) to the sacrifice, to 44 accept the 
offspring,91 but she raised some objections, whereupon 
Dhrstadyumna and Draupadi were miraculously produced 
without her, but were regarded as the Queen’s own children. 
Putting aside the fable, it seems clear enough that Drupada1 s 
queen was Prsati (or Parsati), and she was, potentially, 
adoptively, or actually, mother of Draupadi and Dhrstadyumna, 
and she was also, the 4 mahisi 1 (Drupada having apparently 
other wives), for she was summoned to the sacrifice.2 Now 
Drupada himself was well-known as 4 Parsata,1 being Pr$ata\s 
son3; and 4 Prsati 9 (or 4 Parsati ’) can only mean daughter or 
grand-daughter of Prsata; thus Draupadi herself is, in the same 
connexion, called 4 Parsati54 (daughter of Parsata = Drupada) 
or 4 Parsatasya svasa ’5 (sister of Parsata=Dhrstadyumna). 
Hence Drupada-Parsata1 s wife Prsati (Parsati) was his sister. 
The other case is not equally clear: Satrajit the Vrsni, a near 
relative and a father-in-law of Krsna-Vasudeva, is said to 
have had ten sister-wives (or sisters as wives), who bore him 
a hundred children6; they may have been his own sisters and 
half-sisters. But according to another less reliable version7 
these ten wives were the daughters of the Kekaya king8; while 

1 Pr§ati: Mbh. I, 6390; Parsati : Mbh. I, 6406. 
2 Gf. ‘ Kausalya * being the chief queen of Dasaratha; or ' pitr-kanya * 

Ya£oda being the 1 srestha 5 wife of Amsumat (Matsya : 15, 28}; 
it is possible that the rank belonged to the sister-wife by cus¬ 
tomary right (cf. the ritual precedence of the sister over the 
wife in Ait. Bra.); the much discussed ‘ Subhadrike Kampila- 

vasini. etc./ may after all refer to a Kampila princess of blood, 
the sister-wife and ‘ mahisi5 of the Kampila king (it is well 
known that Yv. ceremonials often refer to the Kura and 
Pancala courts). 

3 In all Epic and P uranic genealogical accounts; cf. his several appel¬ 
lations derived from Prsata. 

4 Mbh. I, 6434; 7326; HI, 215; V, 5520; 5565. Prsata’s predecessor 
(interval uncertain) Somaka’s chief queen was also a ‘ Parsati *; 
this implies that- there was an earlier Prsata before Somaka who 
too married a sister; in that case this instance of sister-marriage 
would have to he placed shortly after Bama-Dasarathi and 
Sattvata’s cases (vide infra). 

5 Mbh. II, 2349. 
6 4 Basa- svasrbhyo bharyabhyab Satru(a)jittah satam sutah * : Yayu : 

96, 53. There are a number of variant readings, all of which 
are clearly tamperings that have nevertheless failed to obscure 
the original ‘ svasr ’ and 4 bharya. ’ 

7 Matsya : 45, 17—19. 
8 In that case they would not be ‘ svasarah * proper, but cousins of 

Satrajit. his mother (or a near ancestress) being a MadrI (Matsya : 
45, 1 ft; Brahmamda: III. 71, 18 f£) =Kaikayi; (Madra, Kekaya 
and Vahlika are often indifferently used in tl!e genealogies; but 
these local particulars are unreliable in the case of the ill-kept- 
Yadava ones), 
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(son of Satvant and grandson of Jantu) marrying a ‘ Satvati 
Kausalya ?1 (or perhaps better, a 4 Satvati’ and a 1 Kausalya’). 
This Jantu2 married an Aiksvaki (Kausalya)k; their son Satvant 
also2 married a Kausalya, evidently a 4 cousin-sister ’; and 
their son Sat vat a, again, married 4 Satvati Kausalya.’ Here 
it is clear that this 4 Satvati ’ can only have been Satvata’s 
sister3; and if she is the same person as 4 Kausalya,’ then 
this latter appellation can be explained as loosely applied owing 
to her being descended from a number of 4 Kausalya’s married 
into the family every generation,4—or by the fact of traditional 
history that Satvata had reconquered the Yadava possessions 
lost to Kama and established his dominion over a portion of 
the fallen Kosala kingdom,5 so that the Kosalan titles could 
be used by his family6; but a collation of the texts would 
suggest that two different wives of Satvata and their children 
have been confused, and that originally the son of one of them 
was distinguished as ‘bhaginya,’ i.e., 4 sister-born. ’7 In any 
case, Satvata contracted a sister-marriage; and this is signi¬ 
ficant in view of the fact that he is a younger contemporary 
of Rama-Dasarathi,8 in whose family there were several sister- 
marriages in that period,9 and with whose family that of 
Satvata had intermarried frequentlv.10 

I b* 

If the Bharata battle is taken to have occurred in about 
950 B.C. roundly (a quite moderate and reasonable inference 
from the facts of traditional history), these last instances of 
sister-marriage would be assigned to cir, 1000 B.C.,_by 
which time almost all the Kgvedic suktas had been composed 
and were awaiting final compilation. In the light of these 
facts, the references in the Kgveda to sister-marriages become 
more intelligible, and their significance gains perceptibly. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

5 

9 
10 

Vayu : 95, 47; 96, 34. 

Matsya : 44, 45-47 j Brahma: 15, 27-30 and Hariv. 37, 1994-2000 
Satvant son of Madhu (instead of Jantu), but retain the 

Aik§vaki mother. 
G‘f. * Pr§ati ’ and 4 Kausalya ’ above. 
So that she had almost as much of Kosala blood as Yadava. 

Har« ?o>J242;8; a\°ng VS1 Vayu : 88' 185-6; Brabmanda : lit, 
186-7 5 tc‘-; also cf- Harxv. 55, 3060-96. 

Cf. the case of the Haihayas Bhadras'renya, Supratlka, etc.; the 
later case of the Kasi princesses Amba, etc., being called Kausalyas 
as well; there was am Ausinara King of Kasi; cf. also the 
converse case of Rohinl-Pauravi (w. of Vasndeva) who should 
have been called Bohini-Madri or -Vahliki. 

The best collation would be : 
ts Satvataj jajne divyam Uevavrdham nrpam 

bhagmyam, Bhajamanam ca Kausalya susuve gutam.” 
however to read 4 Kauklyfcn/ taking it as adj. 

Vide n. 5 above.. m 
Vide pp. 125-126 above. 
Vide n. 6 above. 
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previous dynastic history in the Puranas reveal,—or is it the 
effect of some external influence and change in social elements?, 

The interval between the last Puranic-Vedic instances 
and the Buddhistic references is not too long to make the 
first view improbable, when similar previous intervals are 
compared. In fact these intervals of no information are no 
proofs against such practices, and the recrudescences may as 
well be taken as marking a continuity in dynastic or priestly 
custom. If the Purana had not been closed, the continuity 
would in all probability have been well illustrated: it is indeed 
indicated by the fragments of non-Puranised tradition 
embodied in the Buddhistic texts. These Buddhistic texts 
are not all ‘ Buddhistic ’ : among them are echoes from the 
older Puranic traditions regarding the pre-Bharata times, such 
as Bama s marriage with his sister Slta,1 or I&sna’s twin 
brother’s marriage with his mother’s daughter by*her second 
husband2; or again, allusion is made to dynastic details at 
some stage or other in the post-Bharata and pre-Buddhistic 
period,-—such as the Kasi prince Udayabhadra’s becoming 
the heir-apparent by Ms marriage with his half-sister Udaya- 
bhadra, who proved a most devoted wife3; while another 
reference might belong to Buddha’s own times, such as the 
proud admission of the Sakyas (a section of the Aiksvakas) 

1 Cowell: Jatakas : IV', 79-82, etc.; vide also ante, re earlier sisler- 
marriages in Rama’s line (sp. pp. 125-126 and n. 2 & 3, p. 126). 

2 Acc. to the Jataka version, DraupadI and her brother were really 
children of the vanquished Kosala King, their mother having 
been abducted and married by the victorious ‘ Kasi * King, during 
her pregnancy j after the birth of the twins, the son was for 
safety brought up in secrecy away from the King’s household, 
whi.e tne_ daughter was recognized as his own j subsequently the 
boy fell m love with his mother’s daughter by her second 
consort, and being caught in her company and recognized, was 
duly married to his half-sister (vide Cowell; Jatakas : V 226 
etc.). 3 3 

These dynastic details agree very well with those in the Epic and 
Puxagas re the Pancata line : Drupada himself married a sister, 
and his ancestor Somaka did the same (vide ante); so it is quite 
likely that Dhrgtadyumna also contracted a flirnilar alliance, and 
the practice was in accordance with Paficala dynastic tradi¬ 
tion. (Cf. also the 4 miraculous birth ’ of Drau.°, and Dhrsta ° 
in the Epic). v 

The selection was made after a good deal of search for a girl after 
““e likings of Udayabhadra. ^ The story makes them rather 
unwilling_ parties to the marriage at first j but this is probably 
an addition, as the subsequent portion of it shows : after the 
brother’s death the sister continued to rule the country, and 
firm in chastity could not be seduced by others, as she longed 
for reunion with her lord and brother Udaya; subsequently she 
abdicated, retired as a recluse, and “ became the wife of Udaya 
again **; 14 in fact she was Buddha’s cousin-wife in a later birth/’ 
(Cowell; Jatakas : IV, 67). 
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1450 B.C.), or on the eve of and after the Bharata war (cir. 
1050—850 B.C.),—were of these ousted members of the Indo- 
Aryan stock, in the tide of return. In the social history of 
the early Indian ruling classes and connected priesthoods,- 
therefore, the periodic reappearance of primitive types of sex- 
relations may have been, in some cases at least, due to strains 
of ‘ barbarian ’ (W. Aila or Iranian) blood and practices1 
from time to time;—and the Iranian expansion and influence 
of the 6th century B.C. would seem to have been merely a 
repetition of history. Hence few things absolutely foreign to 
Indian culture and traditions could have been introduced by it; 
and if as a result of the Persian conquests there were any 
social changes, these would be mainly reversions to, or modifi¬ 
cations of those common features of Indo-Iranian (i.e., early 
Aila) culture, which may have been retained longer, or special¬ 
ly developed, in the Iranian or (Druhyu-ite) sections. It 
thus becomes intelligible how Persian influence in the early 
Buddhistic period could have led to a revival (however tem¬ 
porary or limited) of extreme consanguinous marriages. 
Similarly^ the £ sale of brides 7 and 1 exposure platforms ’ 
at Taxi la in the Persian period would be based on, and revivals 
of, the * asura ’ custom of bride-selling as praticed (in the same 
area) by the Madras of tradition2 * from time immemorial1/ 
and the sporadic usage of exposing the dead as noticed in Vedic 
texts. All the so-called Persian features may be thus viewed 
and explained through ‘ tradition/ without any far-fetched 
theory. That the Ksatriyas of Kapila-vastu and Yaisali were 
foreign races from Tibet or some other unknown land who 
developed a new and a crude type of religion and culture, 
would be a supposition too fanciful and superficial to be enter¬ 
tained in this connection. The Puranic tradition knows the 
Sakyas as a part of or offshoots from the old Aiksvaka race of 
Kosala, and Vaigali and Videha as continuing under the rule 
of cognate Manva families down to the close of the 5th cent. 
-B.U ; while all that is known about the early history of 
Jamism and Buddhism show that they began as enlightened 
movements for betterment and reform in all directions, and 
arose from within the existing elements; the only external 
influence that may be suggested to have worked, can be the 
rapid expansion of Persia at the expense of India.—which 

i 

8 

Of. Padma : V, 74, 15; where 
incestuous connexions aie 

' ^ is said that consanguinous and 
characteristic of the * mlecchas * and , , - ^ ox xne mJerrnsi«! * nnH 

Even * ?ais'Sciki ’ (aG Indo-Iranian dialect). 
this wonl/ ^)n^e'S8^in8 taken as a Mesopotamian feature 
it;®be.there as much because there were earlier West- 

at ThTW«?S (thr°?gh Bea'farinS Nisadas who traded in 
l atJte Western ports, and Nagas who rruled at Taksa-Sila 

mia,^er Bharata war), as on account of inter- 
m nrat.on of institutions within the heterogenous Persian Empire 





PARENTAL INCEST. 

Quite in agreement with the Vedic evidence on the point, 
we find in the Epic-Puranie tradition a few plain instances 
and some indications, of incestuous connexions of this type, 
some of which might be called marriages.1 

The mythological reference in the Egveda (X, 61) to the 
union of Prajapati with his daughter finds its counterpart in 
the Parana as well.2 But whereas in the former the treat¬ 
ment and setting is cosmogonical and allegorical,3 that in the 
latter is semi-historical; and it would appear that the Vedic 
composer, Nabha(ga) -nedista Manava,4 utilised an ancient 
and current tradition regarding the first origins of a previous 
ruling race, probably taken from the ‘ suta-magadha ’ bardic 
accounts5 of the Prthu-ite dynasties that flourished in N. E. 
India during the two centuries (or more) before the rise of 
the Aiksvakas and Ailas. According to these accounts,6 the 
first famous chiefs in that earlier period, Priyavrata and 
Uttanapada, were sons of a tf Mann ’ who was begotten7 by 
1 Brahma ’ ( = ‘ Prajapati,’8 etc.) on his own daughter 
Satarupa whom he loved.9 Sometimes it is explained how he 

1 One instance is actually taken as a marriage in Mbh. $ vide infra. 
2 In the accounts of the origin of the First Dynasty of traditional 

history (in which Priyavrata, Uttanapada, Dhruva, Bharata, 
Vena and Prthu were the famous names, and which produced 
several c Manu’s and * Prajapati’s, and also the first 1 Kings ’ of 
India and their chroniclers and panegyrists, the Sutas and 
Magadhas.) 

3 Quite in agreement with the usual want of rsi appreciation of his¬ 
torical traditions. 

4 A brother of Iksvaku, and progenitor of the Manvas of Vaisali', in 
the same region where the Prthu-ites once ruled, whose begin¬ 
nings are placed by tradition in the 17th step (i.e. cir. 200 years) 
before Nabha(ga)—nedista. 

5 It is to be noted here that * Suta* traditions were older than the 
Aila-Aik§vaka period, dating from at least a century before them 
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altogether unknown to early leg 

Yisnu : I, 7, 15-16 (where, as well as in Hariv., the sin is cleansed 

■P 
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Vide ante, sec. re Yedic evidence on this subject. 

eems to oe reierj 
in some subsequent corrupt lines m tne narav. text (cited » 
about Pftyavrata and Kamya (next generation); it is to be noted 
that Ahera’s sister-marriage also belongs to this dynasty.), 
i. S 490 (Ahgirasa) : III, 219-20, 14194, cl. Nd,° comm.0. 
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fact that the £ Ahgirasa ’ Veda also knows of actual cases 
like this.1 In this connection the epithet 4 Kanya-Bhartr ’2 3 
appears significant, as applied to Skanda in the brahmanical 
legend of Skanda’s birth (of Atharvanic character). 

But apart from very early or semi-legendary instances, 
tradition also notices much later and actual cases of incests of 
this type; and if is noteworthy that the two definite 
occurrences are ascribed to the Vrsni (Yadava) family,— 
otherwise remarkable for laxity. Between 6 to 11 steps above 
Ersna in the Vrsni dynastic lists, was a musician king, 
Taittiri, who personally'instructed his daughter in music, 
dancing, etc., and becoming enamoured of her, begot a son 
iSTala on that daughter; hence Nala (who succeeded him) was 
nicknamed 4 Nandanodara-dundubhi. ’4 These details are by 
no means fanciful, as the dynastic lists wherein they occur, 
are full of all sorts of natural personal details,5 and kings 
instructing their daughters in music and dancing is quite a 
common thing in the dynastic accounts: thus in the same 
(S. W.) region and the same (Yadava) group of ruling 
families, Durjaya (the Haihaya) in an earlier generation taught 
these arts to his sons and daughters by a 4 gandharvi ’ 
(i.e., a court dancing-girl)6; a few generations below Nala, 

1 Vide ante, re Vedic evidence on this subject. 
2 Mbh. Ill, 14653. 
3 Nearer 6 than 11 (adopted by Pargiter), as all Pnr anas practically 

agree in the list from Kapotaroman to Kamsa. 
4 The full accounts are in Matsya : 44, 62 ff; and Kurina : I, 24, 49-54; 

other Puranas summarise; some give only the nickname of Nala: 
often in corrupt unmeaning forms (—which makes it possible that 
Vasndeva’s appellation * Anaka-dundubhi ’ is a modification of a 
nickname like ‘ Kanyaka-dundubhi,’ and points to a repetition _ of 
Taittiri’s case in the family); and some simply give the succession 
list without any particulars; for the former cf. Padma : V, 13. 
47-51; Visnu; IV, 14, 4; Brahmanda ; III, 71, 117-119; 
Vayu: 96, 117; and for the latter, Hariv. 38, 2016-’17, which 
being a specially Yadava chronicle omits Nala as well as his 
nickname. Nala also was musical; cf. Visnu above. The words 
‘susuta* and ‘viloman1 in the Padma and Visnu list seem to have 
been descriptive of Nala’s parentage in the original verses, rather 
than separate proper names (i.e. =* svasutayam ’ and * vilomaja ’; 
cf. Matsya: 44, 63, where ‘ tanujah sarpo ’ is obviously a corrupt 
reading for ‘ tanuja-garbho(°e).* Vide n. 2, p. 143. 

5 E.g., “ Nala’s son Punarvasu was born in the middle of the assembly 
at an Asvamedha,*' etc. Matsya: 44, 64-5; etc. 

6 Karma: I, 23, 6-44. The daughters subsequently married 
* gandharvas 5 and the sous * gandharvas 5 : a detail indicating 
that the lighter pursuits of the Yadava courts tended to produce 
a general laxity in their marriage relations. Cf. iPururavas 
marrying a f gandharvi % and their sons also doing the same, and 
associating with ‘ gandharvas * and ‘ gandharvi*5 together with 
their father : Kunna ; 1, 23, 46: for other refs, vide Pargiter; 
AIHT. p. 297, n. 5-8. 
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thefe is the well-known instance of the musical Revata1 and 
his favourite daughter (about whose marriage there was some 
difficulty)2; and in the next step there is a somewhat similar 
case of Arjuna instructing a friendly cousin’s daughter Uttara- 
Vairati (who evidently became enamoured of Mm).3 The 
probable indication of a parallel to Taittiri’s case in the fable 
about Pradyumna9 s being * Kama 9 by Brahma’s curse, has 
already been noticed. Thus the early Yedic references4 to 
actual father-daughter connexions axe confirmed by the 
traditional.5 

Pusan’s position as £ didhisu 9 of his mother has, how¬ 
ever, no ‘ specified 9 parallels in tradition, except in the 
already noted mythical or semi-mythical statements about the 
two ‘ Manus,9 and the £ gatha 9 allusion to the custom in 
Hariscandra’s time which, taken together, would suggest 
that ^amongst the Manvas and connected brahman families, 
there was a practice of transference of the father’s wives to 
the son. But connexions between persons in £ similar 9 

position are specified, and were probably frequent. A clear 
case is that of Samba,6 son of Krsna, whose connexions with 
his step-mothers7 are said to have brought Krsna’s heavy 
curses8 on him as well as the wives, the initiative in the 
affair apparently belonging to Samba's £ mothers 9f; so, also, 
when Satyabhama-Satrajitl seeks from Draupadi the secret of 
lier power over her five husbands, the latter warns her 
against talking or staying in private with her step-sons 
Pradyumna, Samba, etc.9 With this may be compared the 
story of Arjuna and Urvasl.10 

On a careful consideration of all the dynastic relation¬ 
ships described in the Epic, it becomes clear that the stories 
about the miraculous birth and marriage of the Pandavas are 
all late after-thoughts, only of value as showing that after all 
they were begotten by just the ordinary type of Epic Niyoga 

1 The garyatas (whose priests, too, were Bhrgus) became early affiliated 
to the Yadava-Haihayas, and became scattered in the S. W. 
districts. 

2 In all Puranic accounts. 
3 Gf. Mbh., Virataparvan. * 
4 Vide ante. 
5 To these may be added a tradition that * Havana * would or did have 

his daughter by Mandodarl as consort (who was reborn as Sifca). 
6 Yaraha: clxvii; cf. Matsva: 70, 2 if; etc- So also his brother 

Pradyumna marries his foster-mother Mayavati, gambara’s wife, 
who takes the initiative, and discloses to him that she had only 
nursed him, and did not bear him. (The Puranic account tries 
to show that this doubly unseemly union was justified.) 

7 ■ Krsna’s wives ’ and ‘ Samba’s mothers,’ without any specification, 
8 Of leprosy and prostitution, respectively. 
9 Mbh §§51011 (Dran.°-Satva.°) : III, 235-’35. 

10 Mbh. Ill, 4546, 1812—1867, 
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or license, and married according to a form not yet totally 
obsolete—other cases of polyandry being known to the Epic 
and the Puranas, and instances of the raising of offspring by 
relatives or outsiders, and of illegitimate natural sons, being 
quite common amongst the ruling and priestly classes of those 
times.1 It is thus evident that the fables in the present version 
of the Epic and Puranas regarding the Pandavas, arose out 
of actual but (according to later views) discreditable relation¬ 
ships, and it may be possible still to discover traces of what 
the original facts were like, divested of fabulous garb. Leaving 
out further details on this point,2 it may reasonably be taken 
to have been an ‘ original ’ fact of the Pandava history, that 
the person (called ‘ Indra ’ etc., in the fables), who begot 
Arjuna by ‘ niyoga/ received Arjuna in his court,3 when he 
left the rest of the family to prepare for the battle, and mate- 
really helped4 him with arms and training, and also entertained 
him right royally. The Arjuna-Urvasi episode comes in here. 

Shorn of 1 pantheonic/ legendary setting, the substance 
of it is that one Urvasi, a chief dancing-girl attached to 
Arjuna’s ‘ father’s * court and recognized as being in the 
status of his ‘ mother/ became enamoured of Arjuna (who 
wras being instructed in music and dancing in her company) ,5 
and, with his c father’s ’ consent, approached him; but 
she was refused by him on grounds of higher morality6 (she 
being ^guru-patni ’), though she pointed out that, in accord¬ 
ance with custom, all Arjuna’s forefathers, the great Paurava 
princes, had accepted precisely similar invitations, without 
any guilt being attached to them.7 There are indications 
that make it probable that the 1 father 1 of Arjuna was a 

1 

2 

3 

4 

$ 

6 

T 

Vide details in secs, re polyandry and * niyoga.’ 

Of. infra, setc. on ‘ niyoga,’ re KnntL 

At * Amaravatl,’ which, may well have been a real city (of Central 
India: vide n. 1, p. 141); so also there was a real Tripura and 
a Vaibhraja in traditional history. The transference of the whole 
scene to Trans-Himalayas is evidently due to the 4 Indra ’ fable. 

As noticed later on, the three chief and original supporters of the 
Kaunteyas are also very likely persons to have been their pro¬ 
genitors by * niyoga.* 

Note the specially Yadava and South-Western feature, and the 
parallels noted above. ' 

The Epio emphasises the ‘ great merit of this story of restraint * 
on the part of a prince; the parallel in the Puranas of the * great 
ment that is claimed for Arjuna’s great-grandson Janamejaya 
ill s story of opposing obscene ceremonials, is striking. This 
indicates that puritanic stands were exceptional, and laxity and 
barbarism were the general rule with the Yadava and Paurava 
ruling classes and their priesthoods. 

Her curse on Arjuna has a remarkable ‘harem"’ tone, which is 
probably more than accidental. 
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The episode of Uttara’s marriage with Abhimanyu, (in the 
Epic} can now be viewed in the light of these observations: 
As Arjuna taught Uttar a music and dancing, the first thought 
that occurs to the court is that they should get married as a 
natural sequel1; in fact Uttara is described as being clearly in 
love with Arjuna2 3, and she was a fully developed young woman 
and no toying child5 *; in spite of, all this, she is married to 
Arjuna’s son (barely7 16), probably younger than herself.4 
These details, therefore, are quite in keeping with the dynastic 
traits noted bv tradition. 

The Vedic evidence, considered by itself in a previous 
section, supplies no definite clue as to the nature and origin 
of the incestuous sex-relarions there referred to. But the 
complementary evidence of traditional accounts helps in arriv¬ 
ing at some reasonable estimate. Taking the two together, 
it seems clear enough that these references fall mainly into 
two classes, one referring to semi-historical beginnings of 
society and mythical personages, the other to actual genea¬ 
logical facts amongst Vedic (=Epic-Puranic) ruling and 
priestly families,—some of them comparatively late. The 
former class may admit of mythological interpretations,5 
though that does not explain why such parental incests should 
have been favourite similes and been at all ascribed to persons, 
historical or legendary. The second class is evidently historical, 
and certainly was not the product of a primitive and barbarous 
community: the Vedic civilization proper had already reached 

1 Mbh. §553 (Taivah.0) : IT, 70-72, 2267 ff. 
2 Gf. the many indications in Mbh. IT, 35-37; e.g., Krspa’s hint to 

Uttara : “ Arjuna will doubtless obey your sister of graceful 
hips1’; voluptuous description of Uttara1 s approaching Arjuna in 
the dancing-hall, and making her request to her ‘ sakha dis¬ 
playing ‘ pranaya5 and coquetry, ‘ like a she-elephant seeking 
her mate vowing suicide if he did not keep her request, etc. 

3 Vide n. 2, above. She is among the circle of court-ladies attending 
on the^ gay, spoilt and musical prince Uttara. Her developed 
youth is described; and she bears a son about six months after 
her marriage a few days later. Playing with dolls, is still a 
common pastime with grown-up girls in many social circles in 
India, often continuing far into their married life; so also the 
post-Mauryan tf Nagaraka * (in Tats. Ka. Silt.) captivates his lady¬ 
love as much by presents of dolls as by taking her to clubs 
dances and theatricals. This in itself, therefore, is no reason 
for concluding child-marriage in Uttara’s case, as the Cambridge 
Hist, of Ind. does. 

I Cf. the parallels of Pratipa, Bhagirathi and Santanu; and Jyamagha, 
his captive maiden and Tidarbha; vide infra.. 

$ Such explanation is not seriously attempted by the Puranas; the 
Brahmanas do it, and that because the Rgvedic reference itself 
is a mythological version of a Puranic tradition. (It would seem 
as if the Ailas generally mythologised the traditions of the pre¬ 
existing peoples, viz., the Manvas and Prthuitfcs.) 
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The independent value of such linguistic evidence in histofy 
is rather doubtful. The Puranic evidence makes the ground 
somewhat clearer: while there are two probable oases of one 
sister marrying two brothers,1 there are definite as well as 
probable cases of a brother marrying two, three, or more 
sisters2; and in other instances the isister is only one of 
several wives.3 Hence the noticed sister-marriages in the 
Parana-Vedic period were rather more patriarchal in features 
than matriarchal, being more definitely connected with poly¬ 
gamy than with polyandry. On the other hand, some of the 
early instances show that the chief part in such unions was 
played by the sister4; and the two apparently polyandrous 
cases were also comparatively early.5 Hence the matriarchal 
type of sister-marriage was the earlier one. It looks like 
having an ethnic significance. But the references in view 
belong to all the three broad groups of the Prthuites, Manvas 
and Ailas, though chiefly to the non-Ailas.6 Indeed, the 
selection of the Manva case of Yama and his sister as typical 
in Rv. X, 10, would indicate that so late as the date of that 

‘ vakovakyia.,’ the sister usually took the initiative in such 
connexions; though on the other hand the earlier Rv. VI, 55 
would suggest that it was the brother who took it; and one 
of Yami’s motives is to have the full extent of a brother’s 
rightful ‘ protection ’ and bear a worthy grandson for their 
father (i.e., a pure-blooded one),—a patriarchal trait.7 

Thus the Vedic sister-marriage must have originated in 
two distinct pre-historic types of civilizations, which blended 
their features in one,—probably to be indentified with the Aila 
and the pre-(and non-) Aila. 

1 At the same time, or (apparently) in succession : with Haimavati- 
Dr^advaii and Kannada, respectively, both in the Aiksvaka line; 
cf. similar indication in Sita’s case (vide ante), also in the same 
family. 

2 Bharata (Angirasa) : 3; Bhajamana and Satrajit (Yadavas) : 2 and 
10. 

3 E.g., with Dasaratha (Aik§vaka), or Drupada (Pancala), or with 
Sukra-TJsanas. 

4 E.g., Sunltha, Yami', Acchoda, Narmada : vide ante. 
5 About 70-74 steps before the Bharata battle. 
6 The instance of Acchoda alone being an Aila one; Sunitha is 

iPrthuite; Yami and Narmada,, Manva,—to which may be .added 
Haimavati-Drsadvati, for Prasenajit is known as her son (vide 
ante). 

7 This is also the motive in the earlier Ahga-Sunitha case. 
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a daughter of Soma-.1 The Puranic account further specifies 
that Dfhis happened, because in the Caksusa-4 Mann’s ’ 
period2 the population or dynastic birth-rate declined, and 
those ten princes, the Havirdhanas (also known by the 
common appellation Pracetasas) ,3 were admonished by Soma 
to procreate, who gave them his daughter Marisa* as their 
common wife; 4they ’ had by her Daksa, the 4 prajapati,’ 
who was very prolific,4 and other children also,5 but no 
4 fathers * are specified in any case: Daksa-Pracetasa in fact 
is often said to have had ten 4 fathers.’6 The other explicit 
mention is about the brahman lady, Jatila-Gautami and her 
seven ‘ rsi ' husbands.7 Her example must have been well 
known and appreciated at one time, for in Mbh. (besides 
Pandu’s reference) the wives of citizens admire Draupadi in 
the company of her five husbands and compare her to 
Gautami with her ‘ rsi ’ husbands.8 The chronological 
position of this case is not so evident, but the outside limits 
can be fixed: she cannot be placed before the Gautamas are 
first mentioned9 in Bharata’s or Marutta’s time, or later than 
the Pandavas, to whom she is a precedent; and there are 
some indications in favour of the earlier limit.10 

Taking the less definite cases, inferable or probable, in 
chronological order, we come first to the already noticed 
combined polyandry and brother-marriage of Haimavati- 

• s a* t x, in the 18th step11 from Mann and in the Aiksvaka 

* ^-s ^er son’s daughters were also married to a ‘ Soma ’ (in all 
accounts of the pre-Ailas), it would seem that ‘ Soma * was a 
clan name even before it was used to designate the Aila dynasties 
derived from ‘ Soma *; cf. the curious question on this point in 
Vismi : I, 15, 80-81. 

2 I.e., the interval between the 6fcli and 15th steps in the Prthuite 
dynasty, and between the 3rd and 12th steps before the 
Yaivasvata-* Manu \ 

3 Maisya: 4 (Svayambhuva genealogy). 
4 Harivamsa : 2, 88-106; Mbh. § 137 (Sambhava.0) I, 75, 3130. 
5 Matsya : ibid.; viz., Nandi, Oandravati, etc. 
6 Atbh. X, 53; 3130; 75; etc.; cf. Hariv.0 V, 66 ff., and Mbh. S 665 

(Moksa.0) : XIX, 208, 7573. 
7 Vide n. 3, p. 145. 
a 4 Maharsin^ iya Gautami ’ : Mbh. § 635 (Eajadh.0) : XII, 38, 1397. 
9 TJtathya-Xngirasa being regarded in the * rsi * genealogies as the 

first Gautama,—or Dirghatamas, his son, according to other ver¬ 
sions (cf. Pargiter : AIHT. pp. 219-220). 

10 Vide infra. 1 
11 About five steps above this, in the time of Kuvalasva-Aiksvaka, 

the contemporary Paurava Sudhanvan-X)hundhu (made it11o< an 
Asuxa adversary) is said to have been son of two brothers, Madhu 

(Mbh* 5 475 Dkundhu.0) : IH, 202, 13532; 204, 
13587); this looks like legend; but it seems likelv that 
1 Manaayvabhayayoh putram ’ of some dynastic s'loka has been 
made into * Madhukaitabhayoh putram fe remove odium from 
the Paurava dynasty : Manasvu and Abhaya were the immediate 
predecessors of Dbundhu, If this view may be taken, we have 
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line; and only four steps lower, to the almost parallel case of 
Namiada (m. Puinkntsa and Ambarisa), where the some¬ 
what meaningless ‘ sambhuta 5 of the texts (instead of being 
a proper name) may be a- relic and a corruption of ‘ sam- 
bhhya/ 6 san-matat,’ or 4 sammata,’1 referring to Narmada’s 
being wife of Purukutsa and brothers in common. 

About 19 steps later on, there is the much clearer case 
of Mamata, amongst the first Gant am as (a section of the 
Ahgirasas) ; and Jatila-Gautamf s polyandric marriage (cited 
by the Pandavas) must have been due to a tradition of such 
marriages in this family. Mamata2 is said to have been 
Utathya’s wife, but his brother Vrhaspati had free access to 
and equal conjugal rights over her in Utathya’s life-time; 
the only objection Mamata once raises to their exercise is 
her pregnancy at that time; she asks him to wait, but does 
not refer to any impropriety or unlawfulness of conduct; 
evidently she was in the status of a wife to both brothers.3 
So also Vrhaspati and Mamata5 s son Bharadvaja is said to 
have got that name from the circumstance of his being 
4 born of two fathers,’ who both charged the mother 
Mamata with his maintenance; the derivation may be an 
ingenious after-thought, but the fact referred to is "original. 
This Bharadvaja is also called ‘ dvamusvavana,5 which is 
usually explained as referring to his adoption by Bharata, so 
that being the son of a priest by birth, and of a- king by 
adoption, he would be the son of £ two fathers.’ But the 
details of that famous tradition4 of Bharata*s adoption show 
that it was not Bharadvaja himself who was adopted, but 
his son or descendant Yitatha (or Yidathin), who seems to 

a parallel instance in the Paurava line as well. The probability 
increases when we find a Samyati section among- the K&syapa 
brahmans (Matsya : 199), who counted a number of ‘ dvamusya- 
yana * or biandric families amongst them (vide infra.); and 
Samyati was a near successor of Dhundhu. (It was, of course, 
common for princes to found rsi or brahman families affiliated 
to different gotras). 

1 Vide collated text, ante.; cf. the epithet ‘ sammata bharya * of the 
Pandavas, given to Dranpadi, and f satam mafcat ' in the case 
of Haimavatl. 

2 For these details re Gautama family (connected with Bharata and 
Vali in tradition), cf. Matsya : 49, 11-34; Visnu: IV, 19, 5-8; 
Matsya : 48, 32-57: Vayu: 99; Brahman da : III, 74 ; Mbh. § 170 
(Dirgh,°) : I, 104. 

3 It is noteworthy that Tara, the_ wife of a much earlier Vrhaspati. 
also stated to have been an Angirasa, was desired by his brother 
Dbarma, who however did not get her, being obstructed by her 
paramour Soma (Varaha : XXXII). Though rather semi-legendary, 
the tradition certainly is of value as showing trace of polyandry 
among Ahgirasas (to whom other primitive forms of connexions 
are also ascribed). 

4 Bbr these and other connected details dealt with here, cf. Brahma : 
13, 58-60: Matsya: 49, 11-34; Visnu ; TV. 19, 4-8; Vayu : 
99 j Hariv. 32, 1726-’ol 
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have been really a ksetraja son of Bharat a through Sunanda1; 
probably it was no case of adoption at all: ‘ samkramana — 
transmission, grafting or infusion,—may equally refer to a 
‘ niyoga ’2. So Bharadvaja was a ‘ dvamusyayana ’ in some 
other way,—evidently because he wTas ‘ born of two fathers/ 
Utathya and Vrhaspati, whose joint wife Mamata was, in 
the same way as Daksa was, ‘ son of ten fathers.’ Thus we 
find, besides descendants of Bharadvaja, three other Angirasa 
and eight (or twelve) Ka^yapa families3 designated ‘dvamusya- 
yanas 5; all of their forefathers cannot have been similarly adop¬ 
ted by childless kings, and they have no evident connexions with 
any dynasty; but these brahman clans may well have had 
some sort of a biandric custom4 originally. It is noteworthy 
that in the next generation also, the same features are repeat¬ 
ed to some extent.5 Thus Dirghatamas freely approaches 
his younger brother’s wife6; and like Mamata, Dirghatamas’s 
wife PradvesI maintains her children, even the husband; 
and his ruling on her (and on all women thenceforwards, it 
is said) restricting her to one husband, shows that she too 
vprobably like other Angirasa women) followed Mamata/ as 
Dirghatamas followed Vrhaspati, 

t Mbh. states that as a result of Bharadvaja’s good offices, Sunanda, 
the queen of Bharata, bore Bhumanyu, after the nine sons had 
perished : Mbh. § 151 (Pnruvam0.) : I, 94, 3710 ff. 

a consideration, of all the traditions about Dusyanta, 
Marutta, Bharata and the Gotama-Ahgirasas, it is clear that the 
‘ samkramana ^ of Bharadvaja was due to the influence of 
Marutta s family; Marutta*s daughter Samyata was given to his 
Angirasa priest Samvarta, brother of Utathya j it is possible that 
tiie interest of the Marutta-ites in this adoption was due to 
Bharadvaja’s being born of this princess, who may well have 
been the common wife of all three brothers, and the same as 
Mamata.) 

® Vide infra, sec. re ‘ niyoga \ 
5 Huta;_^SamIga and Saisira.—Ahgirasas (Matsya : 196, 52): for 

Kasyapas,—Matsya: 199, 11-12 (Saisira being common). 
4 As amongst the Manvas and other non-Aila peoples; vide infra. 

(Kasyapas are probably = Manvas; the name Kasyapa itself may be 
n{ of pravidian origin; so also the name Angirasa). 

5 Cf. n. 2, p. 147. 1 

6 Though he is cast out apparently for thus transgressing the limits 
of an ‘ elder * brother, the main objection against him was his 
passing the limits of decency in other ways, and it was more 
his wife than his brother vho banished him. At most we have 
here probably an intermediate stage in the development of 
polyandry,—the wife of the ‘ elder * brother only being common 
to the younger brothers, but not vice versa (as also in the case 
of 4 niyoga ’ and widow-remarriage, where the rights of the elder 
brother were restricted subsequently). Cf. one of the objections 
raised by Dhrstadyumna against Yudhisthira’s marrying Braupadi, 
who, having been won by Arjuna, was virtually an younger 
brother’s wife. ° 

li Mamata and Pradvesi's economic position in *the Gautama family 
is evidently a trace of a passing matriarchal custom; cf. the 
metronymic Mamateya; cf. also the mother as ‘ bhartri9 in Ved 
lit. (vide ante). 
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Polyandric traits crop up again in tradition about 
20 steps further down, and all in the same connexion. It is 
noteworthy that these refer mainly to the Deccan peoples 
connected with the Manvas. The £ Ramavanic 1 tradition 

_ V * 

(common to both the epics and the Puranas) affirms this 
feature of Kiskindha,1 where VaH and Sugriva are bom of the 
same mother Yiraja-, wife of Rksa, by two co-existent 
paramours2(?), and they, in turn, practically had either the 
wife Tara, or the wives Tara and Euma, in common, though 
they quarrelled about it and excluded one another alternately.3 
Further south the relationship between ]\IandodarI and 
4 Havana ’ and Yibhlsana4 indicates a similar polyandric trait, 
over and above 4 devr 3-marriage. It is quite possible that in 
4 Surpanakha 3 attending on her brothers5 during their early 
austerities, it is a case of combined polyandry and sister- 
marriage : for the only other 4 traditional ’ instances where 
austerities are assisted by an attendant woman are those of 
Agastya and Lopamudra5 and (the legendary) Siva and Uma,7 
in both of which the woman is the wife. It is also signi¬ 
ficant that it is only the ‘ Raksasa 5 chiefs of the S.E., who 
hunt or roam about accompanied by a sister, who often acts 
independently, and excites the resentment of and endangers 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

Probably it is needless to say now that the Vanaras and Raksasas 
represent real races, perhaps in some way connected with later 
Dravidians and Kolarians. with occasional Aryan admixtures. 

E.g., Brahmanda: III, 7, 212-16; etc.; cf. Mbh. Ill, 147, 11193 f. ; 
Ram. VII, 42. ' - 

E.g., Padma : IV, 112 (Pur.0 Ram.°) : 146-163 jBrahmanda III, 
7, 218-21 names Tara and Ruma, but omits the fraternal 
strifes); cf. Ram. IV (Kisk.°) : Taravakyam, or secs. 5 to 35 
generally, and sec. 46. 

Cf. * T'ara Mandodari tatha.1 in the traditional couplet about famous 
polyandrous women of history. With Mandodari it was apparently 
also a case of brother-sister or cousin marriage; for she describes 
herself (Ram. VI. 113) as a daughter’s daughter of Sumali, who 
was also the maternal grandfather of Havana; Mandodarx’s mother, 
the light-skirt Hema (who had a disastrous amour with M.°’s 
father) vras thus either the same as Rav.°’s rather forward 
mother Nikasa (KaikasI), or her sister. 

Twin as well as step : Mbh. Ill, 275. Bor the possibility, cf. Ram. 
Ill, 21, where Surpanakha calls Khara her ‘ natha,’ and he too 
speaks of himself as her 1 natha.’ It is to be noted that Surp.° 
concealed her love for Rama and Lak§mana from her c natha ’ and 
Havana, and invented reasons for her plight. ^urp.° is said to have 
first been married to the Kalakeya Vidyujjihva, but Rav.° killed 
him in battle, and then made her over to his brother or cousin 
Khara, with whom she continued to live, obeyed by him (Ram. 
VTI. 29). To Rama she said : “ Passing over (ati-kranta) my 
brothers Ravapa, Kumbhakarna and Vibhisana, and the two 
brothers Khara and Busana, I am approaching thee as husband, 
falling in love with thee at first sight,—-so be thou my husband 
for Ions ” (Ram. Ill, 17). 

Padma : vf 2^ 40-1; cf. Mbh. Ill, 97 8579-80. 
In the later secs, of Pur.° and m the Kavyas : Matsya; 154-158 

(the germ of * Rumara *); Varaha : XXI-XXII; etc. 
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her brothers, by her sudden and misplaced loves.1 The 
fraternal polyandry of Sunda and Upasunda also seems to 
belong to the generation before Rama, and to the N.E. part 
of the Deccan.2 The Mbh. illustrates3 the danger of polyandry 
by the famous story4 of these two chiefs of the Vindhyan 
uplands quarrelling over the same woman; and even before 
Tilottama’s appearance, the two brothers seem to have had 
other women in common, but without any resultant troubles. 
Considering all this ‘ Ramayanic 5 evidence, and the already 
noticed polyandric (and biandric) traces amongst the Aiksvakas 
(Maims) and connected groups like the Ahgirasas, etc.,5 it 
seems not unlikely6 that, in the original tradition, Sita was 

1 Cf. the stories of ‘ Surpanaklia and her brothers 4 Bavaiia,’ etc., 
and Khara, etc., and ‘ Hidimba ’ and her brothers (Hidknba 
and Vaka, etc.), in different sources and periods. I agree with 
Pargiter in thinking that ‘ Surpanakha * and ‘Hidknba ’ are 
Sanskritised forms cf the original Dravidian and sensible epithets 
of ‘ Surupnagai ’ (ruling or crown princess) and 1 Idimba, ’ (proud 
woman or empress); so also ‘ Havana ’ = ‘ Iraivan ’ (lord, king), 
and 4 Hanumant ’ =c Aumandi' (male monkey = * Vrsa-Kapi ), 
a patron deity of the Dravidian Vanaras, or perhaps even nf 
Kosalas; elsewhere I have suggested that brahman gotra names 
like Angirasa or Kasyapa may be Sanskritised forms of Dravidian 
clan names (meaning 4 magician * and ‘ mat-seated father,’ 
respectively). 

S In Earn.0 Marlca is son of Tadaka (a non-Ary an chief tainess of 
Malaya and Karu§a) by Sunda (a descendant o± Dhundhu), who 
shortly came by his end; and though not a pure Bak§asa by 
birth he came to be regarded as such. In the Pur.0*, of the 
two brothers Sunda and Upa(Ni)sunda (vaguely derived from 
Diti’s race), Sunda’s son by Tadaka was Marlca, while one 
reading seems to have implied that he was 4 horn of Tadaka from 
Sunda and Upa(Ni)sundaf (with which may be compared 
Dhundhu, son of 4 Madhu ’ and ‘ Kaitabha,’ ante)'. The 
geographical setting of SundOpasunda’s story in Mbh. agrees with 
that of Marlca and his parents in Earn.0, being the same 
Vindhyan forests and tablelands bordering on the Gangetic 
valley. According to Mbh., Sunda and Upasunda raided the whole 
country from their Vindhyan home (cf. similar devastation 
attributed to Sunda’s family in Earn.0) and reached Kuruksetra, 
which is quite probable, as at this step in the dynastic lists the 
Kura kingdom was in abeyance owing to Pahcala raids (cf. the 
circumstances of the Baksasa occupation of Varanasi); hence the 
story of Sunda and Upasunda’s destruction through a biandric 
practice must have been well known in the Kuru country, and 
the allusion to it in Pandava court is therefore genuine. 

- * E.g. Brahma^da : III, 5, 34 ff• Vayu : 67, 72-3. 
t Thus * Nisunda ’ is an alternative for * putrastu, ’—-Vayu : op. 

cit.; prob. in Brabmanqla op. cit. the true reading might be 
' Marl co SaundOpasundas Tadakayam a jay at a ’ instead of . . 
Sunda-putrastu. . . 

3 Vide latter part of last note. 
4 Mbh. § 246 (Bajyala.0: Sundop.0) : I, 209-212. 
5 Vide ante. 
5 These probabilities need not upset admirers of the epics, for the 

actual events of the Earn.0 occurred at least 1,300 years before 
their Kavya idealization (which process indeed has continued 
through the middle ages to the present day),—and the ideals of 
subsequent ages of course do not suffer. 
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the common wife of Rama and Laksmana, just as it is clear 
that she was originally the sister-wife of Eama1.; indeed, the 
episode of Laksmana refusing to go to assist Eama* while his 
cries of distress are heard, and Slta charging him (and 
Bharata) with a design of appropriating herself after getting 
rid of Rama,2 seems to point to this original relationship, 
which would then be paralleled3 by the case of Tara and her 
husbands at strife, amongst a people friendly and probably 
kindred to the Manvas.4 

For about 25 steps after this, tradition supplies no trace 
of polyandry (or biandry). Then, again, indications become 
evident during the several generations before the Bharata 
battle. It would almost seem as if these apparent recru¬ 
descences are due only to the variation of the tradition in 
fulness of detail, and are not real reappearances.5 6 

In connection with the Pandava proposal of polyandry5, 
indeed, Drupada is said to have been shocked at its novelty; 
but Dhrstadyumna gives the whole show away by arguing 
that Yudhisthira as elder brother of Axjuna could not marry the 
girl won by the latter, thus showing that a restricted polyandry 
was known to the Pancala court7; and Ersna-Dvaipayana 
further spoils the case by explaining how the practice was 
established and is to be recognized,—and one of his two 

1 Vide ante. 
2 Ram. Ill, 45 and 49. This original relationship seems to be con¬ 

firmed further by Rama’s suggestion that Slta might live as wife 
wiih Laksmana, Bharata and Satrughna (Ram. Vi, 117), and by 
Viradha’s surmise that Slta was the common wife of Rama and 
Laksmana (Ram. Ill, 2). Rama had proposed Sita’s transference 
to Bharata even before her abduction, on the eve of his exile 
as a convenient arrangement during his absence (Ham. II, 30, 
8-9, with 26, latter part). 

3 Cf. also the case of Nala, Puskara and Damayanti in Upper Deccan, 
a few steps above; also that of Mandodarx (virtually a Vlanva 
case, for Ravapa’s line was traced from that of Vaisall); cf. 
Vail and Ravana vowing to have wives in common (like Sugriva) 
as a token of friendship : Ram. VII, 39. 

4 The Manva families of Ayodhya, Vaisall, etc., and the brahman 
families of Angirasas, Kasyapas, Vasi§thas, etc., were apparently > 
originally Dravidian (at any rate extra-Aryan traits are found \ 
largely amongst them, though the Alias are not altogether free j 
from them). The comparatively later and wrong legend of M-itra- 1 
Varuna and Urvas! seems to indicate an original custom of biandry 
amongst the Vasisthas, as amongst Angirasas and Kasyapas, like 
whom they also might be called * dvamusyayanas-’ 

5 So also with regard to tEe reappearance of other forms like sister- 
marriage, etc. 

6 Mbh. $ 237 (Vaivah.0) : I, 195, 7226 ff.7255-7263. Vyasa’s explns. : 
§ 238-’9 (Paficendrop.0) : I, 197, 7316 ff- 

7 So also Vi dura is said to have advised householders of Indraprastha 
and Arjuna’s successor there to desist from polyandrons marriages : 
Cowell: *Jat, VI, 139, etc-; vide infra, pp. 161—162 for Jataka 
version of the Pan (Java polyandry (on Krsna’s own initiative). 
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explanations, shorn of fable, plainly indicates that even in the 
next previous generation polyandry conld occur in a good 
‘ rsi J family1 (while the other explanation seems to refer to 
a dynastic case) .2 Above all,3 even before the ‘ svayamvara ’ 
of Draupadi, Krsna-Dvaipayana takes the polyandry for grant¬ 
ed as an ordinary thing supported by ‘ rsi 5 precedent, and 
advises the Pandavas accordingly, twice4; and Kunfl is 
remarkably insistent in her demands all along,—all that 
explanation by her ‘ dread of untmthfulness ’ being evidently 
silly.5 

This last point, and the fact that, whether by way of 
‘ niyoga 5 or by way of polyandry,6 KuntI had herself known 

1 The polyandric tendency, often amounting to unrestricted license, 
lingered on amongst the brahman families, even after the 
Bharat a battle, specially among the Angirasas, Kasyapas and 
Atreyas: vide infra. 

2 Vide infra. 
3 For other indications of frequency of polyandry, vide infra. The 

very fact that DraupadI was able to conceal lier identity by 
professing to be the common wife of five ‘ gandharvas ’ (what¬ 
ever may be the real meaning of that term,—‘ Kinnaras ’= Upper 
Sutlej hillmen, or simply professional musicians or Kusilavas, 
whose wives, afccording to Vats. Ka. Sut., are not confined to one 
husband), shows that polyandry was fairly well known in the 
Matsya country as well. (Probably even ‘ gandharva ’ is an after¬ 
thought, and the Pandavas in their incognito exile simply 
passed themselves off as another humbler polyandrous fami'y; 
vide n. 7, p. 151). Drau.° is taken to be a gandharvi w. of the 
sons of a gandh.° king (Mbb. IV, 9, 257). She professes to be 
w. of five gandh.0 (IV, 9, 273 ff.; 14, 426; 16, 493; 21, 664; 
22, 787), So also the Pand.0 are mistaken for gandh.0 (Bhi.° : 
IV, 8, 235; 22, 792; 23, 819; 71, 2293; Nalt.0 : 12, 323; Arj.° : 
45, 1406). Note that it was a ‘ gandharva ’ who advised the 
Pand 0 t-o contract a polyandrous marriage with a Kasyapa priest’s 
help, and that gandharvas were Kinnaras (Mbh. II, 10, 396 : etc.; 
vide Sor. Index, s.v. gandh.0 and Kinn.0), among whom Pandu 
lived and allowed Kunti’s and Madri’s five connexions, and whose 
modern representatives the Kanwaris are still polyandrous. 

3 Mbh. § 220 (Caitraratha °) : I, 168; 169, Dhaumya was chosen (at 
the instance of a Gandharva chief) the Pandava family priest 
in view of their intended polyandrous marriage, and he per¬ 
formed their nuptial rites according to a form whereby the 
common bride was deemed to have regained virginity after each 
individual marriage and its consummation; he also performed 
the usual ceremonies for the children of this marriage; bis 
kinsmen were also the royal chaplains of the Pancalas (Mbh. 
I,_ 183; 198, 7338 ; 221, 8047; etc.). Thus the Gautama 
(Anglrasa), Vasistha and Kasyapa brahmans were all familiar 
with polyandric marriages, as much as the princes and people 
of Indraprastha, Matsya and Pancala. Of. the regret of 
Draupadi that she and her husbands -were not born as brahmans, 
for amongst Ksatriyas she had been called a cow by Duiyodhana 
for her polyandry; Mbh. § 340 (Arjunabhig.0) ; III, 37. 

5 Mbh. I, 196. 
6 Vide infra, 
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sharing t|ie favours of a princess1 by agreement: the apparent¬ 
ly wild tales of c Yayati’s daughter 52 and the ‘ five Indras 53 

prove this. 

This former story takes us back to a period4 before the 
4 Gautama 5 cases of polyandry, quite an early stage; and is 
told of persons who are otherwise5 famous in tradition; hence 
the amount of fable and brahmanical edification that has 
entered into the account6 is only what might be expected, 
specially as the behaviour of those personages was far from 
creditable.7 There are some obvious historical mistakes in the 
story due to subsequent brahmanical handling,8 but their 
sources can be discovered9; some of the persons named as 
contemporary are clearly so,10 while about others there is no 
direct traditional evidence to the contrary11; and the story as 
a whole is referred to in other connexions and finds support 
from incidental Vedic, Puranic and Epic allusions.12 

1 A probable case of such sharing (though not peaceful, apparently) 
is indicated among the Yadava-Pauravas of the S.W., a 
generation before the Bharata battle: the King of Karusa 
(either Vrddhasarman or Dantavakra), Sisupala of Cedi, and 
Yasudeva of Dvaravati (and Mathura), are all staled to have 
had Bhadra-Vaisali (which name lean have belonged to only one 
person) for their wife. (Sisupala, however, obtained her by 
impersonation or force; but regarding Vasudevia and Karusa 
there are no special statements. This Bhadra is also stated to 
have been Sisupala’s maternal uncle’s wife, whom he enjoyed 
under the disguise of the Karu§a king, who was his mother's 
sister’s husband. So Yasudeva and his brother-in-law apparently 
had equal access to Bhadra-Vaisall. She however subsequently 
ascended the funeral pyre of Yasudeva). Vide Mbh. § 291 
(Sisupala.0) : II, 45, 1570 if; § 793 (Mausala.0) : XVI, 7, 194; 
cf. Brahmanda: III, 71, 173-4, and corresponding passages in 
other Pur.° 

2 Mbh. § 565 (Qalava.0) : V, 114-120. 
3 Mbh. § 238 (Vaivahika.0) : I, 197. 
4 Before the 40th step and after the 20th step from Manu (which 

latter is the date of the beginning of Haihaya, raids). 
5 Specially in connection with the Haihaya invasions. 
6 So also in other stories told about givi, Pratardana, Vis'vamitra; 

or about Sagara, the Bhrgus, etc. 
7 So also the Pan<Java polyandry is cloaked with ill-fitting puerile 

tales. 
8 E.g. in making Galava the central figure of the story, or Yayati a 

contemporary of the four kings. 
9 Thus Yayati may easily have been substituted for Ahamyati or 

Samyati, who were contemporary Yayatya kings at Pratisthana. 
10 E.g. Visvamitra and Samyati (through Krtavirya); Usinara and 

Haryasva. 
11 E.g. re IJsxnara, Divodasa, HaryasVa and Visvamitra. 
12 E.g. Mbh. Ill, 197, 13301-2; I, 88-93; V, 119-122. Matsya: 35, 

5; 37-42. Kv. X, 179; III, 31, 1-3 (by a Yisvamitra or 
Knrika r?i) seems to refer to and justify Haryasva’s begetting 
a famous son for the benefit of his father-in-law, apparently by 
a similar arrangement. In Pur.0 genealogies the wives of all 
these four kings (and the mothers of their theirs) are called 
Prsadvati. - 
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rogeny became merged in the Yadava groups,6 Madhavi is also 

1 The story is lold at LimarasUa/k court tu illustrate tu lire princes 
the evils of persisting in one’s -whim recklessly and of too mucu 
insistence on any one object; apparently it is G-alava’s insistence 
on paying his guru’s fee that is illustrated : but this clearly 
belongs to the subsequent br; 
originally the insistence exemplified before a Paurava court must 
have referred to an ancient Paurava court episode rather than 
a braiunan teacher’s fee; and the kernel of the story is in 
fact such an episode. The point of the illustrative story seems 
to he that by insisting on a dowry or bride-price of 800 horses 
of " ~ 
had to give her as common wife to four suitors,'i and even then 
tl 

Pro 

of precisely the same breed are a prized possession of kings, 
valued equally with a beloved ‘ rich-dowried queen. 

+ Who had other reasons also for a close combination, viz., the 
common danger from the Haihayas (at this time allied, by 
marriage, with the Pra-tisthana court). 

For a Jataka parallel, vide infra. 
It is to be noted here that the Pracinvant-Abamyati section of the 

Yayatyad?aurava dynasty evidently became extinct at this point, 
probably as much through failure of male line as through Haihaya 
expansion. Raudrasva-Rceyu-Matinara introduce a fresh Paurava 
branch. Thus the story about the 4 fall*’ of Yayati and his 
* salvation 5 through the fame of his daughter’s sons had a his¬ 
torical foundation. „ , , 

Probablv because the first arrangement could not work well for long. 
His expulsion may well have been due to the other three kings. 
The gfirasena section of the Yadavas (desc. from KrtavirTa conn. 

with Ahamyati by marriage, and thus with Yadhavi and 
Haryasva) had just risen in the period contemplated by this 
episode; obviously the Hariv. version has confused a real tradi¬ 
tion re the affiliation of an exiled Aiksvaka family to the related 
Stirasena-Yadavas, by identifying the earlier Surasenas with th. 
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said to have obtained a 'boon’ from a hsi’ that after every 
connexion and child-birth she would regain her virginhood 
without prejudice to the next case, and she accordingly her¬ 
self suggests that polyandric arrangement; and the four kings 
also are fulLy aware of what they and Madhavi wrere about, 
and show every sign of approval and delight; while their 
sons by her are their heirs by preference. 

Such a remarkable tradition regarding famous ksatriya 
dynasties and heroes must have been well-known in the days 
of the Bharata war, and Vyasa as a Pauranika might be 
expected to refer to its precedent on the question of a 4 sadlia- 
ranl 3 wife for the Pandava princes. He does refer1 to it; 
oniy later .mythical and -edifying accretions have obscured this 
reference : the ‘4 Paneendropakhyana 5 5 is nothing but a garbled 
brahmanical account (with an admixture of folk-tale)1 of this 
once famous and striking tradition about the Paurava princess 
Madhavi-Dr sadvatl and her four (or rather five) royal 
husbands. 

It is a noteworthy feature in the Madhavi-4 Pancendra 3 
accounts that the polyandry described is not a 4 fraternal 3 one : 
there is some amount of blood relationship between Madhavi3 s 
several husbands no doubt, owing to common Aila descent and 
dynastic intermarriages,2 and Madhavi herself is so related to 
them; but there is no immediate fraternal relationship 
between the four kings. So also the several 4 Indras 3 C Sivi, 

1 With this tale of one wife for five ‘ Indras ’ may be compared the 
still lingering folk legend of 1 IndranI fox’ 7 Indras (cf. 
a communicated note by Grierson in J.R.A.S.). I he Puranlc basis 
of such legends may be traced to traditions like that of Nahusa 
courting ' India’s ’ queen when he too became an ‘ Indra ’ (Salya 
tells the story to Yudh.° on the eve of the battle : Mbh. 
V, 11—15.). The tradition of the common queen of these four 
great kings, some of whom might well be called ‘ Indras,’ may 
also have been one source of such a legend. It is noteworthy that 
Visvamitra’s father was ‘Indra’ incarnate; and Sivi and Pra- 
tardana were famous and powerful enough for the title; so also 
other Aila and Aik§vaka princes had actually become ‘ Indras/ 
Perhaps tli© ancient kings who were called or said to have be¬ 
come 1 Indras, ’ only held or usurped the position of High Priest 
of the tribe or realm, in addition to that of King. Cf. the 
Devaraj and Dharmaraj (or Dharma) of Bhutan, its High Priest 
and Ghief Judge. So also Epic-Puranic tradition knows of 
1 Videha and 1 Iksvaku king as Devaraj (a), and 1 Vasi?tha 
with the same designation (vide Pargiter : AIHT. p. 342 for 
refs.), and Nahusa is called ' Devaraj *, (and equivalents) about 
24 times in Mbh. (V, and XIII); while Vidura and Yudhi§tbira 
were Dharma(raja)s. (Cf. also the current idiom, ‘ Indra-pata ’ = 
passing aways of a great social leader). It is thus possible that 
the Pancendra and 4 Saptendra ’ legends are echoes of the times 
when High Priests (royal or -otherwise) had often wives in com¬ 
mon (" maharsini va Gautami ”; cf. n. 1, p. 161). 

t This is quite apparent from the genealogies. 



sn = iviaanavi, in iaier myiiiiuiugiuai equamcma; uua may wc Ouc u* 
the starting points of the Sri and Paflpendra story. 

This was used by her co-wife Madri also : Mbh. X, 124. 
Mbh. $131 (Kunti) : I, 67, 2768—’74; §175 jKama-sambh.0) : X, 111, 

4385 ft; § 189 (Pandul : I, 122, 4748; § 190 (Pandavotp.0) : I, 123. 
4760. Of. $ 569 (Bhagavadyana) : V, 144; XI. 27,—$ 620 
(Sraddha.0); §789 (Putradars.0) : XV, 29—30; §547 'Kama) 
III, 303—307, etc. 

This was a ‘ rsi * view quoted to Janamejaya : Mbh. §240 (Vaivah.0) : 
T, 199 -(end). " 

Mbh. $ 171 (Bhlsma-Satyav.0^ : T, 103: of. 63. 
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And Kuutf s own sister Srutadeva, though married to 
Vrddhasannan of Karusa, Is stated to have been mother of 
Ekalavya, famed as Naisadi (and son of Hiranyadhanu), 
having been brought up by the Nisadas near Dvaravatl1: 
clearly, Srutadeva had a similar adventure to Kuntf s, and 
Ekalavya was her ' kanma ’ son,—which however was no 
detraction from her ‘ maidenhood’ or a bar to subsequent 
marriage. The frequent ascription in stories of restored 
maidenhood to * apsaras 5es (some of whom were real 
women)3 after connexions with rsis or princes, is thus partly 
a reflex of actual conditions and opinions. This legal fiction 
of restored or continued maidenhood was evidently invented 
at a later period to justify undeniable cases of polyandry (and 
license) in the near past,—or may have been coeval with that 
institution in its last days. Like Madhavi, again, KuntT her¬ 
self suggests to Pandu how she might become mother of 
children by other men^; and like her and * Sri,1 Draupadl 
captivates all the five brothers by gazing upon each one of them 
in love, when she is brought to the hut by Arjuna and Bhima.4 
Subsequently, on the eve of the great battle, Krsna, the 
* sakha 5 of Draupadl had a secret conference with Kama, the 
1 kamna ’ son of KuntT, in which he tried to win him over to 
the Pandava side, by promising that the covetable Draupadl 
will approach him also as wife when the 6th turn came.5 Such 
a bait could not have been offered if Krsna5s ‘ sakhl ’ had not 
taken the initiative in the matter and expressed to him her 
willingness6 to extend the scope of her polyandry bv co-option. 
(The Pandava-s it is said came to know the truth about Kama 
after his death7; it may or may not be true; but that presents 
no difficulty, as Pandu also did not know about the early 
amours of Knntl who persuades him that she was for the first 

^ Hariv. 35, 19y>7-8; together with Va,yu : 96, 145 IT. (and con*, 
portions, i.e., 7e Vasudeva’s sisters, of Matsya, Brahmanda, 
Vi?nu, etc-); in Brahmanda ; III, 71, 189-’90, Ekalavya, ' the 
child brought up by Nisadas, is ascribed to a nephew of 
Srutadeva; apparently her 4 kanina * connection was with this 
near nephew. 

2 ‘Apsaras * status being ascribed to them owing to similarity of the 
names (like UrvasT,, Menaka, Ghrtaci, etc.) wEicE were quite 
usual; e.g. the wives of Raudrasva and Pururavas, or Visvamitra 
and' Bharadvaja, etc. 

3 She is no doubt first requested to bear children, but the method for 
this is her own.—Mbh. §189 (Pandu) : I, 122. 

4 Mbh. §236 (Svayamvara) : I, 192. 
5 After his embassy _ to Hastinapura, Krsna took Kai’na on his car 

and spoke to him of their being cousins and about Drauuadi, etc. 
Mbh. § 569 (Bhagavadyana) : V, 140. 

6 The incidents at her ‘ svayamvara * and the * dyuta ’ partly explain 
how this willingness may have arisen. 

7 But Kama knew, at least from Rtasma, Krsna and Kunti herself; 
cf. also Mbh. §620 (graddh.0) : XI, 27;” §62* (Rajadh.0) XII. 
6: Yudh. 0 had suspected it at the dice-match (from resemblance) : 
XTT, 1. 



them.* So also m DraupadI s case, her sons by some of her 
husbands are recognized as 4 dayadas ’ to them in¬ 
dividually,6 and probably this was so in all cases, with 
the exception of Arjuna’s son by DraupadI (being apparently 
born after Subhadra’s son Abhimanvu)7; and the Pandavas 
also have other wives individually,8 though not without some 
opposition from DraupadI,9 and other sons by them. Again, 
just as Madhavl is free to select a husband In the regular 
manner, even after her previous connexions,10 so also DraupadI 
is asked by Duhsasana and Kama in the 4 sabha* ’ to select 

1 Mbh. §139 (Pandu) : I, 122 (latter part) and 123. 
2 Mbh. I, 196, 7266. 
3 For the 1 niyogas ’ were not confined to one person, and Pandu all 

along lived with bis two wives, exercising full conjugal rights 
(at least subsequently). 

4 Vide infra, sec. on ‘ niyoga,’ re KuntT. 
5 TJsInara married 4 other dtrs. of ‘ raj arsis and tlieir sons were 

established in a number of Punjab principalities named1 after 
them, the main line being continued by Sivi : cl. Brahma : 13, 
20—24; Hariv. 31, 1674—79; Vavu : 99, 18; Brahmajida: III, 
74, 17—20; Visnu : XV, 18, 1. Re Vis'vamitra’s other wives and 
sons, cf. references to them in the Trisanku stories in all Pur.° 
and the Kausika gotra accounts in the same. 

6 E.g. Satanika, Nakula’s ‘ dayada ’ (often called Nakulih) : cf. Mbh. 
VII, 1086. (It is to be noted that Nakula’s son by an individual 
wife of his, Niramitra, is not his 4 dayada ’). Prativindhya, her 
son by Yudhisthira, is apparently the latter’s own ‘ dlvada ’; 
cf. Drau.°’s lament in the Sabha that she cannot bear the thought 
that Prati.° should be rcalled a slave’s son being the f raja-putra * 
(the King’s or Yudh.°’s heir). 

7 Mbh. §253 (Haranabar.0) I, 221. 
8 For these individual wives and their sons, vide : Vayu : 99, 240—*43; 

Matsya : 50, 51-57; Visnu : IV, 20, 11-12; and numerous refs, 
in full detail in Mbh. itself to each of these wives and their SOH3. 

9 Mbh. §253 (Haranahar.*5) I, 221. 
10 Mbh. V, 120. 
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anew a husband from amongst the Kurus1 (though the occasion 
for the request is a special circumstance), and later on Jaya- 
dratha asks her to leave her five husbands and be his queen2; 
Kicaka also wanted her: he did not know who she was, but 
knew that she was a maid-in-waiting with five husbands whose 
renegeance might fall upon him3;—the underlying idea appar¬ 
ently was that previous polyandric or irregular connexions 
(like those mentioned above) were no bar to subsequent 
regular marriage. The third feature of the Madhavi- 
Pancendra stories is also common to the cases of KuntI and 
DraupadI, particularly to the latter. On the continuity of 
Pandu’s claim to the throne through sons raised by KuntI 
(who was a Yadava princess), on the securing of Pancala 
support and maintenance of fraternal unity amongst these 
‘ Pandavas,’ turns the whole story of the Great Epic. 

For no instance of polyandry, however, is so much detail 
available as that of DraupadI; and an examination of these 
details should bring out what polyandry was like4 in its last 
days amongst the ruling classes of the end' of thef Vedic period. 

Polyandry in some form .seems to have continued longer 
amongst certain priestly sections (as noted above). When 
Utanka, a pupil of Veda (the £ purohita 5 of Janainejaya III) 
is most calmlv requested by the latter’s wife to take the place 
of her husband and approach her for the sake of e virtue,’5 if 
is evident that this was not a mere instance of laxity and 
adultery (which were common enough), but & customary 
latitude allowed to the brahman wife, amounting to polyandry. 
So also, Uddalaka’s6 ‘ wife 9 is free to go with other ‘ brah¬ 
mans/ either of her own will, or in response to invitations, 
and this fully in accord with * honoured rsi custom7; and 
Svetaketu is her son bv one of her ‘ husband’s ’ pupils.8 Such 
a state of affairs9 would show that in priestly settlements and 
retreats, isolated from public city life, resident brahmans of 

1 Mbh. § 304 (Anudyuta °) II, 77 (Dull.0 ’s request); § 300 (Dyuta °) II, 
71 (Kama’s request). 

2 Mbh. §522 (Drau.°-har.°) III, 267. 
* Mbh. §551^ (Kic.°) IV, 14 ff. 
4 These details are enough for a separate monograph; it is interesting 

to follow the jealousies and conflicts of the co-husbands, and 
the changing favours of the common wife, or the legal and 
social position of the partis concerned so far as illustrated 
in different episodes. 

5 Mbh, I, 3. 
£ Contemp. of Janainejaya III, cf. Mbh. I, 53a, 2047. 
? Mbh. § 187b. (Panda) I. 122, 4724—’35; vide n. 2, p. 153. 
g Mbh. §635 (Kajadh.0) XII, 34, 1229. 
^ 6 steps further on (cf. Par git er : AIHT. p. 330) Satyakama-J abala 

is born of a woman who had connexions with a number of 
brahmans in one household (or establishment), so that the 
parentage of her famous son remained uncertain (Chand. Up an. 
TV. 4, 1-2). 
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a group often had a woman or women in common.1 It is 
noteworthy that these two instances refer to the JLhgirasa, 
Kasvapa and Atreya groups,2 otherwise noted for traces3 of 
polyandry and laxity. 
X. iJ c flu 

For the intervening period4 between the later Pandavas 
and Buddhism, cases of polyandry are not known to the 
Puranic dynastic history.5 But the great prevalence of 
metronymics in this age amongst the brahmans is suspicious, 
and cannot have been all due to polygamy,6—for this was more 
or less general in various other earlier or later periods, and 
equally amongst the ruling classes.7 This cron of metrony¬ 
mics8 amongst the priesthood must have been therefore partly 
due/ to continued laxity9 and polyandry, in a proportion that 
cannot very well be determined. Buddhistic references to 
polyandry are not many, and these are mostly true echoes 
from the earlier Puranic traditions. Thus the story of Krsna’s 
marrying the 5 Pandava princes10 is told plainly and without 
fables, with the explanation that she was' a passionate girl who 
fell in love with five youths at the same time, insisted on 
marrying them all (to which her father agreed rather reluctant¬ 
ly),—and yet craved for a sixth consort :u quite iu agreement 
with epic indications, again, Vidura the Kura (prince and) 
counsellor warns Arjuna’s son' against having a wife in common 
with others,—a calamitous thing for a householder; yet it 
appears that his own sons had a common wife, on whom he 
relied for their guidance.12 The story of Pancapapa, the 

% In the orthodox ‘ 3ahghas ’ of Buddha’s time (i.e. brahmanical settle¬ 
ments) a few women were common to the whole congregation; 
(one of them accused Buddha of connexion with her); cf. the 
almost parallel practice in the late medieval Vaisnava ‘mathas \ 
etc. 

® Uddalaka’s father Arupa was a Gautama (Aruna-Aupavesi-Gautama); 
so also Uddalaka is stated to have been an Angirasa (Matsva: 
196, 4. 6. 8); he however founded an Atreya gotra (Matsya: 
197, 2); Veda, like Uddalaka, was in residence with the Ka^yapa 
Dhaumya; Veda was also an Aruni (Varaha : 37, 7b 

3 Vide ante and infra. 
4 Of 3 centuries, bet. 850 and 550 B. 0. 
5 Apparently owing to the concise character of the traditions for these 

times. 
6 As Keith supposes in his Ait. Aran. 
7 Vide infra, sec. re polygamy. 
8 Later on in history there is a parallel prevalence of metronymics^in 

the Andhra inscriptions and coins; but such clear Dravidian 
character is not evident in the earlier case : though it is possible 
that some of these metronymics embody traces of matriarchy in 
the originally non-Aila brahman families. 

9 Of this several instances are known in contemporary literature. 
10 Cowell : Jatakas : V, 225—’27 ; 240; 243. ^ , 
12 Th-e basis of this particular may be either the epic tradition of her 

agreeing to marry Karna as her 6th husband. or that of her 
having a f&vourite eunuch attendant (Vrhannala. whom Arjtraa 
impersonated). 

U Cowell : Jatakas : VI. 126—139. 
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common wife of the princes Vaka and Pavarika1 of Kasi and 
a neighbouring principality lower down on the Ganges, may 
however belong to the intervening pre-Buddhist period; and 
the introduction of Krsna’s story to illustrate a contemporary 
statement, that a woman with even eight husbands (apparent¬ 
ly the limit reached by fraternal polyandry) yet longs for a 
ninth,2 shows that the practice was not infrequent in Buddha’s 
own time. Polyandry as an institution existed in well-known 
civilized states and communities in the Western sub-Hima¬ 
layan area,3 in the post-Mauryan age.4 It still survives in 
those outlying ‘ aryan ’ tracts of country,5 and amongst various 
Tibeto-Burman tribes on their border. 

1 Cowell: Jatakas : V, 236—239. This is a case of non-fraternal 
polyandry, the wife being shared in alternate weeks; (cf. the 
Pandava arrangements in the Epic); (the story adds that the 
queen co-opted a third husband to keep her company during her 
journeys between the two capitals). It is to be noted that all 
these instances belong to the Gangetic plains. 

£ Cowell: Jatakas : Y, 243, (so also, Yidura’s warning against polyandry 
is applied to " all householders ”, showing that the Jatakas knew 
it as a not very restricted custom). 

3 In Strl-rajya, Grama-nan (next to it), and Yahlika; the country 
between and including Kumaon and N. Punjab. * Stri-rajya 
is known to Mbh., where its king is a candidate for the Kalihga 
king’s daughter. 

4 Cf. Vats. Ka. Sut. II, 6, 41—44; 39, 41 (with comm.); also 
Y, 6, 12 (re Strairajaka harems). 

6 E.g. in Rampur-Bashahr, Narkan<Ja (corr, to Nari-khancja or 
Stri-xajya, Gramanarf, etc.), and other districts around and 
beyond Simla, amongst the Kanwaris (who are popularly taken 
as = * kinnaras ’ of literature) and other tribes; many of these are 
Aryan ethnically; some are supposed to belong to the ‘ Khasa * 
race; others are clearly Mongoloid. 



No case of 4 Niyoga 5 is definitely mentioned in the Epic- 
Puranic tradition until about 41 steps below Manu; the next 
definite instances being at the 54th, 93rd, 94th, and 97th steps 
(with one not very long before the 93rd).1 Tins rarity in the 
earlier ages, and increasing number of cases later on, must 
partly have been due to gradual discouragement of polyandry 
and widow-remarriage2 amongst certain sections of the ruling 
nobility,—partly to increasing degeneracy of the polygamous 
wealthy princes3,—and partly to the growing pretensions of 
the priests.4 The first circumstance wrould afford the scope for 
a specialised 4 niyoga/ which would otherwise have been super¬ 
fluous ; the second created necessities for dynastic continuity, 
whose urgency increased with the duration of those lines; the 
third developed a morbid esteem for introduction of sanctifying 
‘ rsl ’ blood in the priest-ridden families. Indications of all 
these circumstances will be noted in the following account. 

No definite 4 nivogas/ again, are recorded of any other 
ruling family besides the Eastern Anayas (Anga), Aiksvakas 
(Eosala) and Pauravas (the Doab and Kuruksetra) ; while 
the brahman families expressly connected with the practice 
are the G-autamas (Angirasas) and the Vasisthas,—with 
apparently the Kasvapas and the Atreyas,5—all connected with 
those regions and dynasties. There are a few orobable cases 
amongst the Pancalas, Kanyakubjas and later Yadavas,6 but 
hardly any traces amongst the Turvasas, Druhyus, W. Anavas, 
Ha-ihayas,7 Xa&s8 Vaisaleyas8 and Yaidehas.8 It would 
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The numbering is on the basis of Pargiter's comparative lists; the 
approximate general sequence would stand oven if those number¬ 
ings have to be altered later on. Of Mann’s immediate descend¬ 
ants (within 3 steps?). Rathitara’s wife is said to have undergone 
a 1 niyoga ’ to an Aiigirasa. the resultant prosrenv being* optionally 
known as Ahgirasas or * Ksat^opetah dyiiatsvah ’ (Vis. TV, 2, 
2 f. and comm, on it; cf. Va. 88, 7; Bel* HE. 63, 7: Hv. 11, 658); 
but acquisition of brahman clan name and of the above designation 
is so frequent amongst Manva and Aila branch families (vide 
Pargiter AIHT.), and the alleged instance is so isolated, that it 
is more probable tbat the commentators' explanation arose from 
a var. lec. ‘ Ksetropetah, etc./ in a Bd. text. 

As with the Hastinapura dynasty (cf. ^Bhisma’s refusal to marry ms 
brother’s widows, and the singularity of the Pan<jlava polyandry). 

As with Vali, Vicitravirva, or Pandu. 
As with Angirasas and Vasisthas over various dynasties. 
Vide infra for the indications. 
fide infra. # . 
Except what is said in brahmanical stories about the ksetra.l* 

ksatrivas amongst them after 'their defeat by the Bhrgus; vide 

rhongh^the Angirasas are directly connected wijh the Vaisaleyas, 
and for a time with the Kasis, while the Vasisthas axe similarly 
connected with the Vaideltas. 
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seem as if the practice originated in the eastern kingdoms and 
spread westwards along with, the Ihgirasa, Vasistha and other 
priestly groups, in the same way as Manva Brahmanism can 
be said to have spread to the Alias.1 But the Basis, VaiSaleyas 
and Yaidehas were as much eastern and priest-ridden as the 
Ahgas and Kosalas; the explanation may be the martial 
character of the two former,2 and the absence of laxity in the 
latter.3 So also the absence of the practice amongst Druhyus, 
Turvasas and W. Anavas may be due to their having been 
virile fighting communities outside the Manva-Bjahman 
influence; and though connected with the Bhrgus and Atreyas, 
the Haihaya-Yadavas were too strong and martial a race^ for 
priest domination,4 and were vigorous, prolific polygamists, 
with a good deal of license in the sex-relations.5 The main 
position, however, as stated above, is significant: the practice 
is associated with the Angirasas and Vasisthas (of Anga, Vai- 
£ali, Kosula and Euru-Pancala). 

The first6 clear instance of the practice (that of 
Dfrghatamas5 sons by Vali’s wives)7 discloses several note¬ 
worthy features: There is no sign that it was regarded as 
unusual or novel. The brahman guest is already a privileged 
person, who is at once sent into the harem to have a pleasant 
time.8 The previous history of Dlrghatamas leaves no doubt 
as to how he used the privilege. It is after this that Vali 
commands his queen to obtain for him sons from Dlrgha¬ 
tamas, who, like other solicited personages in later instances, 
agrees forthwith. Sudesna also readily assents, but afterwards 
not liking connexion with a pur-blind man, substitutes a maid- 
in-waiting1 (apparently a secondary co-wife, ’Ati&nari2, of the 

1 Vide Pargiter: AIHT, pp. 303-14. 
® About the Kasis, the mention of the Haihaya wars is enough; for 

the Vaisaleyas, vide the graphic account of Mark.0 Pur ana. 
® Later on. in Astavakra’s time, however, there were temptations at 

the Janaka court (Mbh. Ill, 1331 
4 Of. their expulsion and opnression of these priests, leading to wars. 
5 As is evident from the Yadava dynastic accounts, and as noted 

already. 
6 Earlier legendary reference to ' ksetraja5 sons is very rare; one 

such is ascribed to a king Svarastra on the Vipasa, driven out 
of his kingdom, whose queen had a son by a * rsi,’ who became 
the Taimsa Mann (of uncertain chronological position) ; vide 
Mark.0 Pur.° 

7 The details that follow are given in full in : Mbh. § 170 (Dirgh.0) : 
I, 104; (cf. XII, 342, 13182): § 277 (JarasY) II, 21: (of. II. 17, 
698: III. 84, 8083; XIII, 7108; 7663; XII. 7593: also XJT. 
17961. Visnu : IV, 18, 1-2: Brahma ; 13, 28 ff; Matsya : 48, 
23-24; 58-88; Brahmanda: m. 74. 26-34: 36-99; Har'iv. 33, 
1683-90; Vayu: 99, 27-34; 35-99; 100-1. ' 

8 For the much later post-Mauryan period also, Vats. Ka. Sut. refers 
to the practice of allowing brahmans free access to the king’s 
women, in G-auda specially; does this show the eastern origin of 
this priestly influence ? 
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part of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, with Girivraja as a chief 
centre; and later on the 5 princes used to pay visits to their 
real father in his retreat at Girivraja. Three things are most 
striking in this common Epic-Puranic tradition: the revolting 
license of the (Angirasa) priest,—the laxity of harem life,— 
the utterly priest-ridden7 and incapable type of king.8 All this 
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c Sudra Ausinari 5 may have been her full name; one of the Panrava 
King Baudras'va’s daughters was named Sudra. (Possibly Sudra 
was also the name of Vidura’s mother). 

Cf. the parallel case of Ambika the chief queen similarly substituting 
a ‘ maid J who is also a co-wife and apparently a princess. Cf. 
also the Puraiiic legend of Surenu’s substitute, which shows a 
similar custom. Ausinari, shortly. ‘ Ausi,J is a better source for 
the metronymic Ausija, than Usij, which is otherwise # unknown 
as a feminine name; the epic version is clearly in the right here. 
Princesses in the harem suffering frequent changes of status, 
owing to royal or their own freaks, was very common all along; 
cf. Buddhistic references to pre-Bharata and post-Bharata court 
stories, and "Vedic references re 1 parivrkti,* etc. 

Cf. the chosen brahman agent ‘ living with * Saradandayanf till 3 sons 
are born to her; vide infra. ... 

So also Krsna-Dvaipayana was particularly pleased with vidura s 

mother. , , , c , , , . 
ncluding Anapana. (It is prob. better to read soparasca w 

the text for ‘ saparadha/ etc.; prob._ also the real name was 
Aunapana=‘ food-protector *; cf. Sali-vahana). 

Che epic tradition is very clear and consistent with regard to this 
location of the episode; so also the Puranic : e.g. Mat. 48, 84-88; 

Va 99 37-99 • etc. 
Uso shown’ by the brahmanistic economimns 
If. ft he was born when the race had dwindled : Matsya. 48, 23-24, 

etc. 
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cannot have developed in a day; the sort of 4 niyoga * as 
exemplified amongst the E. Anavas and Angirasas, therefore, 
must have been an accepted and established practice long 
before the 41st step from Mann; the E. Anavas had not 
separated from their more vigorous kinsmen, the N.W. Anavas, 
for more than a century and a half,1 and their rapid 
degeneration implies some pre-existing tradition of harem life 
and priest-influence in the land of their settlement, already 
peopled by the £ Saudyumna ’ and Manva races.2 

The 'niyoga 3 of Madayanti, Ivahnasapada’s queen,3 also, 
discloses somewhat similar features,—the main difference 
with the previous case being that Yali takes the practice for 
granted and is glad to employ it, while Saudasa-Aiksvaka is an 
unwilling victim of it. It would almost appear from the 
details given about Saudasa’s persecution of Vasisthas and 
Angirasas,4 the curse of the injured AngirasI, and his final 
reconciliation with ‘ Vasistha,5—that his queen was part of 
the price he paid for his restoration (which was assured when 
Saudasa had actually solicited Vasistha to beget a son on 
Madayanti), and that there was an element of retaliation and 
humiliation involved in the whole affair. Madayanti seems 
to have come into touch with Vasistha5 even before the 

‘ niyoga,3 while the king was in exile6,; and when on return he 
approaches her, she dissuades him from his desire of begetting 
a son himself, and then Vasistha is asked to visit the queen, 
with whom he remains till she is with child.7 On the whole 
what is an accomplished fact in the earlier case, is shown in 
the process of being completed, or reasserted after temporary 
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About 14 steps before this, branching off from Mahamanas, under 
Usinara and Titiksu. 

As the dynastic accounts clearly show; for details, vide Par cuter : 
' AIHT., Chaps. XXIV and XXV 6 
The following details are given in full inMbh. I, 182, 6888 ff: III, 

218, 14128, etc.; I, 122, 4737; 177, 6768; 6791; (cf. 176-177); 
235* 8604; Vayu: 88, 176 ff; Brahmanda: III, 

63, 177 ff; Vi5rm: IV, 4, 19-38; etc. 
At the instigation of the Aila * Yisvamitra.’ 
So also, while Trisahku remained in exile for 12 years, ‘ Vasistha * 

protected the royal harem and the kingdom, and the latter resented 
it very much; (in all Pur.0). 

One account makes^ her accompany her husband in his frenzied 
wanderings; it is not however clear whether the exile had begun 
then. 

And seems to be connected with her later on aj^so. 
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protest and check.1 It is notable that while nothing is said 
regarding Yali’s merit in lending his wife (or wives) to 
Dlrghatamas (though he is generally lauded as a pious king], - 
Saudasa by 4 giving his dearly loved queen to Yasistlia ’ (not 
simply ‘ raising a ksetraja son !) is declared to have 

‘ attained heaven together with that wife a befitting 
praise for a fresh or repentant1 convert to the system. 

The next group of clear cases of 4 niyoga5 (of 
Vicitravirya’s wives, Pandu’s wives and Uddalaka’s wife) are 
different in features from the above two. They do not show 
that domination of the king and the harem by the priest in 
the presence of the king himself. The court life is equally 
lax and degenerate, if not more so; and the continuance of 
the dynasty is equally a necessity; but that end is achieved 
through relatives or equivalents of relatives,—and not 
through an unconnected priest as such.2 In these * niyogas 5 
therefore, another element is present,—the rights of kinship; 
the practice in this form is a corrollary to and an off-shoot 
from * group 5 or fraternal polyandry, while the form 
typified by Saudasa’s and Vali’s cases is derived from 
ascendancy and pretensions of the priesthood.3 This, 
however, was still present: Emit! is referred to an (apparently 
not much) earlier definite instance4 of the 4 niyoga * of a 
Ksatriya5 wife, Saradandayani6, who, at her husband’s request, 
came out prepared into the public square7 and selected and 
solicited a suitable brahman from amongst the passers-by as 
the agent, and had successivly three sons by him after due 
ceremonials. Pandu mentions brahmans amongst others 
as suitable agents Kunti might think of.® Bhisma, citing in 
full the instances of the Bhrgus and Dlrghatamas, 
recommends a 4 rsi ’ agent; to Satyavati when she presents to 

1 The latter is more likely, as the Angirasas and -Vasigthas were long 
since intimately connected with the Manvas, and had other con¬ 
flicts with them before. 

2 The Paurava princes had many struggles with the brahmajis, and 
were only partially and for short periods under their sway. 

3 Of. the claim in AV. : the brahman has -rights oyer every wife of 
every other man; cf. a revolting example in the Epic story of 
Oghayati1 (a Saryata-Tadava princess and wife of a Nila (Paurava) 
prince of Maliismati, settled in Kuruksetra), who was enjoyed 
by a brahman in her gratified husband’s presence,—by right: 
Mbh. § 720. b. (Sudarsanop.0) : XIII, 2, 122 ft. 

4 Mbh. I, 4677-9. 
5 * Virapatni ’ ; but 1 Yira * may be the husband’s name. 
6 The name looks brahmanic; she may have been a brahman Saradanija’s 

daughter married to a ksatriya or a prince,—not an unusual 
thing. [Q. Is she the same as Sarakanta’s dtr. (apparently a 
corr. reading), w. of Andhaka Mahabhoja (Padma. V, 13, 45) 7 
in that case Kunti was aptly referred to her example.] 

7 For an Aik§akava parellel (of somewhat- later period perhaps), vide 
n. 10, p. 220. 

Mbh. I, 4680. 8 
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him the case of his widowed sisters-in-law.1 But in these 
latter instances, Panda also mentioned his brothers inends 
and ‘ -ood men 1 (equal or superior to him) as his substitutes,2 
—and the first proposal of Satyavati was niyoga or re¬ 
marriage of his sisters-in-law with Bhisma (the elder brother) 
himself, while her last and finally accepted proposal was_their 

‘ niyo^a ’ to her own illegitimate son Jirsna-Dvaipayana 
(equally an elder brother)3; it was accidental that lie was a 

< rsi-’ he was expressly selected for being an elder brother 
(oil the mother’s side)4, though Bhisma is made to approve of 
it doubly because he was a ‘ rsi.’5 

The ‘ niyoga ’ of Uddalaka’s wife to his disciple6 belongs to 
about the same age7; but though there is one common point, 
in the selection, as agent, of a peison who is almost a membei 
of the same family (in theory, if not by blood,—which was 
sometimes the case), it stands on a somewhat difEeient 
footing. As noted already, ‘ niyoga ’ of this type is but a 
form of the general license1 that prevailed amongst brahman 
settlements (which may have been connected with a sort of 
‘ group ’ polyandry). The brahman disciple indeed was 
often regarded by the preceptor’s wife as being in the status 
of her husband (as shown by Veda’s wife’s request to 
Utanka),8 in spite of all the denunciations and prohibitions 
of the (later) brahman law-givers,—which only show what 
actual conditions often were. If for instance Utanka had 
consented (as others like him evidently did), Veda would have 
had a ‘ ksetraja ’ son by a ‘ niyoga ’ arranged independently 
by his wife, because he was absent. It is noteworthy that 
Uddalakani’s is the first, and probably the only recorded^ 
example of ‘ niyoga ’ of a brahmap. woman9 while brahmam 

1 Mbh. § § 169-71: 1, 103 ff. 
2 Mbh. I, 4671-80. 
3 Called ‘ devara 5 in the text; this ’word therefore applied to_ all the 

"brothers of a husband; so also Ambika understands Bhisma by 
* your devara.’ (Prob. the original meaning of * devr * is a person 
with whom ‘dalliance or amour * is permissible even in the 
married state.) 

4 The one on the father’s side declining. 
5 It is to be noted that the Va£i§thas (to which, family Kr§na- 

Dvaipayana belonged) had become connected with the Pauravas 
from Samvarana’s days. 

S Mbh. XII. 34, 1229. 
7 Three or four steps lower. 
8 It is_to be noted that Veda was an Angirasa (Gautama), being an 

Aruni; vide ante. 
* Even this can hardly be called a ‘niyoga,* for Uddalaka’s wife was 

certainly not restricted to one husband, and probably the ascrip¬ 
tion of a ' niyoga * may be nothing more than giving a better 
name to some acknowledged connexion with disciple. (In Mbh. 
XII, 34, 1229, the justification of her case as that connexion 
with a * gurupatni * is no sin if the result is for the benefit of 
the ‘ gum *). 
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to have consisted in ascribing to one person Krsna- 
Dvaipayana all the three ‘ niyogas/ because he was in a later 
ao'e regarded as a supernatural ‘ rsi/—an incarnation of 
Visnu,1 2—and because Bhisma was becoming more and more 
an idealized type.3 Kunti’s case itself proves that it was quite 
usual to solicit several suitable persons to perform the 
‘ niyoga ’; thus Kunti underwent three different 1 5 niyogas,* 
and her co-wife Madri two (legally equivalent to one) ,3—and 
more invitations were thought of for both. The reference to 
Satyavatf s first thought of causing Bhisma to continue the 
line, and to Ambika’s expectation of Bhisma and other elder 
brothers (or cousins) of her husband as agents, is a plain indi¬ 
cation of what must have been the original procedure: the 
last king’s next of kin were invited to raise up offspring 
Hastinapura), Bhisma and Krsna-Dvaipayana; and the 
three ksetraja Kura princes may well have been begotten 
by these three relatives on the three wives6 of Vicitravlrya,— 
quite in accordance with normal custom. So also, Bhisma 
and Vahllka are consistently called direct ‘ grandfathers ’ of 
the Dhartarastras and Pan<Javas, and ‘ fathers ’ of Pandu, 
Dhrtarastra (and Vidura), equally with Krsna-Dvaipayana; 
and on the whole the parental connexion is asserted specially 
between Bhisma and Pandu (with Pandavas), between 
Vahlika and Dhrtarastra (with Dhartarastras) and between 
Krsna-Dvaipayana and Vidura;—and this in spite of the re¬ 
iterated derivation of all of them from the last progenitor. 

The indications regarding the relatives who may have 
taken part in the ‘ niyoga ’ of Pandu’s wives are by no means 

1 E.g. in Mbli. XII, 350 (first part). 
2 That he was originally not so, is revealed by Sisupala’s denunciation 

and several other episodes connected with his careers on the 
whole, however, he represents a better type than most other epic 
personages. 

5 Vide infra. 
* Ih fact Vahlika and his sons and grandsons represent the Kaurava 

dynasty proper; the rest are questionable grafts (hence the justi¬ 
fication of their continued use of ‘ Kuru ’ titles). 

5 Even so, of Kaurava blood, for Satyavatl was of Vasu’s line (which 
is the real basis of the Bhi§ma-Matsya compact). 

6 Who may have had a choice between those three; in that case the 
story of Ambika and Ambalika’s dislike of Vyasa would originate 
from, their actual preference of Vahllka and Bhisma and rejection 
of. Vyasa, who thus fell to the lot of the 3rd wife. (Of. the 
rejection by Sudesna, of Dlrghatamas who falls to the lot of an 
inferior queen at first, and the choice by Kunti herself of the 
persons for ‘ niyoga ’). 
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so clear. Of course all those fables about invocation of gods 
are only fables intended to obscure the actual partis, so as 
to remove the ordinary or the discreditable features of the 
life history of persons made into brahmanical heroes, and 
impart them something of mystic and divine glamour.1 
Stray references to actual origins, discoverable for the next 
previous generation, are almost absent for the Pandavas,— 
having been evidently laboriously modified or weeded out 
through centuries. Still some details and incidental notices 
suggest possibilities, much sounder than those fables. For 
one thing it is to be noted that the Epic and Puranic (and 
even Vedic) tradition knows of lots of other kings2 3 who are 
said to have been born from Dharma, Maruts, or Indra (or 
the Asvins), being their ‘ portions/' gifts, sons, or incarnations; 
and these ascriptions to the Panuavas are by no means a 
special mythological conception.5 Thus the detailed 
development of these common expressions and notions m 
connection with the Pandava origins only shows that the 
details (of ' niyoga 5 etc.)_ were already there in the original 
account, but that there were some facts in it (like similar 
forms and imports of names) which easily led to those details 
being ascribed to some of the usual divinities whose 
prototypes or essences kings were popularly held to be.4 If 
at the same time it is remembered that in the same family 
and in the next previous generation the ‘ niyogas ’ (which 
were the first sources of the Pandavas etc.) wTere performed 
by one or more near relatives, the conclusion becomes 
irresistible^ that £ Dharma,5 ‘ Maruta,5 ‘ Puruhuta,5 and 

Asvinau 5 (with their .various synonyms)5 stand for real 
kinsmen or relatives of Pandu whose names happened to be 

Tt 
r t 

1 The pros ess is not unique in Indian history; champions caught hold 
of by brahmarLs were translated into myths even in medieval ages, 
as when the barbarian Gurjadas, etc., were declared to have sprung 
from Agni at a sacrifice (a fable ascribed to other contests in 
Pur.°). 

2 E.g. Drupada born of Maruts : Mbh. I, 67, 2715; so also Satyaki : I, 
67, 2714; and Virata : ibid 2717 (in his case prob. Maruta was 
also Ms real patronymic; vide infra.) : so again, Pandn ? XV, 
517t. 851; Krtavarman: XVIII, 5u, 159; Mandhatr : ’ XII, 29, 
974; cf. Maruts associated with Uarutta (in Pur.°). Similarly 
other kings are said to be born of other gods. 

3 Hence it is no ground for holding that the Pandavas were an un¬ 
known foreign mountain clan who invaded as usurpers, etc. 

4 Such transitions from facts to myths, from names to fables, is a very 
common feature of early tradition, whether PuTanic or Vedic. 

5 Thus Arjuna as * son of Vasava’ suggests that a related ‘ Vasava * 
prince (desc. from Vasu of Cedi) may have begotten Arjuna. 
But as 4 Maruta5 stands for one * Vasava * prince (vide infra), 
and as * Puruhuta' occurs in a genealogical verse, Purnjit (Kunti- 
bhoja) is probably the more likely agent (vide infra). 
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suck as to make later identification with those divine beings 
but an easy step involving no great textual change. In fact 
on a detailed examination of the Epic and Puranic relation¬ 
ships of the Euru-Pandava and connected dynasties, it 
becomes sufficiently clear that ‘Dianna* might well 
represent none other than Vidura- Dharma (younger step¬ 
brother of Pandu),1 2—‘ Maruta/ a Vasu-ite Cedi-Matsya 
prince of the same name (ruling over a people of also the same 
name), being a cousin of Pandu through Satyavati (and 
probably the predecessor of Virata),3—11 Puruhuta/ Euntfs 
foster-father Eimtibhoja’s son Purujit, being her cousin,4— 
and the 1 Asvinau/ either one or two (jointly ruling or 
actually twin) princes of the 4 Asvapati 5 or Madia family (to 
which Madn belonged).5 Some of these would thus be relatives 
of Pandu through marriage; so also in the earlier k niyoga,’ a 
relative in the female line is selected as equally good with 
one in the direct male line.6 * * * * Thus the meaning of Pandu's 
recommendation of brothers and suitable relatives as his 
substitutes is elucidated; indeed, when ‘ Dharma * is invited 
by EuntI, he hurries on a chariot to visit her, and accosts her 
smiling,—and she too smiles knowingly, and solicits him for 

1 So also it seems very likely, from the great laxity in Yadava dynastic 
morals, that Kunti’s 4 kanina 5 son by ‘ Bhanii,’ etc., was really 
by her kinsman Bhanu Yadava (whose abducted daughter Sahadeva 
married later on) (vide infra). 

3 Apparently Vidura was also called 1 Dharma ’ ; he may have been a 
‘ judicial officer ’ at the Kuru court (just as he filled other offices); 
cf. the Aru-Mandavya story : Mbh. 1, 106, 4302; 107, 4306; XV, 
28, 752.754; cf. also the Mbh. account of 4 Vidura (=Dharma) 
entering Yudhisthira’s body after death.’ From all this it would 
seem that Vidura-£ Dharma 5 as judge had punished a brahman buy 
for cruelty, and the brahmans out of spite spun stories based on 
his parentage; it also becomes clear how Yudhi§thira could be 
said to have been begotten by ‘ Dharma * (so that ‘ being so 
begotten no blame could attach ’ to Kunti and Pan.din). 

3 Maruta is the name of a Vasu-ite (Kaurava) prince or his line, in the 
Puranas (Cedi genealogy); his line was the same as the Mavellaka 
or Matsya line (vide Pargiter AIHT. 118-19); Marutah are a 
people amongst Yudhisthiras allies, and so are Mavellakas,— 
proo. the same as Matsyas. Cf. Mbh. VI, 2083 (Bom. Edn.); etc. 

3 The _ genealogical verse is Mbh. I, 126, 4921: ‘ Puruhutad ayam 
jajfie Kuntyam eva Dhananjayah,’ for which may be read : ‘ Puru- 
jito hy ayam.’ or ‘ Purujitas tvayam.1 Re Purujit 
(Kuntivardhana), cf. Mbh. II. 14, 581; V. 172, 5922; VI, 25.0. 
834; VII, 23.0., 995; 25, 1103; VIII, 6, 172. 

S Many other Madra and Kekaya princes were called Aiva-patis. The 
Mbh. account of Madii’s m. makes Madra=VahlIka family; in 
that case the relationship was double, an earlier Vahlika prince 
having had a share in the Vaicitravlrya niyogas- If Madra- 
Kekaya, then also there was additional relationship through Kunti’s 
sister and her 5 sons, Kekaya princes; 2 otherrcontemp. Kekaya 
princes (prob. twins) were Vinda and Anuvinda. 

S Mbh. § § 168-171 (BhbjASat.0) : I, 103 
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a son1: there is little of the mythical here, and the description 
would apply equally to Vidura-Dharma as a £ didhisu devr 5 
and to Kuntl as a ‘ devr-kama/ 

Some other features are also disclosed bv the Kura- 
Pandu cases. First, as to the sources from which the 
practice was adopted : It is not necessary to suppose that, 
along with Pandava polyandry, the Epic £ niyoga ’ implies 
Himalayan and non-Aryan origins, and that the Pandavas 
therefore were uncouth foreigners.2 It has already been 
shown that polyandry was known amongst brahman and 
Ksatriya families of the Gangetic plains in several earlier and 
later3 periods; so also, there were earier and later cases of 
' niyoga ’ (as noted above) in various other families and 
parts of the countrv, even in the same dvnastv. It is not 
a special case here. The only connections discoverable with 
Himalayan regions are, firstly, the accident of Pandu Js living 
on Mt. Satasrnga4 at the time of the 4 niyoga ’ (where the 
reason given for that retirement is sufficient from a common- 
sense point of view),—secondly, the statement5 that on the 
birth of the 3 ksetraja sons of Yicitravlrya, the Uttar a and 
Daksina-Ehrus vied with one another (which would rather 
point to the Vaicitraviryas being foreigners, if at all),—and 
thirdly, the inclusion of some Himalayan tracts within 
Yndhisth’ira’s dominions (which fact is later than the cases in 
question).6 The Euru-Pandavas may have, more probably 

1 Mbh. I. 122 ff.; the next 4 agent ’ also approaches her smilingly, 
and Kuntl is tiere ‘ salajja * as well as smiling; she would 
naturally have been less familiar with the Maruta-AIatsya cousin 
than with Vi dura. 

2 A view repeated in many very recent works. 
3 E.g. in Buddhistic references. 
4 Such retirements for various reasons (real or alleged) of one of (the 

brothers are not uncommon in the dynastic tradition : e.g. Tati, 
Jyamagha. Devapi, etc.; probably Pandu was actually exiled 
with his wives by Dhrtarastra, in the same way as the Pandavas 
were ousted by Duryodhana. 

6 This might be taken to indicate that ‘ niyogas ’ were commoner in 
Uttara-Kuru (where another primitive custom, that of sister- 
marriage, sp. bet. twins, was an established one, acc. to Mark.® 
Pur.°; also unrestricted polyandry, acc. to Pandu in the Epic.). 

5 A large portion of the Southern Himalayan region was, _from much 
-earlier times, under the Aiksvaka (Manva) and W. Anava king¬ 
doms. That part of it where Pandu went to live, corresponds to 
modern Gadhwal, Sirmur and Kanawar (der. popularly from 
* Kinnara. ’), where polyandry is still recognized. The^ Kinnaras 
(— Kanwaris) are named amongst the real human Gandharvas in 
the Epic; and Draupadi escapes detection by giving out that 
her five husbands are * gandharvas ’; probably even in the Epic 
period these Kanwari 1 gandharvas * had the same institution of 
polyandry as now. These points however do not prove the 
Himalayan origin of the Pandava polyandry and 4 niyoga ; 
they only show that while polyandry was . becoming rare in the 
plains it still prevailed in outlying hill districts; the surround¬ 
ing polyandry at Satasrnga may however have encouraged the 
4 five ' ‘ niyogas ” of Pandu’s wives. 
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adopted these practices of polyandry and ‘ niyoga ’ (if they 
were not known to them before,—which is not very likely) 
from the Vasisthas, Ahgirasas and Kasyapas, they came so 
in contact with, specially from the days of Bharat a1 onwards. 
Bhisma relies on Ahgirasa precedent of 4 niyoga/ Pandu on 
that as well as Vasistha; a Vasistha takes part in the 
Vaicitravlrya 4 niyogas/ and various 4 rsis ’ justify the birth of 
Pandu’s sons; a Kasyap'a priest (Dhaumya), and that 
Vasistha, advise, sanctify and legalise the Pandava polyandry, 
without objections and armed with precedents.2 

Then as to the number of 4 niyogas ’ permissible": Kunti 
is made to say that connexion with the fourth man besides the 
husband makes the wife a courtesan,3 and therefore she 
refused to undergo a fourth 4 niyoga *i; but she had already 
exceeded that limit, for actually1 she had had 4 connexions 
excluding Pandu, and she had 4 sons by different fathers who 
all were or came to be regarded as Pandu’s sons.5 Pandu 
indeed wants to have quite a number of such sons; and he 
had a precedent for it; Vali had practicallv 17 sons raised on 
his two wives, 11 on one and 6 on the other; Saradandayani 
raised 3 sons by 4 niyoga ’, and if Vyusitasva’s case6 is really 
one of 4 niyoga, ’ the number permitted is 7 ; on the other 
hand Ambika had one actual 4 niyoga ’ and another proposal, 
a&d MadayantI only one. On the whole therefore the number 
of 4 niyogas ’ was not restricted by any standing rule; nor 
was its nature regulated by austere injunctions found in later 
codes: for in almost all the traditional cases of 4 niyoga/ the 
partis take to it with an evident element of initiative7 and 
choice, personal feelings and attractions8; and very often the 
wife is allowed to woo and choose afresh one or more persons 
of her own accord, in view of such temporary unions,—whose 
duration might be extended considerably (from one night to 
twelve years or more) .9 

1 
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Vid® infra, the prob. case of ‘ niyoga ’ with Bharata. 
The Buddhist echoes of Puranic traditions indeed suggest (vide ante) 

that polyandry was_ more frequent amongst the Kurus than 
appears from the Epic, and was known to Paficalas, Ko^alas, 
Kasis, and peoples further down the Ganges. 

Of. the same view in Vats. Ka. Sut. quoting Pancala-Babhravya (at 
least cir. 600. B.O.). It is interesting that the dictum is given 
a Paficala origin. 

The fact is kept secret from Pandu. 
Re Kama,, cf. M Pandu’s son by’ * dharma * ” : Mbh. V, 140 , 4734: 

141, 4756. 
Vide infra. 
Eg. Madri clearly; Kunti and MadayantI partly. 
The three last features may be found ‘in all the traditional cases. 
So that niyoga ’ often verged on ‘ co-option > of a husband, or 

*°r *olJa*dry5 thus MadayantI is said to have been 
w u to Vasistha, though she remained S^udasa’s queen all 
*4?? V • Ausina*! and Saradandayani (ante) ' living * (for long) 

with their apportioned or selected ‘ agents/. 
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Connected with this is another feature of these ‘ nivogas ’ 
m a* t? 

of tradition: continued (political or social) connection with, 
and (parental or kindly) interest in, the ‘ ksetraja ’ children, 
on the part of the real progenitors. That of Krsna-Dvaipayana 
is inseparable from the Epic events; and so is that of VahlTka 
and Bhisma,—if they may be given the status that is almost 
plainly indicated for them; so also, of the probable originals 
of £ Dharma,’ ‘ Maruta ’ and e Puruhuta ’ (who as such 
divinities continue to show parental concern), Vidura’s 
interest in Yudhisthira is particularly strong, and the only 
three allies (apart from relations by marriage) that the 
Pandavas had at first, were Vidura, Virata the Vasu-ite prince 
of Matsya, and Purujit the Kuntibhoja. The fatherhoods of 
Pandu and Vicitravlrya are but faintly asserted behind the 
prominent repetitions of the real relationships, which are 
openly and proudly acknowledged before all and in the 
presence of all the partis concerned; and it is the mothers who 
are more prominent than the putative fathers (naturally 
enough, though against the presumption of later law-books), and 
who give their sons their better-known and more frequently 
used metronymics,—while the ‘ actual ’ patronymics are also 
applied.1 In the Vali and Saudasa cases also there is the 
same connexion and interest: 4 Va&st-ha 9 remains in touch 
with both the mother and the son, and his own son ‘ Paraiara ' 
becomes that other son’s guardian after Saudasa’s _ death2; 
so also Dlrghatamas was often visited by the Valeya princes, 
and h';s other descendants (by another wife of Vali)3 continued 
for generations to protect and favour the related Anava 
princes.4 Only in Saradandayanl’s case the real father passes 
out of view; but probably not so in the Uddalaka case, if Kaho- 
da5 is the disciple referred to, as Kahoda lived all along with 
him, and also married Uddalaka’s daughter, and her son 
Astavakra and Svetaketu were closely connected. 

m m V 

Another noticeable feature of the 1 niyogas 1 of^ tradition 
is that the majority of them are performed in the lifetime of 
the husband,6 * * whose disabilities as such are not always 

1 E,g. ‘ Dhrta.° son of Vyasa’ : Mbh, I. 1, 95 : 60, 2213 : 63, 2441; 
“ 67, 2719, etc.; cf. § 171 (Vic.°-sutotp.°); VI, 594, etc.; ‘Dhrta.°, 

son of Ambika * : 31 mentions; cf. Sor. _ Index, pp. 250-52: 
also ‘ Ambikeya ’ : 8 mentions; but f- Vaicitr&virya * : 30 men¬ 
tions. 

2 "Vide refs ante 
3 All of whom be went to the length of appropriating, apparently 

because Vali had originally wanted him to beget sons on the 
chief queen Sudesna and not on any other wife. 

4 Vide refs. ante. 
5 He was the favourite disciple; Astavakra. and Svetaketu were of the 

same age. and were brought up as ‘ brothers.’ 
6 The case of Veda’s wife seems to show that- 4 niyogas * were allowed 

during long of the husband, amongst rsi families at 
least. 
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apparent; so that in some cases priest influence (or a poly- 
andric tendency) can have been the only motive.. The only 
clear case of 4 niyoga ’ of widows is that of Vicitravlrya’s 
wives,—another very probable case being that of Bhadra- 
Kabslvati. 

Some curious points are raised by the case of Madrl. 
There it is said that inviting twins to a 4 niyoga ’ is tantamount 
to undergoing one only1; Madrl thus shrewdly secured to her¬ 
self the advantage of connexions with two persons and bearing 
two sons, while beeping to the letter of her co-wife’s stinted 
permission! Kuntl did not know this point of law,2 otherwise 
she too would have, as she declared, invited twins every time. 
Such permission from the elder co-wife is not required in the 
case of Vicitravirya’s wives,—apparently as the ‘niyogas’ there 
were mainly on the initiative of Satyaviti; but the Ko&ala 
princesses are also said to have been themselves very anxious 
for having children; while in the other case, Pandu also him¬ 
self wanted to have bsetraja sons. The explanation is to be 
found in the nature of the permission Madrl had. The 
notorious ‘ mantra of Durvasas ’ which Kuntl allowed Madrl 
to use once, suggests a regular system of 4 priestly bans ’ or 
permits for various cases of royal license or transgressions.3 
As already noted, Kuntl’s ‘ boon ’ or permit was not a rare 
one: at least two other well-known princesses of the Paurava 
race4 having got it before her. Durvasas is said to have 
granted his absolving permit for free alliances (for progeny) 

4 in view of the coming age of distress,’—referring obviously 
to the degeneracy of the dwindling Kaurava line, where sons 
proper could not be hoped for.5 The # mantra ’ probably 
consisted of some Atharva-vedic incantations6 relating to 
amours and fertility,7 bearing the name and sanction of that 
noted Atreya priest, which forwarded privately to the selected 
quarters, produced the desired effect easily,8 by virtue of 
the authoritative license.9 This ‘ mantra ’ of "free-choice, 

1 It is to be noted that these details, and the statement that Sahadeva 
was born one year after Nakula, make it impossible that they 
were twins,—unless that one year detail is wrong. 

2 This probably also indicates a contemporary custom of twins some¬ 
times having a common wife. 

3 Instances of cheap absolutions of various sorts are not unknown in 
* tradition *; e.g. from brahmanicide, parricide, adultery, etc. 

4 SatvaVatl-Vasav! and Drsadvati-Madhavi-Yayatya ,* a similar permit 
seems to have been granted to meet the difficulties of Draupadl’s 
5 successive marriages. Vide ante. 

5 As illustrated by the last generation, 
6 " Ahhica^abhisamyuktam.,,: Mbh. I, 4386; 4748. 
7 Examples of which are well known in the Samhitas. 
8 Hone, it is said, could resist the icharm of the words of this ‘ mantra .* 
9 It licenses permitting or ratifying questionable and irregular con¬ 

nexions could be granted to princes by Popes, in modern ages of 
criticism and unbelief, they could very well ^tave been issued 
by as powerful and corrupt a priesthood, in a remote ancient 
age of credulous faith. 
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therefore, being a special Atreya permit issued on behalf of 
Kuntl could only be lawfully used by Madri with her own con¬ 
sent; thus she had to stop short, when that consent was 
withheld (even after Pandu’s pleadings),—and apparently 
Madri did not entertain the idea of a 4 niyoga ’ otherwise than 
by such romantic ‘ free-choice.’1 

Of the ‘ probable ’ cases, some are evidently so, only they 
have not been so designated in tradition,2—while others com¬ 
prise a fairly numerous group, the chief feature of which is the 
ascription of the birth of sons unto old and childless kings to 
the propitiation and favour of some rsi who grants boons to 
their wives, and who often is the hereditary priest,3 or 
continues to take an interest in those sons. This latter class 
as a whole, may or may not imply actual cases of 4 niyoga,’ 
but a few of them undoubtedly were, in view of what has 
already been noted. 

Taking cases of the former group in order of sequence, 
we have, at the 22nd step from Manu, that of Purukutsa’s4 
queen obtaining a son for the race in the absence of her 
husband,—according to the Vedic evidence5; and this was 
apparently through a brother-in-law (who was also 
another husband, by biandry),—according to the Puranic 
evidence6; here ‘niyoga ’ and polyandry are combined. It is 
to be noted that this is also a Manva case, and the location is 
apparently the Narmada region.7 

Then, at the 44th step, is the famous case of ‘ dharma- 
samkramana 5 of Bh'aradvaja8 into the Paurava dynasty. That 
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Thus it would appear that in these cases we have a special type of 
e niyoga/ where the wife has free choice of any number of agents. 

As will be seen presently, this obscurity has resulted from subsequent 
purposive handling of the traditional material. 

Cases of connections between such chaplains and the ^ queens axe 
numerous in Buddhist stories that refer to Puranic tradition. 
Vats. Ka. Sut. recognizes it fully in some courts. __ . 

For the uncertainty of the identity of the Vedic and Puranic 
Purukutaas, vide ante. 

ide ante. 

b'ts well’ known in ‘ tradition ’ that the Manvas had spread thither 
some time before the Alias, who subsequent^ intermixed with 
or absorbed them (cf. Pargiter : AIHT. p. 256 ft.). Mandhatr 
and Purukutsa’s line seems to have thus branched off towards 
the S.W., among the Yadavas (like other Aiksvakas later on). 
There were actually several Kosalas in the E., S._a and 
besides the N. and the Central, all colonized by Manva families 
of the same stock branching out at different stages m 
tic sequence. Simply because a king is given m the Aiks\ aka 
lists, he need not be located at Ayodhya,-ascription of rule at 
that citw being a meaningless commonplace oilier ages. 

Hariv. 32,“ 1726-31; Brahma. 13, 58-60; Va. 99, 133-53, Mat. 
49, 11-34; Vis. IV. 19, 4-8. 
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phrase seems to refer to a 4 niyoga ’ rather than to an 
‘ adoption *1 for which the description 4 samkramana * would 
have been enough; even that is hardly appropriate, and rather 
a rare way of describing it. The phrase yields better sense, 
with reference to the context and connected tradition, if taken 
to mean 4 introduction of fresh blood (tainting, grafting), 
through Bharadvaja, in accordance with sanctioned and right¬ 
ful custom (dharma) —which explanation is added to many 
a traditional case of 4 niyoga * to justify it. It has already 
been noted that the context and connected traditions above 
referred to, show that it was not Bharadvaja himself who 
became the successor of Bharata, but the son Begotten by him, 
Vidathin or Vidatha,—or, as the Epic tradition has it,2 
Bhumanyu, the son of Bharata*s queen Sunanda-Sarvasem- 
KaseyT, born after the death of the nine sons. When it is 
remembered that the Kasis also were at that time under the 
influence of Bharadva ja-Angirasas ,3 as were the contem¬ 
porary Eastern Anavas of the adjacent regions, in which 
dynasty the Ahgirasa rsi blood had 2 or 3 steps before been 
fully introduced (i.e., 4 samkramita 9),—and that the 
Angirasas had come into close relations with the Paurava 
dynasty from the time of Marutta’s adoption of Dusyanta, and 
also that the Ahgirasas had intermarried with Marutta's 
family,4—the natural vagueness in the Bharata tradition 
disappears, and it becomes clear that the successor of Bharata 
was his 4 ksetraja 9 son5 by his Angirasa priest.6 

The next case is that of Vyusita^va,7 whose place cannot 
be clearly defined. He is called 4 Paurava-vam^a-vardhana 9 
in the Epic story, but there is no Paurava Vyusita^va in the; 
lists. The Aiksvaka Vyusitasva (at about the 81st step) is 
near enough to Pandu to be referred to as a precedent"; Kunti 
refers to Vyusitasva9s story in reply to Pandu9s citation of 
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Cl Pargiter: AIHT. P. 159 ft. 
Mbh. I, 94. 3710 ff.; 95, 3785. 
Pargiter: AIHT. pp. 164, 220. 
Maratta’s dtr. Samyata was given to Bharadvaja’s uncle Samvarta, 

and another uncle (or step-father) married Bhadra, dtr. of 
‘ Soma/ prob. referring to an Aila or ‘ Soma * king (who may 
be the above Marutta Taurvasa). Possibly both ‘ Samyata ’ and 
‘ bhadra Tupena parama mata ’ of the texts refer to the poly- 
androus Mamata (or * Mamata ’). (The Taurvasa and the Manva 
Marnttas were contemporaries, and both the neighbouring princes 
may well have been under the same Ahgirasa priest domination.) 

In that case Bharata’s successors could well be called ‘ dvamusy- 
ayanas.’ 

So also, the parallel between the brahmanical laudation of Yali and 
Bharata is striking, 

nr w A4 O 

MUj. I, 121 
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Saudasa’s case; even if (as is more probable)1 this story were 
originally part of Pandu’e exhortation illustrating £ niyogas 5 
and wrongly attributed to Kunti, the point remains that it 
comes next to Saudasa’s story, also an Aiksvaka case; and the 
Aiksvakas were at this time well known to the Kurus2; thus 
* Paurava-vamsa-vardhana 5 may be taken as a vocative 
referring to Pandu, and not to Vyusitasva. The story is 
apparently intended to show the superfluity of ‘ niyoga,’ which 
it does not. The indications are plain that Bhadra-Kaksivati 
(an Angirasa lady descended from Kaksivant and Dirghatamas) 
had children after the death of her husband, and these were 
regarded in later ages as his children by a legal fiction,—a- 
fact for which £ niyoga 5 is quite sufficient explanation; here it 
is no case of posthumous birth, for seven sons are born.3 

The curious statement that the Paurava (or Aiksvaka) king’s 
sons were £ 3 Salvas ’ and £ 4 Madras,’ is highly suspicions: 
it is obviously wrong; the true reading would seem to have 
meant ‘ 3 from Salva, and four from Madra 5 respectively,— 
that is of these 7 ‘ ksetraja ’ sons 3 were begotten by 
the Salva- and 4 by the Madra prince, who may have 
been relatives of the dead king chosen by the queen quite 
in accordance with custom. And all that is said about 
Bhadra’s rising up from her husband’s dead body and awaiting 
fruitful connexions in her own bedchamber, is strikingly 
similar in purport and details to the Egvedic funeral mantras4 
that make over the widow immediately to a relative of the 
husband. The queen’s own descent being expressly traced 
from a famous ‘ niyoga, ’5 resort to the same practice is quite 
intelligible in her case. 

As has been noted above, some brahmanicised traditions 
assert that brahmans raised offspring on ksatriya widows 
after the Haih'aya-Bhargava conflict..6 This appears to be 
nothing but a polite way of saying what must have been 
natural, that the women of the beaten Ha-ihaya chieftains 
were appropriated wholesale by their victors, and bore) them 

1 It seems that as Later on the propriety of Ktmti’s making some pro¬ 
test was felt, the less known story of Vymitasva was amended 
to form a reply. 

2 E.g. through Hiranyanabha and Ugrayudha, Santanu’s first wife 
‘ BhagTrathI/ the two wives of Vicitravirya (‘ Kaus'alyas ’), etc. 

3 And for that reason also, no case of begetting in sick-bed before 
death; the account also involves another absurdity of keeping a 
dead body unburnt or unburied^ for 7 years. 

4 Also to the case of Vicitravlrya’s widows. 
5 Even if the Kaksivant referred to is the Pajrlya one, _ the Angirasa 

connection remains, specially as the Pajrlya Kak§Ivant married 
the daughters of an Angirasa lady, Bomas'a (w. of Svanaya). 

6 Of. Mbh. I, 64, 2459-64; 104, 4176-8; XIV, 29, 835; etc.; cf. 
Brahmantja : III. 46, 30 ff. 
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children; these victors were rather the Kasis and Aiksvakas1 
than the Bhrgus alone; so that these fighting priests 
unscrupulous^ used the victories gained by their allies in this 
manner. At any rate this tradition does not prove prevalence 
of ‘ niyoga ’ as a practice amongst the Haihayas (but 
indicates that the Bhrgu brahmans2 also were conversant with 
the system, like the Angirasas, etc.). Bor the Haihayas it 
only shows a taint in blood3 owing to disastrous defeat. But 
it may well have been that powerful brahmans henceforward 
had an eye over the harems of chiefs: the instance of 
DirghatamaS'Angirasa having the nse of a king’s harem 
occurred fust after this period of Hailiay a-Bhargava conflict 
and alleged wholesale 1 nivogas.5 

o <- *■ 

Iravat,4 the son of the Naga princess Ulupi and heir to the 
Kauravva-Naga kingdom, was probably begotten by Arjuna 
by wa}7 of a ‘ niyoga.’ One version makes her the widowed 
and childless 4 snusa ’ of the Kauravya king, another the 
widowed and childless £ suta 5 ; the latter is not probable, as 
Iravat is later on said to have been expelled5 from the Kauravya 
court (where he was brought up by his mother) by his wicked 
1 pitrvya,’ through hatred of Arjuna, though Iravat had been 
recognised as the heir to the Naga kingdom. Clearly ‘ suta * 
is an emendation in favour of Arjuna (the 4 brahmacarin *) ; 
there could be no case of a 4 putrikaputra ’ succeeding (as 
with Citrangada) when a son was present; it was his 
4 snusa ’ whom Kauravya bestowed upon Arjuna for an heir, 
when she was herself desirous of offspring; and the 4 pitrvya ’ 
referred to was thus a younger brother of the deceased Naga 
prince, who was displeased at the prospect of a ksetraja son of 
the elder brother getting the throne.6 Ulupi apparently was 
eagerly looking for a suitable £ agent ’ with the permission of 

1 I.e. under the famous Prat&rdana .and Sagara; probably also aided 
by Astaka (Kanyakubja), Usinara (Upper Doab and E. Punjab), 
and Vasumanas (Kofola). See Pargiter: AIHT. pp. 268-71, 
etc. 

2 Later on some cases occur of sons to kings being born through 
favour of Bhargava rsis (vide infra). 

3 But acc. to another version (Mbh, XII, 49) brahmans also were 
similarly tainted in blood during the Haitiaya disturbances, 
while ruling families got intermixed with indigenous tribes like 
Rksas and Grolahgulas. 

4 Mbh. § 585. b. (Bhisma-vadha.°) : VI, 90; cf. 85, 3661. 
5 After which Iravat repaired to Arjuna, then preparing for the great 

battle in the Himalayan regions, and jomed in his enterprise. 
6 The parallel with the Dharfcarastra dislike of the Pandavas is 

striking; the want of this feature in the previous generation 
strengthens the presumption that Bahlika and Bhisma were 
the real progenitors of the elder Vaicitravlryas. 
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her father-in-law,1 when she met Arjuna at Gahgadvara-, and 
persuaded him to accompany her to the hsaga palace close bj 
and stay wdth her for a short time till she conceived of him.* 
The details of her adventure and advances show that the 
initiative in the matter was almost wholly hers, bearing a 
striking similarity with Saradandayani’s case in regard to 
the quest and random selection.3* * 

To the second group of the ‘ probable’ cases belong the 
following in order ^of sequence4The birth of Visvanntra- 
Visvaratha (Aila-Kausika) (31) through the favour of Eelka* 
(Bhargava)0;—of the sons of S agar a (AiksvakaJ (41) through 
that of Aurva ’ (Bhargava)6;—of Damavanti-Vaidarbhl 
and her three brothers. (Yadava) (50 or somewhat earlier) 
through that of a rsi Damana7;—of the sons of Ajamldha 
(Pamava-Bharata) (52) through that of ‘ Bharadva-ja' 
(Ahgirasa-Bharataj8;—of the son of Dasaratha-Lomapada 
(E.^ Anava) (64) through that of Esyasrhga-Yaibhandaki 
(Ivasyapa)9;—of Haryanga (E. Anava) (67 or 73) through 
that of PunarbhadraA aibhandaki (Easyapa)10;—of Jara- 
sandhaA arhadratha (Paurava-Magadha) (92) through that of 
Ganda-kausika (Angirasa-Gautama.)11: of the son of ‘ Srniava 5- 
Pancala (bet. 66 and 93) through that of ‘ Narada ’ (Xaf/apa- 
Pancala)12;—of Draupadi and Dhrstadyumna (Pancala)"(94) 
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11< is remarkable that the Jataka tradition also attributes the birth of 
the ancient king Sagara-Brahmadatta of Kasi to such a quest 
for a suitable consort on the part of a widowed and rather for¬ 
ward Naga princess, who met the exiled Kasi heir-apparent; 
(vide infra). This is interesting for Naga ethnology. Ulupi is 
repeatedly asserted to be a dtr. of a Kauravya family; so either 
she solicited^ a consanguinous * niyoga ’ or the Nagas of Gahgad¬ 
vara were Kurus as much as the Hastinapura family. There are 
many other illuminating statements about Nagas in the Epics 
and Puranas. 

Mbh. § 248 (Arjunavana.0): I, 214. 
Vide ante; it is to be noted that KuntI also was descended from 

Aryaka the (Kauravya) Naga (through female line). 
But not in order of probability. 
Va. 91, 64-89; Brahmanda. Ill, 66, 35-60; Br. 10, 29-50; Harlv. 

27, 1432-52; Vis. IV., 7, 8-15; Mbh. Ill, 115 (Jamad.°); 
§ 638. b. (Eamop.0). 

Mat. 12, 39-42; so also Vis. IV, 3, and Brahmanda. Ill, 63; cf. 
S agar a and wives soliciting Vas'istha and then other rsis fcr 
sons: Br. 78, 3-11; cf. Mbh. HI, 106 (* penances ’ of sonless 
Sagara & wives and ‘ boons 5 to them). 

Mbh. § 344 (Nalop.0) : HI. 53, 2077-80. 
Va. 99, 163-4; Mat. 49, 45-6. 
Va. 99, 104; Br. 13, 40-43; Hariv. 31, 1696-8; Mat, 48, 95-6. 
Mat. 48, 98-99; Hariv. 31, 1700-1701: vide n. 9 above; cf. the 

earlier case of Ahga’s birth in Bali-Anava*s line. 
Mbh, II, 17 
Mbh. VII. j 55; XII, 31. 
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through that of Yaja and Upayaja (Easyapa)1;—and of the 
children of Satadhanvan-Hardikya (Yadava) (94) through that 
of ‘ Cyavana ’ (Bhargava) .2 Apart from the old age of the 
‘ father 5 and his childlessness, and the concerned rsis belong¬ 
ing to clans otherwise associated with the ‘ niyoga ’ practice, 
the special circumstances that may have a bearing on the 
probability in each case, are:—In the first: the alleged 
complete Bhargava priest-domination over Visvamitra’s grand¬ 
parents, Eusika and his queen,3—the visit of Paurukutsi4 to 
the Bhargava retreat where she too conceived along with her 
daughter Satyavati,5—the continued Bhargava-IIausika 
‘ sambandha,’6—and other previous and subsequent Bhargava 
intermixtures with royal families7;—in the second: previous 
Bhargava connection with Sagara’s parents, the son- 
less and aged Vahu and his Yadavi queen,8—and the alleged 
contemporary prevalence of ‘ niyogas ’ of ladies of the ruling 
nobilitylo Bhargava priests9in the fourth: the well-known 
.previous ‘ dharma-samkramana ’ of Angirasa-Bharadvaja blood 
into the Paurava-Bharata^ dynasty,10—and the continued con¬ 
nection of the Bharatas with the so-called Bharadvajas, practi¬ 
cally a branch of that dynasty11,—in the fifth (and the sixth) : 
the unique nature of the enticement of Bsyasrnga into the royal 
harem,12 where his position is very similar to that of Dirgha- 
tamas in the harem of Lomapada’siancestor,—and th'e continued 
Ana"v a-Easyapa connection shown by two 4 boons 5 of offspring 

i 

2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

12 

Mbh. I, 167 (Drau. _ Sarnbh.0). But taken together with the Jataka 
version of Krsna’s origin, this account would seem to he rather 
✓vp+i, x ■ 6 affiliation to Drupada and his sister-queen 

t e twin children of the Kosala queen abducted by him during 
pregnancy. At any rate Yaja is stated to have summoned the 

-Parsa-tl to receive offspring from him, and when she 
pleaded Persona,l unpreparedness for the process, to have assured 
ner that her person would not be recurred, but that the offspring 
was ready for affiliation to her. The details thus show that 

l 4 firt'xpectfia ‘ niyQga’> ^t the ritual arranged 
privately between Yaja and Brupada was found to be intended for 

tt • onJ?ia ctlldren °f ^he Kos'ala queen- 

andhanv^0wli ?ier^a?.S necefit^ of ‘niyoga’ arose when Sata- 
V5 96 20V3 ; Br 17, ^ 6 SyMnantaka ^ventures : 

S I m t (&-vano?-°> = 5111, 52-56, sp. 52 and 55. 

V?' IV, 37,' 8-15®TrP' lV M-Varil &27 r’T - 1 

Vi m. *, W, .to:, M'bk’S. mT-kS-n.“Si. 
V Va.' g3;a97Vff: etc Bt' 10, 63' 64'66; Hariv- 27) 1457- 1468-7°; 

Vis" 7a^ °a-^-iia 01 Manva families. 
■ 3> l - i Br- 6. 2946; Hariv. 13, 760 ff.; Va. 88, 120- 
Vahn’^w^'v' 63, H9'133’" Padma. VI, 21, 17-42 _ Vatln s tv. soliciting Bhargava ). 

Vide n, 6, pr. 179. 
Vide ante^pp. 1T7-79. f» 
Vide Pargiter : AIHT. pp. 112; 247-50. 

18^3 m’ 110> 9989 t0 113, 10093 5 Kam. I, 9 and 10; cf. Vi?. IV. 
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within a few generations1;—in the seventh; the precedent of 
Vali and Dxrghata-mas, where the rsi family concerned as well 
as the locality are the same,2—and the notorious connection of 
the Gautamas with Girivraja from Vali’s time to 
Jarasandha’s3;—in the eigthj similarity with the Visvamitra 
and Lomapada cases,—in all three a rsi son-in-law4 being the 
source of the son. 

Dh'rtarastra’s sons (94) are said to have been bom 
through the favour of Kxsna-Dvaipayana, on whom Gandhari 
attended to his satisfaction5; but as it is also said that the 
‘ boon ’ was a divine one, and elsewhere that the sons were 
directly begotten,6 it is not a likely case of the above group. 
Ugrayudha (Dvimldha-Pancala) (90) is said to have belonged 
to the Solar dynasty7',; his father or ancestor Krta (89 or 84) 
was a famous disciple of Hiranyanabha-Eausalya (83) 8; and 
that strange particular may be the indication of some infusion 
of esteemed Kosala blood into the Pancala family in the 
time of Krta.9 

There is another fairly numerous group of cases, where 
sons are said to have been born to kings in their extreme old 
age, not through rsi favour, but by virtue of austerities and 
divine boons.10 The instances of c Asvapati 5 of Madra (later 
than 30) ,n Dlrghatapas of Kasi (15) j12 Usinara of the Punjab 

1 Dasarathi-Caturanga and Haryanga were in the 7th and 10th steps 
from Anga. 

2 Vide n. 11, p. 181; Capda-Kausika here seems to mean son of a Kusa 
(a desc. of Kaksivat Gautama), who was called the ‘ Canda 5; for 
locality cf. p. 165 ante, and n. 6 there.’ 

, Vide n. 6, p. 165 and n. 11 p. 181. Cf. Mbh. XI, 760, 802, 807, 886; 
III, 8083; etc.; also XII, 168-73. 

q Narada was apparently also a cousin, of a collateral Pancala family; 
he is very frequently called a desc. of Paramesthin (vide Sor. In¬ 
dex, pp. 538-9), and P-° was one of the famed ancestors of the 
Pancala group of families (counting many rsi families among 
them : cf. Parame?thya rsis, Sor. Index, p, 539). N.°’s connection 
with the Srnjayas and Pancalas, and his m. with S.°*s dtr. (a 
cousin) is thus quite intelligible (as also this probable ‘ niyoga 5). 

B 6 Mbh. § 180 (Samhh.°) : I, 115. Cf. I, 95, 3809; 110, 4371 ft. (Siva’s 
’ boon); 4378 ; 4522; etc.; but cf. I, 4558 (£ arsah sambhavaji ’ 

of the Dhartarastras). 
? Mat. 49, 61; vide n. 8 below. 
a Va. 61, 43-44; Brahman da, HI, 35, 38-49; Vis. in, 6, 4-7; also 

Hariv.; vide n. 7 above. 
9 Note that the famous Vyusitasva *niyoga ’ occurred only 1 step 

above Hiranyanablia (83). 
It is possible that iu some of these cases, the whole process and result 

10 oj: * niyoga * are thus summarised and concisely put in an, 
acceptable manner. 

Mbh. Ill, 293, 297, 299; his children were called by the metronymic 
‘ Malavah ’ : 297, 16807. _ 

Br. 11, 36?7; Hariv. 29, 1522; Va. 92, 7-19; Brahma^a, 1XD, 67, 
8.20, 12 
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(26)/ Pratipa of Kuruksetra (S7),2 or Jyamagha of Vidarbha 
(38)/ are some of the best known in tradition. 

Connected with ‘ niyoga ’ are some other cases of ‘ksetmja’' 
sons (accepted as such)"known to tradition, technically belong¬ 
ing to the categories of 1 gudhaja,’ ‘ kanina,5 etc. It is note¬ 
worthy that the definite examples of such sons occur amongst 
ruling families chiefly in the period just before the Bharata 
war.4 The queen of Ugrasena (Yadava) (90), a Yaidarbhl- 
princess5 while on a short wisit to her father’s capital and dis¬ 
porting herself in his pleasure gardens, was beguiled by one 
G-obhila (who had impersonated Ugrasena) into cohabitation 
with him, and after the discovery of the fraud was abandoned 
by him in pregnancy; she then returned to Ugrasena, and the 
son she bore w7as Karnsa, ‘ son 5 and successor of Ugrasena.6 
Kuntl’s ‘ kanina 1 son, Kama (92), is recognized as ‘ by law 
the son of Pandu 5; Krsna asserts it, and Kama himself 
acknowledges it, while Draupadi also agrees to this status; 
in fact, on the eve of the great battle and after it Karna- is 
almost generally taken to be virtually the eldest ‘ ksetraja ’ 
son of Pantju and thus heir to the throne.7 But it is rather 
different with Satyavatl’s ‘ kanina * son (90), who is definitely 
‘ Parasarya ’ and £ Paras'ara’s dayadah,5 and not Santanava, 
though he is claimed as elder brother of Vicitravlrya through 
his mother and younger brother also of Bhlsma, and is 
permitted the privileges that would have belonged to 
Santanu’s own son.8 Unlike Kunti’s ‘ kanina’ son, her 
sister ^ Srutadeva’s apparently similarly born son Ekalavya 
(92) is not recognized as the Karusa king’s own son; he too, 
like Karna, seems to have been abandoned, to be brought up 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

Br. 13, 20-24; Hariv. 31, 1674-9; Brahmanda, III, 74, 17-20; etc, 
MbB. I, 97; v. 3882 seems to state that Santanu was so called being 

the son of P.° after his death, i.e., by 'niyoga9; v. 3799 is in 
explanation of the frequent statement that S.° was Maliabhisa- 
Aiksvakava, 'reborn9; for 1 mahabhisa 9 =the great healer; this 
again seems to conceal a real dynastic fact that P. ° 9s w. boro 
t-o M.°^by ' niyoga 9 a son. Santanu-Mahabhisa, who also married 
a * Bhagirathl9 or Iksvaku princess, previously promised to P.° 
or married to him. 

Vis. IV, 12, 2-15; Hariv. 37, 1981-9; etc. 
This shows that in court circles £ ksetraja 9 sons by lawful * niyoga ’ 

had become so common that those by occasional illegitimate 
agencies did not rouse much comment and could become quietly 
affiliated. The view that the Pandu ‘ niyogas 9 were a Himalayan 
novelty, becomes therefore untenable. 

Proh. Bhxsmaka’s sister; having slain the son of a Vaidarbhl princess, 
Krsna naturally incurred the enmity of Bhismaka and his 
descendants. 

Padma II, 48-51. 
Mbh V, 157; 140-43 (sp. vv. 4734 and 4756); cf. 144-46: also Vi, 

43; 122XII, 27B, 817 (cf. 42y, 1488; XI, 27). Karija is called 
' Kura-vira,’ ‘ Kuru-mnkliya,’ etc., along witli, Ariuna, also by 
himself; e.g., VIII, 4925. 

Vbh. VI 594; cf. XII, 350, 13643; XIII, 18, 1341; vide pp. 
168, 169, ante. 
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by a Nisada chieftain, but not subsequently affiliated like 
him to the mother’s legal husband.1 According to the 
Buddhist version of Epic tradition,2 Draupadi and her brother, 
instead of being the miraculously born children of Drupada 
and Prsati, were born of the Kosa-la queen, who was carried 
off in her pregnancy by the victorious king of ‘ Kasi ’ (i.e. S. 
Pahcala, with which it was at that time often amalgamated, 
as also with Kurus) after her husband’s fall in battle, and 
gave birth to those children (twins evidently) as wife of the 
latter king, wrho accepted them as his children. Apart from 
greater credibility, this version remarkably confirms the 
contemporary view of ‘ ksetraja ’ -children, as exemplified in 
the case of Ugrasena and others. The story of Ma-tanga,3 
son of a ‘ brahmani ’ by a low-class paramour, who was yet 
regarded as the * son ’ of the ‘ brahman,’ is not definitely 
ascribable to any particular time.4 According to the 
‘ R'amayanic ’ tradition, 4 Hanumant ’ (65) was such a 
‘ ksetraja ’ son of Kesarin, recognized as son in spite of 
illegitimacy, as were also the 2 sons (Vail and Sugrlva) of 
Piksa’s wife.5 

1 Yide p. 158 ante, and n. 1 there. It is possible that another sister 
of Kunti, Srutaklrtti, m. to a Kekaya king, also underwent 
some sort of polyandrous ‘ niyoga ’ : she too had 5 sons who were 
expelled from sovereignty by other Kekaya princes and joined 
the Papdavas to regain their kingdom (cf. Mbh. V. 22, 664 and 
Sor. Index, s.v. Kaikeya, etjc. ; also Va. 96, 145 ff; Vis. IV, 4, 
11; etc.). 

2 Cowell : Jat.° V. 225 ft*. ; vide n. 1, p. 182, and n. 2, p. 132. 
3 Mbh. XIII. 27-29. 
4 But the mention of Matanga’s austerities and influence at Gaya and 

the very name of Matanga, probably indicate some close connec¬ 
tion or identity with the famous Trisanku-Matanga (32), the 
‘ Cantjala,’ of Kikata,—whose father Tryaruna was a Rgvedic 
rsi. Cf. Nanda parallels later on. 

5 Mbh. 11,1, 147, 11193 ft.; also Ram.; Brahmanda, III, 7, 212-16; etc. 



The traditional evidence regarding widow-remarriage 
as well as widow-burning, is comparatively meagre ; no very 
early instances can be discovered; it is only towards the close 
of the period covered by the traditional sources that several 
definite cases, crop up. Evidently, during the greater part of 
that period, widow-remarriage was more or less taken for 
granted, or,was superfluous owing to prevalence of ^niyoga/ 
or customary transference, to elder or younger brothers-in- 
law,—and no special social conditions had arisen1 to develop 
a custom of widow-burning. It is striking that most of the 
early instances of this latter practice refer to the Manvas and 
in a less degree to connected Yadavas; while the later 
instances belong chiefly to the Yadavas, and partly to one or 
two other closely connected families: it seems possible that 
with the early Manvas the practice was original, being a relic 
of not uncommon primitive beliefs and institutions,—while 
the later Yadavas adopted it under the stress of the struggles 
and disasters of their age. It is also remarkable that 
remarriages of widows or ‘ equivalents 5 are almost exclusively 
noticed in their prevention or subsequent non-occurrence,— 
except occasionally where the woman concerned is either a 
4 naga,’2 dasyu/3 ‘ vanara ’ or ‘ raksasa/4 or primarily in the 
possession of some 4 asura ’ (etc.), who is killed5;—which 
would indicate that those few preventions and these latter 
mixed cases were the exceptions to and special cases of a 
general, and therefore unemphasised usage of remarriage. 
The distribution of the references also points to such 
remarriages being commoner in the Madhyade^a (Kuru- 
Pancala and Kasi-Kosala) towards the close of our period. 

in 

In a number of instances the line between widow- 
remarriage and ‘ niyoga/ or 4 brother-in-law marriage/ or 
even polyandry, can hardly be clearly drawn: e.g., in the 
already noticed cases of TJlupi (94), Ambika and Ambalika 
(92), BJiadra-Kaksivati (81? or 42?), Purukutsanl-Narmada 
(22), Tara and Mandodarl (65). But if they are not unalloyed 

l Like continued foreign invasions and domination in the medieval 
period. 

B E.g in the case of TJlupi (already noted), and that of the Kas'i ting 
Sagara-Brahmadatta’s mother, who was a ' Naira * widow re¬ 
married. (Jatakas : Cowell: VI, 81). 

3 E*g* inJhe case of the Gautama who married a 4 dasyu ’ widow in 
an Eastern country (vide infra). J 

4 E.g. the cases of Tara and Mandodarl, noticed iSfra and elsewhere. 
o Vide infra. 



Taking the few probable indications of and direct 
references to such ‘ re-connections ’ and re-marriages all 
together, they are found to be thus distributed regionally and 
by groups :— 

Amongst the Manvas: Bhalandana’s son Vatsapri (8), 
of the Vaisall line, rescued the youthful Mudavatl, daughter 
of his father’s friend King ‘ Viduratha ’ of the Nirvindhya, 
region (evidently an early Yadava), from her abductor 
Kujrmbha, whom he slew; he then married her, though she 
had lived with that Kujrmbha for a considerable length of 
time.2. Several other similar instances are known to Vaisaleya 
tradition.3 

2 
3 

Such cases are frequent in the Buddhist versions of the Puranic tradi¬ 
tion. Of. Cowell : Jatakas : VI, 244 (a N. Pancala case); V, 225 ff. 
(Brahmadatta’s widow living. with his chaplain; also a N. 
Pancala case); in the first instance there is a full remarriage, 
the murdered king’s son calling the paramour (step-)father; the 
first and third varieties are however indicated hy Epic-Puranic 
statements themselves (e.g. *re N-ahusa and Ugrayudha, and re 
Brahmadatta’s wife. 

lVIark 115 ff. 
In Mark.°Pur.0 113-36. Thus Aviksit . (39) married the Vidisa 

princess Vaisalini-Bhaminl after rescuing her from an abductor, 
whom he slew (he had declined to marry her before, having been 
defeated before her at her sv’ayamvara, where he had seized 
her); again, Dama (42) married Snmana-Basarnl after she had 
been seized from him by the Madra and Vidarbha princes, whom 
he slew or defeated and thus rescued her. The Mark. ° Pur. ° 
also gives (31-35) a Kasi parallel to Vatsapri s case, ^ where 
Pratardana’s son and Alarka’s father Vatsa-Rtadhvaja (42) 
rescued Madalasa from the inner apartments of the abode of 
her abdnetor, and married her after a romantic adventure, lo 
an uncertain but a remote early period (pre-Manva, referring to 
Auttami-Manu) the same Pur.° ascribes (69-72) two ? instances 
of abduction, of Uttama’s queen and of a ‘ brahma$i> and the 
subsequent smooth restoration of both to thedr husbands. 
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The famous Aiksvaka, Satyavrata-Trisanku (32), appro¬ 
priated to himself the newly-married wife1 of a 'Vidarbha. 
prince (Yadava),2 3 whom he apparently slew m battle with 
his supporters, and had by her a son Visijuvrddha. It is said 
that the capture was not quite illegal (though disapproved by 
TTin or Trayyaruna and i Ycisistlict ), 3.S the niciriicLgc wus not 
yet technically complete; still the point remains that he "was 
regarded by many to have virtually made another’s wedded 
wife forcibly his own, and also that he was by some others 
thought to have been unjustly banished for such capture, 
which was actually common in dynastic history even in later 
times 4; the legal point of the ‘ 7th step ’5 is apparently a later 
gloss to justify the great Yisvamitra’s support of Trisanku : 
for the completion of the early Yeclic marriage did not depend 
on the 7th step/6 but on ‘ pani-grabha ’ of the bride and on 
subsequent home-coming and consummation. Trisanku also 
seems to have similarly appropriated an ordinary citizen’s 
wife,7—unless the two notices refer to the same facts. 

Rtuparna-Aiksvaka (51, or 42?) is connected inseparably 
with the ancient and genuine Nala-Da-mayanti tradition 
(Yadava) ; according to this,8 Damayantx, in order to find out 
whether the reported new charioteer of the Kosala king was 
Nala himself, despatched messengers to Rtuparna’s court to 
inform him that she had decided to hold a second ‘ svayani- 
vara ’ very shortly, no trace of her missing husband being yet 
found; and Ittuparna at once set out for Kundina to have his 

1 Brahman<Ja : III, 63, 77-114; Va. 88, 78 ff. 
2 An anachronism : apparently a slip for Vidoha (Manva),—quite a 

common error. Qr Vidarbha may have been used by anticipa¬ 
tion here, and means only 4 Yadava.’ 

3 Prob. the unmeaning 4 hatva divaukasam ’ of the texts stands for 
4 hatva Vidarbhakam ’ or 4 ^idehakam.’ 

4 Cf. Ugrayudha* preparing to take away Santanu’s widow; and tbe 
several references in the Jatakas to ancient kings of Kas'i or 
Pancala similarly abducting the queens of other defeated and 
slain kings. 

5 All the Purajias do not agree with regard to this ‘ 7th step 5; some 
have 4 paiji-grahana mantras 1 instead. 

6 Besides, as the marriage which Trisanku interfered in was evidently 
a ksatriya one^ it must have been complete (cf. Mark. 0 Fur. ‘° 
13-36, where in conn, with Dama’s marriage with Sum ana, 
these points are discussed in the Svayamvara assembly) by the 
simple step of stating mutual consent, or placing the wreath 
of choice, or grasping of hand in defiance of assembled 
ksatriyas,—before Trisanku carried the bride off. Even after 
such completion, diverse 4 ceremonies ’ of marriage were gone 
through, as in the Epic svayamvaras, but_ that had only a social, 
and no legal value; these ceremonies might be performed long 
after consummation. Prob. it was during such secondary 
ceremonials that Trisanku abducted the bride, and thus plainly 
violated the marriage, and took to wife an jactual * punarbhu * 
or * anyararva.’ 

? Brahma: VI!, 98 ff.; Hariv, 12, 717 ff. 
8 Mbb. Ill, 62-79, sp. 69-77. 
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chance of obtaining Damayanti as wife. Damayanti adopts 
this ruse with her mother’s consent (though her father knew 
nothing about it), and it leads to no graver consequences than 
a pretty little scene of lovers’ pique, and Etuparana’s polite 
apology. It is quite evident from this case, that in both the 
Vidarbha-Yadava and the Kosala-Manva circles remarriage of 
widows or ‘ equivalents ’ was not discountenanced, and were 
quite ordinary occurrences. 

For the time of Rama-Dasarathi (65) there are two mixed 
cases of widow re-marriage (as already noticed) amongst the 
aboriginal (but civilized) races of S. E. Deccan, connected 
with the Manvas (viz., of Tara and Mandodari, with Rama’s 
approval); and one reference to a possibility of a similar 
1 mixed ’ case amongst the Manvas themselves,—as between 
Sita-Vaidehi (or-Kausalya) and Laksmana (or Bharata), in 
the event of Rama’s death.1 

With this group may be placed the case of Gautama2 
(Aiigirasa), who married a 4 dasyu ’ widow (bestowed on him 
by a 4 dasyu ’ chief), settled amongst her people, and had 
many sinful children by her. The personal and topographical 
details in the story3 show that it is evidently another version— 
a sarcastic and a Western ,anti-Ahgirasa one—of the famous 
tradition of Dlrghatamas’ adventures in the eastern countries. 
This 4 dasyu ’ widow may or may not be the same as the 
4 Sudra ’ Usij or Ausinari of the better-known versions; in 
fact Dlrghatamas took to wife a number of such women from 
Vali’s harem or capital, by whom also he had numerous 
children. If identical, the 4 dasvu ’ woman of the former 
version need not be taken as a ‘ widow,’ but rather as 4 one 
separated from (or kept separate by) her husband,’—for 
‘ bhartra virahita ’ can mean both; and the latter meaning 
would suit the case of the transferred Ausinari quite well. In 
any case the Gautama-Angirasa Dlrghatamas (41) had a wife 
who was either a 4 full ’ widow or a clear 4 equivalent,’ or had 
two wives of each description. 

1 Vide ante. 
2 Mbh. § 658b (Krtaghnop. °) : XII, 168-73. 
3 E.g. the ‘dasyu’ chief = the Anava Vali (often confounded with the 

Daitya Vali) ruling over non-Ail as; the great Raksasa city of 
Mernvraja = Gir i vra ja (once the city of the Rak.° Rsabha, acc. 
to Mbh.); the “neighbouring ‘Baba* king on the Ganges” 
agrees with the topography and Epic tradn.; the benefactions of 
the patron goddess Snrabhi of MeruVraja agrees with the story 
nf Snrabhi’s <rrace on the prolific Gautama at Ginvraja; the 
sinful sons of Gautama are the disdained e Krsnafiga ’ for 
Kusmanda) Gautamas of Girivraja in the usual versions • this, 
and the award of hell to Gautama, show that the version arose 
with a group hostile to Angirasa pretensions,—and Narada (the 
narratorl beins apparently a Paramesthina-Paneala, may -well 
have represented such a group and tradition. 
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Amongst the early Ailas, the case of Pururavas (3) who 
rescued the ..bducted Urvasi, and married her,1 and the 
statement in the brahmanicised tale of ‘ Indra-vijaya ’ that 
Nahusa courted the queen of ‘ Indra 3 after expelling and 
succeeding him, and was on the point of having her as his 
wife,2—are the only indications of an acquaintance with 
‘ punarbhu ’-or ‘ anyapurva ’-marriages in that age. Later 

on, however, Ajamldha (53) seems to have had a * punarbhu ’ 
wife, LhuminI, from whom the main Paurava line was 
descended.3 

Amongst the later Ailas,—Tadavas and Pauravas,—more 
definite and frequent references are found. Some of the 
earlier Yadava cases are also Manva cases, as noted above; the 
clearest of them being that of the proposed re-marriage of 
Damayanti-Yaidarbhi (51, or 42?). The next indications are 
much later, belonging to the period just before the Bharata 
battle. The ‘ 16,000 wives ’4 of Krsna (94) belonged 
originally to Naraka-Bhauma of Pragjyotisa, having been his 
entire select harem, which Krsna captured and transferred8 
to Dvaravati for himself, after slaying Naraka. As already 
noted, such harem transfers were not rare in this or subsequent 
ages,, and it necessarily involved 'equivalents’ of widow- 
marriages. Thus Va-tsy ay ana’s Sutra clearly records tradi* 
honal dynastic, customs when it classifies6 the king’s 

antahpurani,’ in order of court precedence, as the * devis/ 
being his_ own normally wedded and principal wives —the 

punarbhus,* evidently the widows of the predecessor .and of 
vanquished kings, and the courtezans, both ‘ abhyantarika ’ 
(i.e., those taken jbito the ranks of the ‘ zenana ’ wives), as 

\ natakiva ’ (i.e., the court actresses and 'dancing 
gnds) 7 Arjuna’s (94) settJement of Yajra (97) and Satyaki 
and Krtavarman’s (grand- or great-grand-) sons, with the 

1 reputed grandfather Soma’s appro- 
hls s Wlfe T^a, and his nine other similar 

connections, may be taken as earlier instances in the Aila dtouo • 

r? :v®rahm^a # 22-44> Matsya : 23. 23 47 aid 24,’ 

339*, ’ira Braimak IX; Pad a: V> 12> 

Mbh Y9 ll—lR7 ' 1309 fi; Vayu : 90> 28 fi; etc. 

°f' 77^8206-9; Matsya: 50, 17-19; etc.; and note 6, pp. 

°J Tf S8 n0t> h taken literally. The Jataka 
tradition knows of other ancient kings with ‘ 16,000 ’ wives (vide 
infra sec. re polygamy). v 

Not improbable as Krsna may have easily penetrated into N. E. 

mPt,, w? .^Iagadha kad teen subjugated by Jarasandha’s 
-all. In latsr history cf. the parallel of Gurjara kings carrying off 

Vs., r2J-al umbrellas from Ganda (8tb and 9tb cent. A.D.). 8 
vats. Ka. Sut. IY, 2, 55-64. 
Separate private chambers and gathering balls are assigned in that 

Sntra for the wives of each class. It is to be notld that X- 
rif1? Vats*. Ka" Sut. recognizes ‘ punarbhnV wives as normal 
and frequent, apart from court circles. (e.gr IV, 2, 31_44), 

2 
3 
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remnants of the Yadava seraglios,1 must have involved similar 
4 punarbhu ’ marriages. What is indicated for groups in the 
above cases, is illustrated for individuate, in the story of 
Pradyumna and Mayavatl, the widow of Sambara.2 

Amongst the later Pauravas all such references belong to 
the period immediately before the Bharata battle, and are 
comparatively clearer Karta-Ugrayudha (Dvimidha-Pancala) 
(90/91) wanted the widowed Satyavati-Vasavl (Pauravi) to be 
his wife,3 within a few days of Santanu’s death, and sent a 
messenger to Bhisma demanding his step-mother; as Bhisma 
did not agree to such an ill-timed and ill-worded demand, 
Ugrayudha invaded Hastinapura to enforce it, but was killed 
in battle. It is to be noted that the main objection of Bhisma 

was that the proposal was haughty and inconsiderate, the 
funeral ceremonies of Santanu being yet unperformed; nothing 
is said regarding the inadmissibility of the widow-re¬ 
marriage involved; and if Ugrayudha had won the battle, he 
would have married Satyavafl quite in accordance with the 
royal custom4 of having 4 punarbhu ’ wives.5 SatyavatFs 
marriage with Santanu, was also an equivalent e anyapurva * 
one, she having borne a son to 4 Paraiara * (Vasistha) before 
that; and though the fact may not have been known to 

1 Mbh. XVI, 7, 23G-’53. 
2 Br. 200—201; Hariv. 163—163. 

Other indications may be found in the cases of : (1) Rukminl, who 
being first betrothed to Sis'upala was almost an 1 anyapurva ’; 
and Sisupala too would gladly have taken -her as wife if he 
could, after her marriage with Krsna. (2) Bhanumati, who was 
violated by Nikumbha of Satpura, and lived^ with him for a 
long time, and was after her rescue married to Sahadeva- 
Pandava. (3) Bhadra-Vaisali, who may either have been a 
4 shared ’ wife of Vasudeva, the Karusa king, and Sis'upala, or 
a widow of one of the latter two, finally taken into the seraglio 
of Vnsudeva. 

3 Hariv. 20, 1085—1112: she was also sought in marriage by Asita 
after her amour with Parasara, apparently while still living 
with him : Mbh. I, 100, 4045. 

4 Cf. the ‘ punarbhu ’ wife of Ugrayudha’s ancestor Ajamidha. 
u That this practice was known to the Pancalas is also proved^ by the 

‘ Jataka ’ statement that Draupadi’s mother was the widow of 
the Kos'ala king, after whose defeat and slaughter she was 
during her pregnancy married by Draupadi’s putative and step¬ 
father, and made his chief queen; other similar cases are known 
to the Jataka tradition, referring to S. Pancala (taken as= 
Kas'i) and KoSala, and to the Epic and post-Epic periods. In 
Paficala, again, Mahaculani’s queen married her brahmap paramour 
after her husband’s murder,—which- is parallelled by what Kama 
(in the Epic) says about the minister Mahakarni appropriating 
the queen of the expelled or slain Magadba King Ambuvica. 
Tn a later period, nearer to Buddhism, a woman of KoSala 
prefers a brother’s life to a husband’s, as other husbands and 
children by them might be obtained afterwards (Cowell : 
Jatakas : I, 165). 
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Santanu, it was quietly accepted later on by the Kuru court; 
but it was unlikely that the brahman Asita-Devala (Kasyapa) 
did not know of it when he stood a candidate for Satyavatl’s 

hand.1 Very similar is the case of Kuntl-Saurl (Yadavl) 
(92/93J, whose previous ‘ connection ’ also was apparently 
unknown to Pandu, but subsequently an open secret in all 
court circles. Satyavatl herself had no scruples regarding the 
permissibility of widow-remarriages: immediately after 
Vicitravirya’s death, she proposed that Bhisma (90/91) should 
marry the widows of her son, the Kosala (= Kasi) princesses; 
Bhisma5s non-compliance is amply explained by his famous 
pact, whereby he could not marry and have children who 
would inherit his claim; it is to be noted that this did not 
legally prevent him from accepting an invitation to ‘ niyoga ’ 
(which he probably did), for in that case it would not be his 
rights to the throne that would be passed on to the begotten 
son, but that of his 4 putative ’ father; thus it becomes 
intelligible why Bhisma should have put forward the counter¬ 
proposal of 4 niyoga 5 of the widows as better than their frank 
remarriage. ^ While however Ambika and Ambalika could well 
have remarried, their elder sister Amba is rejected by the 
Salva king (Marttikavata-Yadava) after her forcible abduction 
by Bhisma, in spite of her assertions of innocence; it is said 
that Salva did not like the idea of marrying an 4 anapurva ’2; 
but that is not enough of an explanation in view of contem¬ 
porary dynastic practices; * dread of Bhisma/ so often 
emphasised in the Amba story, together with some amount of 
vanity, was plainly the greater part of the reason. As noted 
already, it is probable that, as amongst the Yadavas, there 
were occasional harem-transferences amongst the Pauravas 
also,3 and it seems likely that some of the Dhartarastra ■widows 
(94/95) were taken into the Pandava seraglios as the * punar- 
bhu ' wives of the five joint kings.4 

As noted above, the earlier references to widow-burning 
belong to the Manva group;—Thus the Vaisall king 
Khanitra’s (20, or several steps later) three devoted wives are 

i 
a 
m 

3 

Mbh. I. 100. 4035. 
Mbh. V, 175, 5979 fi. 

^ proposed^transference of Vicitravirya’s wives to Bhisma: or 
what Urvasi says about the ancient custom of Puru* princes 
approaching^ a predecessor’s wife; the case of PratTpa (89), 
Cranga-Bhagirathi and Santanu, may have been really a case of 
such transference; cf. the parallel jadava instance of Jyamagha 
(38), the captured princess and Vidarbha, where also there is 
the same probability. Of. Cowell Jat. VI, 133, for a clear case 
^hTv-enV tr?nsf?re“?6 from the Magadha King Arindama to his 

X 113 4451)Pr0b' the SaMe aS th® contemP- of P5l?<iTi, in Mbh. 

the Dharta'° Pri^S transfOTed 
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said to have died along with their husband, with whom they 
had retired to the forest in old age; how they died is made 
clear by the subsequent case of the retired Vaisall King 
Narisyanta (41) and his wife Indrasena who ascended the 
funeral pyre of her husband when he was murdered by a 
Yadava king Vapusmat, in his forest retreat. Such 

sahamarana was not however fully customary in this 
family, for a few steps above, Vlra, the queen of Karan- 
dhama (38), continued in her austerities for several years after 
her husband s death in their forest hermitage (within a 

‘ brahman ’ settlement) .l In the Aiksvaka family2 there is the 
well-known instance of Baku’s (39) Yadavi queen, who was 
on the point of committing 4 suttee/ but was dissuaded by her 
Bhargava benefactor, on the ground oi her pregnancy and 
prospect of the birth of an auspicious son.3 

■•f-4 /on?61' group also falls the case of Renuka-Prasena- 
1 j9an Aiksvaka princes, married to Jamadagni-Bhargava 

(daughtei s son of another Aiksvaka princess), who wanted to 
immolate herself on the funeral pyre of her husband after his 
slaughtei by the Haihayas, but was prevented by the 
Bhargava elders.® It is noteworthy that no ( brahman ’ case 

SG^ee ^GOwn tradition, and this is quite in keeping 
with the difference between * brahman * and ‘ ksatriya 9 social 
life in general. The case of Benukk cannot be takenTs a 

brahmapical one, as she is herself a ksatriya princess 
married into a mixed brahma-ksatra9 family with pro¬ 
nounced ksatriya traits. The only e brahman 5 instance 
probable is that of the Ahgirasi® in the Kalmasapada story 
(54); but the episode seems to have been either wholly 
invented, or to have been subsequently used, to explain 
Madayanti s niyoga, and naturally modelled on the Pandu 
story; so that it is the self-immolation of Madri that is echoed 
in what is said about the Ahgirasi. Even if this be a genuine 
case, the Manva connection is obvious. 

Long after these Manva and connected cases, we have 
several others amongst the later Yadavas and Pauravas:— 

On Pandu’s (93) death, KuntI (Yadavi) wanted to be 
burnt with him, being the elder queen; but Madri dissuaded 

1 These details are in Mark.0 Pur.0 113-136. 
2 If the Vyu§itas'va of Kunti’s story is the Aiksvaka VyusitasVa, then 

the case of Bhadra-Kaksivati may be placed here, as one of 
prevented * suttee ’ for the sake of progeny. 

3 B<J. HI, 63, 126-33; Va, 88, 120-39; Br. 8, 29-46; Via. IV, & 
15-18; etc. 

4 Bd. Ill, 30, 34-50; etc. 
5 It is rather striking that in both these cases of dissuasion it is a 

Bhargava. who dissuades. 
6 Mbh. I, 182; cf. Vi$. IV, 4, 19-38; etc. 



1 Mbh. I, 125. 
2 Mbh. I, 126-27. 
1 Mbh. IV, 23. 
4 Thus ■women go out of the city into the battlefield to bury their 

dead husbands and relatives : there is no ‘ sahamarana * : XL 11, 
298; cf. 1 and 9. 

5 Mbh. XY, 31-35. 
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or a& a result of prolonged Saka influence, the Manyas (of 

Mbh. XVII, I. 
Be the Sakas in Puranic tradn., vide end of sec. re sister-marriage. 
KuSika-Kusasva (29) 'lived amongst the Sakas, probably alter 

Kanyakubja had been overthrown for the first time by Yadava- 
Haihayas between SaSavindu and Durdama’s times (or by the 
gakas themselves),—and it was with their support that he re¬ 
covered the throne; a few steps Later, his descendant Visvamitra 
Visvaratha (32) was discomfited by * Vasi§|ha b Saka allies 

It is noteworthy that in about the same time (22-34) as the Yadava- 
Haihaya and Saka invasions (20-41),^ all the noted 
groups of kings are located in regies other than Ayodhya 
e on. Pumkutsa (22) migrates to Malwa m the S. W. (which 
suggests that the powerful Druhyus, counting Sakas, 
them whom Mandhatr (21) had molested, now invaded Kasala 
in retaliation) where his and his brothers* descendants continu d 
to have political relations; Haryasva, whose wife wasthe notorious 
Madhavi! seems to have migrated into 
also and his family became merged into the Yadava groups, wnue 
Trisanku’^ family is located inthe™a 
topographical details. (It may well be that irisan^u ana 
ViSvlmitra’s exiles were partly due to some Saka-Va&stha 

^lli^nce). 



surprised by the Abhlras. 

1 Just as various other Manva sections were assimilated by the Yadavas 
from time to time. 

2 This would involve a supposition that the Yadavas preserved traces 
of Scythic admixture for about 600 years, which is not im¬ 
probable as that admixture itself took about 250 years; besides 
the Yadavas had subsequent connections also with the Drhuyus 
and other Western peoples, to whom the Sakas are traditionally 
traced; thus there was another Saka-Yavana invasion of Mathura, 
from the Himalayan regions in the time of Krsna; and Krsna’s 

'4iU»Hw y» i *Ji MiniiWiBo i M'i'I I M liliMi linliiil B i 

daily (as the Mbh. says). 
3 Prob. only 6 years. 
4 It is noteworthy that both KohinI and Madri are princesses of the 

Vahlika dynasty, a N. W. offshoot from the Kurus of Hastinapura, 
and both had Yadava co-wives, whose example they apparently 
followed, 

5 Mbh. XVI, 7. 
6 Ibid. Rukmini-Vaidarbhi, Jambavatl-Ka pindraputri (cf. XIII, 629), 

Saibya, Gandharx, and Haimavati,—the last three hailing from 
the N. W. * 

7 Ibid j cf. retirement of Kura ladies ; Mbh. XV, 15-18. 
a Ibid. 
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So far only the positive references to widow-burning have 
been dealt with; but it is to be noted that there are many 
more instances in traditional accounts, where details of the 
demise of kings (and brahmans) are given, but where either 
nothing is said about the ‘sahamarana’ of their widows, or they 
are plainly stated to have lived on normally : e.g., in the cases 
of Dasaratha and Vrhadvala amongst Aiksvakas,—of Karan- 
dhama amongst Vaisaleyas,—of Kama amongst, E. Anavas,— 
of Bharata, Santanu, Vicitravirya, the Dhartarastras, 
Duhsala, Abhimanyu, etc., amongst Pauravas,—of Ugrasena, 
Kamsa, Akrura, etc., amongst Yadavas,—or of Auddalaki- 
Sujata and Saktr’s wife Adr^yantl, amongst Angirasas and 
Vasisthas. Thus no general custom of ‘ sahamarana ’ is 
proved for any particular group, though in some of these 
groups more cases can be discovered than in others, owing to 
circumstances and facts explained above. 



VI. 

It is supposed by some Vedic scholars that polygamy was 
dying out in the ‘ Eg vedic 5 period, yielding place to mono¬ 
gamy.1 The Egvedic evidence by itself, however, can be 
made to prove either this or the opposite theory. The correct 
interpretation of that evidence, therefore, must depend on the 
historical data supplied by the traditional accounts. These 
make it plain that polygamy never died out in any part of the 
Vedic age, but existed before it, during it, and after it; only 
there were several well-marked periods and groups in which 
the practice was more in evidence than in the others, owing 
to circumstances not unintelligible; and at the same time 
there were other groups and periods more or less characterized 
by monogamistic ideals. On the whole, however, polygamy 
was associated with ‘ brahman 5 influence, dynastic expansion, 
or frequent wars, and was on the increase towards the close 
of the Vedic age'; while monogamistic tendencies were more 
apparent amongst the non-brahmanic, or minor, or temporarily 
unimportant principalities. 

Quite naturally, a number of the cases of polygamy 
noticed in tradition are also those of concubinage, for posses¬ 
sion of slave-girls, or connection with courtesans, or general 
laxity in sexual morals. About these instances also, the 
same remarks hold good, regarding their developing conditions 
and distribution in groups and periods. 

Polygamy is ascribed to’some of the kings of the pre- 
Aila and pre-Manva dynasties.2 Whatever may be the value 
of these semi-legendary references, that of the uniform 
ascription of £ group ’ polygamy to the ‘ prajapatis 5 for a few 
generations immediately before the rise of the Manva and 
Aila dynasties,3 is clearer: these latter cases seem to belong 

1 Vide ante re Vedic evidence on this point. 
2 E.g. Uttanapada had two wives Sunlti and Suruci, mothers of the 

famous Dhruva and TJttama respectively (‘ Svayambhuva * 
vam£a, in almost all Puranas). The Mark.0 Pur.0 ascribes 4 
wives (1 chief and 2 companions -+■ 1 temporary) to ‘ Svarocisa ’ 
(f. of * Svarocisa ’ Manu), whose polygamy is denounced, so that 
he finally becomes an ascetic (Mark.0 Pur.° 61-68). The same 
Pur.° ascribes six royal wives to King Durgama of Priyavrata’s line 
(f. of e Raivata * Manu) (ibid. 75); and Svarastra (f. of 4 Tamasa, 
Manu) also is said to have had other wives besides the chief queen 
(ibid. 74). The first two cases are located in the N. Himalayas; 
the 3rd in the S. W. (Anarta, Surastra, etc.), and the 4th on 
the Vipaia (N. W.); these were amongst the regions occupied by 
the Manvas and pre-Manvas before Aila expansion, 

3 In all Pur.0, with more or less details. It seems probable that 
‘ rajan/ * manu/ * prajapati ’ or ‘ indra ’ fa? known to. Pur.° 
tradn.), were different types of rulers, with distinguishable 
features and periods of flourishing. 
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to the first stages of Manva and Aila race-settlements, when 
wholesale transferences of the daughters of the one clan1 
(probably conquered) to the possession of the other horde- 
leaders (‘ prajapatis ’) would be natural. 

In the very next stage, polygamy is found continued 
amongst the early Manvas, but only rarely and gradually 
amongst the early Ailas. Manu (1) had ten wives according to 
brahmanic tradition2; that of the Epic and Puranas does not 
mention it, except once, but ascribes to him as many, or many 
more sons/ Iksvaku4 (2) and Vikuksi5 (3) had very large 
progenies, who were settled in several groups in Uttarapatha 
and Daksinapatha, and in the N. Himalayan and submontane 
regions, respectively: their polygamy is obvious. So is that 
of Vrhadasva (11) and Kuvalasva (12), to each or one of 
whom from 100 to 21,000 (!) sons are ascribed6; and of 
Yauvanasvi-Mandhatr (21), who had (besides four noted chil¬ 
dren) 50 daughters,7 all of whom he bestowed on a Kanva (Pau- 
rava) rsi, Sobhari (who had 150 sons by them) ,8—just as three 
or four steps above, Mandhatr’s mother’s ancestor Eaudrasva- 
Paurava (17) had given away all his ten daughters to another 
opulent rsi, the Atreya Prabhakara (from whom the 

i 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

l.g. the daughters of Dak§a, of whom 13 were given to Ka£yapa, 
27 to Soma, etc. Instead of being taken as obscure cosmogonic 
myths, this common P uranic account may be taken as stating a 
tradition that when the Prthuite dynasty of Daksa was supplanted 
by Manvas and Ailas, the women _of the former royal family 
passed into the possession of the Manva and Aila leaders (typi¬ 
fied by ‘ Kasyapa ’ and c Soma.*) 

dait. Sam. I, 5, 8; cf. Mbh. XII, 13596. 
H the commencement of all Solar dynastic lists; the number varies 

bet. 9 and 10, acc. as ‘ Ha ’ is included or not; one version 
gives 50 more sons to Mann, who perished m dissensions: 
Mbh 33 75. 

2+50+48=100 sons : Vayu : 88, 8-11. 20-24; Brahma: 7, 45-8, 51; 
etc.; and Mbh. XIII, 2, 88; also Matsya: 12, and Padma: V, 

H4 (ijthe sT+lMin the N.)=129 sons : Matsya : 12, 26-8; Padma : 

(Tayn : 68, 30-6b; Brahmanda: HI, 63, 29-62 ; cf. Mbh. Ill, 202 
y(beg.) and 204 (beg.); also Brahma : 7, 60-86; Hariv. 11, 674-5 

and 696 ff.; cf. Visnn : IV, 2, 13. p j . ^tt oto 15 
Visnu • IV 2, 19—3, 3: Bhag : IX, 6, 38-55; Padma . VI, lb. 

•■33*-82; Garuda : I, 138, 23; cf. Brhadd VI, 50-7. 
The treatment of the story is no doubt brahmarucal ;butit^s to be 

noted that it occurs ■m the mid*the 
Manva dynasty which was closely connecwa ran 
precedents of polygamy in the cases of l&Jldu 

there is tie same brahman connection) and Sasavmau 
related to Mandhatr, and the succeeding case noted here, 

i it. j:+:nTi biffhlv probable. This does not clash with 
P?\vkenteforthelobhfri connected with the Bharatas may 

T.Ti have teen a different one from the Sobhan connected 
u? <Manva’ Paurukutsas, and the patronymics Djmrgaha 

W!th the Manva r * u ;make the hearer of it a different 

^rson^bufmay hate been simply additional and qualificatory, 

as in several other cases. 
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Svastyatreya families thus descended) -1 It seems possible, how¬ 
ever, that the bestowal of those fifty maidens was regarded 
as a gift of slave-girls by that rsi2; this would then indicate 
that these 4 daughters ’ of Mandhatr were born of captive 
or slave-girls acquired in the course of his wide conquests.3 
A sister of a 4 Yuvangtsva ’ (apparently some near descendant 
of Purukufsa who had Naga connections)4 had five daughters 
by a Naga king Dhumravarna of the S. W. littoral (or 
adjacent islands), who were all given in marriage to the 
already married son of Haryasva-Aiksvaka (27), who was 
ousted from Ayodhya and settled amongst the Yadavas of the 
S. W.5 

On the other hand, amongst the early Ailas the first 
probable -case of polygamy is that of Nahusa (5), who (Besides 
his sister-wife Viraja)6 is said to have coveted ineffectually 
the queen of an 4 Indra 5 whom he displaced, and otherwise 
assumed a sensual turn of mind after his rise to great power 6; 
but this does not prove a practice' of polygamy. With lrayati 
(6), however, it is polygamy distinctly, connected with con¬ 
cubinage and relations with slave-girls,7 Yayati had no harem 
before his Bhargava marriage: for he was then single, and 
had subsequently to build special apartments in his palace 
for Sarmistha and her 1,000 or 2,000 (!) companions and 
attendant slave-girls. He obtained Sarmistha and three other 
maidens by virtue of his marriage with Devayam, whose 

1 Particulars in Brahma: 13, 6-14; Hariv. 31, 1661-8; Vayu: 99, 
121 ff. 

2 Rv. VIII, 19, 36, is usually so interpreted, though ‘ Vadhu ’ there 
may^ as well have the sense of ‘ wedded ’ wives or brides (being 
carried home). 

3 As in the case of his father-in-law Sas'avindu: vide infra. 
4 Visnu : IV, 3, 6-12; this Yuvanas'va may be Ambarlsa’s descendant 

(23 ?). 
5 Harivamsa: 94-95, 5142-5206 (Vikadru’s account of Yadava expan¬ 

sion, told to Krsna). 
e Vide ante. 
7 Apart from his 2 chief queens (in all Pur anas : e.g. Vayu : 93, 28 ff.; 

Brahma: 12, 22 ff.; Hariv. 30, 1601 ff.; Matsya : 25, 6; 27-32; 
Visnu : IV, 10, 1, etc.) and a host of concubines (cf. Mbh. I, 
80-82), tradition credits him with further amours in old age, 

> - e.g. .with Visvaci (Visnu : IV, 10, 6-8; Brahmanda : III, 68-70), 
ot As'ruvindumati-Ratiputri (Padma: I, 76-8i), for whose 
sake he wanted to kill those two queens and quarrelled 
with his sons (prob. for the second time). (Note.—‘ Ratiputri * 
seems to be a modification of ‘ Raji-pntri ’ which was not under¬ 
stood; ‘ Raji ’ was the ‘Indra* in Nahusa’s time, and he may 
well have used his daughter in ruining his rival and brother’s 
son of a neighbouring principality; Nahusa’s coveting ‘ Indra’s ’ 
queen thus would mean simply his overthrowing his brother 
Raji and trying to appropriate his wife,—quite a ‘ real ’ event 
to be recorded in tradition and to be referred to by Salya by 
way of an example to Yudhist-hira. ‘ Asruvindumati ’ is not a 
likely proper name; but ‘ Vindumati is; so the original phrase 
would seem to have been ^ * agru Vindumati E’aji-putri ’ or * the 
unmarried daughter of Raji named Vindumati.’) 
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bondswomen they had become as a result of the Bhargava 
priestly domination over Vrsaparvan’s family. Sarmistha 
established her status (and thereby that of the rest of her 
party also) as Yayati5 & wife by explaining to him that a 
bride’s female companions and slave-girls were also lawful 
wives by custom, being bound to her and being given away 
at the same time; she reminded him that she was thus given 
away by Vrsaparvan, who is elsewhere stated to have enter¬ 
tained Yayati at his court on the occasion of his marriage.1 
From these details it would at first seem as if Yayati5 s poly¬ 
gamy was derived as much from the Bhargavas as from the 
‘ Danavas 5; but even before Yayati Ayu had married a 
‘ Danava 5 princess without any indication of similar circum¬ 
stances2 ; so also later on Puru, Dh'undhu and Dusyanta, all 
sons of ‘ Danava 5 mothers,3 were either not associated with 
polygamy, or where so, it is not directly attributable to the 

‘ Danava 5 source4; no instance of polygamy is found amongst 
these earlier (and real) Danavas, whereas several are recorded 
about the early Bhrgus (viz., the ‘ Bhrgu5 who married 
Daksa’s daughters,5 Cyavana,6 and Sukra himself)7; and in 
this particular instance the Danava kingdom and dynasty 
was completely dominated by the Bhrgu priest. It is also 
significant that it is with Yayati that ‘ brahman 5 influence first 
effects a real entry8 into the Aila group, after several prominent 
attempts and conflicts.9 His son Puru (7) may possibly have 
had two wives10—but no clear case of polygamy occurs again 
amidst the early Ailas (Pauravas or Yadavas) till the time of 
Raudra&va (17)11 and Sasavindu (20), with both of whom 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

For the above details, vide Mbh. I, 78-83, and the Pur.° refs, above. 
In most Pur.0, e.g. Vayu: 92, 1; etc. 
This generalization is made by the Mbh. and the Pur.0 themselves in 

the genealogical portions. Dhundhu is called 4 Danayu§a’s ’ son; 
evidently referring to a similar parentage as in the three other 
Aila cases. 

For Dusyanta’s probable case, vide infra. 
In most Pur.0 accounts of Daksa’s progeny _ 
ArusI: Mbh. I, 66, 2605 f£.; cf. Ill, 174, 65 ; Sukanya : Mbh. Ill, 

121, 10313; 122, 10320-44; 124, 10371 f.; IV, 21, 650-51; V, 116, 
3970; Va 86, 23; Bd. Ill, 61, 19; Pad. IV, 14, 49 f.; Earn. 
V, 24, 11; numerous other 4 Kanls/ and Vadims/ acc. to Rv. 
and Bra.° (for refs, vide ante.) , T - 

Go (a sister): in all Pur.0 accounts of J ttt ' w 
either Nahusa or Raji) : Va. 97, 149-54; 98, 20; Bd. Ill, 72, 
150-6; 73, 19; Mat. 47, 114-21. 186. 

He gets his 4 victorious car ’ and wives from a Bhargava brahman, 
of whom he is afraid and who curses him, and then restores 
him to favour,—even sanctions the unusual succession of Puru, 
which is therefore accepted by the people. (His brother xa i 
became a 4 muni * under Manva influence apparently). 

E e in the time of Pururavas and Nahusa. , 
One a Kaussalva : Mbh. § 156 (Puruvams.0): I, 95, 3764; another, 

4 Pausti ’ : ibid. 94, 3495. . 
As already noted, his 10 dtrs. were married to one r?i ’ 

and he had 10 sons also besides those 10 dtrs. : Brahma . lo, 
6-14: Hariv. 31, 1661 ff-; etc. 



. v „ v_ sons); Vi§sjlx3L : 
JYj 1:? 0- Jakh wives and 10 lakh sons); cf. Mbh. § 595 
(§o<jasa-rajika) ; YII, 65, 2321 ff. (the * sacrificing ’ king,—had 
100,000 wives, each mother of 1,000 sons). 

2 Yadu was ‘ cursed * to live amongst his mother’s people and follow 
them, (t.e. the Bhrgus). There was also some maritime 
Naga influence, for * Yadu ’ or an early Yadu prince married 
5 daughters of such a Naga Sea-king over and above his other 
wife or wives, and these Nagas, had inter-married with Manvas :— 
Hariv. 94, 5193 ff. 

E.g. Vayu: 95, 20 ; prob. this is referred to in * Sasavindavi prajah ’ 
which filled the earth. 

* Hariv. 34, 1890-1, and 1894; Vayu: 94, 48-49 and 51, etc. 
He had as numerous a progeny as Talajangha,—the two groups being 

mentioned often together (e.g. Brahman^a: III, 47, 68 ff.); 
besides he had some descendants * as a Bhargava brahman ’ subse¬ 
quently. Acc. to Mbh'. he had 10 wives and 10Q sons, a moderate 
estimate. 

6 Mark.0 17 and 18; Padma : II, 103. 
7 Each having two queens at the same time : Varalia : 10, 17-34 and 51*67. 
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(39/40) inherited this captive princess (probably not the 
only one), and had at least another wife4 who bore him 
children. 

The cases in the other group belong to the Aiksvakas, 
Vaisaleyas, Kanyakubjas, Kasis (the restored), Pauravas and 
E. Anavas, with connected Angirasas,-—most of whom were 
affected by the Haihaya movement. Amongst the Aiksvakas 
of this time Trisanku (32) had at least 2 or 3 distinct wives 
[viz., Satyaratha of Kekaya5 (mother of Hari^candra), the 
captured wife of ‘ Vidarbha (mother of Visnuvrddha) , and 
of 1 a citizen s]7, and his * harem 78 is said to have been under 
‘ Vafinptha’s ’ control during his exile.9 Later on Bahu (39) 
has also at least two wives, hostile to one another 10,; so again, 
his son Sagara (40/41), who may have had many more wives 

It is to be noted that the particular naming in these two cases seems 
to be due to close connection with the Kasis, within the sphere 
of regular bardic chronicles; the pure Yadava genealogies were 
often deficient in particulars, and b is only for the periods when 
the Yadavas were brought into intimate contact with North- 
Eastern life that details regarding their genealogies become 
fuller. 

This famous story is in all the major Purapas; Yayu : 95; 
Brahmanda : HI, 70; Matsya, 44; Brahma: 15; Vispu : IV, 13; 
Hariv. 37. 

This points to one of the main sources of Yadava polygamycaptives 
and slaves. . nDa 

Bhima, etc., were apparently her sons : Hany. 37, 
Vayu : 88, 116-17; Brahman<Ja; III, 63, 115-16; Hariv.: 13, 754; 

Brahma: 8. _ 
Vayu : 88, 78-79; Brahmanda : III, 63, 77 ff. 
Brahma : 7, 98 ff.; Hariv. i2, 717-21. 
Brahma : 8, 1-23: Hariv. 13, 728. 
The fact that Trisanku was ousted from his kingdom after his cap- 

tore of a Yadava (* Vidarbha ’) princess (cf. similar occasion 
for Haihaya-Vaisaleya conflict), and that he made friends -with 
the expelled Kanyakubjan Visvamitra in exile, and jointly with 
him struggled to some sort of power again, shows that these 
princes were combating the Haihayas who had allied with the 
Sakas and Vasisthas, and were over-running the country from 

BrahSdi ^111^,.126-133j Brahma: 8, 29-46; and in corr. por- 
tions of Vayu, Visnu, etc. 

10 
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than two/ if there is any basis for his 4 60,000 ’ sons2; this 
is not improbable, as the chief wives of these two princes were 
taken from (branch) Yadava families,3 where concubinage 
was not rare; besides the very circumstances of struggle with 
the Haihayas and victory over them would induce similar 
polygamy by reaction,—and by this time the Bhargava 
brahmans too had become associated with these Aiksvaka 
princes.4 

The first (and apparently the last) Kanyakubjan (Aila) 
case of polygamy occurs with Visvamitra (32), referred to 
above, who had a number of sons by several wives already,5 
when he begat Astaka on a Paurava princess (Drsadvatl or 
Madhavl)6 to succeed him in the apparently temporarily 
restored principality of Eanyakubja.7 So also the only 
probable cases of polygamy in the Kasi (Aila) line are those 
of the struggling Divodasa-Bhaimarathi8 (32 ?) and the 
victorious Alarka (43) / in the earlier and the latter parts 
of the same Haihaya period.—The only West Anava instance 
known also fall within this period: Uslnara10 (bet. 26 and 
32), the first of this Western branch, had four royal wives 
and sons by them before he begat Sivi on. the same Paurava 

i 

2 
3 
4 

5 

% 

7 

8 
9 

10 

Matsya: 12, 39-42; Visnu : IV, 3, 1-3; Brahma : 8, 63-72; 
Brahmancla: III, 63, 154-9; Hariv. 13, 760-14, 807, etc.; the 
names of the 2 wives are variously given, but they were from 
2 sections of the Yadava groups of the S. W. 

Cf. refs, in n. 1; e.g. Brahma: 78, 3-11, etc. 
Vide refs, in n. 1 and n. 2. above. 
Vide same refs.; both Ba.hu and Sagara were supported and be¬ 

friended by Bhrgus in their struggles; the Bhrgu§j had become 
connected earlier with the Aiksvakas immediately after their 
expulsion by Haihayas, in the time of Jamadagni (32), Three 
generations after Sagara, Bhagiratha is said to have given away 1 
million damsels out of his stock to brahmans. He was under 
Angirasa influence, Kautsa taking his dtr. to wife : Mbh. VIL 
2249 ft. i XIII, 6270. * 

Cf- genealogy : e.g,, the sons Hiraijyak§a. and Berm 
by Salavati, Galava and Mudgala by another wife; etc.;—Brahma : 
10, 55—67; Hariv. 27, 1460-62, etc.; one wife of V.° was 
supported by Trisanku. 

Mbh. Galavacarita; Brahma: 13, 91-92; Hariv. 27, 1473; Brah- 
mapda : III, 66, 75; Vayu : 91, 99—103. 

Visvamitra had been expelled from it by Vasi§thas and Sakas, 
prob. joined with Haihayas; two generations later the kingdom 
finally- succumbed. 

The probability is suggested by details in Galavacarita, Mbh. 
So the details of Alarka’s career in Mark.0 Pur.° (25 ff.) would 

suggest (cf. the common Puranic statement about 1 the yountr 
and beautiful Alarka,’ etc.). J ® 

The details of his.family are given in : Brahma :A3, 20-24: Hariv. 
31, 1674-79; Vayu: 99, 17 ff. : Brahmanda: III, 74, 17-20: 
Matsya : 48, 15-21; Vi§nu : IV, 18, Iff. * 



The historical basis of the remarkable story of Drjadvati-Madhavi 
seems to be an emergency entente between the Paurava, ivosaia, 
Kasii, Kanyakubja and W. Anaya princes in the face of a serious 
common danger from the Haihayas,—whereby their dynastic 
continuities and solidarity of alliance were assured by means 
of Madhavl’s special polyandry (cf the case of Draupadi). 

Vali evidently had a large ‘harem, out of ,'whw,r?r,-^ another 
separately mentioned, viz., Sudesija ,and , ’ t a 
distinct wife is probably indicated in reference a 
daughter of Vali, Subhadra, being married to Avik§it of Vaisali 
(in the genealogical account of that dynasty: Mark.0 Pur0 

TTtathv*"Wl had probably two wives, BhadrS and Mamata (b<rtb 
Utatnya (w; ^ f wvv c 772 Utathya): XIII, 155, 

7243 fi10-18 ‘ rupena parama mat* ’ is unsatisfactory; prob; 
‘ Ma(a)mata’ is meant; ‘ bbadra ■ would then ^Ma(a)ma^ 

an adi DIrehatamas was an ideal polygamist, navi g 
or al\ fli* _r ® Surabhi ’ for that? besides refs, to bis 
numerous progeny byf a number of women (apparently in con- 
3ES. rl, is m*de to 3 ^Pradve.1, Aus^ri 

Svtnfks^lso a P^^Cc^of1 

known in the '2T& c^ellS 

Ladthe^e ieTJ; so dEf&iSta- had 3 wives: cf. 

Mbh:* § 490 (Ahgirasa) III, ?Pargiter • AIHT, Chap. 
For refs, leading to these conclusions vide fargmei ^ , r 

XIX, e.g. 



finance, have to be recognized. Of these princes Aviksit 
19)1 was not content with the six wives who became his 
7- self-choice, and developed a princely hobby of carrying 
f princesses holding their 4 Svayamvara ’ and thus filling 
;s harem (a peculiarly Yadava trait) ; and his capture of a 
adava princess led to a concerted attack (apparently a 
‘aihaya invasion), which was resisted successfully by his 
ther Karandhama. Marutta followed his father in having 
number of royal wives2; besides he was a particularly rich 

fince, who rose to ‘samrat’-hood by wealth alone, while 
hers had to fight for the rank.3 Dusyanta’s polygamy is 
rident from such statements as that Sakuntala consented 
i union with him only on the condition that her son should 
ecome the heir to the throne by preference, and that a 
umber of women gathered to see him off as he set out for 
le hunt.4 Bharata’s three queens are well known in tradition.5 

Notices of polygamy become very rare6 in period 
hat follows. It is possible that it was now somewhat 
iscouraged, after the Aila modification of Manva brahman- 
3m,7 begun by the Kausikas (32) and furthered by the 
Iharatas (44); but the already noticed cases of polygamy 
mongst these two groups would rather show that in this 
sspect they failed to change* the earlier traditions much, at 
iast at first. A more probable explanation of this rarity of 
Distances is that this period, unlike the preceding one, was 
Lot marked by any great prolonged wars and invasions,8 or 
ribal and social upheavals, and was a comparatively quiet 
ne, during which the several dynasties sank into petty local 
existences.9 The few known cases of polygamy for this interval 
•f about 5 centuries (45—85) must therefore be regarded as 
poradic recrudescences, sometimes associated with philo- 
rahmanic princes and their priests. Prom the negative 
oint of view, it is also to be noted that this was a period 

1 The details of Vaisali marriage-relations are in Mark.0 Pur.0 113- 
136, and generally agree with well-established synchronisms. 

2 7 wives and 18 sons; names and parentage of these princesses are 
given in all the cases. 

3 Mbh. II, 15 (where claims of previous great kings to ‘ samrat ’-ship 
are compared with Yudh.Q,s). 

4 Mbh. (Sakuntalop.0) : I, 73 5 69. 
5 In all Pur.0 genealogies. 
6 Only about 8 cases in <0 generations, compared with about 36 cases 

in the previous 44 generations. 
7 Vide Pargiter: AIHT. Chap. XXVI. 
8 The Rgvedic battles of this period were local, fought mainly by 

the petty Pancalas with neighbouring princes, with no great 
. i ii t i i *■ i * ii • • * j i. ■t-k _ i* 



I'be ministers are conversant wun wcm. 
Santa engages them at the command of jthe king; and Ksyasrnga. 

and his courtesans, are all kept within the inner apartments of 
pa.lac6 

0*her probable instances are much earlier : vide infra. 
Nllini Kesini, and Dhfimin! : Brahma: 13. 81—82; Matsya : 49. 

44; Hariv. 32, 1756 ff. and 20, 1055; etc.; in some accounts 
the number is four, 



and Jantu may be placed either immediately after Sudasa 
and Sahadeva, at step 70 (and 71), or immediately before 
Prsata, at step 90 (and 91),—but rather at the lower limit 
for the same reason. It is to be noted that though the 
Pancalas (offshoots of the restored Pauravas) had intimate 

1 Vayu : 99, 163—64; Matsya; 49, 45—46, 
2 Visnu: IV, 4, 19—38; Mbh. I, 176—77 and 182; cf. also n. 3 

below. 
3 Saudasa’s gr.-son Mulaka earned the appellation of * Narl-kavaca * 

, (Vayu: 88, 178—79; Brahman^a : III, 63, 179; Visnu: IV, 4, 
38); though the story connecting him with Rama-Bhargava is 
anachronistic, the other statements about his living in the midst 
of many women may well have been authentic. Probably this is a 
very early instance of what was later on a common practice at 
courts,—employing foreign female guards (e.g. with the Sindliu 
kings temp, the Epic, or with the Maury as of the 4th cent. B.C.); 
possibly also, the so-called * naked * women surrounding Mulaka 
are really ‘ nagnas * or 4 maha-nagnis,’ i.e., courtesans attendant 
on the king, which also is found in ancient Vedic (e.g. with the 
Vratya king) and subsequent court life; in that case their import¬ 
ance would date from an earlier period than Lompada’s, Similar 
* nari-kavaca * stories are also told of Haihaya princes who were 
beaten back; so that ‘ female-guards and courtesan-attendants * 
may go back to a still > earlier period,—being apparently derived 
from the S. W. : a significant point. It is to be noted that 
female body-guards of * apsaras ’—like grace (who were also 
concubines) are well known to the brahman sacrifices in the 

* Y* Y- 

* Matsya: 49, 52—53; Hariv. 20, 1060-62; etc.; it is however pos¬ 
sible that the ascription of a large number of sons is general 
here, and simply means that particulars about the family are 
not known for the nest few generations. 

5 Vayu : 99, 203—5; Brahma: 13, 99—101; Mbh. (Jantup.0) : III, 127 
—128; Matsya : 49; Vispu : IV, 19, 18; H^fiv. 32, 1793; all 
taken together, re Somaka and Jantu. (In Jantu’a case also 
there is the same possibility as in Nxpa’s; see above). 
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Clear from all the stories fold about them. 
As in the time of the * Mudgala ' groups of Ksatriyan bramans. 
E.g. Rv. X, 102; Mbh. IV, 21, 651, (cf. IH, 113, 10095); cl Hariv. 

32, 1781 (and other Pur.0 also) for Indrasena *(Brahmi?tha must 
be taken as an epithet of Mudgala). 

Called Adrika the ‘fish-apsaras ' in story; i.e. a woman of the neigh¬ 
bouring Matsya clan. The two names however mean the same 
thing, and might refer to the same person. Cf. A drika in Mbh. 
I, 63; and 123, 4817; and Girika in X, 63, 2367. 

Mbh. § 275 (Rajasuyarambh.0); II, 17, 692; 18, 726. 729, etc. 
As in Mbh. I, 63 and II, 17—18, which do not show much contrac¬ 

tion of genealogy. 
Cf. the stories in I, 63 and II, 17—18 (Mbh.); guktimati and 

Girivraja were in clearly non-Aila regions; though Yadava and 
Anava branches had settled there long agp. 

* Krostu* for ‘ Vrsni ’ is an error; the 2 wives are named ^ in all 
Yadava genealogies; Brahma: 14, 1—2; 16. 9 ff.; Hariv. 35, 
1906—8; Matsya : 45, 1—2; Brahmanda : III, 71, 18 ft 

E.g. in connection with the marriage-relations of the Kauravas and 
Vrsnis just before the Bharata war. 

In all Yadava genealogies: Matsya: 44, 47—50; Vi§nu: IV, 13, 2: 
Brahmaiid#: III, 71, 3-5; Hariv. 38, 1999—1003, Brahma : 15, 

30—34. 
E.g. in Harivamsa,—the wars, conquests, and expeditions; of. Mbh. 

XI, where the political situation dearly shows the central fact of 
Yadava expansion and rise to power. 
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earlier Haih ay a-Y ad&va period and this Yrsni-Yadava one is 
significant.1 The case of the Kaksivant, whom King Svauaya- 
Bhavayavya (and his queen Bomasa) gave a number of 
princesses in marriage;2 is hardly assignable to any particular 
step; he may be the same as Dirghatamas5 son (42), or a 
different person of the same line some 20 steps (65) or even 
50 steps lower (91) ;3 ;what is definite here is that all the 
partis concerned in the case were Ahgirasas or allied to them, 
and the details have a distinct E, Anava character. 

At about 8 or 9 steps above the Bharata war, we come 
to a distinctly flourishing age of polygamy, illustrated in 
almost all the groups known to tradition; and during this 
century (which was also the close of the Bgvedic period), so 
full of personal details about great princes and connected 
brahmans, only two probable (and if definite, rather excep¬ 
tional) cases of monogamy4 are. discoverable amidst the 
universal laxity of royal and priestly circles. 

Amongst the Aiksvakas of the time, the voluptuous Agni- 
varna (87) ;5 fatally addicted to harem pleasures, and the weak 
prince Brhadvala (94), whose fall at the Bharata battle was 
bewailed by his large number of wives,6 are typical of the 
decline of Kosala. Amongst the East Anavas also, polygamy 
is now mentioned again: Vrhanmanas7 (86) having two 
queens, from whose sons were derived two branch dynasties, 
and Kama8 (94) marrying several wives * according to the 
custom of the family and the selections of his adoptive father 
Adhiratha.’ Amongst the Pancalas (Pauravas), the Southern 
section (of the above-mentioned Nipa’s line) developed 
scandalous harems under priestly influence during Anuha 
and Brahmadatta ’(86—87)—as the Buddhist9 as well as 

1 The working out of these parallels would lead to many interesting 
and suggestive results. 

2 Brhadd. : III, 141—50, etc.; with Rv. I, 126. 
3 For the considerations that might help in locating him, vide Pargiter, 

AIHT., p. 223; the 3rd alternative is suggested by the occurrence 
of Sunaya and Vitahavya as kings (90' and 91) in the Videha 
line, the mention of a Lomasa rsi in the same time in Mbh., 
and. its mention of Cancla-Kausika of G-irivraja of the same 
period as a son of Kaksivant. 

4 Balarama and Revati, and Drona and Krpi. 
5 Raghuvam^a : XIX, evidently based on common Puranic tradn. which 

it closely follows in many dynastic and personal details. 
G Mbh. (Stri-vil.0) : XI, 25, 715. 
7 Hariv. 31, 1705-6; Vayu: 99, 110 ff.; Matsya; 48, 105-8; (these 

were 2 sisters, dtrs. of a Vainateya, Saivya or Caidya king, prob 
the last). 

Mbh. § 569 (Rhagavadyana.0) : V, 143; cf. ‘wives of Karna who 
would become widows * : Mbh. VIII, 87, (end). His son Vikarna 
also is stated to have had 100 sons : Hariv. 31, 1710. 

Gf. the several * harem ’-scandals related of Ahese courts in the 
Jatakas, where the ‘ Brahmadatta 1 is evidently the Puranic one, 
the chief figures in the stories being the ministers Kand’arl and 
Pancal&-can<Ja. 
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which connect these ! longs with the ‘ Yoga ’ cult.2 In the 
Northern section, Dn 
Somaka (probably to 
one of his queens3 (a 

have been born of ai 
Piwwl;i»iiMiyii«Biiii 
adopted by) 4‘ the el dest queen 55 of Drupada;5 and there 
i|g^iUjjig|niRKnm 

isfied;6 he also gave away, along with 
K)R8j|11^V!itHK^RSnBR^KKiinlii 
5 sex-fraud of Sikhandini, who was * * » jf 

to find out and re 
section, Ugrayudha’s 

queen Satyavati to himself,9 plainh 
indicates that with 1 
he was making addi 
seraglio,10 and was s. 
priation of the North 
the Kurus (Pauravas 

and South Pancala harems.11 Among© 
), the cases of Pratipa (87, or 89?) anc 

Santanu (90)’ are ne<; 
polygamous but ‘ resl trained himself * (voluntarily or compul- 
sonly) ,u—or his acti 
fco his successor Sant 

BlilliUtfiiUidffllVSEii^ 

^un STra^Hl K!!I9 k1 
ouc wutcaxcu k jumuuuiLU g • auiu. xvv aw** 

6 It is therefore that i he wanted other offspring; and as a result of hi 
sacrifices and ; prayers, Draupadi, Phrgtadyumna and JSikhandii 
were f born/ 

* Yide n. 5. p. 214. 
8 Mbh. Y, 192. 
n tt • nn , onp -H, o 

fcely conquered N. and S. Pancalas, expelling at 
the princes. 

12 Details in Mbh. S 

his would seem to be the real tact hemna tne story, sp. wuen 
compare# with the Jyamagha story, and taken with Satyavati s 
proposal of transferring the wives of Vicitravirya to his next 
successor. 
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apparently1; yet his evident laxity2 and the statement that his 
first wife had to employ all her arts of singing, dancing and 
coquetry to please him2 are indications of his harem-life. 
Pratipa’s other descendant, however, the Vahlika (Paurava) 
prince Bhiirisravas, had a number of wives4; and in the next 
generation, Vicitravirya (91)5 is a polygamist of the Agnivarna 
type (87) : his three wives are well-known to tradition,6 but 
obviously he had many more in his short span of life; and 
if Vidura’s mother was really only an ‘ apsaropama da si and 
not a princess-wife of secondary rank, then it would indicate 
concubinage of slave-girls in his harem8; but princess or slave- 
girl, she was a lawful ‘ ksetra ’ of the king,9 and no doubt 
others like her were. Of Dhrtarastra, only one wife and_ one 
concubine are named, Gandhari and a Vaidya10 maid-in-waiting 
(taken into favour during the former’s pregnancy) ,u but 
clearly he had many more to have 102 children; in fact the 
alleged circumstances12 of the birth of Yuyutsu and the 
other sons, the consistence and frequency with which 

1 Bliisma’s mother was, however living all along,—only she had left 
Santanii (or was left by him); e.g. she educates Bhi^ma for 
several years; takes part in the Amba episode, and is stated to 
have been living at the time of his death,—which is not very 
probable. 

2 As shown in his adventures in the course of hunting expeditions and 
his treatment of Bhisma. 

3 Mbh. I, 98. 
4 Mbh. §619 (Stri-vil.°) : X, 24 (i), 687; the chief wife seems to be 

mentioned in XV, 808. (Putradars’.0). 
5 Mbh. I, 102; cf. Vis. IV, 20, 10. 
6 He may have had 4, if Amba had agreed to marriage with him. 
7 Mbh. i, 106, 4297. 
8 Slave-concubinage was not unknown to Kuru court circles before this; 

Kavasa-Ailusa (74) chaplain to the Kurus, was born of such a 
slave-girl, which was a ‘ subject of much comment *; cf. the 
parallel case of Uddalaka son of the Pancala chaplain and a slave- 
girl, soon after this period (96/97). 

9 Mbh. I, 1, 94; 63, 2441; 105 , 4224; cf. Br. 13, 120-1; Hariv. 32. 
1825-’6; Va. 99, 235-’42 Mat. 60, 47. 

10 The notice of Vaisya concubines in this and some other cases, prob. 
points to the existence of customs similar to those noted in 
Vats. Ka. Sub. for the post-Maury a period (i.e, presentation to 
the court of beautiful daughters and wives by the tenants). 

11 Mbh. I, 115. 
12 These are indicated in :—Mbh. § 180 (Sambhav.0) : I, 115 (within 

.a month the 100 sons and 1 dtr. of Dhrta.° were born; during 
Gandh.°’s pregnancy Dhrta.° begot the Karana Yuyutsu on a 
Vaisya maid); cf. enumeration of Dhrta.°’s sons in order of suc¬ 
cession of birth (so that the mothers were separate) : Mbh. I, 117. 
It is to be noted that at first only 11 names of these sons are 
given (Mbh. I. 2446); then at the time of Draiu.0's svayamvara, 
23 are named: (Mbh. I, 6984 ff.); so that these sons were 
evidently not born at the same time and were born of different 
mothers. Yuyutsu’s mother was something more than a con¬ 
cubine, almost a legal wife, as he is regarded as the continuer 
of Dhrta.*°s line and his ‘ pindadata * : Mblfc § 577 (Bhlsma- 
vadha.0) : VI, 43, 1626; cf. other refs, to his birth from the 
Vaisya. wife in:—Mbh. I, 63; II, 74, etc. 



3 Mbh. II, 49; cf. young women of Dhrta. s palace at me disposals 01 

the Pandavas (guests) : II, 58; cf. also III, 259 ff. 
4 Mbh. XI : 17B, 511. 
5 Mbh. XII, 4. 
6 
7 
8 

10 
n 

Mbh. II, 71. 
Mbh XII. 44, 1517 fL 
Mbh'. I. 114, 4481-2; II, 78, 2568 ; 79; cf. I, 129 It is quite 

possible that Kunti lived with him as a wife, after her return 
from Satasrnga and during Pand^va exile. 

Cowell: Jatakas, VI, 126 ff-; 1,000 wives and /00 courtesans and 
slave-gifls in his palaces (p. 145). 

Mbh. VII, 49, 1933. 
Mbh. Ill, 264, 15576. 



life-time. 

Pandu ateo, like his brothers, was polygamous. The 
similarity with Vicitravirya’s case makes it probable that he 
had more than two wives (Kunti and Madri); the deer-story 

1 ' 1 —1 - Al~ ~ ^t that Pandu 

their palace was filled with large numbers of female slaves 

,s 

sovereignty along with his Sauvlra 
damsels and avoid the fate of being ruled by the Sindhu King 
and his Samdhava damsels : V, 134 5 

Mbh. 33, 120—121; cf. Vis. IV, 20, 10. 

MbhiJ’ 2? ^15^15£; 215 i 219—221; III, 22, 898: 45-46* 
57’ 7° «■;!*», ; 2^i 25, 668; etc, etc.; also' 

32 : Br‘ 13 5 V5* 24°-,43J Mat, 50, 51-7; vis. IV, <40, 11—12; etc. 
iave 

* 



mainly Vasisthas and KSsyapas, 
the inner Manva group hy origin). 

9 Mbh. H, 60—61. 
10 Mbh. Ill, 23 (beg.). 
U Mbh. XK, 44, 1517 ff. 
12 Mbh. VIII, 76. 
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Amongst the families closely related to the Pandavas, 
polygamy is found with the Vasu-ite Pauravas, of Cedi, 
Magadha and Mafcsya, besides the Yadavas, who form a great 
polygamic group by themselves. The Caidya Sisupala (half- 
Yadava, half-Paurava), in addition to his unspecified wife or 
wives, had relations with Bh'adra-Vaisall1 and Babhru- 
Yadava’s wife1, and was betrothed to Rukmini whom he 
would have been glad to obtain even latter on\: his polygamy 
is thus inferable. The Magadha-Paurava cases of Yasu and 
Vrhadratha have already been noted as probably assignable 
to this period; no details are given about Jarasandha’s own 
wife or wives, but two of his daughters were married to Kamsa- 
Yadava2; and “ magadhi 35 slave-girls having been at this 
time presented to the Pandava court,3 they must also have 
been part of Ithe equipment of the Magadhan court. About 
the Kasis of this time (intermarried with Kurus, Pandavas 
and Paficalas) no polygamies are mentioned, unless the twin 
wives of Vrhadratha and the cases of Ambika and Ambalika 
are taken as evidence for the Kasi court itself; but apparently 
the Kasi prince who was a contemporary of Dhrstadyumna 
in his youth, was polygamous.4 Particulars about the Matsyas 
are much fuller: Virata had at least two chief wives, Sudesna 
of Kekaya, and the sister of * Kicaka/5—and he had obviously 
a big ‘ harem ’; his young son Uttara is already a gay reveller 
in .the company of numerous women.6 The court of Virata 
is of the same type as that of the Pandavas, whom indeed he 
tries to. follow and emulate in many respects: there is the 
same fondness for gambling,7 and employment of eunuchs in 
the personal service of the princesses/ the same normal con¬ 
cubinage of the female attendants of the palace,9 and volup¬ 
tuous harem-life of the princes amongst multitudes of women, 
with song, and dance, and wine10;—all illustrated in the Indra- 
prastha and Hastinapura courts; in one respect apparently 
the Matsya court made an improvement, in special arrange¬ 
ments for dances as a court pastime; but probably this was 
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Mbh. II, 45; Hv. 117. 
Mbh. Il3 14, 594; Hariv. 91, 4955-’61. 
Mbh. II, Ra,jasu.° & Dyuta.° 
Mbh. VII, 10, 364. 

MbV lj> 432. 562. etc.; 18, 529 (Kicaka a syala; hence, 
bad another queen, a Kicaki, for Sudesna was a Kaikeyl). 

Of Virata, who was glad to employ the supposed expert games- 
master of Yudbi§thira. r 6 

^ ^ibannala-Arjiina as dancing-master and personal companion of 
Uttara, who almost fell in love with him. 

Cf. the cool presumption of the king’s brother-in-law, as well as 
I? ii/ i-3Iie1en? TeSard to Draupadi the Sairandhri. 
ill. g. the life led by the effeminate Uttara even in times of great 
mv by the martial Kicaka addicted to wine and women, 
ihus there was a special dancing-hall, apart from the usual 

sauna , where court ladies had free access. 



as the Caitrarathas and Haihayas were of an earlier one; 
instances of polygamy sometimes occur also amongst other 
contemporary branches of the Yadavas. 

Taking the Vrsnis, amongst whom Krsna was born, we 
find instances of polygamy in all its four main branches. The 
group indeed began with the polygamy of ‘ Vrsni/ who, as 
already noted, may be placed within this period as well (at 
88/89). In the first branch, Satrajit "(92/93) married 10 
sisters,2 and of his daughters three were given in marriage to 
their cousin Krsna.3 In the second, Akrura had at least 
three wives named in the lists,4 besides others who took part 
in Raivataka and other festivities,5 and who a*ll retired to a 
Himalayan hermitage after his death.6 In the fourth, no 
definite particulars are available, but both Sini and Satyaki- 
Yuyudhana were 4 bride-abductors 5 of the Krsna type,7 and 
their polygamy is quite likely; the Vedic story about Asanga- 
Yadava,8 which has a marked ‘ harem ’ character, might very 
well refer to Satrajit’s son or grandson Asanga9; and another 
Asanga, a son or grandson of SatyaM, was apparently settled 
by Arjuna on the Sarasvati, with a part of the remnant of the 
Yadava harems.10 For the third branch! more details are 
forthcoming, being Krsna’s own family. Devamidhusa 
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E.g. in the families -of Durjaya, Tittiri, Kevafca, and amongst the 
Vrsms of Krsna’s time. Uttara’s training in dancing was not 
exceptional amongst the Pauravas; Santana’s first queen was 
an expert dancer and singer; and the eunuch whom Arjuna 
personated, must have done similar service to Dranpadi. 

Va. 96, 53; Br. 16, 45; Hv. 39, 2076; cf. Mat. 45, 1—19. 
Br. 16, 47—8; Hv. 39, 2078—9; gr. dfcrs. : Mat. 45, 19—21: cf. Va. 
Sutanu Angrasem : Br. 16, 55; 14, 8; 11; Bd. Ill, 71, 113; Hv. 

35, 1919; 39, 2086; Batna Saibya : Mat, 45, 27—32; Asvini: 

Mbh. I,* 219, and Pur.° acc. of Eaivataka and Frabhasa festivities; 
cf land and sea sports at Dvaraka where Bhammati is abducted . 
Hv. 147—149. 

;bh. XVI, 6, 157; 7, 248. . ^TT , ,, 
ini. Mbh. VII, 144, 6032—43; Satyaki : VII, 10, 338: for abduc- 
l tio“ by Kma, cf. Mbh. li <157^7;^ 575> V’ 130' 

158, 535 ff.; 5364; 48, 1881 fi; VII, 11, 391 5.; etc. 
Iv. VTII, 1; cf. Mail Sam. Ill, 1, 9; Brhadd. II, 8, 3; VI, 41, 

etc. ^ . 
Padma. V, 13, 94—6; cf. Mat-. 45, 19—21. 
Mbh. XVI, 7, 245 S. 
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(89/90) probably bad two wives, one an Asmaki,1 and the 
other a daughter of Aryaka the Naga chieftain (on 
the Upper Ganges)2; his son Sura (91/92) also, is ascribed 
two queens.3 In the next generation, Vasudeva (92/93) is 
a prolific polygamist: amongst his 20 wives who bore him 
children, were his 7 cousins, daughters of Devaka, 7 Naga 
princesses, and 2 maids-in-waiting, besides Rohinl-Pauravi 
(sister of Vahlika), Bhadra-Vaisali, and Madira (which three, 
with DevakI of the first group, ascended his funeral pyre).4 
His eldest son Rama is ascribed only one wife, Revatl,5 but 
his monogamy was apparently not puritanic, as he took a 
prominent part in the Yadava drunken orgies,5 and is said to 
tiave indulged in wine and women along with Krsna while 
on a military expedition to the Gomanta hills and Karavlrapura 
(in lower Deccan).5 But Krsna followed his father and 
went tar beyond him,— being in fact the greatest polygamist 
of his age. Much detail is available6 about the wives of Krsna, 
even a summary of which would be lengthy; but they may 
be classified as—(i) cousins or near relatives given in mar¬ 
riage . e.g., Satya-SatrajitI and her sisters, Akrura’s sister, 
etc., (li) external princesses (some of whom were related), 

1 Hariv. 35, 1922 ff.; Bd. HE, 71, 145—6. 
2 Mbh. I, 128, 5026; cf. V. 103, 3635; etc. 
3 Va. 96, 143—44 (prob. 3 wives); etc.; cf. Hv. 95, 5251—52, where 

Vasudeva’s f. is called Vasu (for Sura) and is ascribed 3 wives. 
4 Va. 96, 129—31; 149—166; Bd. Ill, 71, 145—163; Mat, 44, 72—3; 

46, 11—21; etc.; cf. Mbh. II, 1570; VII, 144, 6032 ff.; XVI, 7, 224_253 ; ) j 

5 (a) Va. 86, 26-29 ; 88, 1—4; Bd. Ill, 61, 19—24; 63. 1—3; Br. 
7. 30-41; Hv. 10, 644—11, 657; Vis. IV, 1, 20—37 ; 2, 1—2: 
cf. Mbh. I, 219, 7912. 
(5) e.g., in the Raivataka and Prabhasa festivities. 
(c) Hv. 98, 5405-,39. 

6 Jambavatx, Satyabhama & Akrura’s sister : Va. 96, 20—98, Br. 16. 
12—45; 17, 1—40. Rnkminl : Hariv. 161, 9134—6; 117—118. 
Gandhar! : Hv. 161, 9147^-8; 174, 9797. Kalindl-Mitravinda 
Satya-Nagnajiti', Rohim-Jambavatl, Susila-Madrr, Satya-SatrajitI, 
Laksmina-Jalahasini, Taim-gaibya: Hv. 118, 6700—6706. 15 
wives detailed : Mat. 47, 13—23. Satrajit’s 3 dtrs., Satya, VratinI, 
TapasvinI (or var. lec.) : Br. 16, 47—8; Hv. 39, 2078—9; Mat. 
45, 19-21; Bd. Ill, 71, 242—264. For Mbh. refs, to brides 
abducted by Krsna, vide n. 7, p. 217. 16,000 wives and prin¬ 
cipal wives (widows, self-immolating, retiring or captured) : 
Mbh. XVI, 5; 7; for 16,000 (captured from Naraka), cf. Mbh. 
I, 2789; V, 130; 158, 5353 ff.; XIII, 15 (end); 160, 7422 f.; 
XVIII, 5, 171—3; cf. Hv. 122—124. For Mbh. refs, re 
Satyabhama, vide III, 183, 12567; 233—235; IV, 9, 262; 
re Rnkminl : II, 2; XIHi, 617; 621 ff.; 139 (beg); 149 
(beg.); 160, 7416 ff.; cf. Hv. 14406 ff.; re Jambavatx : 
III, 670; 10271; XIII, 14—15. Mbh. XVI supplies Haimavati 
as the name of another chief wife. Of. generally, Br. 199, 201, 
202, 205, 212; Hv. 37, 1947—68; 124, 6962-6999; 162; Padma. 
V. 123; 170. For shepherdesses as wives or opncubines, cf. Brt 
184: 189; 193; Hv. 78-79; cf. Mbh. II, 2291. r 
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either ordinarily married, or abducted by force (in * svayam- 
varas1 2 3 4 5 or other circumstances involving fighting) : e.g., 
(a) Susila-Madrl, etc., (b) Bukmim-Y aidarbhl, Satya- 
Nagnajiti, JambavatT, etc.,—the first three being related, 
(hi) sundry others, numbering altogether several thousands, 
‘ married 5 or in concubinage,—consisting of other harems 
transferred by conquest, of ‘ artistes,’ slaves, and probably 
even shepherdesses in state employ. 

Thus the entire harem of Naraka of Pragjyotisa was 
transferred to Dvaravatl ;x its numerical strength is usually put 
at 16,000 and only once at 1,000.2 Elsewhere the grand 
total of Krsna’s ‘wives’ is put at 60,000;3 probably this is 
intended to include the above 16,000, as well as the 16,000 
shepherdesses he dallied with*,4 the remaining number being 
slaves; but possibly this detail of 16,000 £ gopinis ’ may have 
arisen out of the more authentic one about Naraka’s transferred 
harem. Or this also may have been true": for one thing, the 
theory that Xrsna’s ‘ gopa-llla ’ is an Abhira accretion of 
later times, is untenable, as the Abhiras are traditionally 
connected with the Yadavas and the whole of the South- 
West of India, from the time of Haryasva and Madhu (t.e., 
bet. 27 and 63), and formed the subject population under the 
Yadavas ;5 other Abhiras again are mentioned as attacking 
the fallen Yadavas ;6 they may have been rebel tribesmen 
having their day after all the injury they had suffered from 
Krsna, probably even, thus reclaiming their women, abducted 
by the rulers from time to time;—for another, concubines 
of the Vaisya class were customarily taken into the Paurava 
and Yadava harems of this time (e.g., with Dhrtarastra and 
Yasudeva) ,7 as also much' eariler, in Aiksvata and VaisaJeya 
ones probably (e.g., Dasaratha’s queen Sumitra was a 

1 Vide ante, sec. re widow-remarriage; Hv. 123, 60S4-’6X; Br. 202; 
et(a.; cf. n. 2 below. 

2 16000 : Mbh. V, 158, 5353 ff.; 1000: Mbh. V, 130. 
3 Mbh. XIII, 160 (end). Here again all the figures are obvious 

exaggerations standing for ‘ a large number/ 
4 Vide n. 6, p. 218, re gopinis. 
5 E.g., the Abhira settlements (‘ vraja ’) at G-okula, Vrndavana, etc., 

under pastoral chiefs like Nanda, end owing allegiance to Yadava 
princes; vide n. 6, p. 218, re gopinis. Abhiras under Haryasva 

" and Madhu : Hv. 5142—5167. Vide Sor. Index, s. v.; bands of 
Abhiras of the S. W. were also subj. to the Pandavas and 

aur avas 
6 Mbh. XVI, 7; Br. 210-212; Vis. V, 37-38; Pad. VI, 279, 56 f.; 

Ag. 15; etc. 
7 Dhrta.°^Mbh. I, 63; 115, 4522, etc.; II, 74; etc. Vasudeva : Mat. 

* 46, Ip—21; cf. Bd. IH, 71, 163. With Vaisya concubines may 
be compared Siidra concubines at the same two courts, e.g., 
with Devaka & Vicitravirya: Mbh. I, 114, 4480; 109, 4361; etc. 
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daughter of such a V&isya, and Nabhaga abducted a Vaisya 
tenant’s daughter)1; the traditional license of princes and 
high officials with regard to state-shepherdesses and other 
work-women is noted by Vatsyayana2; and in Krsna’s time 
the Yadava clans rose to opulence largely by such state- 
pastures (cf. the 4 vxaja 5 settlement under Nanda, and the 
details of Kalayavana’s birth,—both showing connection of 
princes with' the 4 gopinis ’).3 A 4 thousand ’ of Naraka’s 
women are stated to have been 44 married ” to Krsna4; thus 
the major portion of that lot of 16,000 remained* only con¬ 
cubines ; to one of these sections, probably to the former and 
more favoured one, must have belonged those select 4 gan- 
dharva ’ maidens (i.e., dancers and singers) whom Naraka 
had collected in his specially built hill-station of Maniparvata.5 
Krsna’s harem evidently included slave-beauties also,6 num¬ 
bers of whom he sent to the Pandava court, and assigned to 
the rsi Durvasas7 when he lived in *his palace as a guest. It is 
noteworthy in this connection, that a kindred Yadava clan 
(under Harlta) is stated to have colonized some generations 
back, an island Ratna-dvlpa in the South-Western Sea, which 
was specially noted for its pearls and beautiful women, and 
peopled by 4 nisada ’ sea-faring merchants and 4 madgura ’ 
pearl fishers8; the reference is obviously to the pearl and slave 
trade of the Arabian Sea, a very ancient one indeed, going 
back to the second millenium B.C. and the pre-Aryan civili¬ 
zations of South-Western India. It is rather striking that 
the number 16,000 is attributed to the harems of other 
princes of the Epic age also, by the J at aka tradition9: and 
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Das.® : ‘ Snmitra Vamadevasya Vabhuva Karani-Suta * • Nabh.° : 
Mark. 113 ff. (where the rule is mentioned that the 1st wife of 
a prince must be Ksatriyan, and other wives may belonp* to other 
castes). 

Vat. Ka Sut. Y, 5. So the number 16000 is not very much of an 
exaggeration; it. would simply mean that all such women were 
exposed to the license of (the Yadava rulers 

Vide^n’Alend)> P- 218 3 ™ Kala.°: Br. 196;'14, 48—56 : Hariv. 
115, 642o- 37; cf. Mbh. XII, 12959. ' 

Mbh. V, 130. But (perhaps in a general way) 16,000 4 widows ’ are 
spoken of in Mbh. XVI, 5, 144, and 16,000 “ parigrahSh ’ in I, 
2789; XVI, 138; XVIII, 171-73; cf. XIII, 160, 7422 fL* 

Hv. 121; etc.; vide n. 1, p. 219. 
Vasudeva had at least 2 such ‘ wives ’ (vide ante); cf. Mbh. IV, 72. 
Not to be confused with the earlier Durvasas; Mbh. XIII, 160, 
7416 ££. This is practically the only instance of brahmanical connec- 

tion with Yadava polygamy,—which for this period, seems to 
nave been rather a result of military power and opulence by 
trade, etc., aB also with the Uaihayas mainly. The Yadavas of 
this age are in fact the least brahmanical of the ruling families. 

Hv. 95, 5233 ff. [Ike recent Punjab and Sindh excavations prove 
that the Arabian Sea trade was flourishing in S, W. Indian ports 
in the 3rd millenium B. C., and was pr e-Aryan. 

Cowell: Jat. I, 231 (84,000 w., of Sudarsana of K^SIvati or Kusi- 
nagara); 264 (16,000 w., of Brahmadatta of Varanasi); 289 (of 

2* Vax.0,s youngest of 100 sons, chosen King of Gandhara). 
Ill, 222 (of a Vddeha King); 246 (of Br.° of Var,0). IV, 78 
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ancient Persian harems were equally large;1 after all it may 
not have been altogether an exaggeration, and is intelligible 
when some of the astounding traditional royal customs and 
privileges noticed by Vatsyayana2 for a subsequent period 
are taken into consideration. 

Of Krsna’s descendants, his sons Pradyumna and Samba 
had several wives; those of the former were3: Subhangi 
Vaidarbhi, his maternal uncle's daughter,—Prabhavati 
daughter of Vajranabha,—and Mayavati, widow of Sambara 
(the last two being obtained by romantic adventures and 
force) ; those of the latter4 were: Candravati, niece of the 
same Vajranabha, and Duryodhana's daughter (both obtained 
by adventure and fighting); besides he had intrigues in his 
father’s unwieldy harem5 (for which he was cursed along 
with the guilty wives) ; and Pradyumna .also must have had 
a richer harem-life than that indicated by his 3 wives, to earn 
his later estimation as an incarnation of Kama.6 Krsna’s grand¬ 
son Aniruddha7 also had two wives,—Rukmavatl of Vidarbha, 
also his maternal uncle’s daughter,—and TTsa, daughter of 
Bana of Sonitapura (the latter obtained by adventure and fight¬ 
ing, as in the cases of Pradyumna and Samba) ; and Ajiirud- 
dha’s son Vajra inherited a considerable harem from his 
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(of Dasaratha of Kosala); 200 (of Suruci or Ruci of Mithila; 
acc. to custom of having 4,000 w. from 4 difL sections of sub¬ 
jects) ; 285, 288 (of Naga King Gampeya of Campa). V, 2 (of a 
chaplain of the Var.° King); §7-’8 (of Sutasoma of Var.°■ 10,000 
•+■700 principal wives : cf. VI, 30-31, of Maha-Janaka,—VI, 75, 
of Oanda of Var.°,—of Vidura of Indraprastha, etc.); 133 (16,000 
w. passed, each one as wife, from the father Arindama of Magadha 
to his son and succ. Dirghavahu) ; 141 (of Okkaka i. e. ‘Aiksvaka’ 
of Kus'avati or Kus'inagara in Malla Kingdom;—sent out in 
batches for open license in the streets, along with the chief queen, 
so that some one of them might conceive and bring an heir to 
the king who looks on). VI, 1 (of a Kas'iraja. the chief queen 
being a Madri, Canda); 115 (of Angati of Mithila); 128 (of 
Dhananjaya Kauravya of Indraprastha); 249 (of San jay a of Slvi, 
Madri Phusati being chief queen); 252 (of his son Vessantam, 
obtained along with his chief queen, another Madri). 

Sykes : Hist. Pers. I, 507 (12,000 w. of Khusru Parviz, Shirin being 
chief queen). Gf. hundreds of wives of Achamenian Kings, e.g. 
Artaxerxes Mnemon,—Sykes : Hist. Pers. I, 186-*7; 247 j cf. also 
3,000 desc. of Path All Shah at his d. : I, 183. 

V CbUD, iVQj. UUU. V j m 

Subhangi Vaidarbhi: Hv. 119, 6707-s26; Prabhavati, dtr. of Vajra¬ 
nabha : Hv. 149, 8474; 150-156; Mayavati, w. of Sambara : Hv. 
163-167; Br. 200-201. An „ , _ A_ . , 

Duryo.°’s dtr. : Hv. 120, 6765-86; Br. 208; Gandravaii, niece of 
Vajranabha : Hv. 150-156. 

Varaha. 177; etc. 
Mat. 4, 1-21 *, cf. Pradyumna and the dcrs. 

prie^% Hv. 142, 7993-8053. 
Rukmavati: Hv. 119, 6707-*26; Br 

of Brahmadatta a YSdava 

201; tisa, dtr. of Baija: Hv. 

175-190; Br. 205-207. 
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predecessors, with which he was removed to Indraprastha1 
(with its Pandava harem traditions). 

For the other groups of the confederacy, the details are 
much fewer; but the polygamy of their chief members is 
often alluded to in general terms; thus the ‘ Andhaka Maha- 
bhoja,’ Ugrasena and Ahuka( the Kukura leaders), had all 
their hundreds of wives, accompanying them in the Eaivataka 
and Prabhasa revelries.2 Ugrasena’s Yaidarbhl wife Padma- 
vatx’s3 illegitimate son Kamsa had two wives (daughters of 
Jarasandha), as already noted. Devaka had, besides his 
chief wife or wives, at least one Vaisva or Sudra concu¬ 
bine,4 whose daughter was married to Vidura-Kaurava. 
Krtavarman’s section was also apparently polygamous, for his 
descendant and heir inherited a harem with which he was 

settled at Marttikavata.5 
Amongst the other Yadava branches, no polygamies are 

ascribed to the Vidarbhas, consistently with the Vidarbhan 
tendency towards monogamy. But the Salva (Marttikavata- 
Bhoja) prince, Mitrasaha, a contemporary of, .Vasudeva 
(92/93), had two wives (whose sons were the famous Hamsa 
and Bimbhaka or Nimi) ;6 and probably the Euntis were poly¬ 
gamous,—if the 1 Urvasi ’ episode of epic tradition may be 
referred to the court of Purujit-Kuntibhoja.7 

After the polygamies of the century and a quarter 
described above, there was apparently a natural temporary 
reaction in the Paurava court,8 no doubt aided by times of 
great stress and reverses,9 clearly indicated even in the meagre 
tradition of the period. Thus only one wife (the princess 
of Madra)10 is ascribed to Pariksit II (90),11—though he may 
have inherited the Pandava harem in the same way as his 
contemporary and related Yadava princes.12 His son Jana- 

1 Mbh. XVI, 7; vide n. 6, p. 219. 
2 In aU epic and Pur.° accounts of Eaivataka and Prabhasa or Dvaraka 

sports. 
3 Badma. II, 48-51. The statement that she mistook another person 

Gobhila for her husband Ugrasena, shows that she was only one 
of a large group of wives; cf. the case of Bhadra-Vaisali, who 
being one of many wives could be similarly beguiled (by 
Sis'upala). 

4 Vide n. 7, p. 219. 
5 Mbh. XVI, 7, 245. 
6 Hv. 295, 15387-’405. 
7 Vide ante, pp. 139—141. 
8 The Yadava (Indraprastha) and Pancala courts very soon disappeared; 

and no personal details are available for Kasi, Kosala, etc., for 
this period. Vide Pargiter AIHT. pp. 284-’5. 

9 Involving the retreat and amalgamation of the Kuru-Pancalas, dis¬ 
appearance of Yadava and W. Anava kingdoms, and considerable 
contraction of the Epic horizon. Vide Pargiter AIHT. pp. 284-,5. 

10 Madravati : in all dynastic accounts. 
11 Abhimanyu had also only one wife, but he was killejftt 16. 
12 Now on his Western frontier. 



sarman, a contemp. of Janamejaya: Mbh. XIII, 40 a. 
The general tendency of the priesthood and the Courts to laxity and 

‘ abating in this post-Bharata period. 
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Yadava detail for this period, is the fate of Krsna s harem: 
Some of his chief wives resorted to ‘ sahamarana, and some 
others retired into forest life; but the great bulk of his famous 
‘ 1G 000 ’ were carried off by the Abhlras, and are stated 
to have been subsequently reduced to prostitution, m which 
profession they were confirmed and instructed by (Dalbhya- 
Caikitaneyain the same manner, it is said, as the Danava 
women of vore were reduced to and instructed in that profes¬ 
sion by ‘ Indra ’ after the ‘ Danava ’ defeats; and several 
Puranas profess to give the substance of that instruction ; 
they give two explanations of this fall, Krsna s cuise on his 
wives for their infidelity, and resultant ravishment by the 
Abhlras,—and Astavakra’s cursing1 2 * 4 a host of ‘ apsarases 
(=Krsna’s wives) to become courtesans. Several important 
probabilities are suggested by these statements: firstly, that 
1 organized ’ prostitution (under royal patronage) may have 
arisen as early as the time of the first Ail a* kings,5 under 
conditions associated with conquests and subjection; secondly, 
that the destructive Yadava wars6 of the Epic Age produced 
repetition of similar conditions and results, on a large scale; 
thirdly, that between the harems of the time and courtesans 
the connection was very intimate, the former leading to the 
latter by degeneration, the latter to the former by sublima¬ 
tion,7—so that royal polygamy often implied patronage of 

1 Br. 212; cf. Mat. 70; Mbh. XVI, 5, 135. 144 ; 7, 223-270. 
2 Mat. 70; etc. 
2 Even the “ courtesan’s art ” had its ‘ rsi * and * sutrakaraf teachers : 
- e.g. Svetaketu, Pancala-Babhravya, Dattaka and Vatsyayana; 

apparently Dalbhya was fivetaketu’s immediate predecessor in 
this respect (within 3 gens, of each other); some steps before 
him, another Paficala-Babhravya of Brahmadatta’s court, has a 
similar reputation in tradition. 

4 An anachronism by three generations. 
5 Some of the early "Aila kings were actually ‘ Indras/ acc* to tradition, 

and many others ,took part in the * Devasura ’ wars, as compared 
with only one early Manva king, Kakutstha, who helped an 
‘ Indra,’ proh. his contemp. Aila, Nahusa, whose son married his 
daughter. Nahusa is stated to have taken a licentious turn after 
his victories, and Yayati’s unwieldy harem of Bhargava-Danava 
slave-girls, and his temptings by an * Indra,’ are well-known. 
The alleged development of prostitution by ‘ Indra’s ’ victories 
may thus refer to this period, if there is any traditional basis for 
the statement; cf. wars temp. Raji and Yayati : Mat. 24, 37 f.; 
25, 8 f. ; also 12 other wars : 47, 41-241. 

6 A comparative study of the whole body of Epic-Purapic tradition will 
give a clear impression that the ‘ Epic ’ age was a ‘ Yadava ' 
age, and the Bharata battle was only one incident in a series of 
destructive Yadava wars, singled out for epic treatment. The 
Puranas would seem to be quite right in their estimation of 
Kr§na as the central figure of the age; it is remarkable that one 
Piir.0 refers to an earlier rather different acc. of Krsna’s exploits 
‘ that reads like a smasana ’ : it explains the Puranic conception 
that he was * born to lighten the burdens of the Jferth/ 

t These processes are illustrated in the courts of Brahmadatta of Pafi- 
cala (87) and his father (86), in Krsna’s Harem (94), and in that 
of Arjuna’s ‘real* father (93) (whoever he may have been). 
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prostitution ;l fourthly, that the brahmans, were chiefly 
instrumental2 in fostering and sanctioning the profession, as 
is shown by the prominent part played in these developments 
by Dalbhya-Caihitaneya and Astavakra (nephew of the 
notorious Svetaketu, connected with brahmanical laxity, and 
a teacher of Erotics inclusive of Prostitution),—all of whom, 
remarkably enough, were Kuru-Pancala brahmans, together 
with the two Pahcala-Babhravyas3 similarly associated in 
tradition. 

1 Such patronage is indeed illustrated in very much earlier courts, as 
already noted. 

2 So also in earlier periods, the connection of &nkra,’Bhargava with 
Yayati’s slave-girls, of Datt-Atreya with his host of pleasure- 
girls (and with his contemporary Kauiika'& addiction to courte¬ 
sans), of T&sy&iTnga-Kdsyapa with Anga courtesans, etc., are more 
than accidental; ef. Maitreya living with a courtesan at Y&ranasi. 
temp. Yyasa who stays with them as a gratified guest: Mbh. Xll, 
120-123; cf. also Narada and the prostitute Pancacuda (XIII, 38, 
2203 ff.), or the r$i Bodhya and ]?ingala (XIII, 178; XII, 174). 

3 They are most probably not the same . 
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